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Abstract 

This ffiesis examines images and dialogues of the male body in contcml)omry men 9s 

lifestyle magazines. Taking die examples of two top-selling British men's lifestyle 

magazines FHM and Men's Health, and their respective websites, I unpack nic(liated 

constructions of wNtc, hetcrosexual masculinifies using the combined methods of 

semiology, discourse analysis and non-parficipant observation. The male body is 

central to "s prOject, and the ways that it is represented as ldcalizcd and grotcsquc are 

analysed for the ways that they each impact upon perceptions of white heterosexual 

masculinifics and conccptions of the 'Other'. Reading the male body as ldcaliscd mid 

grotesque also introduces wider feinimst debates on the male gaze, representation, and 

whether the grotesque can be thconsed from the perspecfivc of masculinifics. Tbe 

construction of online communities and reader dialogues is also examined in relation 

to discourses of the body, identity and masculinity. 'Ilic work in di's thesis explores the 

basis for contemporary representations of wNte heterosexual masculinities and male 

bodies in men's lifestyle magazines and their rcspccfivc wcbsitcs. 
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Introduction 

In this thesis the analysis of'men's lilestyle magazines is an interdisciplinary project that 

employs serniology, discoursc analysis and non-participant observation to deconstruct 

the iniages, naiTatives and constructed communi6es of two top-selling Bn6sli nicn's 

magazincs, FTIM and Men's Health, and flicir respecfive websites. The rcscarch 

involved in flus project is text based, and auns to rethemise the relationslp between 

men s lifestyle magazines and contemporary, white, western masculinities using a 

coniparative examination of two distinct poles of men's magazine cultures. 'llic time 

franie for my analysis of FHM, FHM. com, Men's Hcalth and mcnshcalth. co. uk 

spanned October 2001 - May 2005. The extension of my time frame was a result of 

the introduction of 'MMS Gallery' to FHM. com, a section of the wcbsite which 

extends the interactive relationsfIlps between users of the site by encouraging readers to 

send and display text messages and photographs. The movement of men's lifestyle 

magazines onto the internet in recent years has both shifted and extended die ways in 

which magazines represent themselves, and has allowed the evolution of homosocial 

male communities as interaction has increasmgly been developed between the rcaders 

mid producers of magazines. Thc repositioning of men's lifestyle magazines onto the 

intcnict has not yct bcen ftilly examined or theorised, and idcas rcgarding 

homosociality can bc complcmcntcd and rc-cxwiiincd by study of thc idioniatic, 

generic conventions that constitute male readers as a'community' online. 
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Alongside the niovcment of men's magazines online and the creation of homosocial 

communities, my project will analyse the relationship between men's filestyle magazines 

wid conternporary, white, westem masculinities through extensivc relCrcnce to dic 

grotesque. Despite both being men's lifestyle magazincs, FHM and Men's Health 

contrast significantly in tenns of outlook, perspective, and with respect to how 

liegenionic mascuhnities are defined. The differences between these two magazines 

occur in the split between humour and fitness culture, as where FHM mocks sobriety 

and senotisness, Men's Hcahh is sincerc and emphatic in its promotion offitness alid 

the shaping of idealised bodies. The contras6ng use of grotesque and idealiscd bodies 

can be read as one aspect marking this attenuation of men's lifestyle magazines into 

distinct types. From my reading of FHM and Men's Hcalth, I also came to understand 

the ways in which the male body, the positioning of"Others' and the grotesque are 

crucial in defining the heterosexual sell', both on behalf of the magazine producers and 

also l'or consumers who interact With printed magazines via problem pages and onlme 

through interactive inessage boards. FHM and Men's Hcakh proVide a basis from 

wlflcli to analyse the ways that bodi idealised bodies and grotesque bodies are 

rcprcsciitcd for a predominantly heterosexual, male audience, and in doing so "s 

prqjcct will engage with the grotesque to extend aestlietic readings of masculinity that 

have previously overlooked this area of representation. 
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Intellectual Aims of this Project 

My thesis is positioned within dcbates surrounding nien's lifestyle mawincs and 

representations of the (wNtc) male body, the grotesque and masculine communities. 

As a coiise(lucnce of'reading FHM, FHM. coni, Men'S Hcalth and nienshcafth-cauk 

over the research period, the following intellectual auns emerged for this thesis. 

0 Drawing on Bakhtin's notion of the grotesque and on conceptions of dic 

alýject, I intend to reinvestigate the complexities of embodied masculinitics 

in men's lifestyle magazine cultures. In particular, I will consider the ways 

in which grotesque bodies indicate key tensions in contemporary masculine 

identities and body reflexive practices. I will examine ways in which 

grotesque figures are linked to the construction of (wintc) heterosexual 

masculinifies, and consider evidence of a specifically male grotesque in dic 

culture of mcii's mawazines. 

* As part of the above reinvestigation of embodied masculinities, I will also 

deconstruct ways in which ideallZed male bodies are represented to readers 

of FHM and Mcn's HcalLb. This will involve considerafion of how niale 

bodies are positioned in relation to theories of the gaze, how inale bodies 

are targeted towards heterosexual male readers, and a reconsideration ol 

the ways in which female and gay bodics embIcinatise and constitute 

heterosexual, masculine valucs. 

Drawing on Balkhfin's work on speccli genres, I will consider the interactive 

contcxt ofinalc tiscrs botb rcading and contfibuting to the online niagwinc, 

and investigate the ways in which the slill't to intcmet interactivity has 
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rcconsfitutcd mwsculine rcadcrsNp in tcn-ns of spcech cominunifics. I Will 

examine the extent to which online magazine websites are spaces for the 

construction of community, and how homosocial cominunitics arc 

articulated by readers/writcrs. 

This research project is located in debates on masculinities, representation and the 

intemet as a site for collective readership. Now that I have oudincd the intcllcctual 

mns ofthis project, I will tum to a brief discussion of white masculinifics, heterosexual 

masculinities and cntical men's studies as conceptual tools, in order both to position 

the white, heterosexual, male subject, of my research more clearly, and to highlight how 

whiteness and lieteroscxuality are conccivcd at the onsct of my work. I will discuss 

some of the tensions in debates that will become apparcnt later in this tlicsis, and Will 

also locate my work in the context of debates on hegemonic masculinifies. 

White Masculinities 

In this thesis I analyse the construction of heterosexual masculinitics in men's 111Cstyle 

magazines, taking the examples of FHM and Men's Healdi. The heterosexual subject 

in this context is primarily white, as while neither FHM or Men's Hcaldi promote 

racism, and while both do portray black bodies in a variety of contexts, the vast majority 

ofinodcls featured in these two magazines are wfiite; the body is unmarked as whitc. 

Furtlicniiorc, 1'eaturcs on style and grooming products can be seen to implicitly cater 

for whitc iiiasculinides, as onc parficipant on a incssagc board thrcad on 

menshcalib. cauk callc(I'lilack Wcbsites'statcd: 
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Black skin looks diffcrend Some clothes/colours/ styles look well cool on black guys 
and rubbish on pale white spotty guys (for example black shirts! ) so there are far 

more issues than you might think.. different liair care/ styles/ complications.. 
Jewellery looks different on black skin.. sickle cell issues.. and why black men look 
better in the gym! 

also there wil be issues which are based on white racism to be taken into account.. eg 
wearing hoods (don't do it! people flunk you arc on the rob! 

Just millions of reasons. i think its naive to think that mags like men's health 
(overwhelmingly white models for example) cater as precisely to a black audience as 
you might at first think, even though the facts are similar, the fact that the mag is 
aspirational yet looking at the models they are mostly white would prove tiresome to 
me, and probably seem a bit weird U am white) I know that when I look at a black 

mag it seems weird that there are no white faces(not that I think black faces are 
weird! ) so I guess the feeling is reversed to some extent. 

For women the issues are far widcr.. especially skin care, sun protection, make up, 
haIrstyles, as there is a hell of a lot of variation in face shape skin tone, and Sul, 
protection necdcd for black skin as well as white, but white inags are going to be so so 
so off the mark for black readers, and nothing like as comprehensive. 

and when you get into cultural things.. well diets are different, expectations are 
different and there are topics like the fact that white people can talk about'runniing in 
the countryside' but that people with black and asian skins are overwhelmingly 
(almost exclusively) 'urban' and so black niags can talk more confidently about'urban' 
style arid issues in the awareness that this will be a tighter coverage of the market than 
for'gcneral'mags, which has obvious implications for advertisers, and the type of 
information they can pull out. 

(menshcalth. co. uk, 'Black Websites', posted 28.11.02). ' 

The Wnter quoted above identifies lumself as white and adopts a male usemame. It is 

interesting to see how this white, male-identified participant articulates a wide vanety of 

racial issues, and his opinion demonstrates how readers of menshealth. co. uk express 

conflict as well as consent with the wider cultural environment (I will discuss divcrsitN, of' 

opinion through the nofion of lieteroglossia in Chapter 8). However, there are many 

' Please note that any inconsistencies in speRing, punctuation or grammar are the writers own. 
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rcadcrs of'mcnshcalth. co. uk who perceive issues of nacc and cthnicity to be irrelevant 

to the subject of men's hiCstyle and fitness magazines, prefcMng universalistic concepts 

ol"manhood' in the production of the fit malc body and homosocial communities (this 

will also be discussed in Chapter 8). Issues of race and ctlinicity arc taboo subjects in 

magazine cultures in comparison With, for example, sexism and the display of'wonien's 

bodies as sex objects, and where race and/or racism are raised the subjects often cause 

controvcrsy. The work in this thcsis is focuscd on gcnder and masculinity, but draws 

attention to the ways in wNch covert and unmarked signifiers of-'race' underpin the 

constmction and rcprcscnta6on of hcgcmonic masculinity. 

My analysis of menshcalth. co. uk revealed that there are (self identified) black, Asian 

and mixed racc male personae participating on die Mcn'S Health message boards, 

although this area ofanalysis was difficult since race was rarely marked in speech in 

comparison widi gender or sexuality. Issues of race are often sidelined in the 

I)rcferciice for wider discussions on the message board headings concerning the male 

body, fitness, health, sexuality and relationships. Such topics are implicitly deemed 

universal for all British men, and in his seminal work Mite, Richard Dyer sugWested 

that the notion of universality is an undercurrent In the concept of white racial idcnfitics 

in western cultures, where there is an assumption that to be white is to somehow lack 

racc (Dycr: 1997: 1). As Ann Phocnix statcs, 

, nic absence of focus on '"'hitcticss' coupled widi implicit constructions of white 
people as 'die norm' serves to manitain die privileged position of whitencss, but to 
obscure dic ways in which it is implicated in power relations (Phocnix: 1997: 187). 
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Phoenix notes the general failure of dominant groups to reflect upon their position of' 

power, and in her analysis of'whitc Londoners slic demonstrated the dill-iculty and 

reluctance expressed in rcflecting upon white identities (Phoenix: 1997). White 

heterosexual niasculinifies are the most socially, economically and politically pnvilcgc(l 

groups in western societies. Yet there is not only diversity within such identifics 11, 

tenyis of'status and power, but also reciprocal anxieties. This tlicsis will examine the 

vulnerability a: well as the power associated with white heterosexual masculinity, and 

will cngrage widi the ways m wNcli whitc lieteroscxual mcn perccive both the sclf and 

socially positioned'Othcrs'. 

Heterosexual Masculinities 

The central subjects in this thesis are heterosexual, male readers of HIM and Men's 

Health. This research project is not designed to engage with wider debates in gay and 

lesbian studies, but will use selected material relevant to the positionmig ofheterosexual 

male audiences in men's lifestyle magazines. I will investigate ways diat the 'white' malc 

body is framed and targeted towards heterosexual readers, and will examine the 

ambiguous cultu" codcs that gciicratc complcxity m thconcs both of the gaze, and of' 

i-cading relations. Homosocial desire complicates Laur-a Mulvey's work on the male 

gram, as docs the work of Wntcrs such as Scan Nixon, Jon Stratton, Tim Edwards mid 

Susan Bordo who have all discussed the growing trend of appropriating homocrofic 

and gay cultural images to sell consumer products to heterosexual audiences 

(Nixon: 1996, Stratton: 1996, Edwards: 1997, Bordo: 1999). In lier discussion oftlic 
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ambiguous representation of male models in Calvin Klein advertising, Bordo stated 

that, 

Images ofmasculinIty that Will do double (or tiiple or quadruple) duty with a vaniety 
of consumers, straight and gay, male and female, are not difficult to create in a 
culture like ours, in which the muscular male body has a long and glorious aesthetic 
history (Bordo: 1999: 181-2). 

Following on from Bordo, I deconstruct the ways in which advertisers and magazine 

producers frame men's bodies as bodies of desire and/or consumption, and I exanune 

how heterosexual men recognise, articulate and negotiate the ambiguous positioning of 

ffie male body in advertising and men's magazines. I will analyse the tensions that cxist 

between images of ffie desirable male body and heterosexual masculinities, and will 

question whether men are positioned as subjects or objects of the male gaze. 

Iii this thesis I investigate ways in wNch heterosexual male personae articulate 

honiosocial desires, and examine soine of the tensions verbalised towards homocrotic 

male bodies. Gay readers are given a voice in mcnslicalth. co. uk, and I question how 

the cultural franiework supports the tensions between gay and straight identified 

personae through the concept of heteroglossia, and die ways in which heterosexual 

men collectively articulate notions of heterosexuality. In FHM, gay sexuality is 

rciidered invisible unless it is expressed in terms of humour and/or insult for the 

entertainment of heterosexual readers. I Will therefore consider how gay cultural codes 

arc probleinatically positioned in the fasl-iion and advertising space of FHM, and also 
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how gay mcii arc implicatcd in conccptions of licterosexual masculinity as a point of 

conti-ast, firmly set as the 'Other' to the established cultural nomi. 

Feminism, Critical Men's Studies and Hegemonic 

Masculinity 

I will now discuss the influence of feminism and critical nicn's studies upon my work, 

paying particular attention to the concept of liegenionic masculinities. Despite bcing 

the most obvious influence upon my work, feminism is dic most difficult to dcfinc and 

posifion myself within, given the changes in my own feminist perspcctivcs over time. 

Whereas I initially started my academic studies in dic finn belieftbat I was a socialist 

ICnunist, throughout my time as a postgraduate student I have increasingly been 

influenced by poststructuralism. For example, I was, like many socialist feminists 

influenced by the work of Michel Foucault on power and discourse (Barrett: 199 1). In 

this thesis, I have drawn on Foucault to show how concepts of identity are relative and 

shiffing, and Ills influence is present in my readings of winte heterosexual masculinities 

in ways that negotiate the tenns of power. 

'nic altercation widun feminism as it split between the missionary zeal of 

poststnicturalisin and then postmodemism, with the Wish of the later to place clear 

bluc sky betwccn dic ncw 'I 990s' and the old 'I 970s' feminisms mid the dcIcndcrs of' 

Marxist and socialist Icininists, was foundcd on a common syllogism: 'If a 
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Marxist/socialist fcniitust, then not a poststructuralist, and if a postsfructuralist, dicn not 

a Marxist/socialist feminist'. Yet Bakhtin, whose framework I have drawn upon 

extensively in this thesis, demonstrates that such simple oppositions may be resisted. 

Bakhtin cannot bc positioncd excluslvcly as a poststructuralist, although his work can 

be seen to incite certain aspects of this philosoplucal tradition. For Bakhtin stated 

I amself in I owarcl a Methodology lbr the Human Sciences, 'my attitude towards 

structuralism: I am against enclosure in text' (Bakhtin: 1986: 169). Yet, as I suggest in 

Chapter 4, Bakhtin also maintained the importance of structural factors that set lin-uts 

on speech and dialogue, as is evident in his work on lietcroglossia, nionoglossia. mid 

camival. ' The emphasis placed upon difference, subjectivity and plurality in 

poststructuralist discourse has allowed researchers to analysc power relations as 

discursive forinations. 

Alan Petersen succinctly presents the more 'poststructuralist' Bakhtin: 

Eschewing structuralists' search for the underlying rules, codes and systems that 
govern social phenomena, airid the urge to develop gra-nd synthesizing theories, 
poststructuralists have focused on the inextricable IMiks between power and 
luiowledgc and on how individuals are constituted as subjects and given unified 
idcn6fies. Poststructuralists have drawn attention to micropolifics and emphasize 
subjccfiVity, difference and everyday life (Peterseii: 2003: 55). 

But just as Bakhtin straddles the stýructurahst/poststructuralist opposition, so too does 

another important source for iny work in this thesis, the concept of licgcinonic 

imi, sculinitics. This thesis is not Hitendcd to providc a thcorctical (Icbate on liegenionic 

2 Heteroglossia and monoglossia will be discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 8. Carnival, and 
Bakhtin's work on the grotesque and the carnivalesque, will be analysed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 7. 
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masculinities, however since I use this term at a number of poinLs in my work it is 

important to outline how I understand IL The concept of hegenionic masculinitv 

relates to work by Antonio Gyramsci, who fonnulated his theory of hegernony to 

account for ways that dominant classes maintain power partly through consent, or, die 

6 cultural leadership exercised by the ruling class' (Ritzcr: 1992: 280). As Jcff Hearn 

states, 'the notion of hegemony provides a way of takng about overarching ideologies 

at die level ofeveryday, taken-for-grantcd ideas and pr-acfice I)crfon-ned 'With consent', 

'Without coercion" (Heam: 2004: 54). Dunng the 1980s, vmtcrs such as Tim Carrigan, 

Bob Connell and John 1-ce expanded the concept of hegemony in order to analysc 

gcndcred power relations, finking hegemony to dic idea of mascuhiii6es as plural 

identifies, and created a theory to understand how gendercd power relations work on 

numerous levels, both for and aganist groups of men. In an influential article called 

Towar(l a NewSociology of Masculinity, they stated that, 

What emerges from this line of argument is the very important concept of hegemonic 

masculinil. vl not as 'the male role, ' but as a particular variety of masculirflty to which 
others - among them young and effeminate as well as homosexual men - are 
subordinated. It is particular groups of men, not men in genera. ], who are oppressed 
within patriarchal sexual relations, and whose situations are related in different ways 
to the overall logic of the subordination of women to men. A consideration of 
homosexuality thus provides the begimungs of a dynamic conception of masculinity 
as a structure ofsocial relations (Carrigan, Connell and Lee: 1987: 86. Original 

emphasis). 

'I'lie idea that masculirtity is plural and discursively produced dirough complex power 

relations is con-ipatiblc with the notion of hcgciiiomc masculinities. Wnters such as 

C. -, ung-aii, Connell and Lee used hcgemonic masculinity as a way to re-think concepts of 

patiiarchy, to take into account the differences between men widiout losing sight ofthe 
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power that men exert. As Connell stated in lus subsequent work on G-'endcr xid 

Power, 

'Flegemonic masculinity' is always constructed in relation to various subordinated 
masculnuties as well as in relation to women. The interplay between different forms 

ofmasculirlIty is an important part of how a patriarchal social order works 
(Connell: 1987: 183). 

hi tl ils thesis I Will engage with notions of hegenionic masculinities, particularly the 

inteq)lay between hegemonic masculinities, subordinated masculinities (gay nien 

and/or black men) and women. 

In dils thesis, hegcnionic niasculinities arc contcxtually bascd, and I do not clwm that 

the construction of powerful, idealized bodies in the context of men's magazines 

directly mirrors dic construction of hegenionic masculinity in widcr social, cconoinic 

and political relations. While it is iny belief that hegemonic niasculinities in men IS 

magazines hold wider social implications for gender relations, die way that liegemonic 

niasculinities are constructed in, for example, Men's Health, would not necessarily be 

read as hegcnionic in a different social setting. The hegenionic ideal in Men'S Health 

bears relevance to its context as an embodiment of power through discourses of fitness 

and popular ctilturc Much would look both uncomfortablc and relativcly powcrless in a 

dillcmit social/cconomic/political setting. Similarly, within the sclf-dcprecating culture 

ofEHM, (lie lad is placed as liegemonic in his omnipotence and control over'Others'. 

In this tlicsis I will analysc rccumng dicmes and pattems that contfibutc to 

constructions of niasculnutics, mid I will cxplore how diffcrcnt typcs of inasculinifies 

arc invcstcd in licgcnionic powcr rclations. 
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'llicrc arc a broad range of literatures that have been drawn upon throughout my work, 

and wNch represent an interdisciplinary project grounded in social, media mid cultural 

studies. I will now introduce some of these literatures as I present the order of 

discussion of this thesis. In Chapter 1,1 present a bncf history of men's IlfcstNlc 

magazines and their transition to online niagazines, locating central influences on the 

producfion of FHM and Men's Hcalth and viewing the evolufion of nic n's magazine s 

alongside shifts in concep6ons of masculinity. Chapters 2,3, and 4 arc three sets of 

literature reviews that situate this project within a wider set of debates that have 

proVided its overarching context and conceptual frame. I'liey each anticipate and 

largely correspond with ffic chapters of analysis that constitute the heart of my thesis in 

chapters 6,7 and 8, and I will now outline each of these pwrs of chapters. 

Chapter 2 will present an overview of debates on representation, the concepts ofthe 

gaze and of objectification. It will engage closely with both Mulvey's and Foucault's 

nofion of 'the (nialc/survcying) g-azc' in ordcr to takc up dic nofion of tfic We in the 

context of men's pnntcd and online magazines, and will address the limits of We 

theory in relation to theonsations of magazmes. Chapter 6 is the first half of two 

comparative chapters, widi Chapter 6 noting ways in which men Is magazines are 

charactcrised by ideallZing dimensions (whereas Chapter 7 argues that men's magwincs 

are charactensed by abjcct dinicnsions). In emerging to the foreground as the mwn 

cotiiitcr-tciidciicics in the currcnt incamations of the printed magazines, grotcsque and 

ideAsed bodics rcprcsent a sU-t in the arciia of imagmcd idenfifics consfituted by 
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men 9s magazine cultures. In Chapter 6,1 explore the divergence of inen's magazines in 

the croticizing regimes of men's bodies, using the front covers as a point of comparison 

to show that the shift in men's magazines has produced a shift in gazes. I argue that the 

Adonis/Herculean/atl-ilete are typologies of white masculinities and pnvileged points of 

identification in men's magazines. 'Me chapter investigates the scrutiMsing of (white) 

inale bodies in men's lifestyle magazines, and the tensions concerning the gaze and 

identifications. I argue that a consuming (ambiguous) heterosexuality is both privileged 

and held in tension by both the divergent constitutions of narcissistic identification 

(idealized and grotesque), and the competing negotiations of heterosexism and 

homoeroticism. 

Chapter 3 will review Bakhtin and Kristeva's respective theones of the grotesque and 

the abject that have infori-ned my engagement with the complexities of masculine 

positioning ax-ticulated by mcn's magazines. 'Meir theoncs undei-pM analysis in 

Chapter 7 of FHMs explicit use of male and female grotesques, and of the abjcctcd 

grotesque as a point of anxiety in Men's Health. In Chapter 71 explore how the 

grotesque functions to ridicule through excess, cruelty and the prurient humour of 

FHM. In Men's Health the grotesque is latent, the off-stage monstrous masculine that 

must be repudiated and repressed through self-discipline and the pursuit of idealized 

bodics. Bodi sitcs display significant anXicties or ambivalenccs about reprcsentations of 

excess mid extremity. Ibcse chapters challenge notions that the grotesque is 

intrinsically and cxcluslvcly a feminised position, and that mcn's magazines arc sitcs 
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pi-inianly distinguished by the eroticisation and idealisation ol'an onianiental malc 

body. 

Chapter 4 draws upon four sets of analytic resources: fcniinist critical practices on 

gciider identity work and the intemet; notions of conu-nunity, online communitics mid 

personae as sites for social bonding-, perspectives and experiences ofConsciousness 

Raising as a site of both gender identity work and as social moveincnt; and Baklitin's 

theories regarding speech coinniunifics as applied to interactive 'readership' practices 

and notions of hcteroglossia. I progress through these sets of literaturc, and in 

parfictilar Baklifin's work, in order to claborate the ways in wluch gender idcnfity work 

may be simultaneously constituted as gender communIty work. In Chaptcr 8,1 view 

both FHM. com wid menshcalih. cauk as sites for collective rcadcrship, and iiivcstigate 

the lioniosocial, communal dcsircs and modes of (diskonnection in these sites wriong 

men. I examinc the sliil-t in reprcscntation wi"n cach onhne vcrsion of the magazine, 

in particular the centrality of nicssage board conversafions on mensheakh. co. uk and its 

honiosocial community developed through the interactive contexts of collective reading 

and Wnting. I analyse the sfiift in modes of representation on FHM. com through the 

ways in which it pulls the grotesque further to the foreground than in the printed 

nia4razinc, mid I interpret ffic cffects of their online conimuiuty funcfioning as a 

rc stnctcd space where men are prevented from engaging in the kind of communicative 

rclations awulablc in mcnshcakh. cauk. Vicwing two radicafly (IiN, ci-,, fcnt fonns of 

intcractivc homosocial communitics xs sitcs for collccfivc rcadcrship ciiables unc to 
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A question the role of this aspect of popular culture In the constitution of honiosoci, ity, 

in particular through the potentially anonymous message boards ofmenshealth. co. uk 

that facilitate alicctive tcmis of rclationality and the breaking down of emotional 

barriers. 

In this thesis I will develop original analysis regarding the relationslUp between BrItish 

inci-ils lifestyle inagw-incs and contemporary, white, masculinitics in a number of' 

specific respects. For example, this prqject will complicate theories of the gaze through 

analysing representations of ffie niale body as the focal point of the gaze in men's 

magazines, and the work on message boards will illustrate that male participants on 

mciishcaM. co. uk possess increased recognition oftlie ambiguous sexual posi6oning of 

the male body. My analysis of Mcn's Hcalth will reveal that while it presents a vision of 

masculinity bound widtin conccpts of whitcness, it cniploys visual imagcry that has 

traditionally been viewed as the domain of black men, and iii doing so cballenges 

traditional mind/body binanes and reclaims the white physical body as an cmbodinicnt 

of power. This flicsis finally develops original analysis in the arguments surrounding 

the variety of evidence of a specifically male grotesque in die culture of nien's 

magazines. I Will now move onto a history of men's magazInes In order to position my 

own analytical work. 
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Chapter 1 
A History of Men's 

Magazines 

Introduction: The Early Years 

LifestYle 

In this chapter I will trace the development of men's magazines in order to place FHM 

I and Men s Hcahh into their historical contexts. The origin of modem men's lifestyle 

magazines lies in the 1930s With magazines such as EsquIrC and Vo 
, gue Hommes being 

published in America and France. MagazMes for men had existed prior to the 1930s, 

however such titles were designed for specific interests and hobbies rather than around 

the subjects of male desire and consumption. There had been earlier men's general 

interest magazines, for example 7he Gendeman'S Magazine, which was published in 

England during the eighteendi century and 'is often considered the first modern 

magazine. It was published by Edward Cave in England in 1731 and continued 

publication until the First World War. It aimed to entertain, With essays, stories, 

pocnis and political comment' (Magforum. com, 'Men's Magazines 1: Early Evolution', 

accessed 06.04.05). However, while The Gendemen s M4azinc offered discussion on 

a vancty of subjects, the launch of Esquire and Vogue Honunes represented 

niasculinities around the subjects of consumption, fashion and heterosexuality, 

introducing diinciisions of 'lifestylc' that wcrc organizcd around masculinity and 

leisurc. 
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It is particularly through the example of Esquire magazMe that we can see the first clear 

influence upon modem day magazines such as FHM and Men's Health, With 

consumerism being mixed with the representation of women as objects of sexual desire 

(albeit through raunchy illustrations rather than photography). Kenon Breazeale has 

claimed that Esqui*rc was the first attempt by a magazine to organise a male consumer 

audience, using features on fasl-iion, comedy and literature to bind men into a sense of 

niasculinc camaradeiic, and that it offcred rcpresentation of woiiicn as scxual objccts 

suitable for the '... coffee table and not Iýidden upstairs in the sock drawer' 

(Breazeale: 2000: 233). While early publications of EsquIrC cannot be sald to have 

portrayed women in the same way as modem day men's magazines such as FHM and 

Men's Health (who draw upon photographs of pardally naked women's bodies), the 

representation of women as sexual objects constructed for die male gaze was evident in 

Esqui're magazine. The influence of Esquire paved the way for die representation of 

women's bodies as both sexually desirable and acceptable m men's magazines, 

influencing later titles such as Playboy In the 1950s. 

The 1950s and the Launch of Playboy 

Esquirc was a forerunner in the attempt both to commodify the male body and to use 

women s bodies as a focus for heterosexual desire within a respectable consumer 

product. MOVing to the 1950s and the launch of Playboy magazine in December 1953, 

we scc the development of a men's magazine that was dedicated to the bachelor 

lifestyle mid to the pliotograpfýc representation of wonien as sexually desirable objects. 
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Playboy introduced soft-core pornography Into the men's lifestyle magazine, combining 

consumer tips with fiction, liumour, celebrity interviews, fasluon and photographs of 

women in My naked poses. As an erotic, soft-core pomograpluc magazine for men, 

Playboy was very different to the illustrated depictions of women in the earlier Esqui're- 

However, Gail Dines claims that Playboy extended what was deemed culturally 

acceptable and brought pornography out of the closet and onto the coffee table 

(Dines: 1995: 254). Playboy positioned itself as 'quality' pomography, and as Dines 

states, 'the thinking behind this packaging concept, according to John Mastro, the 

product manager of Playboy, was that'quahty takes some of the shock off nudity" 

(Dmes: 1995: 255). The influence of Playboy is parficularly evident in the nse of lads' 

magazines such as HIM, Loaded and Maxim durmg the 1990s, and indeed such 

magazines have paid homage to Playboywith special issues such as Maxim's 'Playboys' 

issue in December 2002. Barbara Ehrenreich claimed that the launch of Playboy 

i encouraged the sense of membersl-ýp in a fraternity of male rebels' while at the same 

time advocating the notion of Pleasurable consumption (Ehrenreich: 1983: 43-4). 

Playboy targeted readers as sophisticated consumers of women, sex and consumer 

. goods, and as Rowena Chapman stated, 

Hefner's Playboy represented a challenge to this ethic [of the 1950s breadwinner], 

with its propagation of the doctrine of escape from conformity and whole-licarted 
embrace of liedonism. For Playboy was about far more than just the sexual 
objecfificafion of women (Chapman: 1988: 233). 

Magazines such as THM, Loaded and Maxim drew upon the discursive repertoires of 

Playboy, using women, sex, rebeflion and hcdonism to design a new consumer group 

that the inass niedia has dcscnbed as the 'new lad'. 
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'nic idea ofrcaders being'male rebcls'was re-marketed with the idea of the lad, where 

rebellion bccan-ic re-dcfincd to embrace prurient humour and the grotesque. The 

launch of Playboy was significant on many levels, as not only did it glamonsc the 

bachelor lifestyle as one of style and consumption, but it also paved the way for 

subsequent soft-core pomographIc magazines such as PenLbouse (1969) and die more 

hard-core Hustler (1974). 1 do not intend to go into detail on the rise of pomogTaphic 

magazines, yet the influence of soft-core pornogmphy was evident in ffie launch of lads' 

magazines in the mid to late 1990s and into the new millennium. Wnters such as Tim 

Edwards have outlined how soft-core pornographic repertoires are drawn upon In 

men 9s lifestyle magazines so that men can obtain strength from the marginalisation of 

women. As Edwards suggests, women's bodies are typically presented as sexual objects 

and 'set up in defensive opposition to the endlessly homoerotic displays of men's 

fashion, style and accessories' (Edwards: 1997: 78). Lads' magazines have adopted a new 

brand of masculinity ffirough the idea of die lad diat depends upon women's bodies as 

a site for bonding and visual pleasure. In this respect they function in comparable ways 

to pomography, where writers such as David Buchbinder have claimed that 

pornography offers men a basis for homosocial bonding through the marginalisation of 

women, as even when it is consumed alone, pomography provides an illusion of a 

community of men who arc part of the action (Buchbinder: 1998: 104-110). Stars and 

Mcbrifics are an essential aspect of the representational framework of lads' magazines 

such as FHM, with female celebrities offering their bodies as objects of sexual desire 

mid dtillation. The tradifion for star centrcfolds can be seen in Playboy as far back as 

dicir first cdifion in Dcceiiibcr 1953 and the naked 'sweetheart of the nionth' Manlyn 
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Monroe. Since its launch, Playboy has maintained iconic status in the men's magazine 

market, with numerous stars and celebrities offering interviews and photo shoots, and 

consequendy helping to brmg "s soft-core pomograpNc tide mto rawnstream cultural 

consciousness. 

1980s UK Style Magazines 

So far I have considered the examples of Esquj*rc and Playboy as being particularly 

iiifluenfial in paving the way for the modern format of men's lifestyle magazines. 

However, Wider influences from the 1980s style and fashion press must also be taken 

into account in tracing a history of modem day magazines. Fashion is a central element 

of men's lifestyle maw-ines today, and both FHM and Mcn'S Hcahh depend on 

fashion advertising for revenue, and incorporate fashlon features as integral aspects of 

editorial content. Writers such as Sean Nixon, Frank Mort, and Tim Edwards have 

signalled the influences that the 1980s fashion and style press had upon the rise of later 

men's lifestyle magazines in the 1990s, highlighting subsequent shifts in representations 

of die male body, masculinity and spectatorship (Nixon: 1996, Mort: 1996, 

Edwards: 1997). While magazines such as Esquirc and Playboy were at the forefront of 

targeting heterosexual men through the promotion of women's bodies and a bachelor 

lifestyle, 1980s Mush magazMes such as The Face, GQ, and Arena used the nialc 

body as an image of consumer desire through advertising, fashion and music culture, 

targeting heterosexual inale readers with feminised and homoerotic images of male 

bodies. Honiocrotic images of the male body in Bntish style magazines generated a 
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shift in cultural consciousness that has continued to the present day, with the niale body 

increasingly being portrayed as a subject of desire in men Is lifestyle magazines. NiLxon 

has outlined how 77ic Face contributed to such shifts and shaped a new breed of male 

readers, allowing new visual codes of representation that positioned the inale body as 

an imagc for consumcr dcsire (Nixon: 1996: 136). 

The launch of glossy men's magazines such as The Face, GQ and Arena in the 1980s 

positioned men as style conscious consumer audiences, with advertisers using 

homoerotic imagery to target products to heterosexual readers. However, alongside 

the influence of advertisers in shifting the parameters of representation was the rise of 

gay consumer audiences. Susan Bordo has claimed that it was the gay market that 

triggered an expansion in images of the sexualised male body, and that gay cultural 

codes introduced representations of the homoerotic male body (Bordo: 1999: 183). 

Susan Faludi has also noted the appropnation of gay culture by heterosexual men's 

magazines through the particular example of Details magazine, a gay men's title that 

was bought by publishing house Conde Nast in the 1990s in order to re-brand the 

product as heterosexual, thus expanding the consumer basis while maintaining gay 

cultu ", influence (Faludi: 2000: 507). Faludi dwins that the nse of 'omwnental 

masculinity' drew upon gay cultural codes and that 'Conde Nast had bought the old 

Delails because the magazine's gay fasNon sense seemed like an ideal vcNclc, once tbc 

gay aspect was muted, for selling ornamentality to a much larger population of straight 

men' (Faludi: 2000: 525). In lier work on The Male Body Bordo also used the example 
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of'Calvin Klein to demonstrate how fashion houses appropriated gay cultural codes to 

sell products to heterosexual and gay markets, using'... wliat is known in die trade as a 

'dual marketing' approach' (Bordo: 1999: 182). 'llie examples provided by Details 

magazine and Calvin Klein advertising fiighhght the perceived profitability of the niale 

body as an olýject of consumer desire in the late 1980s, and the ways that gay men were 

viewed as sophisticated consumers of fashion that could lend ideas to target 

heterosexual malc markets. As Bordo states, 'Playboy initiated the oýjectification of 

women, and fashion has done so with men. The 1950s allowed a chest fest, but today 

adverts go lower down' (Bordo: 1999: 168). 

Bodybuilding, Fitness and Men's Health Magazine 

As a men's lifestyle magazine, Men's Health can be seen to draw upon a vaiiety of 

traditions. While lads' magazines such as FHM can clearly be set in the tradition of 

men's general interest magazines such as Esquire, soft-core pornographic titles such as 

Playboy, and also the British style and fasfýon press, Men's Hcalth also draws upon 

wider health and fitness culture. Men's fitness magazines date back to the start of the 

twentieth century with the bodybuilding magazine Physical Culture. (1903). Physical 

Culture promoted bodybuilding throughout Europe and America, and it was in this 

magazine that the infamous Charles Atlas saw an advertisement for the 'World's Most 

Pcrfecdy Developed Man' competition, which he won in 1922 (SandowMuscuni. Com, 

'Charles Atlas', accessed 04.03.04). Dunng the 1940s bodybuilding grew in populanty 

and bodybuilding magazines such as Your Physiquc in 1940 (later re-branded as 
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Muscle Builder, and then Muscle and Fitness), and Muscle Poivcr in 1945 appeared as 

specialist bodybuilding tifles. Wffle Men's Heahh is not a bodybuilding tide, the 

cniphasis placed upon weight bfting and fitness ft-aining in the sculpting of the body 

holds links with the tradition of bodybuilding. 

Magazines such as Muscle and Fitness incorporated advice from a variety of areas from 

weight training to nutrition and grooming, all aimed towards the goal of perfecting the 

inner and outer body to the standards of compe66ve bodybuilding (Bodybuilding. com, 

'Interview witli Joe Weider', accessed 03.01.05). Through the example of Musclc and 

Fitness we can see how bodybudding magazines have diversified to reflect a variety of 

lifestyle issues related to the body and consumption. Muscle and Fitness is the flagship 

title of Amcncan Media Inc (AMI), owned by publishing tycoon and bodybuilding 

enthusiastjoe Weider who is widely regarded as the foundmg fattier of modem 

bodybuilding. During 1985 AMI branched out into the world of health, fitness and 

nutrition through magazMes such as Men's Fitness Oaunched mi the UK durig 1999), 

and Rodale soon followed suit with the launch of Men's Heafth in 1986 (launched in 

die UK in 1995). Both Men's Heakh and Men's Fitness have extended the boundaiies 

ol'bodybuilding magazines, utilising the growing general interest in health, gym culture 

and the muscular male body whilst evadmg the muscular excess of compe6tive 

bodybuilding. Both Men's Fitness and Men's Health have combined the successful 

forniat of men's lifestyle magazines (consumer culture, women and fashion) with an 

interest in gym culture, sport, and health in order to target a wider niale audience. 
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However, there remains a significant gap in the sales figures of d-icse two fides in the 

UK, and between 2002-2004 Men's Fitness achieved sales between 50,000-62,000 

copies sold per month in comparison with Men's Heakh at 217,000-221,000 for the 

same period (Mintel: 2004: Figure 11). 

The Rise of Lads' Magazines 

Sean Nixon has described publishers' search for a popular UK men's lifestyle magazine 

as 'looking for the holy grail', With advertisers searching for a winning fonnula to target 

men who were previously seen as 'elusive' and '(fifficult' consumers (Nixon: 1996: 129). 

While magazines such as The Face, Arena and GQ initiated changes in representation 

and spectatorsffip by positioning men as homoerofic consumers in the 1980s, it was the 

subsequent rise of the lads' magazine in the 1990s that firmly placed heterosexual men 

as the prime target audience for fashion, grooming and consumer goods. The mid 

1990s saw the inedia hail the nse of ffie 'new lad', an excessive form of masculinity that 

was seen to revel in sexism and the display of women's bodies as ob ects of sexual j 

titillation. Most significantly, dunng 1994 there was the launch of lads' magazine 

Loadedin the UK by IPC media. Nick Stevenson, Peterjackson and Kate Brooks 

credit Loadcd with the change that took place in the 1990s men's magazine market and 

with turning the men's lifestyle magazine into distinct and popular mass consumer 

products (Jackson, Stevenson and Brooks: 2001). They state diat, 
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The use of laddish irony, which became common currency within Loaded's 
celebration of popular culture and masculinity, changed the face of men's magazine 
publishing. The later emergence ofMaxim and THM both borrowed from and 
reinvented the visual economy of Loaded (Stevenson, jackson and 
Brooks: 2001: 37 1). 

The economic success of Loaded influenced the re-launch of older style niagazincs 

such as FHM, Esquire, GQ and Arena, magazines that had previously focused upon 

menis lifestyle through fasNon and style. THM (For Him M4winc) was initially 

launched in 1987 by Tayvale as a men's fashion and style magazine, and was bought 

out by Emap dunng 199 1. With the launch and success of Loadcd in 1994, FHM 

subsequently adopted the style of ffie lads' magazine, using a mixture of women, 

fashion, consumer culture, celebrity, irony and prurient humour to sell to the growing 

magazine consumer audience of men between 18-34 years of age. As Bedian Bcnwell 

state s, THM, 

SI hifted their appeal down-market in fine with Loaded's success. The shift within the 
market represented, in many ways, a backlash against the figure offlic middle-class, 
executive, style-conscious 'new man', with its lingering connotations of posffemiiiist 
political correctness; in diis way the new lad seemed to be reacting against both 
middle-class culture and feminism (Benwell: 2004: 6). 

Taking influences from Loaded, FHM quickly established itself as the top selling 

British men's magazine, With peak sales figures hitting 775,000 per month in 1998 

(Mintel: 2000: Figure 10). 

The idea of the lad is caught up with overturning political correctness, the use of 

prurient huniour mid the celebration of inasculinity through the objectification of 

'Otlicrs'. 'Hie 'new lad' rebellcd against carlier concepts, of the 'new nian' that 
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circulated in the British media during the late 1970s and 1980s. Jackson, Stevenson 

and Brooks state that, 

According to Achilles Heel, the new man was 'born in the 1970s ... professional, 
usually white, heterosexual and between 25 and indeterminate middle age. He is ... having somewhat of an identity crisis as his girlfriend(s) discover feminism' Uackson, 
Stevenson and Brooks: 2001: 33). 

'Me 'new lad' was seen to rebel against conceptions of the 'new nian' as numning and 

, jects. narcissistic, and employed regressiVely sexist attitudes towards women as sexual ob' 

Furthennore, as noted earlier by Benwell, the 'new lad' was a backlash against middle 

class inasculinities, and we can see expression of "s in representations of the 

grotesque (a concept that Will be explored in Chapter 7). Both the 'new man' and the 

6new lad' were arguably largely media driven concepts that sparked subsequent changes 

in notions of masculinity and representations of the male body. Despite being such 

distinct and apparently incommensurable terms Mark Simpson has stated that, 

New Man and New Lad, apparently antagonistic phenomena, were in fact intimately 
related - both were the offspring of glossy magazine culture. Both were also about a 
kind of commodified masculine self-consciousness that stemmed from insecurity and 
rootlessness - though, ironically, New Lad was much more successful in selling men 
fashion and vanity products than New Man (Simpson, 'Metrosexual, That Rings a 
Bell', accessed 22.06.03). 

In spite of the apparent backlash towards feminism and emotive inasculinities, lads' 

magazines have mamtained images of the homoerotic male body in their vast 

advertising space, and in fashion and grooniing editorials. Writers such as Edwards 

have noted the ambiguity between homoero6c images and heterosexual readers of 

men )s lifestyle magazines, stating that men's lifestyle magazines in the 1990s became 

defensively licterosexual in order to counteract gay iinagcry, mid subsequcndy 

i Isfirred] up anXiefics on numerous levels' (Edwards: 1997: 76). 
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Dunng the 1990s men's lifestyle magazmes became the fastest growing sector wi"n the 

magazine publishing industry. As market researchers, MU-Itcl state, 'die t TK men's 

magazine market grew by 220% In volume and 267% In value between 1995 - 1999' 

(Mintel: 2000: 1). However, since the start of die new millennium the rate of growth in 

the men's lifestyle magazine market has stalled. With the slow-down in sales of lads' 

magazines, publishing houses have looked at ways to diversify the interest in their 

products. While the cultural climate of the 1990s was obsessed with the phenomenon 

of 'ncw lads' and 'ladcttcs', writers such as Jackson, Stevcnson and Brooks highlight 

how by the turn of the new millennium, the popular press were declaring the 'death' of 

lad culture (Jackson, Stevenson and Brooks: 2001: 1). Yet despite the downturn in sales 

since the 1990s, FHMcontinues to seU around 600,000 copies of their magazine per 

month, and alongside this we must remember that such figures do not necessarily 

rcflect their true audience (since sales do not automatically equate with readership and 

do not take into account the sharing of magazines). FHMrcmains the top selling 

British men's magazine, and although the women's lifestyle magazine market is more 

profitable than the men's magazine market as a whole in the UK, taken alone FHM 

equals montWy sales figures of top selling women's glossy magazIne Glamour, and 

achieves higher monthly sales than popular women's titles such as Marie Claire and 

COSHlopokan which sell approximately 380,000 and 460,000 magazmes respectively 

(abc. org. uk, 'Summary Report', accessed 08.08.05). It was suggested by the market 

research group Mintel that, 'this rapid growdi rate would, of course, slow at some point, 

and the penod since 1998 (when Mintcl last reported on the market) has been one of 

consolidation ainid wider rccognifion that men'S lifcs4, lc ni,, ý4wjncs are morc thari a 
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lemp(, )rxyplienomenon'(Mintcl: 2000: 1. Onginal emphasis). Despite the noted 

enthusiasm of the press to declare the end of lad culture at the turn of die millennium, 

there has been a renewal of interest in lads' magazines with the launch of weekly tides 

such as Nuts and Zoo, the nsmg popularity of mcn's magazine websitcs, and also Wldcr 

media interest in FHM's'Grooming Awards' and beauty contests such as THM's 

'High Street Honeys'. 

Diversification: black men's magazines and men's 

magazine websites 

So far, the tradition of men's magazines discussed lias focused upon the production of 

w1ilte masculinities. WMe magazines such as FHMand Men's Health do not clwm to 

be 'wl-iite' magazines, a close reading of both tides reveals bias towards the cultures of 

white niasculinities, with the representational framework focusing particularly on white 

bodies. Of cotirse, black men and women have entered the pages of FHM and Men's 

Hcaldi, most notably through interviews with black television, movie, music and sports 

stars, and also With respect to advertising. Nevertheless, the image of 'lads' is primarily 

white, and as I outlined in the Introduction to flus dicsis, I will place focus upon die 

mediated construction and rcprescntation of whitc masculinities. What is significant 

here is the lack of men's magazines that are aimed towards men of ethnic minorities in 

the tIK. In 1998 black men's magazine Untold was launched, a UK based fitle that 

adopted the fonnat of the men's lifestyle magazine, using the consumer framework of 

lashion, Mcbrity culture and women to target a young black niale audience. Untolds 
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editor, Peter Akinti told Black News Mc&a that 'Untold is not just anotlicr male 

magazine to join the already crowded shelves. It is the only, and the first, lifestyle 

magazine for UK-based black men. Untold is different from the current black press - 

our tone is confident and knowing' (Black News Media, 'The Halfs Now Been 

Untold', accessed 27.07.03). It is not my intention to trace the 1-iistory of black 

magazines in this chapter, however it is important to note the significant gap in 

providing lifestyle magazines for black male consumers in the UK. While there are 

British based magazines marketed towards black men such as Untold and Drum 

(launchcd 2003), the majonty of magazincs on the markct aimcd at black nicn arc 

imported American products (such as Black Mcn, King or black music magazine 

Vibc). 

Since the late 1990s, THM and Men'S HcaM have extended their brand image 

through publication of spin-off titles such as FHM Bionic, THM Fashion, the Men's 

Health Manual and the Men's Heakh Belly OffProgrxnmc, alongside the expansion 

of their website domamsFHM. com and menshcalth. co. uk. The launch of these spin- 

off titles, and the subsequent creation of new men's weekly magazines such as Nuts and 

Zoo in 2004 can be seen to demonstrate a belief in the profitabdity of men's magazines 

by magazine publishing houses. Whilc THM Bionic (FHM's fitness tidc) proved to be 

unsuccessful, closing production during 2002, nien's weekly magazines have proved 

very popular in tenns of sales. The top selling weekly men's magazines Nuts and Zoo 

have launched a vanety of successful television advertising campaigns and have seen 
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sales in excess of 200,000 copies weekly. Joumalist Owen Gibson reported in The 

Guar&an that, 

On a montWv basis, the figures show that between them die new men's weeklies have 
confounded expectations and doubled the size of the men's magazines market. Most 
industry insiders thought the magazines would do well, but mostly at the expense of 
the monthly men's tides (Gibson, 'Naked Women, Cars and Sports Help Double 
Sales of Lad's Mags', accessed 12.09.04). 

However, as I have already suggested, monthly men's magazmes remain popular, and 

magazine sales remain consistently high for both FHM and Men's Heakh at around 

600,000 and 200,000 per month respectively. 

In consolidating their brand iniage, FHM and Men's Health have used the context of 

the internet to attract consumers, and have built communities around the concepts of 

masculinity and homosocial bonding. FHM. com has free subscription for all users, 

although there are areas of the website that have incorporated pay-per-view access, such 

as the viewing of women who are naked and 'uncut', FHMganibling, and the new 

launch of FHM Digital during 2005, an added variant of the FHM reading experience 

that replicates the printed magazine tide to the online environment as a pay-pcr-view 

product. ' Similarly, menshealLb-co. uk has incorporated a pay structure in their website 

for access to a Men's Heafth'personal trainer', where readers gain tips on fitness and 

exercise that is built around their personal specifications, and Men's Heakh also 

provide additional benefits for inagame subscribers who are able to download a variety 

1 The Men's Health Dýgital Edition was also launched in November 2005 (the November 2005 issue was 
run as a free trial). However, the launch of Men's Health DýOtal Edition arrived too late to be taken into 
consideration for the analysis that figures in my research. 
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of fitness articles and demonstrations. 'nic branching out mto, soft-core pornography 

and gambling in THM, and into personal training in Men'S Hcakh can be seen as 

rather obvious extensions to the ways that the individual brands are constructed for 

consumers. Although both titles take the format of the men's lifestyle magazine, 

promoting consumer desires and tips on sex, fashion and grooming, there are distinct 

differences between HIM and Men's Health that he in their respective emphases upon 

lad culture and fitness culture. 

While FHM is Widely regarded as a lads' magazine, Men's Health label their brand as a 

6men's quality lifestyle magazine' inciting companson with fellow nvals GQ and Esquire 

in their 2005 Media Pack (Mens Health Online Media Pack 2005). Since their 

respective launches at the turn ofthe new millennium, the websites FHM. com and 

mcnshcahh. co. uk have developed the concept of community through providing space 

for readers to interact With one another in the context of the magazine, legitimizing 

reflection on masculinities and bonding with other men. At the forefront of interactive 

men s magazines websites has been mcnshcalth. co. uk, where vast numbers of message 

boards attract large numbers of readers on a daily basis, with rigures during April 2003 

shoWing 292,370 umque users online (Mcn's Hcalth Media Pack 2004). Since 2003, 

menshcalth. m. uk has continued to grow with over 400,000 unique users logging onto 

the wcbsitc per month (menslicakh. co. uk, via c-mail correspondcnce, July 2005). The 

structure of inenshealth. co. uk encourages discussion between inen mid reflection upon 

issues relating to lifestyle, emotions mid identity. In contrast, THM. com provides sinall 
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space tor reader dialogues, being prinianly a visual site that reinforces concepts of 

pleasurable consumption through focus on the 'Other'. Nevertheless, FHM., (-om is a 

very popular website with 1,679,762 unique users generating 31,577,848 inontlily page 

impressions (Emap Advertising: 2005). Indeed, FHM publishers Emap state that, 

'FHM. com is the biggest men's magazine websitc in the world and the PPA Consumer 

Websitc of the Year' (Emap Advertising: 2005). The market for men's online 

magazines is growing, and despite an initial slowdown in the growth of the men's 

internet magazine sector during 2001 (wNch later saw the close of Uploaded. com, the 

website of Loaded magazine in 2002) we can see examples of how men's magazines are 

embracing diversification. Indeed, with respect to Uploaded. com, during 2004 there 

was a re-launch of a wcbsitc for Loaded magazinc in the fonn ofLoaded. com. Mcn's 

magazine websitcs have proVided nien with the space to rcflect upon mid explore 

niasculinitics, using interactive features to extend reading relations beyond the Printed 

page. 

Shifting Masculinities: The Gentleman to the 

'Metrosexual' 

'nie evolution of men's magazines can be read alongside cultural shifts in notions of 

licgciiioiilc masculinity. From the 'gentleman' onwards, different forins of masculinity 

have asscrtcd dominance over the range of possible masculinities, and so since the 

1970s we have moved from concepfions of die 'breadwinner' dirough die 'bactielor', 
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ffic 'new man', the 'new lad', and since the new millennium, the increase(] presence of 

the 'metrosexual'. ' Mark Simpson is commonly cre(fited with first coining the term 

wtHle writing for Vic Indepcndent in the rrýd- 1990s and attempting to de scribe the rise 

ofinen who were conscious of ffieir bodies, fashion and beauty. Simpson lias more 

recently stated that, 

The typical metrosexual is a young man with money to spend, living in or within easy 
reach of a metropolis - because thats where all the best shops, clubs, gyms and 
hairdressers are. He might be officially gay, straight or bisexual, but this is utterly 
immaterial because he has clearly taken himself as his own love object and pleasure 
as his sexual preference For some time now, old-fashioned (re)productive, 
repressed, unmoisturized heterosexuality has been given the pink slip by consumer 
capitalism (Simpson, 'Meet the Metrosexual', accessed 22.07.02). 

The constructed iniage of the metrosexual is apparent in Men's Health where inen are 

body conscious and are drawn as conscious consumcrs of fasliion mid grooming. Yct 

as Andrew Parker mid Samantha Lyle have noted, despite differences in terins of social 

class, many masculine identities such as those charactenzed above share the common 

denominator of identification through consumption of specific goods, services and 

products (Parker and Lyle: 2005). However, there are also points of key distinction, 

mid, as this thesis will indicate through exarnination of the two websites, the ftill force of 

mctroscxuality is resisted in FHMwherc lad culture reinforces a split between 

licteroscxual and gay sexuality, and remains strong in the objectification of women as 

sexual objects. 

2 FoHoWliig on from the notion of the 'metrosexual' the term 'ubersexual' has been used to describe an 
increased individualised attitude towards fashion, the reclamation of macho masculinity and an increased 
awarencss of politics/current events. For a thorough (Icscription of this term see Salzman, M. Matatliia, 
I. and O'Reilly, A. (2005) The Future ofMcn. London: Palgrave Macmiflan. 
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In this chapter I have discussed the tradition of men's lifestyle magazines, locating 

some of the central influences on the production of EHM and Men's Health and 

highlighting sfiifts in conceptions of masculinity. I will now turn to trace the debates on 

the male gaze and the representation of male bodies. Men's lifestyle magazines have 

provided valuable spaces for the display of the male body, aided in particular by the 

need to meet the expectations of consumer advertising and the fashion industry. In the 

next chapter I will trace the key texts that have influenced my work in d-iis thesis on the 

representation of the male body and the male gaze as they have been applied to media 

and cultural studies. 
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Chapter 2 
Theorising the Gaze and 

Representation 

My research on men's lifestyle magazines represents a comparative exploration of two 

distinct men's magazines, and the points of convcrgeiice/divergence in the articulation 

of white heterosexual masculinities. This chaptcr is intcndcd to sct the context and 

focus for subsequent analytical work on the idealized niale body in Chapter 6, where I 

examine the ways diat lieterosexual men are posifioned in relafion to images of 

eroficiscd, muscular male bodies and discourses of health and fitness. The ways that 

we watch, read and interpret women's bodies have been extensively questioned by 

feminist academics whose work has aimed to understand the discursive repertoires that 

impact upon representations of women's bodies and conceptions of femininity in 

media culture. Academic work on the gaze, representation and magazine cultures is 

vast, and therefore this chapter presents a very selective overview of certain key thinkers 

and dicniatic issues diat have influenced my own work. Through the analysis of two 

concepts of the gaze (Foucault's disciplinary gaze and Mulvey's male gaze) I will outline 

how 'gazes' have been located in "s project, and I will attenuate multiple notions of 

the gaze (narcissistic as well as fetishistic) as they relate to the positioning of 

inasculinitics in men's lifestyle magazines. After the consideration of Foucault, Mulvey 

and related work on conceptions of the gaze, I then move to a discussion of work on 

niapzine culturcs (incii's mid women's), the nofion of 'wluteness', mid then linally 
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debates on bodybuilding and the muscular male body as sites of ambivalence in 

relation to perceptions of the idealiZed and grotesque body. 

Identifying Two Gazes: The Work of Michel Foucault and 

Laura Mulvey 

Foucault, Discipline and Surveillancc 

In The Biith of the CKnic, Foucault claimed that medical discourses traversed what was 

visible and invisible, and that the clinical gaze penetrated and objectified bodies in the 

claim to medical knowledge (Foucault: 1989). 'nie medicalisation of the body was part 

of what Foucault later elaborated upon as disciplinary regimes of power, reinforcing 

power dirough clmms to knowledge, self-surveillance and the care of the self. In 

Technologies of Lhe Self, Foucault stated that'pcn-nanent inedical care is one of ffie 

central features of the care of the self. One must become the doctor of oneselr 

(Foucault: 1988: 3 1). In Discipline and Punish, Foucault elaborated on the importance 

ofthe gaze dirough die analysis of regimes of discipline that created docile bodies. 

Citing the example of Jeremy Bentham's panopticon as a revolutionary Invention that 

transfori-ned regulation in pnsons, reducing prisoners to a state of 'pernianent Visibility', 

Foucault stated that, 

The panopticon, on the other hand, must be understood as a gcneralizAble model of' 
l'unctionnig: a way of defining power relations in terms of die everyday lives of men 
I 
... 

I it is die diagram ol'a mechanism of power reduced to its ideal form 
... 

(Foucault: 1991: 205). 
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According to Foucault, reginies of discipline brought about cultural shifts in 

institutional power, and generated docile bodies: bodies that have learned techniques 

of self-surveillance and internalised a disciplinary gaze. Foucault further linked the 

penetration of the surveying gaze to reginies of power, and stated diat, 'it is a power that 

seems all the less 'corporeal' in that it is more subtly physical' (Foucault: 1991: 17 7). 

Foucault's WrIting on discipline, surveillance and the gaze bears relevance to my work 

on representations of the male body in Men's Hcahh, a magazine that uses discourses 

of fitness and health alongside medical/scientific terminology to portray the body as a 

work in progress. In Chapter 61 draw upon Foucauldian ideas of the gaze and 

(lucsfion how discourses of discipline and self-surveillance arc relevant to an 

undcrstanding of how men's (inner and outcr) bodies are positioned and regulated in 

nicn s magazincs. 

The production of the subject as a discursive effect of power has been influential to 

writcrs such as Judith Butler who have complicated notions of sex and gender in 

deconstructing the essentialism and dualisms of sex and gender distinctions. While I 

will not draw upon Butler's work in "s thesis, it is necessary to notice the importance 

offoucault I'Or the analysis of gender relations (even if "s work serves to undemune 

such perceptions). In his own work Foucault did not address gender, and has been 

criticised by iiiwiy feminists for I'ailing to adequately address questions of gender mid 
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agency. ' In her analysis of the criticisms levelled at Foucault, Lynne Segal stated that, 

'Foucault addresses the body and its pleasures as the target of technologies of 

surveillance, but he tells us almost nothing about those bodies, or about the pleasures 

being controlled and regulated. The body is thus disenibodied... ' (Segal: 1997: 211). 

Ncver-theless, Foucault's work has remained extremely influential for ferninists such as 

Susan Bordo (a writer whose work I have frequendy drawn upon in this thesis), Mio, 

working with the body, outlined the relevance of Foucault's discursive effects of power 

that 4 ... produces and normalises bodies to serve prevailing relations of dominance mid 

subordination' (Bordo: 1993: 190). In my own research I have found Foucault's work 

relevant in understanding how power is dispersed dirough bodies, and precisely for 

taking into account power relations at the localised level. ' TMs thesis does not 

represent a Foucauldian project, yet Foucault's work on power, discipline and the gaze 

has helped me to negotiate the ways in which discourses impact upon the production of 

bodies/texts. In Chapter 61 will examine regimes of discipline as they threaten to 

control the imdc body through the power of the gaze, yet wIfflc men can be read as 

subjected to power, they also embody positions of power, and arc indeed empowered 

through die ability to take an active part in online magazine communities ("s is 

discussed in Chapter 8). 

' 11 , or examples ol'cnticism on Foucault, gender mid agency see work by Fraser: 1989, Hartstock: 1990, 
Grinishaw: 1993 and Connell: 1995. 
2 Foucault's writings on power will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Mulvey and the Male Gaze 

In her influential essay Visual Pleasure and NarraLive Cinema (hereafter cited as 1, ISual 

Plca, surc) published in 1975, Laura Mulvey used a psychoanalytic framework to outline 

tier thoughts on spectatorship and visual pleasure, and provided an analysis of how 

women's bodies were positioned on the cinema screen for audiences. From the outset 

of' Visual Pleasurc, Mulvey stated her own posifioning as a ferrýnist, and used 

psychoanalysis as a political weapon to unpack the relations of Visual pleasure. Using a 

combination of Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalysis, Mulvey claimed that male 

desire was dependent upon the image of the castrated woman, so that, 

Woman then stands in a patriarchal culture as signifier for die male other, bound by 
a symbolic order in which man can live out his fantasies and obsessions through 
linguistic command by imposing them on the silent image of woman still tied to her 
place as bearer, not maker, of meaning (Mulvey: 1999a: 59). 

According to Mulvey, women's bodies offer audiences scopophilic pleasure through 

voyeurisni and letisliism, and that as a result of social and psychic gender relations, 

women's bodies connote 'to-be-looked-at-ness' (Mulvey: 1999a: 63). In Wsua/ Pleasure, 

the cinema screen was seen to indulge audiences in voyeurisin/fetishism (of women as 

01) . ects) and narcissism (through identification with inale characters). In the niale gaze, 9 

woiiicnýs bodies bare the look of the spectator, allowing inale fantasies to be projected, 

wid Mulvey stated that'women's desire is subjugated to her image as bearer of the 

bleeding wound; she can exist only in relation to castration and cannot transcend it' 

(Mulvcy: 1999a: 59). 
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There is one central quote from Mulvey that is pertinent to my work in this thesis, and 

the ways that the male body can be positioned in the context of the male gaze. Mulvey 

stated diat, 'according to the principals of die ruling ideology and die psychical 

structures that back it up, the male figure cannot bear the burden of sexual 

ob . ectification. Man is reluctant to gaze at his exfýibifionist like' (Mulvey: I 999a: 63). I 

'nie idea that the male body cannot be subjected to the male gaze has sparked 

controversy, most particularly with regard to gay sexual desire and ffie homoerotic male 

body. The increasing representation of naked and near naked male bodies in the 

nian-istream media since the 1980s has drawn inevitable criticism of Mulvey's 

conception of the male gaze, inciting questions of where the sexuallsed male body lics 

in reading relations. In "s thesis I will question ffie relevance of Mulvey's concepts in 

representations of the niale body, and will analysc whether men's bodies can be 

ob . cctified for the gaze of heterosexual male consumers in ways that scrutinise and I 

render them passiVe in viewing relations. 

'nic prOjection of fantasy, desire and visual pleasure onto women's bodies was 

significant in recognising how women were positioned as sexual objects and demcd the 

status of active subjects in vicwing/rcading relations. Through the concept of the male 

gaze many feminists have deconstructed pliallocentric culture and exaniined die ways 

that desire and pleasure have functioned to render women as passive. WIffle Mulvey's 

own work has focused mainly upon cinema, her theory of the male gaze has provided a 

basis for widcr work on visual representation in media, ail and cultural studies. In flus 
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thesis it is adopted as a framework for analysmg the process ofmale spectatorship M 

relation to both women's bodies and men's bodies as desirable, and througli the male 

gaze I Will question the status of the male body as a desiiing subject. I also analyse the 

shiff to multiple gazes (narcissistic as well as fetishistic) and I question how such gazes 

defmc multivaiiiate constructions of white hegemonIc masculinities. Mulvey's work 

stands at odds with Foucault's writings on discipline, power and die sulýject, and while I 

adopt neither a straightforward Foucauldian nor a psychoanalytic perspective, both 

writers have helped me to identify how multivanatc 'gazes' are implicit in 

representation in ways that construct relations of power. 

Mulvey's work on the male gaze is outdated in many respects, and it has been criticiscd 

and challenged on numerous levels: for overlooking the tensions/pIcasures that anse 

for lesbian and gay spectators (Arbuthnot and Seneca: 198 1, Ncalc: 1983, Gaines: 1986); 

with respect to charges of essentialism, the production of gendered birianes and lack of 

audience agency (de Lauretis: 1984, Gledl-0: 1999, Stacey: 1999); and for faihng to take 

into account the specifics of black oppression (Gamcs: 1986, hooks: 1999). However, I 

have revisited Mulvey's work in this dicsis as a basis to self-consciously understand the 

white heterosexual male spectator/reader position. I have returned to the male gaze as 

one way to examine the relations of reading in the ctilture of men's magazines where 

gciidcr relations at first appear to be structured m ways that render men as active 

voyeurs (who identify directly with the magazine culture) and women as passive objects 

ot'sexual desirc. In turning around Mulvcy's original arguments I will discuss how 
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there are now multiple male gazes that exist between men, and I Will also outline their 

apparent obverse in a male gaze that is defined by narcissistic/fetishistic versions of 

grotcsque/excess. I now turn to a consideration of some specific criticisms of Mulvcy's 

niale gaze in ways relevant to this project insofar as they relate to the hornocrotic body, 

audience negotiation and the positioning of black spectators. 

Ciiticisms of Mulvey's Work on the Male Gaze 

Wnting on the homocrotic niale body in cinema, Steve Neale took issue with Mulvey's 

analysis of the male gaze and her blinkered focus upon women's bodies from the 

viewpoint of heterosexual masculinity. In Masculinity as Spectacle, Neale analysed the 

male body in film, accounting for the desire that surrounded the homoerotic male 

body and ffie capacity for a homosocial gaze. Drawing upon earlier work byjolin Ellis 

who had criticised Mulvey's concept of gender identification, Neale stated that, 'cinerna 

draws on mid involves many desires, many forms of desire. And desire itself is mobile, 

fluid, constantly transgressing identities, positions and roles. Identifications are 

multiple, fluid, at points even contradictory' (Neale: 1983: 4). Despite the criticisins that 

lie outlined, Neale agreed with Mulvey's '... basic premise that the spectatorial look in 

mainstream cinenia is implicitly male' (Neale: 1983: 15). However Neale did not 

conllatc femininity and women's bodies, claiming that male bodies can also be 

Icninuscd mid subjected as 'the object of an crotic look' (Neale: 1983: 14). Not only 

could male bodies be coded as feminised and erotic, but homosexuality was also a 

constant undcrcurrent in cincina that was culturally and psycfýcally represscd. 
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According to Neale, it was such repression that had resulted in die lack of research into 

representations of masculinity both inside and outside of cinema. Placed in context, 

Neale's essay on MascuKnity as Spectacle was significant in generating debate on the 

male body, representation and spectatorship. Mulvey had earlier addressed critics of 

the male gaze in her essay Afterthoughts on Visual Pleasure and NarraLive Cinema, 

where she suggested that women's bifurcated consciousness oscillated between male 

and female spectator viewpoints, creating what she tenned a 'transvestite' positioning 

for women spectators (Mulvey: 1999b: 125). However, once again the male gaze was 

crificised for its essentialism and dependence upon conccpfioiis of heterosexuality. 

While Neale did not counter the foundation of Mulvey's arguments on the niale gaze, 

lie did at least attempt to account for the display of the erotic male body in cinema, 

representation and spectatorship, and I'Or the malc-male gaze. 

Many feminist academics have focused upon the lack of agency credited to women 

spectators in Mulvey's analysis, and the lack of space provided for disruption and 

negotiation in viewing relations or for 'reading against the grain' (de Lauretis: 1984). In 

particular, Gledhill criticiscd the notion of the male gaze for providing a negative vicw 

of die fcniale spectatorsNp and for '-suggesting colonized, alienated or masochistic 

positions of identification' (Gled11111: 1999: 168). In her essay, Pleasurable Negotiations, 

Gledhill introduced the idea of audience resistance and negotiation in the reading of 

iniages, and explored women's subjectivity in relations of reading. Gledhill warned 

-against detcrininistic Viewpoints mid stated that 'meaning is neither imposed, nor 
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passively imbibed, but anses out of a struggle or negotiation between competing franles 

of rcfcrence, mofivation and cxpcnence'(Gledlii11: l999: 169). Similarly, in her work 

on FcmH]Iilc FascinaLionsjackic Stacey challenged the passiVity of women spectators, 

outlining the diversity and compleydty of audience interpretation and identification. In 

the analysis of spectatorsIllp and identification, Stacey highlighted the need to 

acknowledge audience subjectivity, stating diat, 'if we take audiences as a starting point 

for understanding the consumption of stars, the active and productive elements of dic 

star-audience relationships begin to emerge' (Stacey: 1999: 208). 

The positioning of audiences and space for negotiation/multivariate interpretation is 

important to consider in film and media research. While I have employed Mulvey's 

concepts to analysc the male gaze (and its subversion) I also acknowledge flic 

importance of au(licncc response. In this thesis I have analysed audi in icnce relations i 

magazine cultures through non-participant observation of reader's online dialogues. 

The groWliig populwity of the inteniet as a site for dic construction of onlmc 

communities has led to shifts in audience reading relations towards inore direct fornis 

ofcollective readership, and these are taken up as subjects for debate in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 8. However, iny analysis of Visual texts uses a mixture of scii-nology, discourse 

analysis and limited application of psychoanalysis (via concepts of the male gaze and 

abjection) in order to analyse and unpack the production of texts and to understand 

rcpresciitation at dic sciniotic/discursive level. The direction of my project is to analysc 

both production wid negotiation as they exist indcpciidcndy of the research context (via 
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the internet), and a full rationale for this approach will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

Women are not rendered passive spectators in this prOject, although as we Will comc to 

see, women are often seen as complicit in the objectification of their bodies (via 

interactive participation on the internet). In Chapter 81 identify how women arc active 

in online communities, as well as the ways that they are positioned as sexual objects in 

niale dominated spaces. 

A final set of criticisms that have been levelled at Mulvey's writings on the male gaze 

have come from the perspective of black reader/spectators, and bell hooks has noted 

the sigmificance of extemal social, cultural and historical forces that have shaped black 

spectator positions (hooks: 1999). Working with Stuart Hall's call for 'recognition of 

our agency as black spectators', hooks outlined the resistance offered by a rc-working 

of the gaze for black people, whose h1story has produced a'rebellious desire, an 

opl)ositional gaze' (hooks: 1999: 308). In her work on 7he Oppositional Gaze, hooks 

wrote about the potential for resistance to white male supremacy through the gaze of 

the black spectator, Inserting the notion of agency into spectator positions that took 

account of cultural and social positioning. According to hooks, the oppositional gaze 

related to a critical space in Mulvey's theory of the male gaze, where binary oppositions 

needed to be dcconstructcd and racial positioning opened out for their disruptive 

potential. hooks has stated that through, 'looking at films with an oppositional gaze, 

black women were able to cnfically assess the cinenia's construction of white 

womanhood ýus objcct of pliallocentiic gaze wid cliosc not to idcntify Willi cither the 
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vicfim or tl ic perpetrator' (hooks: 1999: 313). hooks claimed that black women have 

been 'abused' by die niale gaze, and that dicoretical space needed to be opened out for 

black women's voices to read 'against the grain' (hooks: 1999: 315-6). 

'Ile idea of the male gaze bears relevance to a reading of media culture, yet inany 

writers have suggested the terms of the male gaze must be complexified to allow for a 

variety of gazes and spectator positions that take into account the social and cultural 

effects of power relations. In my work I intend to observe the power dynamics that 

exist between the positioning of white heterosexual men and 'Others', and the ways in 

wfiich'Otlicrs' are both positioncd by magazines, and position thcmsclvcs, In the 

relations of reading ffirough the extended site of magazine message boards. I also 

question the gaze as it relates to men who arc posifioned as hegemonically powerful, 

and I analyse the gazes that are drawn upon between white heterosexual male readers 

in the construc6on of heterosexual male homosocial spaces. 

Feminism and Women's Magazines 

Therc has been a vast amount of ferninist work on the positioning of women and 

adolescent girls in the niedia since the late 1970s, and there is now an extended set of 

literatures on both women's and men's magazine ctiltures. It is not possible to attempt 

a complete overview of such a large area of acadenuc research, wid indced any claim to 

do so would neccssanly be limited. I will dierefore proVide a selecfive ovcrVlcw of key 
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themes that have emerged from writings on women's magazines since die late 1970s in 

order to frame die subsequent analyses of the rise of men's lifestyle magazines. NNIIIle 

I will not study women's magazines in this thesis, the work of fciinnists on women and 

representation has been at the forefront of research into gender and magazines cultures 

since the 1970s. 

As Majy Jane Kchily suggests, feminist scholarship on women9s magazines can be split 

into two broad camps 'textual analysis focusing on ffic inagazine and its associative 

ineanings, and audience ethnography exploring the ways in w1iich readers inake sense 

ofthe text' (Kehily: 1999: 66). Feminist research in the 1970s and 1980s opened space 

for the ways in wlýcli women's magazines positioned women as objects of sexual desire 

as well as the audience response from women to discourses of romance 

(Winship: 1987, Ferguson: 1983, McRobbie: 1999). Such research largely marked 

women as complicit with the 'cult of femininity', rendering women subordinate and 

passive to patriarchal ideologies. From the late 1980s and into the 1990s feminists 

started to trace the shifts, in women's magazines from romance to ii-iore dominant 

fornis of scxuýdity, moving from the realm of ferninme ideologies into discursive fields 

ol'production. In revising her previous work on girls' magazines, Angela McRobbic 

lia: taken a positive oudook on the role of women's magazines as more 'transparently 

sclf-rcflexive' mid caught up with conceptions of 'self-improvement'. McRobbie has 

claimed that the influence of feininism and new codes of representation have portraved 

wonicii as more awarc of their sextiahfies, and that, 
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This new form ofironic femininity allows readers to participate in all the 
conventional and gender stereotypical rituals of feminlinlity without finding themselves 
trapped into traditional gender-subordinate positions The magazines also mock 
themselves, and the whole culture of femirunitv becomes more transparent and seff 
reflexive (McRobbie: 1999: 53). 

However, in her work on RepresenLing Women, Myra MacDonald has suggested that 

in the 1990s women's magazines 'co-opted' and 'recuperated' a feminist etluc within a 

wider culture that continued to objectify women's bodies. McDonald stated that'the 

compromise Iwasl to adopt the surface terminology, without taking on the ideology that 

underpins it' (Macdonald: 1995: 91). Similarly, Sherrie Inness has used the concept of 

recuperation to claim that although tough women are occasionally depictcd in women's 

magazines, images often correspond wiffi a more general sexy but tough image, or the 

idea of being'pretty tough' (Inness: 1999: 51). 

In contemporary media culture, producers continue to use women's bodies as the basis 

I- or communicating sexual desire and fantasy, and while women's magazines have 

opened up (or recuperated) areas for the expression of women's independence, men S 

magazines (mid particularly lads' magazines) have adopted rather regressive modes of 

representing women as sexual objects of desire. In Chapter 7 and Chapter 81 examine 

how women cnter the terrain of men's lifestyle magazines, and I offer a reading of the 

produc6on ofliypersexuality in tenns of dic grotesquc. In my discussion of the niale 

body, I analysc how men's bodies have also been subjected to fomis of scrufiiiy that 

have tradifionally been associated with women (in construcfions of the male gaze mid 

through representation in women's magazines). Men's magazines have traditionally 
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been seen as distinct from women's magazines, most particularly in ternis of the 

aggressive sexuality associated wiffi lads' magazines. However, there have been shifts 

towards more emotive masculinities in websites such as menshcalth. co. uk, where 

heterosexual male personae discuss a range of issues from relationships to grooming 

and fasi-fion. In providing forins of collective identity that use the body as a site for 

identification, are self-reflcctive and which also include affectivc dialogues, men's 

magazines such as Men's Health and mensheahh. co. uk have taken some influence 

from the genre of women's magazines. 

Feminist work on women's magazines and forms of readership have not only opened 

up a set of debates on the status of women's bodies and femininity in media culture, 

but have also proVided analytical tools that have been taken up as influences in later 

work on men's magazines. Alongside analysis of the serniotic field, feminists have 

engaged in ethnographic audience research, with classic studies by writers such as 

Janice Radway, Angela McRobbie and Joke Hennes outlining how women relate to 

texts both on a personal everyday level and as iniagined 'Interpretative communities' 

(Hcn-nes: 1995, Radway: 1995, McRobbie: 1999). Research on women's magazMes has 

shown both collective and individual reading/audience practices that have been distinct 

from men's magazines, and in Chapter 81 discuss how men's magazines have now 

become a site for collective readership through the advent of online magazine websites. 

In outlining nicn's online magazines as communities, I question the investment that 

men have in nicn's magazines as collective homosocial spaces. In tier ctlmogml)liic 
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research on Reading Women's M; Aýincs, Joke Hennes analysed how women 

audiences read women's magazines as 'a theory of everyday media use' 

(Hermes: 1995: 64). From conducting 80 interviews, Hermes found that although 

women s magazines allowed women to 'Invest in temporary and imaginary idcntitics'q 

magazines did not hold status in their everyday lives (Hennes: 1995: 64). Hennes stated 

that, 

Women's magazines constitute a genre that does not make demands: they can easily 
be picked up and put down again Women's magazines, I would argue, are 
typically second-choice reading matter that adapt to a noisy background, to other 
obligations, they are read more for their adaptability than their content 
(Hermes: 1995: 34). 

While the content of women's magazines and men's magazine contrast in structure, 

content and in the targeting of audiences (as women and men), both genres often use 

popular culturc as a basis from which to construct gender identities. In their research 

on men 9s magazines, Petcrjackson, Nick Stevenson and Kate Brooks oudincd how 

men made 'sense' of men's magazines through a variety of discursive repertoires that 

included the perception that magazines were 'han-nless fun' Uackson, Stevenson and 

Brooks: 2001). Jackson, Stevenson and Brooks stated that, 'far from being offended, 

most participants argued that the magazines were 'just entertainment', 'not very harmful 

just a bit of fun'. Occasionally, readers admitted to a sense of embarrassment... ' 

Uackson, Stevenson and Brooks: 2001: 122). In my research I question the mvestments 

that men hold in the homosocial spaces opened up by men's online magazines. WIlle 

I do not ciigage with focus groups or intcrviews, I analyse invcstments through 

dialogucs (on affcctivc discourscs and calls for brotlicrhood), aid ci6ng the cxaniplc of 
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online magazine cultures in mcnshealth-co. uk, I challenge the notion that men arc not 

invested in men's magazines as homosocial spaces. 

Masculinity, the Male Body and Representation 

During the 1980s and 1990s representations of the male body as desirable becanic 

prominent in the mainstream media, With high profile advertising campaigns by 

companies such as Levi's jeans and Calvin Klein underwear targeting heterosexual 

male consumers with die near naked male bodies of models stich as Nick Kamen 

985) and Mark Wahlbcrg (1992). In the last chapter I outlined the rise of men's 

magazines, paying particular attention to 1980s style and fashion and the subsequent 

(re)launches of men's lifestyle magazines such as HIM and Men's Heahh from the mid 

1990s. Dependent upon advertising revenue, men's magazines have been prime 

spaces for the representation of desirable male bodies, and have led feminists and 

academics working in die area of men and masculillItics to question the status of the 

inale body in representation and the relations of reading. In this section of the chapter 

I Will elaborate upon a selection of such work, and provide an overview of key concepts 

that have compficated earhcr feminist work on the male gaze and media representation. 

Tlus dicsis represents an attempt to rc-theonse the scnilotics of representation on the 

croticised male body (using concepts of the idealized and the grotesque) and will trace 

the shiffing forms of audicnccsl-ýp from the offline to the online magazme fon-nat (With 

a focus upon die emergence of online inale speech communides as invested fonns of 

rcadcrship). In light of the increasing trend in representing the male body as both 
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sexual and desirable in advertising and men's magazines, academics staried to quesfion 

the status ofmasculinity in the relations of reading and the male-inale gaze that was 

being projected. 

VvIUlst recogrusmg the unportance of the post-war period, and particularly die 1960s 

and 1970s for changing conceptions of masculinity through the rise of popular culture, 

writers such as Jon Stratton, Frank Mort, Sean Nixon and Tim Edwards have studied 

the context of the 1980s as a notable turning point for the growing public acceptance of 

the desirable male body in fashion and advertising dirough die popularity of men's style 

magazines (Stratton: 1996, Mort: 1996, NiLxon: 1996, Edwards: 1997). Stratton, Nixon, 

Mort and Edwards claim that it was the convergence of influences from feminism, gay 

rights movements mid the need to target new consumer male audiences that led to 

developments in mainstream representation of the homoerotic male body in men's 

style magazines. As Stratton states, 

What has happened in this expansion of consumer targeting at men is that the male 
body - like the female body before it - is now being overfly constructed as a site of 
lack. It is being described in advertising as an incomplete or in adequate body which 
can be improved by buying these new male-onentated consumer goods 
(Stratton: 1996: 185). 

The idea that consumerism targeted heterosexual men and challenged the stability of 

niacho heterosexual masculinities has been articulated by manyWT-1ters. In the sarne 

vciii as Stratton, Edwards claimed that the male body has been accepted as desirable 

through cultures of consuniption and what he calls 'product fetishism' 

(Edwards: 1997: 54). The idea of 'product fetishisin' can also be seen in flic work of Sut 
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Jhally and Susan Bordo who have also discussed how consuincr advcrtising uses sexual 

desire to target readers through notions of what they lack ahally: 1995, Bordo: 1999). 1 

employ the consumer gaze in my own work on mascuhnities and representation in 

mcn9s magazines through the example of advertising, and I question whether 

discourses of consumcnsm represent ajusfificatory framework for rcpresen6ng 

hoinoerotic male bodies to heterosexual readers. However, I also move beyond 

consumerism and 'product fetishism' in order to question the status of near naked 

male bodies (through the example of muscular torsos) in discourses of fitness and 

health. While such images might be read in tenns of identification, they also project a 

tantasy ideal that searches the bodies of models for signs of superiority in spaces that 

appear both inside and outside of consumer advertising. 

Wille new representations of masculiiilües in the 1980s challenged notions of 

hegemonic masculinity, they did not eradicate the status of women's bodies as objects 

of sexual desire, and as Edwards states, iniages of women were 'set up in defensive 

opposition to the endlessly hoinoerotic displays of men's faslflon, style and acccssones' 

(Edwards: 1997: 78). In the context of heterosexual men's magazincs, women's bodies 

maintain heterosexual stability, often diverting the gaze from the male body, or at least 

providing a context of justification whereby women's bodies take on more obvious 

codes of sexual availability. There are many writers who have questioned the status of 

the nialc body as wi iniagc of crofic spcctacle, and who have clainied that the inalc 
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body offsets the framing of desire in the image as a result of it's cultural associations 

with strength and power. For example, Anthony Easthope stated that, 

This brings up the question ofhow it [die male body] is to be observed. It is not to 
be looked at With they eye of desire. This is precisely the look the masculine body 
positively denies as though it were saying, 'whatever else, not that' Finafly, one 
other thing that completes the idea of invincibility. Not only is the masculine body 
invariable portrayed erect but it seems to be able to inflate itself (Easthope: 1990: 54). 

Easthope claimed that cultural frameworks deny objectification of the male body, mid 

that the male physique was implicitly constructed as 'active' in visual representation, 

denying it the status of object. TNs viewpoint is relevant to the context of men's 

lifestyle magazines, and wl-iile I discuss iniages of homoerotic male bodies, it must 

simultaneously be remembered that women are the primary objects of sexual desire in 

both FHM and Men's Health, and serve to frame these magazines as heterosexual for 

heterosexual readers. However, ffie male body is also an object of desire m Men's 

Hcalth and figure of sclf-dcprecation/repulsion in FHM, and I intend to focus upon 

the ways in wNch the male body incites a variety of gazes that reflect contemporary 

shifts in notions of heterosexual masculinity. 

There has been a proliferation of studies on men's lifestyle magazines with writers such 

as Bethan Benwcll, Federico BoM, Aran Stibbe and coflaborated work by Peter 

Jackson, Nick Stevenson and Kate Brooks offering discursive accounts of both FHM 

and Men's Health since the stail of the new nifflennium (Benwell: 2004, Stibbe: 2004, 

Boni: 2002, Jackson, Stcvciison and Brooks: 2001). The study of mcn's magazines has 

shifited to account for die discursive production of masculinities, and has analysed the 
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'pleasures' and 'ambivalence' of men's magazines as well as the context of misogyny 

and the objectification of women Uackson, Stevenson and Brooks: 2001: 157). In their 

essay on Ihc Politics ol'Mens Lifesty1c Magazincs, Stevenson, Jackson and Brooks 

noted how through irony and the positioning of readers as 'mates' men's magazine 

produced a 'mediated intimacy' (Stevenson, Jackson and Brooks: 2000). Stevenson, 

Jackson and Brooks also stated that in THM and Men's HcalLb 'advertising inaterial 

does not appear as an abrupt break from editorial content In the magazines but as a 

continuum' (Stevenson, Jackson and Brooks: 2001: 369). Similarly, Benwcll's work on 

ironic discourses and language play has outlined how masculinities have been creative 

and elusive in men9s magazines such as FHM, using irony in ways that render 

masculinity both unstable and slippery (Benwell: 2004: 7). In Chapter 71 question the 

status of irony in EHM and whether we can take irony at face value in the construction 

ofevasive masculinities, or whether irony is merely a form of prurient humour that 

undennines the true potential of the 'double-voiced' tenn. I also question whether 

advertising does appear as a flow With the two magazines under study, or wheffier it 

represents a break from the surrounding cultural framework. Wule there are many 

advertisements that suit the rcspective environmcnts of FHM and Mcn's Hcafth (M 

tcruis of the use of sex or fitness) there is also a large amount of crossover in die ways 

that the sanic advertising cornparnes target both (very different) magazine tides. For 

exaiiil)lc, in FHM thcrc arc advcrtiscments for wcight gwn supplements, cosmctic 

surgery and lioniocrotic inale bodies, all of which appear as a disruptive break from lad 

culture. In Chapter 61 focus upon the later set of advertisements In the production of 

lioniocrotic bodies as aspects of both FHM and Mcn's Hcaldi, and I examine the 
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tensions created by these images in tenns of the male gaze. I also extend the 

parameters of current research by introducing conceptions of the grotesque and 

internet cultures as sites that are relevant to dic analysis of men's magazines In the new 

milletinium. 

Racialising Whiteness 

Academic research on the area of black masculinities and representation of the black 

male body is very large, and in feminism and men's studies tensions cXist about where 

black men can be theonsed in relation to patriarchy and liegemonic masculinities (for 

exaniples of work that represents a critical overview of black bodies and representation 

sec Mercer and Julien: 1988, hooks: 1992, Gaines: 1992 and Hall: 1997b). The Lýistoncal 

oppression of black men, die prevailing stereotypes that surround black muscular inale 

bodies (including myths on the penis and hypersexuality), and also the relationship of 

black men to black and white women alike have caused many tensions in ferninism, 

media and cultural studies. In Race, Scxual Politics and Masculinity, Mercer and 

Julien unpacked racist stereotypes of black nien as Violent and liyperscxual, lInking 

such conccpts With the colonial fantasy of the 'super sexual stud' (Mercer and 

julicn: 1988: 133). HigUghting the cross-cut6mg contra(fictions of such images, Merccr 

and Julien examined how such stereotypes worked upon white fears to reinforce the 

oppression of black inen. However, there was a corresponding irony in Mercer and 

. 
1tilien's analysis With some black men rel'Using to reject macho stereotypes in an effort 

to recuperate power, mid as a response to Violence. As Mercer and Julien stated, 
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Classical racism involved a logic of dehumanisation in which African peoples were 
defined as having bodies but not minds; in this way the super-exploitation of the black 
body as a muscle-machine could be justified I 

... I But on the other hand there are 
concretc advantages to be gained from appearing to play up to such general 
expectations (Mercer and Julien: 1988: 137). 

In Chapter 61 examine how white men have started to become represented in ways 

that have traditionally been associated with black bodies through reference to the 

atMetic muscular niale body and hypersexuality. While black men continue to face 

oppression both in society and in media cultures, it is interesting to read how white 

inen have started to reclaim the body as a site that both embodies masculine power and 

that also places them as objects of scrutiny. 

NVInle it is necessary to acknowledge the tensions and polifical implications that black 

niasculinities introduce in cultural work on representation, I intend to work with ffie 

concept of whiteness and to deconstruct how whiteness is non-nalised in men's lifestyle 

magazines. Although there are magazines that are targeted explicitly to black audiences 

in the UK (such as Untold, Drum or Pride) there are no specifically identified white 

men 9s magazines, yet most mainstream magazine tides on supermarket shelves hold an 

iniplicit wlUte bias. Whiteness is taken for granted in British media culture, and is 

widely perceived as a cultural non-n. Academics have increasingly adopted a critical 

stmicc on whýiteness during the 1990s, With imters such as Richard Dyer, Ruth 

Frwikciil)crg, Cecilyjoncs and Caroline Knowles questioning ffic status of the white 

subject as a racialised category (Frankenberg: 1993, Dyer: 1997, jones: 2003, 

Knowles: 2003). In lus introduction to White, Dyer stated that, 'as long as race is 
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something only applied to non-white peoples, as long as wl-fite people are not racially 

seen and named, they/we function as a human norm. Other people are raced, we are 

just people' (Dyer: 1997: 1). Feminists such as Cecily Jones have outlined how for 

decades black feminists had expressed the need to analyse race from the perspective of 

whiteness, and stated that, 'the tendency ofwhite scholars to ignore whiteness as a 

racialised identity has reinforced prevalent assumptions of white identity as 'unraced' so 

that the association of whiteness with race identity has eluded theoretical analysis' 

Oones: 2003: 196). This thesis self-consciously represents itself as a wl-iite prOject, and 

locates wfýtc heterosexual masculinitics as the defining norm of men's lifestyle 

magazine s such as THM and Men's Heahh. 

Moving onto the subject of white masculinities, and how conccptions of whiteness 

affect representations of the male body, Dyer interestingly pointed out how white men 

have avoided displaying their bodies in popular culture, since not only have clothes 

traditionally been 'bearers of prestige', but the body has also been regarded as a site of 

physical reprcscntation that has bccn associatcd with working class masculinitics 

(Dyer: 1997: 146-7). In deconstructing the white male muscular body in bodybuilding, 

Dyer analysed the hnks between wlhteness, classical bodies, colonial prestige and 

notions of ideal human development. Dyer stated that'the built body presents itself as 

not typical but as ideal. It suggests our vague notions of the Greek gods and the 

Uberniensch' (Dycr: 1997: 151-2). Indeed we can see "s trend in magazines such as 

PhYýsical Culture and the body of Charles Aflas as'The World's Most Perfcctly 
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Developed Man' outlined earlier in Chapter I (SandowMuscum. com, 'Charles Adas', 

accessed 04.03.04). The idea that bodybuilders' bodies and white muscular niale 

bodies are built upon colonialist conceptions of superiority is interesting, and raises 

questions on the status of the white muscular male body evident in magazines such as 

Men's Hcalth. 'Mere is also the added irony of white masculinities being portrayed 

through the body in ways reminiscent of black male stereotypes of the muscular body, 

sexual vinlity and physical power. In magazines such as Men's Health, the muscular 

male body is constructed as a pursuit of middle class leisure, and it is therefore 

interesting to see the shift in power in representations of the muscular male body from 

working class and black bodies to white, middle class bodies. In Chapter 61 question 

how white men have reclaimed the body in ways that have traditionally been associated 

with women (beauty) and with black men (physical musculanty and hypersexuality). 

What is important to signal here is the recognition of wNteness as an unspoken nonn, 

and how Muteness pervades men's magazines and mediated constructions of 

masculinity. 

Men, Muscles and Bodybuilding 

Before moving on to a discussion of literatures on the grotesque I will bricfly turn to 

the subject of bodybuilding and the muscular male body that is produced ambiguously 

through notions of the 'perfectible' body and physical power. An over-view of the 

literature on bodybuilding sits uncomfortably in the contexts of the desirable niale body 

and also with the discussion of the grotesque. As I will argue in Chapter 6, this is a 
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result of the anxieties apparent in bodybuilding and the way that bodybuilder bodies sit 

ambiguously on the edge of the 'classical' and the 'grotesque'. Wnters such as 

Kenneth Dutton and Richard Dyer have discussed the concept of the perfectible male 

body, and the influence that images of muscular male bodies have had upon 

conceptions of masculinities since classical antiquity (Dutt. on: 1995, Dyer: 1997). In Iiis 

work on ne Perfectible Body, Dutton used the examples of art, sculpture and 

bodybuilding to oudine how idealised male bodies in wcstem societies have 

traditionally conveyed tightness and symmetry of forn-i, akin to images ofthe classical 

body (Duttoii: 1995: 344). In Vlqzite, Richard Dyer also examined the white male 

influence on bodybuilding, with classical bodies, 'Califomianisin' (lifestyles associated 

with health and energy) and colonialist adventure fihns providing three examples where 

wlUte masculinities can be traced upon popular images of bodybuilding as a white 

masculine practice. The associations between whitcness, muscularity and power are 

interesting, and in Chapter 61 discuss how bodybuilders occupy these positions M 

relation to theories on the grotesque. While the alin of bodybuilding is to achieve lean, 

toned and symmetrical bodies, the bodies of professional bodybuilders can be seen to 

run into cxccss through musclc and bulk, acNcvcd ffirough llypcr-masculine 

perl-Ormances that convey power through displays of muscularity and strength. In 

bodybuilding, the boundaries between the idealised and the grotesque are ambiguous. 

This is not only apparent in the contradictions that exist between what is perceived as 

classical (symmetrical) and grotesque (excessive), but also through practices and the 

ways that bodybuilding, especially professional competitive bodybuilding, involves 

(Ictailcd attention to grooming and displays of vaiuty. 
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In lUs essay, What's Behind the Mask? Bodybuildiag and Masculinity,, Tbornas 

Johansson suggested that the regimes and practices involved in bodybuilding feminised 

dic inale body. In Iiis discussion of male bodybuilders, johansson stated, 'on the one 

hand, they represent hyper-niasculinity, but on the other, their desire to display their 

bodies in public, becon-ang objects of the gaze of the Offier, signifies a fenunization of 

the male body' oohansson: 2003: 93). Similar to johansson, Tonyjefferson also 

recogniscd bodybuilding as a feminized practice when placed in companson to boxing 

heroes, and stated that, 

-rhis exploration ofhardness through both its mental and physical connotations of 
toughness had recoruiected us, via die example of boxing and some of its legendary 
figures, to our starting point: the idea that strength in the service of displayed beauty 
(the bodybuilder's muscles) is suspect because latently leminine; whereas beauty in 
the service of strength or courage (the boxing of All or Sugar Ray) is, by contrast, 
solidly masculine (Jefferson: 1998: 84). 

While practices such as tanning (for white bodybuilders), oiling and shaving the body 

so that it is bronzed, sl-iiny and hair free could be read as feminizing practices, they are 

built upon the display of masculinity that sbow the body as powerful and are used in 

order to heighten the visibility of muscular definition. Writers such as Alan Klein and 

Harrison Pope, Katherine Phillips and Roberto Olivardia have highlighted the 

obsession with muscular bulk in bodybuilding and the associated use of steroids in 

pumping the body beyond what is naturally possible (Klein: 1993, Pope, Phillips and 

Olivardia: 2000). Muscle and power are at d-le forefront of professional bodybuilding, 

and it is an image that builds upon the male physique. Even compctitive women 

bodybuilders can be seen to become more 'masculine' in dieir physical appcarance as a 

result ofcxccss muscle and physical changes such as the hardening ol'breasts. I Will 
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discuss the ambiguities of bodybuilding in Chapter 6, and through bodybuilder bodies, 

I will argue the case for new conceptions of the male grotesque. 

Conclusion 

The bodies of literature drawn upon in this chapter are extremely large, and a 

completely thorough, comprehensive analysis would be difficult to fit into any thesis. I 

have therefore signalled key thinkers, debates and thematic issues that raise questions 

for my own work on the construction of white heterosexual masculinities and the 

desirable male body. I have provided an overview of debates on the gaze, 

representation, advertising and magazine cultures in order to gain an interdisciplinary 

overview of the influences upon my own work on men's magazine cultures. Questions 

have been raised that relate to shifts in cultural and inedia constructions of masculinity 

and the malc body, and in Chapter 61 discuss how conceptions of the idcallZc(l body 

are produced in ways that mark changes in perceptions of the idealized inale body for 

white heterosexual men. I also use online dialogues from readers of menshcalth. co. uk 

to open out areas of debate on the construction of idcalizcd male bodies. 

-0 

Alongside issues of the gaze and representation, I have also discussed the concept of 

whitencss and the need to identify white bodies as raciafly positioned. White men 

today have started to reclaim the body as a site of empowerment in ways that liold 

mysterious parallels widi traditional stereotypes on black iiiasculinitics. In Chapter 61 
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examine how the athlete, as an idealized embodiment of white masculimtv ii-i Men's 

Hcaldi, has taken on white charactenstics, and how shifts in white masculinity have 

subjected men to forrns of'scrutiny in ways that relate to the objectification of both 

women )s and black bodies. 

Finally, I have outlined bodybuilding as a site for the production of the muscular niale 

body that stands ambiguously on the terrain of the idealized and the grotesque. In 

Chapter 71 will outline how bodybuilders (as excessive images of the Herculean ideal) 

stand as monstrous in Men's Health and comical in FHM, as overproduced bodies that 

display Visible excess and per-fon-n. hypemiasculinity. At this point it is necessary to 

ii-iove from issues surrounding representations of 'idcalizcd' bodies and instead move 

to consideration of the grotesque body. The production of grotesque bodies has been 

overlooked in magazine cultures, and in men's magazines the grotesque is a notable 

element in the production of wl-iite heterosexual masculiulties mid die bodies of 

'Others'. In this thesis the grotesque acts as a counterpart to the production of 

idealized bodies, and so I will now tum to a detailed consider-ation of concepts of the 

abject and the grotesque as they relate to my work in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 3 
Theorising the Grotesque 

I would now like to move from the sublime, idealized body to grotesque and abject 

bodies in order to add a further aspect of the conceptual frame that Will be drawn 

upon in my three analytical chapters. In the context of men's lifestyle magazines, 

idealized, worked-on male bodies are constructed as normative, yet the grotesque is 

also apparent, both as a latent undercurrent (in Men's Health) and as a more 

obvious and active force (as with HIAb. In FHM, ffie grotesque body is presented 

as a central element in the production of lad culture, and can be seen to defy its 

abjection by an upfront flaunting, and even celebration, of its degradation and its 

distance from the normative body. However, even the idealized, disciplined bodies 

of Men's Heakh may be read in terms of abjection, as the body work that is 

required to obtain such ideals suggests an anxiety to ward off the threat of abjection 

and the grotesque. Furthermore the disciplined bodies in Men's Health are prone 

to over-identification with muscular ideals and notions of hypen-nasculinity, and the 

lapse into the grotesque may occur as a consequence of doing too much as well as 

I too Iltdc. BOUnd the weH-honed bodies that make it onto the cover of Men s 

Healdi, there is the spectre of die excessively built body with its grotesque 

musculature and 'feminised' features. These ideas wifl be the subject of Chapters 6 

mid 7 and the analysis of gTotesque bodies and performances as they appear in 

FHM and Men's Hcafth. Photographs of inale grotesque bodies rcprcsent new and 

interesting areas I-or debate, both for the study of masculinity and also in extending 

the paranictcrs of the grotesque beyond the 'fenialc grotesque'. In this chapter I 

will now turn to examine key themes in dicones of the grotesque, abjection mid 
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horror in order to provide a conceptual framework that will be drawn upon in iny 

later analysis of the grotesque in men's magazines, and also to carve out a space for 

new analyses of the inale grotesque. 

Mikhail Bakhtin, Carnival and the Grotesque 

Bakhtin's Analysis of Francois Rabclais and the Camivaleý-que 

Mikhail Bakhfin's work on the grotesque and carnival in Rabelais and His World 

(hereafter cited as Rabelais) has been important iii helping me to understand how 

die grotesque oflers ffic potential for transgression, resistance mid regeneration. 

In Rabelais, Bakhtin used the model of medieval camivals mid the novels of 

Francois Rabelais to highlight the pleasure and disruption that was located in the 

grotesque of the Middle Ages. According to Bakhtin, the novels of Rabelais (diat 

reminisced about European medieval carnival) depicted spaces that encouraged the 

Mcbration of 'low' culturc (which can be read as bcing synonymous With pcasants 

and folk lore), laughter and the material body. Bakhtin stated that in carnival, 

tvcrbýd efiqucttc and discipline arc relaxed, and indecent words and expression may 

be used I ... 
I linages of the human body with its food, dnnk, defecation arid sexual 

life play a predominant role' (Bakhfin: 1984: 16-18). 'Me gTotesque body is 

counterpoised to 'classic acsthetics', and Bakhtin stated that 'copulation, pregnancy, 

birth, growth, old age, disintegration and dismemberment' constituted "Ical 

cxwiil)lcs of the unfiMslied, grotesque body (Baklitin: 1984: 25). Furthennorc, the 

languagc offlic marketplace was secii to cliaractcrisc the grotesquc, mid Baklifin 

linked billingsgatc speccli gciircs, hypcrbolc and parody to the culturA cxpressloll 
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and articulation of the grotesque. Bakl-ýn stated that 'the marketplace was the 

centre of all that is unofficial; it enjoyed a certain extraterritoriality In a world of 

official order and official ideology, it always remained 'with the people" 

(Bakhtin: 1984: 154). In Chapter 7 and Chapter 81 examine how men's magazines 

employ grotesque bodies and billingsgate speech genres, and I evaluate their 

significance to the construction of heterosexual masculinities. I also question the 

conceptual split that exists between the classical body and the grotesque body, 

elaborating upon the ambiguous positioning of bodybuilders, as well as pointing to 

further areas for investigation into technologies of the grotesque and the work of 

perfonnance artists such as Orlan. 

Positive and Negatfive Humour 

In his work on the grotesque, Bakhtin distinguished between positive, regenerative 

huniour and negative forms of humour, and the ways diat billingsgate specch genres 

had become appropriated outside of the medieval context in ways that destroyed 

i-cgmerative and birth-giving properties. Bakhtin stated that, 

Ifthe positive and negative poles of becoming (death-birth) arc torn apart and 
opposed to each other in various diffuse images, they lose their direct relation to 
the whole and are deprived of their ambivalence. They retain the merely 
negative aspect, and that which they represent (defecation, urination) acquires a 
trivial meaning, our own contemporary meaning of these words. The images, or 
more correctly speaking the verbal expressions, continue to live in popular 
colloquialisms but with a radically transformed aspect. True, they still preserve a 
distant echo of old philosophy, a faint memory of billingsgatc liberties. Only thus 

can their vitality and persistence be explained (Bakhtin: 1984: 150). 

Marketplace speech genres are particularly relevant to a reading of FHM, where 

irony, hyperbole, parody and jokes form a major aspect of cultural dialogues. 

However, what needs to be analysed here is wlictlicr the apparent irony in FHM 
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can be compared with marketplace speech genres, or whether irony rcndersFHM 

as negative, serving to objectify and highlight the status of outsiders as 'Others'. 

I'hcrcforc, alongside my analysis of the grotesque body, I question whether irony 

can be read as regener-ative, or whedier it is necessarily negative and a prurient forni 

of humour in the context of FHM as a magazine that is built around hyperbolic and 

billingsgate speech genres. I also intend to address whether grotesque bodies mid 

marketplace speech genres become appropriated by consumer culture, excessive 

consumption, hedonism and the pursuit of pleasure. 

'llic Contcxt of Canilval 

In Rabelais, Bakhtin was aware of the temporary nature of caFMVal, and its 

contextual place as a specific point in time. Bakhtin stated that, 

Thus carnival is the people's second life, organised on the basis of laughter. It is 
festive life I 

... 
I On the odier hand, the official feasts of the Middlc Ages, whether 

ecclesiastical, feudal or sponsored by the state, did not lead the people out of the 
existing world order and created no second life. On the contrary, they sanctioned 
the existing pattern of things and reinforced it (Bakhtin: 1984: 8-9). 

Carnival was not seen to have influenced or incited structural change, but rather 

offered a state of teniporaxy suspension from authonty, a 'second life' that Bakhtin 

subsequently interpreted as a model for resistance and transgression. Through the 

model of inedieval camival Bakhtin observed the ways that 'low' cultures celebrated 

the material body, created ambivalence and juxtaposed articulations of laughter and 

profmiation. Nevertheless, Bakhtin did provide space to view the camlvalesque 

outside of the Middle Ages, so that every fiistorical period can be seen to have its 

own marketplace and carnival (Bakhtin: 1984.474). Indeed, it is my contention that 

dicrc are aspccts of the canilvalesquc wNch rcinain rclcvant to a rcading of modcm 
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media cultures that demonstrate a preoccupation with what might be termed cruel 

realism, (albeit in a diluted fon-n from Bakhtin's onginal thesis of resistance and 

subversion). The celebration of 'low' cultural forms and bfllingsgate speech genres 

can be seen not only in the culture of THM, but also in television shows such as 

jackass, Diity Sanchez, and Johnny Vcgas 18 Stone of Idiot. ' Each of these 

television programmes work with the concept of cruel realism insofar as they use 

pain and humiliation as sources of humour, indulging audiences In the abject. 

Furthen-nore, in such shows, masculinity is tested through degradation, daring, and 

die ability to take insults. Bakhtin's work on the grotesque is relevant to an analysis 

of the rise in cruel realism, and I will examine how FHM adopts the grotesque as a 

pivotal aspect of the construction of excessive and prurient forms of heterosexual 

mascuhnity. 

Spectacle, the Grotesque, and PositiollWg the Lad 

In liýis analysis of the grotesque, Bakhtin was clear to distinguish between the 

grotesque and spectacle, With the latter being perceived as a non-participatory, 

negative fonn of hurnour. As Mary Russo states, 

For Bakhtin, spectacle was the antithesis of the carnivalesque. Spectacle assumed 
a parfifioiHng of space and a creafion of discrete sidelines. It broke down die 
reciprocal roles played by performers and spectators in carnival, as actors became 
passive spectators or contemplafives involved in increasingly interiorized 
melodramas (Russo: 1994: 38). 

jackass was a television programme (and later a film) that concerned the extreme exploits of a 
group of American men as they conducted tests of torture mid pranks for public cirtertamment. 
Dill 

,vS; znrhcz followed in this tradition as a British version of the cruelty realist genre. Both shows 
have been aired by MIT. Johiinj, I egas 18 Stone ofI&otwas a Channel 4 television series hosted 
I)v the beer drinking, overweight and arguably grotesque northern English comicjoluiiiv Vegas. 
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'llie representation of grotesque bodies as outsiders and freaks make it important 

not to simply reproduce Bakhtin's work on the grotesque and camival onto a 

reading of FHM. For Bakhtin, the Carnival was a space for participation, mid the 

camivalesquc typifies an ambivalent and transgressive climate. Although the lad in 

EHM does participate in grotesque performance, he does so on unequal tcmis that 

rcndcr him as simultaneously dcgraded and bravc. Whilc the lad 1'rccly cngagcs 

with cursing, insulting and mocking forins of language, Ns rclationsliip to the 

grotesque body is complex, and fluctuates from objectification of the grotesque as 

'Other', to forms of degrading behaviour that can itself be seen to function as 

grotesque. The influence of Bakhtin's work on the grotcsque is important to my 

analysis, however I use it selectively as a conceptual framework to exaniine the 

implications of the grotesque as it is taken up by modern media cultures, and to 

question if the grotesque appropriates concepts of difference for cntertaimnent or 

whether it is employed to subvert cultural mid moral codes. Bakfin's work in 

Rabelais caii be read as idealistic, yet he proVidcs a corporeal theory of resistance 

and opens up a ciitical space to question the foundations of western aesthetics on 

die classical body. 

Tlic ovcrarcliing influences of consumer capitalism and the objectification of 

'Odicrs' in incn's inagazincs prcvcnt the full capacity for traiisgrcssion. 'flic shift 

from men's lifestyle magazines to the intemet has also thrown grotesque display into 

tlicforcgrouiida, sadcfiiiiiigasl)cctof-FHMcultiirc. FHM. com is a visual wcbsitc 

that rcvcls in grotcsquc display, mid the rclativcly sniall advcrtisilig spacc resulLs in 
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the invisibility of idealized male bodies as a point of contrast (to the grotesque) and 

as a source of identification/consumer desire (for male readers). In the context of 

FHM and FHM. com, the lad is constructed as a sopliisticated rcader of the 

grotesque, and is also implicated in its construction (for example, dirough excessive 

drinking, debauchery, mocking and laughter at debase humour). However, the lad 

is also positioned as a powerful, omniscient spectator. Through the objectification 

of 'Others', THM arguably upholds hierarchical structures that place the lad in a 

position of power, with the bodies of 'Others' framed and controlled by magazine 

producers who Identify Widi lad culture. For example, representations of freak 

show in features such as 'Dr. Freak's Casebook' on FHM. com attest to the ways 

that the lad is positioned as the observer of 'Others' in ways that control and 

objectify grotesque bodies as spectacle, using the generic conventions of the circus 

freak show. 

Moving on froin Bakhtin's notion of the grotesque, I will now examine Julia 

Kiistcva's work on abjection and horror in order to thconse audience relationships 

to images of horror that threaten the boundaries between the self and the 'Other'. 

My reading of Kristeva is hinited to her work on abjection, and does not encompass 

her wider essays on linguistics, semiotics or literature. I have read Kristeva's work 

on horror mid abjection in order to elaborate upon some of the more extreme 

fonns of the grotcsquc that dircctly tlircatcn idendty. In dus thesis, psychoanalysis 

is used in a sclcctivc way so as to thcorise flic positioning of audicnccs in dic 
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context ofrepresentation, and also to account for the desiring and curious gazes of 

audiences in the production of idealized images. 

Julia Kristeva on Horror and Abjection 

'nie Powers of Horror 

In Powers of Horror Kristeva oudined the dual purpose of abjection, and how 

images that repulse and horrify can simultaneously afford pleasure, and stated that 

'it follows thatjouissance alone causes the abject to exist as such. One does not 

know it, one does not desire it, one joys in it. Violently and painfully' 

(Kristeva: 1982: 9). 'flie claim that abjection offers pleasure 6oulssance) can be seen 

through the popularity of the grotesque in lad's magazines such as FHM, where 

homfic unages and devastating stories of death are framcd by hurnour, curiosity 

and fascination. While it is difficult to speak of the positioning of spectators and 

emotional responses in text-based analysis, I use semiology combined with a 

selective use of psychoanalysis to help understand constructions of the gaze and 

how spectator subjects figure in the process of representation. In Powers of 

Horror, Kristeva suggested that images and narratives that inspire horror, repulsion 

mid disgust represent forces that directly threaten material life and which are 

iicccssanly pushed to the bordcrs of consciousness. In abjection, the grotesque 

treads on dic cdges ol'idcntity, desirc and disgust, and rcgulates our actions. 

Kiisteva states that, 
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A wound with blood and pus, or the sicUy, acrid smell of sweat, of decay, does 
not signify death. In the presence of sigi-fified death -a flat encephalograph, for 
instance- I would understand, react, or accept. No, as in true theatre, without 
makeup OFmasks, refuse and corpses show me what I thrust aside inOFder to 
live. I 

... 
I My body extricates itself, as being alive, from that border 

(Kristeva: 1982: 3). 

Therefore, according to Kristeva's notion of abjection, photographs of wounds, 

dismemberment and decay do not simply represent images that signify death in and 

of themselves, but rather shows us what we avoid and dispose of in order to live. 

Such states of being exist at the border of our identity and threaten the mortal self, 

but they must also be confronted in order to reinstate psycl-iic stability. 

Repressing the Abjýýct 

Using literature as one method for confronting die abject, Knsteva claimed that 

narratives that communicate abjection also provided space for catharsis and 

resurrection (Kristeva: 1982: 26). Furthermore, as John Lcchtc states, 'through a 

refusal to confront the abject, therefore, a fundamental aspect of Individual and 

social life remains in oblivion, and our understanding and capacity to cope are 

thereby greatly diminished (I-A--chte: 1990: 158). 'niis aspect of the abjcct is 

interesfing when taking mto consideration the role of the grotesque In Men's 

Hcalth, a magazine that potentially demcs the display of the grotesque and 

abjccfioii, replacing these physical states with disciplined, muscular bodies and 

sanitiscd articIcs on the prcvcntion of discase, morbidity and inortahty. What is 

intcrcsfing In Men's Health is the degree to Much vanity is pushed to die forefront 

oftlic cultural fi-miework, Mule at die saine dine discotirscs of exercise, fear and 

prevention regulate die possibility of the grotesque and resttict active dKdogme on 
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abjection. In Chapter 61 examine some of the issues raised by men who do not 

live up to idealiZed standards of the male body with respect to body obsession, and 

in Chapter 71 question wheffier over-conformity to discipline, and a refusal to 

confront the abject, are both implicated in discourses of insecurity or self-loadung. 

In Chapter 71 also question how the display of abject forces reflect upon the 

constmction of the lad in FHM, and I analyse whether die representation of abjcct 

images really do confront matemal forces, or whether the matemal is displaced by 

nofions of hypermasculinity. 

A Comparative Overview of Bakhtin and Kristeva 

The Carnivalesque and Horror 

Kristeva's work on horror and abjecLion was heavily influenced by Bakhtin's 

writings on dialogism, carnival and the grotesque, and there are both conceptual 

ovcrlaps and diffcrenccs bctwcen the works of tficsc two authors. Whilc Bakhtin 

and Kristeva both acknowledge the grotesque's debt to nature mid the regenerative 

cycle of deatli/rcbirth, the camivalesquc and the abject hold slightly different 

interpretations on the function of the grotesque. In Rabelais, Bakhtin fýigl-dighted 

practiccs such as exccssivc cating, the public display of bodily functions or 

billingsgate speech genres as aspects of the grotesque body and performance. The 

grotesque body in Bakhtin's work could be rendered as abject in itself, it embodies 

the horror that Kristeva associates widi the proccss of abjection and publicly 

displays visual signs of dcgradation. Bakhtin's caniivalcsquc is participatory, 

inclusivc and communal, widi the grotcsquc body functioning as a modcl for 

trwisgo-Tession froni audionty mid offilcial discourses. In RaIx-lais, die grotesque 
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body gives birdi to new forms of language that promote ambivalence and diversity. 

Bakhtin claimed that Nerarchical social structures repressed the potential of the 

grotesque, so that grotesque bodies stood as sites for resistance and disruption of 

dic prevailing social, cultural and moral codes. In Kristeva's work, abjecfion is a 

psychic reaction from being positioned in relation to horror, with such images 

representing a threat to identity and a space to reflect upon one 9s boundaries and 

the positioning of the embodied self. Writing on abjection and the work of 

Kristeva, Elizabeth Grosz stated, 'abjection is the expression of both a division 

(between the subject and its body) and a merging (of self and Other, the social)' 

(Grosz: 1990: 92). Therefore abjection represents a space for merger, yet this 

potential is not set out in the same celebratory and communal tenns of Bakhtin's 

carnivalesque. Whereas Bakhtin's groteque embodies an idealized positioning, 

Kristeva's process of abjection 1-ýighlights how as humans we resist forces that are 

seen to threaten, but which actually hold unexplored openings. Both the 

carnivalesque and the abject arc about repositioning the self, and the potential for 

rebirth and regeneration. While Bakhtin analyses the grotesque as a site of 

communal celebration and struggle against hegemomc cultures, Krsiteva examines 

die psychological consequences of abject repression, and extrapolates the potential 

of the abject (the 'One Master Signifier') to demystify power relations 

(Kiisteva: 1982: 209). 

Bakli6ii wid Kristeva on the Matemal Bod 

licl-orc moving onto wi wialysis of the nionstrous feriiiiiiiie, the Icniale grotesque 

and fcniiiiism, I Will first oudmc how both Bakhtin mid Kiistcva vicwcd the rolc of 
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the maternal in their respective theories of the grotesque and abjection. Both 

Bakhtin and Kristeva. have been extremely influential in later work conducted on 

the 'fcmalc grotesque', most notably the work of Barbara Creed and Mary Russo 

who have separately argued the potential of die feniale grotesque to envisage an 

embodied feminist politics (I discuss the work of Creed and Russo in detail below). 

In Kfisteva's work, abjection and Jouissance are concepts that are linked to the 

matemal body. According to Kristeva, the abject is a psychological stage of 

development that pre-dates entrance to the symbolic, and wfýich is linked to 

rejection of die maternal function, it is 'the 'object'ofpfinial reprcssion' 

(Kristeva: 1982: 12-13. Oiiginal emphasis). Furthermore, as John I-cchte states, 

Before the 'begmning' of the symbolic, there must have already been moves by 
the way of drives, towards expelling/rejecting the mother I ... I The point is that the 
symbolic is not, of its own accord, strong enough to ensure separafion; it depends 
on the mother becoming abjected (Lechte: 1990: 159). 

As an ambivalent image of the 'desirable and terrifying' and the 'nounsNng and 

murderous', the maternal body is marked as the foundation of the abject in 

psychoanalysis. Images of horror threaten to castrate the subject and position them 

as a point of identification with the 'Other', and Kristeva states that 'abjection then 

takes the place of the other, to the extent of affording 1-ýimjouissance... ' 

(Kiisteva: 1982: 54). 

Baklitin's grotesque similarly suggests that the maternal body represents a model for 

die grotesque, and lie used die image of Kerch terracotta figurines that depicted 

laughing 'senile pregnant hags' to enipliasise the ambivalence of 'pregnant death, a 

deadi that gives birth' (Bakhtlii: 1984: 317). However, for Bakhfin the model I'Or the 
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grotesque is embodied and inclusive, and rather than signifying a space for psychic 

development, the posifioning of ffie maternal body M Rabelais is more clearly 

linked to the act of clAdbirth as a model for the cycle of birth-death-rebirtli. In 

jold-belais, the matemal, pregnant body gives symbolic birffi to founs of deviance that 

are linked to the material world, yet wNch are not gender specific. Bakhtin did not 

set out his theory of the grotesque as necessarily feminine, however pregnancy, 

delivery and childbirth were used as physical states that signified the regenerative 

properties of the grotesque as 'a body in the act of becoming' (Bakhtin: 1984: 317). 

In her theory of abjection, Kristeva also did not set out the maternal as fenunme, 

but rather used it to symbolise a disembodied function of psychic processes. 

Elizabedi Grosz summmised that, 'maternity is thus not the function of a womaji 

(diis is also Kristeva's position regarding femininity): it is an organic, a social, a prc- 

signifying space-time: it is disembodied, a function and not a mode of the corporeal 

specific to women' (Grosz: 1990: 97). Both Bakhtin and Kristeva proVide space for 

the analysis of male bodies as grotesque. In Chapter 71 question whether the 

matemal body is the main poiait of reference for ffie display of the grotesque, and I 

analyse whether there is a basis to view the grotesque male body M terms of 

cxcessive discipline and over conformity to notions of hypen-nasculinity. 

In Chapter 71 examine how the maternal frames die grotesque in the production of 

inasculinities and homosocial spaces. I also analyse how the pain of abjection is 

positioned in die construction of masculinities. Reading the abject as a rejection of 

the maternal is interesting when placed in the context of FHM, and the ways that 

wonicii's bodics figurc as a p6mary sitc of represcntation and scxual objectificafion. 
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Kristeva's work raises questions about whether die use of grotesque imagery III 

men 9s magazines is built upon a rejection of the inaternal figure, and if so, dien I 

will question how grotesque ligures are primarily depicted as male bodies and 

placed in contrast to photographs of beautiful, young, women models who adorn 

most pages in HIM. I will also question whether these latter figures can also be 

read as grotesque in the context of FHM as a grotesque text, with won-len displayed 

mid moulded to represent hypersexuality in ways that potentially render them as 

sexual freaks. 

linag, es of Horror and tfic Grotesguc Bod 

As I have stated above, there are many images pinted in FHM that can be 

catcgoriscd as hoMfic, and which can be seen to invoke abjccfion. In HIM, 

features such as 'Problems: Emergency Ward' proVide space for readers to submit 

photographs that depict scenes of accidents and injuncs as close-up u-nages that 

show the disturbed boundaries between skin and the inner body. In FHM, there 

have also been instances where dismembered body parts have been displayed, and 

where disease, decay and death have eaten away at flesh. In Rabelais, Bakhfin 

allowed for the more sinister aspects of the grotesque and stated that, 

Grotesque images may, of course, present other members, organs and parts of 
the body (especially dismembered parts), but they play a minor role in the drama 
I 
... 

I The grotesque image displays not only the outward but also the inner features 

ofthc body: blood, bowels, heart and other organs (Bakhtin: 1984: 318). 

Furtliennore, according to Bakhtin, the grotesque ftinctions to overtum the closed, 

smooth body wid instcad presents growths, onfices and innards that encourage 

relIcction mid invoke flic cycle of-lifc-deadi-birtli. Here, tlic,, uTotesquc disrupts 

atitlionty wid rcgciicratcs Ilfc and cominumty, With dic grotcsque body producing 
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'terror Ithat] is conqucred by laughter' (Baklitin: 1984: 336). Following on from 

Bakhtin, and with Kristeva's dieory of abjection in mind, it is the more 'extrcme' 

forms of grotesque representation that I turn to analyse, and in Chapter 71 Will 

explore liow images of bloody wounds and corpses are relevant to heterosexual 

masculinities in men's magazines. 

Horror, the 'Monstrous Feminine' and Masculinity 

In her work on The Monstrous Feminine, Barbara Creed deconstructed the ways 

in which women have been typically positioned as monstrous in the horror genre, 

and proVided a feminist analysis of how women have been stereotyped as, for 

example, the archaic mother, monstrous wombs or as Witches (Creed: 1993). 

Working with Kristeva's work on horror and the maternal abjcct, Creed stated that 

I images of blood, vomit, pus, shit, etc.... are central to our culturally/sociafly 

constructed notions of ffie horrific. They signify a split between two orders; the 

maternal authority and the law of the father' (Creed: 1993: 13). In The Monstrous 

V- .. 
FCIIII, tl]nC, Creed 

noted the significance of the vagina as a honific 11-nage in westem 

culture, with the myth of vagina dentata. and castmtion anxiety coinhining to form an 

aspect of the female grotesque that is based upon women's excessive sexuality and 

fear of the castrating 'Other'. Subverting Freud's notion of the castration complex, 

Creed stated that, 'like Count Dracula, the monstrous creature of Alien is 

constructed as die arclitaic niodier but in my view die modier's plialltis-fetisli covers 

over, not her lack - as Freud argued - but rather, her castrating vapim dentata' 

(Crccd: 1993: 22. Original enipliasis). Creed also paid attention to die wonib as mi 

enveloping iniagc oftlic grotcsquc, and clainied that dic monstrous wonib 
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counteracted Freud's castration complex. Creed stated that'the womb is not the 

site of castir-ation anxiety. Rather, the womb signifies 'fullness' or 'emptiness' but it 

is always its own point ofrefcrcnce' (Creed: 1993: 27. Origmal emphasis). 

'llie vagina dentata. and the monstrous womb are popular mydis in the horror 

genre, and it is interesting to see how such conceptions of the sexually castrating 

woman are represented in men's magazines. Wule the enveloping, mons(rous 

womb is absent from men's lifestyle magazines, images of the hypersexual vagina 

dentata. can be seen in relation to the representation of women's bodies as visions of 

hypersexuality. In Chapter 71 discuss how lads' magazines are sites that reject the 

matemal, using imagcs of young, slim modcls counterpoised with adiletically 

muscular men to construct notions of heterosexual masculinity. However, I 

simultaneously question whether the sexualised depiction of women in FHM 

renders them as sexual 'freaks'. NVI-ii1e the female grotesque is a marginal figure of 

resistance for writers such as Barbara Creed and Mary Russo (whose work I discuss 

below), iniages of women as sexual objects pervade lads' magazines such as THM 

and are positioned in ways that display hypersexual, exaggerated sexual 

charactcristics that threaten castration. 'Me representation of hypersexual women 

can be rcad as part of the wider grotesque framework of lads' magazines such as 

FTIM, Widi models positioned as simultaneously desirable and threatening to 

construcfions of heterosexual niascuhruty. 
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In discussing the role of Kane in the film Alicn, Barbara Creed swcd that, 'when 

malc bodies become grotesque, they tend to take on characteristics associated with 

female bodies; m diis mstance man's body becomes grotesque because it is capable 

of being penetrated' (Creed: 1993: 19). However, in FHM, the vast majority of 

abject bodies are male, using images that can both be seen to femiMse and 

masculinise the body in relation to the female grotesque (such as open wounds or 

diseased onfices) and notions of hypen-nasculimty (associated with closed scars, 

survival and heroism). Furthermore, the idea that the grotesque necessarily 

feminises the body runs counter to my work on bodybuilding as a forni of hyper- 

masculine grotesque, and also the excessive practices of lad culture such as 

consumption of alcohol and the beer belly that are linked to masculine cultural 

practices in British society. As I discuss in Chapter 7, many of the grotesque images 

contained in men's magazines can be read in line with the female grotesque, yet 

there arc wider elements to the grotesque male body that relate to heavily masculine 

aesthetics, practices and perfonnances. Therefore in Chapter 71 question whether 

the feminized view of the male body in iniages of horror is challenged by notions of 

hypermasculinity, where male bodies take on grotesque fonns that are directly 

associated with masculinized views of the muscular male body and daring, excessive 

bellaviours. 

Masculinity and Horror 

In his cssay Masculinity and the HorTor Film, Pctcr Hutclungs claimcd that as a 

'nialc' genre the horror film indulged viewers in masochism, and in the process 

leiiiiiiisc(l the spectator in fmitasies of disempowernient and vulnerability. 
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Following Creed, who identified the ii-ionstrous fenunine in horror as linked With 

psychoanalyfic conccpts of the matcmal grotcsquc, Hutcfýngs elaboratcd upon dic 

femiMsed spcctator posifion in horror. Hutchings stated that, 

It follows from this that the male spectator experiences horror cinema as a series 
of pleasurable subjections, as multiple fantasies of disempowerment, then, as a 
subject of patriarchal social order that insistently identifies fen-iii-iinity with 
powerlessness, he must also feel it, consciously or otherwise, as a femliusing 
expenericc (Hutchings: 1993: 9 1). 

In the last chapter I outlined Mulvey's work on dic male gaze and spcctatorship, 

and how the spectator position in Hollywood cmenia was masculinised. In 

Masculinity and the Horror Film, Hutchings can bc seen to subvert the male gaze 

through his claim that horror femMises male spectators, much in die same way as 

Steve Ncalc (working With Mulvey's conception of the male gaze) discussed the 

feminising of men as erotic spectacle on the cinema screen (see Chapter 2 for a 

discussion of Neale's work on the male gaze). On the subject of power and the 

gaze, Hutching states that, 'it could be argued that male submission to 

discmpowermcnt, that is a willing subjection made by someone who already has, 

power, is merely a way of confin-ning possession of that power' 

(Hutchings: 1993: 92). According to Hutchings, horror positions the niale spectator 

as vulnerable, subjecting the self to masochistic desires in order to redefine the 

masculine sclf as powerful and in ultimate control. The idea that horror serves to 

leminise niale spectators is interesting when taking into account homfic images in 

FHM, mid in Chapter 71 analyse the potential ways that men are feninused in 

images of horror mid in abjcction. Howcver, and as I will latcr cxplore, whilc the 

genrc of dic horror film oftcn scrvcs to position vicwers as vuIncrable, it is 

important to rcmember that images of blood mid wounds in FHM do not 

necessanly hold dic samc implications as the nan-ativc fi-miicwork of dic filin 
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medium. In FHMthere are photographs that can be seen to display bravado as 

much as vuhierabfllty, and such images are framed with ironic captions to incite 

liumour, and ostensibly position the male readcr as both fascinated by, and capable 

of enduring, abject images that threaten to undermine psychic stability. 

The Female Grotesque 

In her work on die subject of the female grotesque, Russo claimed that women's 

bodies forined the most powerful configurations of the grotesque, and stated that, 

The category of the female grotesque is crucial to identity formation for both men 
and women as a space of risk and abjection. What might be called 'male 
grotesques' are featured in this book, but I will argue their identities as such are 
produced through an association with the feminine as the body marked by 
difference (Russo: 1994: 13). 

Working closely with Bakhtin's ideas on the grotesque and carnival, Russo explored 

ffie 'doubleness' and 'regeneratiVity' of the grotesque as a symbolic model for 

feminist resistance, and offered readings of the grotesque that focused upon both 

the material body and performance. In the same vein as Baklidn, Russo 

distinguished between the closed, smooth body of classical aesthetics and the 

material body of the grotesque that is 'open, protruding, irregular, secreting, 

multiple and changing' (Russo: 1994: 8). Russo was also clear in distinguishing 

between grotesque bodies and the representation of freaks, and stated that, 

'produced lustoncAy in the same field of vision, freaks shared the saine distancing, 

scrutiny, classification and exchange value as other colonial and domestic booty as 

the discourses of medicine, ciin-iiiiology, tourism, advertising mid entertainnient 

cotivcrgcd' (Russo: 1994: 79). The grotesque represents a corporcA thcory of 

rcsistmice and subversion, mid in iny mialysis of inen's iiiagazilies I (lucsfion 
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whether the grotesque is taken up as a form of subversion to conceptions of 

fiegemonic masculinity, or whether magazine producers appropriate the grotesque 

to shock and entertain audiences through ridicule, cruelty and freak show. 

In nc Fcmalc Growsque, Russo claimed that the practice of grotesque 

perfon-nance provided a model for feminist resistance, With the subversive potential 

so powerful that, 

die political implications of this heterogeneity are obvious: it sets cariflival apart 
from the merely oppositional and reactive; carnival and the cariUvalcsque suggest 
a redeployment or counterproduction of culture, knowledge and pleasure 
(Russo: 1994: 325). 

Taking the example of early twentieffi century stuntwoman Ainelia. Earhart, Russo 

outlined how Earhart's experiences of flYing marked tier as dcVIant, abnornial and 

'boyisli'. It is the expenence of stunting that Russo finds intriguing in relation to 

'grotesque performances' and 'the grotesque as female bodily performance' 

(Russo: 1994: 21-22). Part of Russo's reasoning in using Earhart to explore the 

possibilities of the grotesque was aimed at revising Bakhtin's notion of die grotesque 

as a4 static', 'universalistic' and 'symbolically low' concept for women 

(Russo: 1994: 29). Russo states that'the emphasis on aeriality (rather than loftiness) 

is meant to introduce a principle of turbulence into the configuration 

Icinale/grotesque' (Russo: 1994: 29). And while die sliM, pretty figure of Aniclia 

Earliart is not what is typically seen as grotesque in terms of physical Unages that 

signily excess, dic Iýistoncal context and actiVity of Earhart's stunting act: iVitics 

position licr ws wi outsider wid an wiibivalcnt figurc that Russo subsequenfly 

intcrprcts as goTotcs(Itie pcrfomiance. 
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The ways that grotesque performance, philobatism and mobility disrupt the male 

gaze is important to Russo's analysis of the female grotesque as a model for feminist 

resistance. Mobility implies strength and power, and the 'defiance of gTavity' that 

we see in stuntwomen and aeiial artists resists objectification. Using Michael 

Balint's notion of philobatism as feelings and sensations orgarused by duill, danger 

and pleasure, Russo explores ffie positioning of deviant women artists in gender 

rclations and feminist politics. Russo asks the question 'can one locate the 

philobatic imagination within the confines of the grotesque? ' (Russo: 1994: 50). And 

die way that Russo expands the grotesque into a reading of bodily perfonnance and 

deviant, tr-ansgressive activities can be seen to implylust that. The notion of 

philobatism is interesting and can be seen to provide a framework for reading the 

daring and thrill involved in activities of the grotesque such as extreme sports or 

activities that involve danger that are apparent in men's magazines. Although the 

femiMst potential is lost in the context of men's maWines, pffflobafism allows us to 

understand the ffiiill and excitement located in danng behaviours as pairt of 

grotesque performance. Furthermore, it is ironically appropriate for die study of 

iiiasculinities that are developed in terms of excess (for example, masculinity is 

often associated wiffi excessive physical activities, daring and bravado), and in 

Chapter 71 discuss how heterosexual masculmities adopt excessive and daring 

behaviour through the framework of the grotesque. However, the hedonism that is 

cVident in lad culftire holds different implications to philobatism. While hedonism 

is dc(licatcd to the pursuit of pleasure mid the consumptions of 'Otliers', 

plillobatisin involves the love of risk taking behaviour as part of community 

I)crfoniiwicc. The distinctions made between grotesque bodies and grotesque 

I)crfoniiwiccs are interesting, and important to my own work widi respect to the 
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construction ofthe lad in FHM, and to the growing culture of cruel realism in 

westem media. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have oudincd central themes that I will draw upon in my analysis 

of the grotesque in men's magazines in Chapter 7. Working primarily with 

Baklitin's work on the camivalesque and the grotesque body I examine the 

subversive potential of the grotesque in defying the boundaries of nonnative 

constructions of licgemonic masculinity. Jane Arthurs lias described the grotesque 

as the transforination of disgust into humour, and this notion largely corresponds 

widi my analysis of the grotesque in FHM(Arthurs: 1999: 137). In FHM, humour is 

used to frame images of the grotesque, and biHingsgate speech genres I-on-n the basis 

for what die mass media has termed lad culture. In FHM, die grotesque is central 

to the Visual framework of the magazine, and sets up a masculine culture that is not 

scared to look at bodies that celebrate materiality or which inspire repulsion. With 

respect to Kristeva's theory on abjection, I analyse how images of horror are framed 

in the context of FHM, and I examine how such images function to posifion the 

. ject. fietcrosexual inalc suN 

In Men'S Health dic grotesque is largely hidden and repressed, and readers are 

instead faced with discourses of discipline that are designed to counter die 

grotesque body. Yet, as I will aigtic in Chapter 7, dirough die example of 
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bodybuilding we can see a breakdown between the classical Herculean body and 

the grotesque body that pushes and bulges outwards from the smooth contours of 

the skin. N"iereas Bakhtin's grotesque is presented as breaking moral codes and 

boundaiies, and engaging in excessive eating, drinking and inemment, the 

bodybuilder arguably becomes grotesque through strict regimes of discipline. 'nie 

grotesque runs latent in Men's Hcahh, and bearing in mind Kristeva's work on 

abjection, I discuss the implications of the repression of the grotesque in the 

disciplined culture of Men's Heafth. The grotesque is evident in both of the 

magazines under study in "s thesis, and I intend to analyse how the grotesque 

frames the male body and masculinities in the respective cultures of FHM and 

Mcn's Health 

In Chapter 71 also discuss the 'types' of grotesques that appear in FHM and Men's 

Health, and their function in relation to how mascuhnities are produced. I argue 

that while grotesque representation can be traced back to die female body and the 

inatemal function, there are also specific forms of the male grotesque that are based 

upoii conceptions of hypermasculinity and excessive behaviours that are deemed to 

be culturally masculine (such as excessive consumption of beer and beer bellies). 

There is complexity in debates on the grotesque, and in Chapter 71 re-exan-iine the 

dicones put forward by writers such as Barbara Creed and Mary Russo that the 

grotesquc is inuinsically and quintessentially ferriale. 
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In Chapter 21 provided a literature review on the debates that surrounded 

spectatorsIllp, the gaze and representation, and I established an ovenlew of some of 

the centr-al therries and conceptual tools that will be dr-awn upon in "s thesis. I 

also raised questions on how cultural sfffts in the representation of masculinities 

have created a variety of 'gazes'. While Mulvey's 'male gaze' remains relevant to a 

reading of heterosexual men's lifestyle magazines that position women as die 

primary objects of desire, there arc a variety of 'gazes' used by media producers that 

reveal complexities in the construction of masculinity. The grotesque body also 

invites a gaze, and the use of male bodies as grotesque raises interesting questions 

with respect to the objectification of the male body. 'Mis is discussed further in 

Chapter 7. In this chapter I have discussed work that has been ýmtten on the 

grotesque, abjection and horror, and in Chapter 71 Will continue to oudine a frame 

of analysis that locates the male body as grotesque dirough the maternal body and 

also through conceptions of hypemiasculinity. However, I Will now turn to a review 

of the literature that is relevant to my analysis of online communities and men's 

magazine websites in Chapter 8. The rise of the intemet has encouraged a shift to 

the production of men's online magazIne websites, and for the tbýird and final part 

of iny thesis I will observe how readers interact online in the contexts of FHM. com 

and, menshcalth. co. uk, and will question how reading relations are reconfigured in 

flic prcscnce of homosocial male communifies. 
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Chapter 4 
Computer Networks, Online 

Communities and Speech Genres 

In this chapter I will move on from relevant debates surrounding theories of the 

grotesque to themes relating to my analysis of the online environment, and will 

consider die ways in which (dis)embodied gender identity work and gender community 

work are both forged through the homosocial spaces provided by men's online 

magazines. To clarify this argument, and to position my analysis ahead of Chapter 8,1 

will draw upon four key areas of debate and analytic resources: (i) critical feminist 

perspectives on gender identity work and the internet as a site of transgressive potential; 

(ii) work on the notion of community, online communities and personae as sites for 

social bonding and the expression of identity; (111) fcminist and related perspcctives on 

consciousness raising as a site for communicating gender identity; and (iv), Bakhtin's 

work on dialogism and speech gcnrcs, in ordcr to claboratc upon ffic ways that, in the 

online environment, gender identity work may be understood and simultaneously 

constituted as gender community work. 

'I'lie growth of the world wide web (hereafter abbreviated as VVVV\V) and the 

proliferation of websites since the 1980s and through to the new millennitini have 

g, eneratcd widespread academic thconcs on the opportunifics opened up by mtemct 

technologies and interactive communitics. Advances in technology and the internet 
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have renewed debates surrounding embodiment, space and identity. As Judid i Squires 

has suggested, the relationsfýps between humans and computer networks have become 

increasingly blurred and '... die boundaries between technology and nature are in the 

midst of a deep restructuring' (Squires: 2000: 36 1). In Chapter 8 the online websites 

nicnshcafth. cauk and FHM. coin are read as environments that not only extend the 

magazine brand image of Men's Health and FHM respectively, but which are used as 

sites for collective readership that also allow personae to engage in dialogic exchange 

and to confront issues that relate to theories of masculinity and the constitution of 

homosociality. The observation of onhne commuIU6es has proVided me with access to 

male dialogues on the subject of masculinity, the male body and the positioning of 

'Others'. In this respect ineWs magazine wcbsites have providcd both essenfial 

audience research to support my text-based analyses, and allow an empirical study of 

the actual use of the internet to engage with theoretical analyses of the intemet's 

potential. 

In this chapter I will begin by focus* on theories of gender and technology, including 

how the image of teclinology as a male dominated space is evident in men Is online 

magazines. I then outline debates surrounding online personae and how choices of 

usernanic reflect part of the online character and identity of personae, before moving 

onto theories surrounding virtual commumfies and the mtcmct as a site of community 

l'orniation. This sccfion on 'communidcs' will focus on dic construction of'virtual' 

communities, and how lactors such as anonymity generate new homosocial spaces; die 
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relationship between the WWW's tr-anscendence of geographical locafity and the 

invocation ofimagined boundaries of community on message boards; and the 

similarities between ferninist conscious raising groups and the message boards of 

mensheahh. co. uk. The chapter will conclude with reference to Bakhtin's work on 

dialogism and speech genres, in order to elaborate upon the preceding work and 

outline the ways that, in ffie online environment, gender identity work may be 

understood and simultaneously constituted as gender community work. 

Gender, Technology and Computer Networks 

In Fcminism Confronts Technology, Judy Wajcman oudincd how technologies havc 

been appropriated by men, and Yýghlighted ways that western cultures have created 

tecl mology with visions of mastery and 'obsession with control' (Wajcman: 1991: 14 1). 

Wajcman claimed that women have traditionally had restricted access to technologies, 

been denied the status of experts, and been subjected to the power and control that 

technologies exert over everyday hves. However, as Merete Lie has suggested, many 

women 'do in fact work widi teclinology, as users and also as inventors. The problein 

is that such activities on the part of women are made invisible' (Ue: 1995: 379). 

Whether designed by men or women, the image of technology as a inale dominated 

space is evident in men's online magazines. For example, in THM. com, visual software 

tcchnologics are incorporated into the website to enhancc the visibility and the sexual 

objectification of women, with no corresponding images of the sexuallsed niale body. 

Tlic spaces ollcrcd by mensheakh. co. lik and FHM. com havc bccii exphcitly (Icsimied 
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for inen, and involve the use of technology to reinforce white, heterosexual 

niasculinities. In Chapter 8,1 will therefore analyse the implications for the use of 

visual software technology in the relatively new spaces of men's online magazines, mid 

question how such software is associated with the contextual constructions of 

masculinities. 

In my research I have not become aware of any coiTesponding use of visual software 

that positions male bodies as a sexual objects for female readers. ' Corresponding 

womeWs magazine websites such as Glainouimaganne. co. uk or Handbag. com focus 

on women's bodies and fashion, and do not employ visual soft-core pornographic 

repertoires in die same way as FHM. com. For example, Glamoumagazinc. co. uk is 

divided into sections on 'daily gossip', 'fashion', 'beauty', 'health', 'celebs"games' mid 

'love'. In companson, FHM. (-om uses the subjects of women, sex and the grotesque in 

features such as 'Girls on the Sofa', 'Ladies Confess' or 'Dr. Freak's Casebook'. 

Throughout my research I have observed how the top selling British women's 

nia4razines have fewer and less developed wcbsitcs than the cquiValent Bnfish men's 

inagazincs. 'Ms could remforce ffic viewpoint that the intemet and computer 

technologies are still often perceived as male dominated domains, or it could simply 

point towards die lack of profitability in introducing comprehensive women's online 

This is not to suggest that women do not use the internet for pornography, as not only are 
pornographic sites for women widely available online, writers such as Maijorie Kibby and Brigid Costello 
have also discussed the use of CUSeeMe mid the way that'CU-SeeMe allows women to look active1v 
and speak powcrf-LillN, to control the discourses of sexuality. It does enable a female erotic gaze' (Kibbv 
and Costello: 1999: 4). Ct J-SeeMe is a software facility that allows par6cipants to send photo images to 
one anotlicr and to engage in online chat. 
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ma4w. mes as part of an cxtcndcd brand imagc for top-scHing magazIncs such as Mariý 

Clairc or Cosmopolitan. However, I do not mtend to engage with a comparative 

analysis of men's and women's online magazines. In this thesis, I examine the ways 

that FHM. com and menshcaldi. cauk have diversified, question how online inen's 

magazines employ visual technologies to frame women's bodies, and discuss how the 

use of sucli technology reflects upon the positioning of heterosexual male readers and 

conccptions of masculinity. 

Personae 

Online Deception 

The capacity for online deception has been well documented bodi by academics and 

journalists who have discussed how the internet has prOVided space for online fraud 

and idenfity theft. Furthen-nore, interacfion via online message boards and chat rooms 

hold a sinister edge, providing the opportunity for social deviants such as paedophiles 

to groom children for abusive relationships. Indeed, in 2003, MSN closed down its 

European message boards in order to prevent inappropriate rclationslups being built 

between ciffldren and potential paedophiles. Quoted by the BBC, MSN UK 

spokesperson Mark WMttinghwn stated that, 'we have seen cases where under-16s 

have been approached by people pretending to be smne age, but who are grown adults 

tiling to solicit young people for abusive contact' (news. bbc. co. uk, 'MSN Shuts Down 

It's Chatrooms', 24.09.03). One major problem witli online research rests on the fact 
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that the participants under study are personae, and as such have a heightened capacio, 

f'Or deception in relation to their'true' and 'real life'identities. Asjudidi Donath states, 

Identity plays a key role in virtual communities Yet in the disembodied world of 
the virtual community, identity is also ambiguous. Many of the basic cues about 
personality and social role we are accustomed to in the physical world are absent 
(Donath: 1998: 29). 

The fact that many internet researchers do not come facc-to-facc with the people that 

they study (and often use methods such as participant or non-participant observation, 

and c-iiiall interviews) i-xses inevitable questions that relate to the validity of a subject's 

identity. Online deception is an inevitable grey area that cannot be fUlly uncovered and 

dierc is increased potential for lies Widi respect to idenfity in spaces diat pcn-nit 

anonymity. As Michael Heim has suggested, in cyberspace, 

Bodily contact becomes optional; you need never stand face-to-facc with other 
members of the virtual community. You can live your own separate existence 
without ever physically meeting another person. Computers may at first liberate 
societies through increased communication They have, however, another side, a 
dark side (Heim: 1993: 97). 

The lack of physical contact in online interactions is often at the root of criticisms with 

online research, the conception of online communities and questions of deception and 

authenticity. Menshealth. co. uk is a community grounded in everyday experiences of 

men, and wl-ffle deception and lies can occur online, the structure of the website 

ciicouragcs networking and friendships to be made between readers, providing space to 

remember consistencies in narrative and the construction of personae. The 

mciishealth. co. uk message boards allow participants collectix, cly to discuss topics that 

arc bascd upon rcal life issucs and sccnanos. As an cxtension of a popular 
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licterosexual male magazine, menshcafth. co. uk is structured to contain knowledgc that 

is specific to masculinities and the male body. Therefore, while one can never be 

certain of the ldcntity of onlinc pcrsonac, rcgardlcss of factors such as usernames, 

photographs, and gender specific knowledge, those who Visit menshcalth. cauk mid 

participate on a regular basis have an investment in communicating and maintaimng 

masculine cultures. 

Pcrsonac and Usemanics 

My analysis of online niasculinities rests upon the construction of gender identifies as 

personae, and observes relations between personae as forms of communication that are 

loaded widi wider social implications. I intend to analyse how the construction of 

personae and online dialogues are marked by gender, race and sexuality, and the 

implications of social positioning for notions of hegemonic masculinity in rnen's online 

magazines. The use of online usemames is significant to the constmcfion of personae, 

mid research conducted by Margery Kibby and Brigid Costello discussed the 

importance of usernames to the production of phallic identitics in scx chat rooms. 

Kibby and Costello stated that, 

Identity on the ref's is primarily constructed and revealed through the names chosen 
by participants, and a sigTrificant number of men use names that establish their 
identities in terms of their peruses: 8 1/2, Hard 4U, Tool, Firehose. Computer 

mediated contact between individuals always leaves gaps in their experience of each 
other, and these gaps are filled by the images, desires, and emotions evoked by the 
on-line name. (Kibby and Costello: 1999: 361). 

'I'lic gaps lcft by the lack of physical contact in computer mediated conversations arc 

important to consider, mid lielp us to understand die sipiificmicc of ffic ways ffiat 
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disembodied personae construct online identifies through their choice use of 

usernames, as well as through writing styles and utterances beyond the linguistic 

(expressed online through punctuation or emoticons). Choices of usemainc reflect 

part of the online character of personae, and are used by participants to construct a 

prominent aspect of their online identity. However, in an cffort to protect online 

identity I have refrained from analysing usernames in menslicafth. co. uk and 

FHM. coij, i. The choices made and the rationale for this decision will be explored in 

Chapter 5. The use of usernames in mensheahh. cauk and FHM. com are diverse, and 

change according to online character and the subject ot'discussioii. In general, readers 

of mcnshcahh. co. uk present a more mature image of masculinity, and often choose 

usernames that reflect first names such as john, Dave or Andy. In Chapter 81 Will pay 

particular attention to the use ofanonymous usemanies as an interesting aspect of 

affective dialogues where anonymity frames speech and becomes a self-conscious 

process of dialogic exchange. 

Communities 

Constructing 'Virtual' Communitic s 

I would now like to assess debates regarding the internet as a site of community 

I'Onnation and social movcmcnts. 'nie idca that onlinc comptiter-mc(liated 

coiivcrsa6oiis (CMC) can be regarded as 'real' conimUnIties has been criticiscd for the 

apparent lack ofinvestmcnt and obligation present in online contexts in conipanson 

with wider social bascd corrimunity networks that involve face-to-lace intcrac6on. In 
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Technopoly., TheSurrender of Culture to Technology, cultural critic N, eil Postman 

suggested that computers promoted individualism and isolation, and consequently 

cnticised the opportunities opened up for the expression of online communities 

(Postinan: 1992). As Ncssim Watson lias neatly sumnianzcd, 

Postman fears that calling onfine collectivities 'communities' alters the meanling of 
the term and discards one of its most Vital elements. For 111111, application of the 
metaphor to cyberspace discussion groups pollutes the concept and changes it so that 
the notion of common obligation is forgottcn (Watson: 1997: 122). 

PhIlosophcrs such as Michael Heim have also warned against the threat posed by 

online communities, and dic potential for the breakdown of everyday interaction and 

relationships. In his analysis of the trajcctoiies of cyberspace, Heim stated that, 

Without directly meeting others physically, our ethics languishes. Facc-to-face 
communication, the fleshly bond between people, supports a long term warmth and 
loyalty, a sense of obligation for which the computcr mediated communities have not 
yet been tested (Heim: 1993: 76). 

My own work on men's magazine message boards utiliZes the concept of community in 

the analysis of online inter-action, and in Chapter 81 question whether 

nicrishcalth. co. uk and FHM. com can be viewed as dialogic community spaces. From 

this, I then discuss die implications of online communities and how relationships and 

fnendsl-iips are fomcd online between men. I also analyse the how the structunng of 

websites affects dialogic spaces, and wheffier ffie capacity for interactive dialogue is, in 

itself, a basis for constituting message boards as community spaces. 

In lUs work on viilual conununIfies, Nessini Watson claimed wc cannot romanticize 

the idea of real life communities in a world where the concepts of community and. 
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common obligation have become less significant (Watson: 1997). The online 

environments of chat rooms and message boards have provided new spaces for social 

interaction, communication, and arguably, social investments in online communities. 

'nie emergence of the internet, interactive web spaces and CMC forced acadernýics to 

review the concept of community. As Barry Wellman and Milena Guila swe, 'social 

network analysts have had to educate traditional, placc-onentated, community 

sociologists that communities can stretch well beyond the neighbourhood' (Wellman 

and Guila: 1999: 169). At the forefront of academic research on internet communities, 

Howard Rheingold has suggested that we think about online commumfics as 'virtual 

communities I using community as a metaphor to describe online interactions that 

simulate the real world. In his influential essay on 7he Vii1val Community Rheingold 

related his own experiences of ffis involvement in one of the first internet based 

communities WELL (Whole Earth'Lectronic Unk. See Rheingold: 2001). Howard 

Rheingold defined the virtual community as follows, 

Virtual communities are social aggregations that emerge from die Net when enough 
people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient human feeling, 

to form webs of personal relafionships in cyberspace (Rheingold: 2001: 276). 

However, in advocating Virtual communities as communities, Rheingold continues to 

use terms to distinguish between the online and offline environment, using phrases 

such as 'virtual', 'real lifc', 'authentic' wid referring to his Tesh-and-blood family' to 

describe social relations in the offline, material world (Rheingold: 2001: 273). 
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Iliere have been criticisms made of the term 'virtual communities', and Nessini 

Watson states that 'using the word 'virtual' implies that what we arc trying to call 

community is not actually community' Matson: 1997: 129). Taking on board Watson's 

criticisms, I have used the words 'virtual' and 'real life' in inverted commas to highlight 

the complexities involved in such terms. Nevertheless conceptual distinctions need to 

be maintained between offline and online lives in order to preserve conceptual clarity 

and to observe the specificity of communication on die WWW. Ilere are many 

issues that arise in online or 'virtual' communities that relate specifically to the online 

environment, and there are examples of sensifive issues discussed by male personae 

online w1fich are, arguably, raised as a result of the anonymity permitted by websitcs 

such as menshealth. co. uk. Indecd, the capacity for anonymity is a ccntral defining 

tactor in distinguishing between online and offline communities. As Watson states Widi 

respect to interaction in 'virtual' communities, 'the medium inherently prevents the 

interpersonal identification and judgement processes by which we non-nally evaluate 

each other in face-to-face interaction' (NVatson: 1997: 107). 

In iny own research there has been evidence of real file 'meets' between members of 

, menshcakh. co. uk, usually organised in British pubs in local arcas around the country. 

While I Will not explore the practices of online social 'meets' as they occur outside of 

the context of die internet, the space for both 'meets' and 'gym buddies' to be arranged 

is significant to a reading of the type of community structure offered by 

menshcaltli. cauk. Indccd, in Chaptcr 81 qucsfion how the different structuring of 
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FHM. com and mensheafth. cauk is rcllccted dirough notions of community, ffic ability 

to build friendships and the organisation of social meets. In arguing the case for virtual 

communities as communities, RhcMgOld stated that, 

People in virtual communifies do just about everything people do in real life. but -, %-c 
leave our bodies behind. You can't kiss anybody and nobody can punch you in die 
nose, but a lot can happen within those boundaries (Rheiiigold: 2001: 74). 

Furtliennore, while online participants do leave thcir physical body behind in the sense 

that they are communicating as disembodied personae via computer networks, the 

body can still be seen as a defining presence online in the spaces proVided by men's 

magazine websites. Reference to the physical body appears both visually and 

linguistically through dialogues in FHM. com and menshcalth. co. uk. In Cfiaptcr 81 

examine how the body provides a basis for discussion and allows users to construct 

communities that bear markers of physical distinction that are evident in the world 

outside of the intemet. In particular, I analyse the ways that women's bodies are 

invoked through narrative in the online environment, and I question how such 

representafions contribute to gender distincfions and are imphcated in concepfions of 

heterosexual masculinity. 

G-cographical Boundancs, Class and Intemet Access 

As a global phenomenon, the intemet has offered minority gToups and poli6cal 

org-milsations the chancc to exchange ideas and meet like-minded people without the 

i-cst. riction of gcographical and national boundanes. In Cyberspace and Disadvantaged 

COI111111IIII .a. cs Chnstophcr Mele demonstrated how die intemet could be used as a tool 
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I'Or collective action, citing the example of how Afro-Ameiican women residents in 

North Carolina USA fought against exclusion from a housing developmcnt 

committee's redevelopment planning process in their local area (Mcle: 1999: 291-2). In 

this essay Mele outlined how the disadvantaged social positioning of the local residents 

prevented access to knowledge on a local Icvel, yet the internet offered residents the 

opportunity for collective action, the space to create a website and provided access to e- 

mail as a fonn of mass communication. Wnters such as Susan Hawthome and Renate 

Klein, and Sadie Plant have also highlighted the opportunities for groups such ;, Ls 

feminists to interact with one another on the internet, and have discussed the ways that 

die WWW has proVided space to explore boundaries and disperse information 

(Hawthorne and Klein: 1999, Plant: 2000). As Plant states, 'network culture still appears 

to be dominated by both men and masculine intentions and designs. But there is more 

to cyberspace than meets the male gaze' (Plant: 2000: 325). 

The WVVW transcends geographic locality, and has extended the cultural climate by 

expanding access to knowledge without the interference of national boundaries. 

However, there are material (dis)advantages Imked to intemet access, and factors such 

as class and economic status must be acknowledged in any analysis. ITic Mintel 

market research report Leisure and the Internet noted that 44% of the UK population 

havc access to the internet, however usage was reportedly concentrated amongst 

ABC Is, with a national discrepancy that saw the majority of internet users located 
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around London and the south of England (Mintel: 2002: 10). ' Furthermore, the saine 

Mintel report found that 51% of adult men have internet access in the UK compared to 

38% of adult women (Mintel: 2002: 21-22). While there are inevitable problems with 

die ways in which statistics are complied and interpreted, the findings from Mintel 

point towards a class and gender divide in access to the internet. Indecd , in their 

media packs, FTIM and Men's HeaM have used descnp6ve phi-ases such as 'home 

owners ,6 early adopters of technology', 'upmarket' and 'Inteffigent' to market their 

audience to potential advertisers (Emap Advertising- 200 1, Men's Heakh Online Mcclia 

Pack: 2003). Indeed, with respect to their target audience, Men'S Healdi state that 'With 

ambition translated into spending power, lie is reaj)ing the benefits of success' 

(Men'S Health Online Mc&a Pack: 2003. Onginal emphasis). 

It is not possible to have knowledge of ffie class backgr-ound of online participants 

unless it is cxplicidy stated in dialogue, mid even claims to identity hold di-awbacks Widi 

respect to deception and authenticity. While we might speculate about the level of 

cducation that an online participant has in terms of the use of language, grammar and 

punctuation, education and eloquence of expression do not necessarily correspond 

with class or economic status. However, I have signalled class as relevant in this 

chapter to highlight questions of access, and how internet based research cannot 

riccessanly reach economically disadvantaged social groups. 'nie potential of the 

inteniet to bring together diverse peoples and to cross geographical boundaries is 

2 ABC1 is a widely used term in the UK amongst businesses to defme consumer groups in order to 
target audiences. In this instance, ABCIs refers to middle class, non-manual professions. 
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beyond this project. However, as I noted earlier in this chapter, the contexts of 

FHM. com and mensheaM. co. uk are built upon sociad and cultural knowledge of die 

UK, and the majority of personae identify themselves as Britisli. While there was 

evidence of worldwide readers on mensheakh. co. uk during tlie course of tills rescarch 

project (particularly from the USA), such personae were in a minority, and many 

message board threads were dependent upon the British social and cultural context. 

On the message boards there was an invocation of the imagined boundaries of 

community through deployments of discursive references and repertoires of particular 

localities. In my own research I also found that the search for 'gym buddies' and 

arrangements for social 'meets' were dependent upon readers rcsiding locally in the 

UK, while discussions of news, cclcbnfies and social cvents were most frequently 

linked to the Bntish climate. 

onsc ousness Raising, S are enences and the DisplLty of'Emotion 

During the late 1960s and throughout die 1970s feminist consciousness raising (CR) 

groups were set up by radical femir-iists as a means to share women's everyday fived 

experiences, to initiate discussion of IndiVidual and coHective areas of patriarchal 

oppression mid to instigate polifical action. In their 1969 manifesto the radical feminist 

collective Rcdstockings stated, 
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Our chief* task at present is to develop female class consciousness through sharing 
experience and publicly exposing the sexist foundation of all our institutions. 
Consciousness-raising is I ... 

I the only method by which we can ensure that our 
program for liberation is based on the concrete realities of our lives. 

The first requirement for raising class consciousness is lionesty, in private mid in 
public, wifli ourselves and oflier women (Redstockings Manifesto, 
www. polis(']'. utali. edu, accessed 01.07.04). 

While the culture of Men's Health is masculinised and is not politically orientated 

(although personae can, and do, refer to political subjects online), I have drawn on the 

example of feminist CR to observe the collective discussion of issues that relate to lived 

and shared experiences of sexed bodies. Although the small face-to-face groups 

involved in feminist CR can be seen as diametrically opposed to the large scale online 

community groups in website message boards, the ways that threads are split often 

involves smaller scale inter-action between a few users (unless the topic of the ffircad is 

extremely popular and/or controversial). Both feminist CR and the message boards of 

mensheakh. co. lik allow the discussion of physical experiences that are seen to relate to 

one Is identity as women and men respectively. The message boards on websites such 

as menshcalLb. co. uk have been established and designed primarily for men, and as I 

discuss in Chapter 8, the conflict that exists amongst some users with the presence of 

women can draw parallcls for comparison with conffict in feminist CR groups. In 

Chapter 81 consider how the message boards on mcnshcahh. co. uk offer men a safe 

space (through the anonyinity offered by use of personae) to discuss a wide variety of 

issues, concerns and insecurities that relate to identities as heterosexual nicii. There is 

also room offered for gay men with especially dedicated boards on 'Sexuality', where 

issues rclating to identity, coming out as gay or intimate matters of'sex can be discussed. 

Emotions, insectintics mid anxietics that havc traditionally been considercd 
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'unma, sculine'are given voice on menshealLb. co. uk, and in Chapter 81 analyse some of 

the ways that men express themselves when they talk to each other, self-consciously, as 

men. 

The online environment can be seen to aid emotional discourses for men who have 

traditionally been seen as emotionally distanced and inept at displays of affection. In 

his writing on masculinities and schooling Mairtin Mac an Glimll dcscnbcd the 

difficulties that boys had in expressing emotions amongst their peers, with boys feeling 

the need to uphold strong macho images and to distance themselves from any 

exprcssion of fcmininity or homoscxuality (Mac an Ghaill: 1994). In nc My-th of 

Masculinityjoseph Pleck suggested that men's emotional insecurity was related to 

strong mascuIMc Identities that were harmful to men's health, and iii arguing 'Ihe Casc 

lbr Men's Studies, Harry Brod supported d-fis view (Brod: I 987b: 53). Brod also 

clalmed that male sex roles were damaging to men 9s physical health with respect to 

mortality (Bro(1: 1987b: 55). Furthennore, whilst, Brod saw feminist politics as relevant 

to mcn's studies, he claimed that there should also be focus upon'how male emotional 

restraint also confers power on men, in large part by effectively withholding 

intorniation about oneself' (Brod: 1987a: 8). As Victor Scidler sunimanses, 'often as 

men we are bereft of an emotional language w1iich allows us to identify and articulate 

our cxpenencc' (Scidler: 1994: 111). The potentially anonymous space proVidcd by 

nienshcalth. co. uk allows men to communicate cmotions with the expectation of 

lCcdback from otlicr board uscrs who rclatc to expcricnces as 'mcn'. Of coursc, 
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emotional discourses are not the only point of rcfcrcncc for online dialogues bctwecn 

male personae, and there are a variety of ways in which men speak to one another, 

utilising a wide range of topics from emotional issues to their opinions on women, 

fitness, fashion and grooming. However, the dialogues available on the Men'S Hcaldj 

message boards display a wide variety of emotional truits and present a challenge to 

notions that men are not able to engage with emotions. In Chapter 81 consider the 

cxtent to which websites such as mcnshca&b. co. uk offer nien a fonn of CR, and 

whether this website can offer support, advice and a site of resistance I-or men against 

stcreotypical notions of white, heterosexual masculinitics as powerful, dominating and 

opprcsslvc ldcntitics. 

In his work on Teffing8exual Stories, Ken Plummer built an argument for what lie 

tcrmed the 'sociology of stoiies' (Plummer: 1995: 18). 'nirougli the analysis of intimate 

narratives on subjects ranging from women's expCnenccs of rape to gay and lesbian 

coming out stones, Plummer revealed how stones play an intimate pail in peoples 

lives. In Telling. 5cxual Stofics, Plummer clainied that stories were an intrinsic aspect 

ofculture, and have contributed to perceptions of identity. As a symbolic 

iiitcractionist, Plummer placed emphasis upon interaction and interpretation, and 

anAyscd texts as social spaces radier than as abstracted from social reality, positioning 

stones as 'socially produced in social contexts by embo&ed concrete people 

c. vj)cn'cnciiig the thoughts and kcKngs oi'evciyday ldc'(Pluiiimer: 1995: 16. Onginal 
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emphasis). In his work, Plummer reconstituted the notion of community and stated 

that, 

Here is the making of a new kind of community of support-one that is not based on 
locale, or any kind of direct face to face contact, but based on media. Sharing a 
common experience through books, or television or computers, is one of the most 
distinctive features of telling sexual stones in the modern world. Stones are told; 
stones are read; communities are born. But it can all be done at a distance. 
(Plum i ner: 1995: 45). 

In websites such as menshealth. co. uk people are given space to construct shared 

dialogues based upon their lived everyday experiences, and give voice to many forms of 

experience that generate wider debates on identity and dic status of masculinity. In this 

thesis I will be looking at identities from the opposite end of the spectrum to Plummer, 

using dialogues from heterosexual male personae, identities that have traditionally 

possessed power. However, in Chapter 81 examine the complexifies involved In 

conccptions of white heterosexual masculinities, analysing areas of insecurity as well as 

power in the wider communal space. I also question how dialogues in men's online 

magazines build communities that focus upon common experiences as men, and 

examine how wider identides of women mid gay men figurc in spaces that are primarily 

orientated towards heterosexual men. In Chapter 81 will observe how gender is 

constructed through interactive communities, reconstituting gender identity work as 

gcnder community work. Using conceptual tools from Mikhail Bakhtin's essays on 

speech genres, I question how dialogic communitics function as spaces for men to 

dcconstruct identities ffirough the positioning of 'Odicrs'. Therefore I will now tum to 

a discussion of Bakhtin's work on dialogism and the construcfion of idcntity, paying 

particular attciifion to 1-ýs vmtiiigs on utterances, speech gcnrcs, hcteroglossia and the 

positioning ol"Otlicrs' in the dialogic Imagination. 
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Mdogisin and the Fon-nation of SWech CommurHfics 

Bakhtin's work is central to my understanding of how knowledge is produced 

dialogically through language that has roots in social contexts, and the conceptual tools 

offered by Bakhtin have allowed me to theorise a relationship between gender identity 

work and gender community work. As I have discussed above, since the rise of dic 

internet, communities have shifted and re-formed in many different directions. Ken 

Plummer has pointcd out that such shifts can be seen in media cultures generally since, 

The media is increasingly generating its own fictive communities, interpretivc 
communities, communities of memory. Here, people consuming media conic to 
identify With a social world or community Without any direct face to face relating. 
Media 'audiences' hence become sources for sensing new commurnties and new 
social worlds-sharing common stories, icons, memories (Plummer: 1995: 44). 

Ba. khtin's emphasis upon language as a social act is important to my interpretation of 

the online websitcs oi'mensheafth. co. uk and FHM. com, and his cniphýtsis upon 

'Otherness' and interconnected speech can be seen to introduce the idea of 

community into notions of identity and the positioning of the self. Bakhtin's View that 

speech must be analysed as a chain of conversation is appropriate to the online context 

of the message boards on mensheaM. co. uk where dialogic exchanges are open, 

interacfivc and ongoing. 

As a litcrary critic, Baklitin's work on dialogism Pnmarily focuscd upon wnttcn tcxts 

and most particularly the novel. However Bakhtin also dcconstructcd the spoken 

word, including theonsing conversations as socially positioncd utteranccs wid specch 

genres in his essay Ae Problem ofSpecch Genres, dius providing a basis from which 
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to conduct social research that questioned interaction, identity and power relations at 

the level of language. In contr-ast to sernioticians such as Ferdinand de Saussure, 

Bakhtin refused to isolate language and subject it to decontextualised study as 

abstracted, indiVidual linguistic forms. ' Bakhtin's primary unit of analysis Nvas the 

utterance, both spoken and written, and the ways in which utterances forined 'relatively 

stable types' of speech patterns that he named speech genres (Emerson and 

Holquist: 1986: 60). Bakhtin stated that, 'speech is always cast in the form of an 

utterance belonging to a particular speaking subject, and outside this forin it cannot 

exist' (Emerson and Holquist: 1986: 7 1). Baklitin used utterances and speech genres to 

analysc both die micro and macro levels of speech communication, so that speech 

genres highlighted the whole of the speech utterance, placing it into Wider social 

contexts and in relation to the positioning of audiences. Bakhfin stated that, 

We select the type of'sentence from the standpoint of the whole utterance, which is 
transmitted in advance to our speech imagination and wh-ich determines our choice. 
The idea of the form of the whole utterance, that is, of a particular speech genre, 
guides us in the process of our speaking (Emerson and Holquist: 1986: 8 1. Original 
emphasis). 

According to Bakhtin, what semoticians such as Saussure failed to acknowledge was the 

existence of speech genres: cultural and contextually guided dialogues that'whcn the 

speaker's speech plan with all its individuality and subjectivity is applied and adapted to 

a chosen genre, lis] shaped and developed within a certain generic fonn' (Emerson and 

I Iolquist.: 1986: 78). 

3 The work of Saussure on sermology and linguistics will not be used in this thesis. However I will 
provide an analysis of certain aspects of Saussure's work as it provides a point of contrast to the writings 
of later sermotician Roland Barthes in Chapter 5. 
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Thc analysis of communication as speech genres is particularly relevant to in), analysis 

in Chapter 8 where I will deconstruct online dialogues in menshcafth. co. lik and 

FHM. com. " In Chapter 81 analyse how affiliations are forined between communitv 

members through online speech communifies, and I examine the fomis of speech 

genres used by inale personae when questioning identity and locating the self in die 

context of the internet message boards studied. Bakhtin elaborated upon the 

importance of compositional structure, style, graminar and intonation in speech genres, 

-is all being of import in the analysis of written dialogue and affecting interpretation. 

With respect to the extra verbal gestures that Bakhtin discussed, online participants 

have become sophisticated in signifying intonation and gestures through the use of 

punctuation marks, abbreviations and einoticons. For example, punctuation marks 

such as: -), emoticons @, or abbreviations such as LOL (to Laugh Out Loud) arc often 

displayed on internet websites to signify facial expressions and Icchngs of happiness, 

and are akin to non-verbal gestures in spoken fonns ofcommunication. 

In The Problem ofSpeech Genres, Baklitin Iiighbghted the importance of positioning 

the speaking subject in the context of interaction, so that language mid understanding 

cminot be dccontextuallsed and viewed abstractly. As Bakhtin stated, 

4 In Chapter 8, emphasis will be placed upon the dialogic exchange visible on rnenshealth. co. uk, since 
this wcbsite incorporates narrative structure that contrasts mth the primarily visual content of FHM. coln. 
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But the utterance is related not only to preceding, but also to subsequent links in the 
cliMn of speech communication. Wien a speaker is creating an utterance, of course, 
these links do riot exist. But from the very beginiung, the utterance is constructed 
while taking into account possible responsive reactions, for whose sake, in essence, it 
is actually created. As we know, the role of the others for whom the utterance is 
constructed is extremely great I ... 

I is not that of passive listeners, but of active 
participants in speech commumcation (Emerson and Holquist: 1986: 94. Original 
emphasis). 

In the above passage, Bakhtin highlighted the importance of context in the chain of 

specch, and also the positioning of the anticipated listener/audience response. The 

positioning of 'Others' is a central aspect of online interaction, and in Chapter 81 

analyse how the identities of 'Others' are located and positioned by men who identify 

as the white, heterosexual male non-n. As an extension of dialogism, I have also used 

discourse analysis and the concept of intertextuality to frame the wider cultural factors 

involved in conversation and written dialogues. ' As I discuss in Chapter 5, context and 

wider discursive influences are essential elements in the analysis of how texts and 

interactive dialogues are socially and culturally positioned. It is also necessary to take 

into account the structure of texts, and the way that structure affects interaction witli 

websites mid other readers, mid with this in mind I now turn to a discussion of 

BAhtin's conccpt of heteroglossia. 

Baklitin's concept of haeroglossia accounts for the space set for multiple, disscriting 

voices in speech communication, allowing one to understand the contcxt of setting and 

structurc alongside dic individuality of utterances. In contrast to monoglossia, 

lieteroglossia describes the conditions required for multiple voiccs, providing the space 

Research nicthods mid methodological rationale wifl be discussed m Chapter 5. 
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f'()r dissent and conflict. 'Me concept of heteroglossia has been useful to my research 

on internet message boards in helping me to understand the complexities of ii-len's 

magazine websites as a site of collective readcrship and conflicting nan-atives. 

Centripetal and centrifugal forces combine to fonn heteroglossia, a tenn used to 

describe the space for interaction between dissenting, multiple voices and sulýject 

positions that are given equal opportunity to express opinion. Robert Stani suggests 

that centripetal and centrifugal forces can also be conceived as hegemonic and 

oppositional so that 'the process is conflictual, involving an orchestration of the diverse 

6voices' responsible for assembling the text, a process that leaves traces and 

discordances in the text itself' (Stam: 1989: 22 1). Heteroglossia offers space for dissent 

and transgression in dialogue, a forni of double-voiced (or multiple) discourse that is 

similar to, yct also distinct from, Bakhtin's conception of polyphony. The distinctions 

between lieteroglossia and polyphony are not always clear, and these tcn-ns occasionally 

ovcrlap. 6 However, in her analysis of the mitings, of Bakhtin and his colleagues Pavel 

Medvedcv and Valentin VoloslUnov, Pain Monis suggests that hcteroglossia is linked 

to discourses that incorporate conflict or 'foregrounds the clash of antagonistic social 

6 Indeed, on this subject, Eric Dickens submitted an e-mail to the Bakhtin Centre at Sheffield University 
that asked the question, 'Are 'polyphony' P1, 'polyglossia' [mnogoyazychiel, 'heteroglossia' 
IraznoreclUal, 'd ouble-vo iced' [? I and 'dialogism' Idialogizml synonymous, or not? If not, why can't 
someone come up with a clear unequivocal definition... ' (Dickens, 'Are 'polyphony' P1, ' 'polyglossia' 
Ininogoyaz_ychiel, 'heteroglossia' fraznorechial, 'double-voiCed' [? ] and'dialopsm' Idialogizml 

synonymous, or not? ', accessed 05.04.04). 

On the same Baklitin Centre e-mail group, Ken Hirschkop (an acadernic who has written extensively on 
Ba. khtin) stated, 'Before this translation business gets out of hand: polyphony, polyglossia, heteroglossia, 
dialogisin, and double-voicedness are all separate terms in Bakhtin's Russian texts - no one is playing any 
tricks here. The bad news: Bakhtin does indeed have a habit of using closely related and overlapping 
terms without making the distinctions between them clear' (Hirshkop, 'Re: Polyphony = polyglossia - 
lietcroglossia = dialogisin?, accessed 05.02.04). 
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forces', whereas in polyphonic discourse 'author's and heroes interact on equal ternis' 

(Monis: 1994: 249). 

It is not my intention to provide an analysis of the conceptual distinctions between 

heteroglossia and polyphony in this chapter, but rather, to incorporate Bakhtinan ideas 

that are relevant to my own analysis of the speech used within heterosexual masculine 

communities. I have used heteroglossia as a way to understand the structure of 

inessage boards and the degree to wfých menshealth. co. uk and FHM. com pennit 

multiple voices ffiat include conflict, dissent and ft-ansgression. Furthcn-nore, 

heteroglossia provides a framework to analyse the ways that personae simultaneously 

shape and are shaped by the context of message boards mid men's magazines. In 

Chapter 81 analyse how the respective structures of FHM. com and menshealdi. cauk 

proVide space for forms of dissent and transgression, most particularly With the 

participation of women and gay personae on mciishcalth. co. uk. Heteroglossia can also 

be compared with Bakhtin's notion of carnival, since both concepts provide the space 

I'Or analysing acts of dissent and transgression. However, whereas carnival exists as a 

temporary suspension of hierardiical, hcgeinonic relationships, heteroglossia is the 

space proVided for dissent that exists uithin hegeinonic power relationsfiips. As Robert 

Stwn suggests, heteroglossia is a state of multiplicity, and 'wi"n a Bakhtinian 

approach, there is no unitary text, no unitary producer, no unitary spectator; rather, 

there is a conflictual heteroglossia pervading producer, text, context, and reader/viewer' 

(Stwii: 1989: 22 1). 
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According to Bakhtin, identity and self-perception are relative and shifting, With 

communication reflecting how we position ourselves in relation to the 'Other', whether 

tMs 'Other' is a real or an imagined recipient. For example, imagined recipients of 

dialogue can be found in diary entries where one inight write to the diary as a person, 

and similar patterns can be found online where message board participants write 

dialogues to the general public without necessarily knowing the intended recipient. In 

Iiis examination of Bakhtin and dialogism, Michael Holquist neatly summarisesd that 

'in dialogism, the very capacity to have consciousness is based on othemess' 

(Holquist: 1990: 18. Original emphasis). The idea that identity is relative and sl-ýffing 

corresponds With my own view that masculinities are culturally based, shiffing and 

interdependent., and while I analyse the 'construction' of heterosexual inasculinities in 

men 9s lifestyle magazines, I am simultaneously aware of the changes that occur in 

historical, social and cultural contexts, and the negotiation work involved in positioning 

heterosexual niasculinitics. Bakhtin's work on dialogism has facilitated iny analysis of 

speech at bodi the micro level (as utterances and stylised compositional structures) and 

macro level (in terms of speech genres and discursive power relations). 'Flie interactive 

aspects of dialogism provide a basis from wfýich to deconstruct utterances, the dialogue 

between sub . ects, and also the dynamics of the Wider community. Furthermore, I 

speech genres form to indicate power relations, the positioning of 'Others' and the 

non-native structures of die respective community. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter I have reviewed key concepts that are relevant to my reading of online 

masculinities and have located my work as part of a wider debate on the articulation of 

gendered online communities. 'Me research conducted by feminists on technologies 

and computer networks has helped me to understand the sexism that is often involved 

in the production of technologies, and some of the ways sexism can be introduced in 

design and application. The design and application of technology is discussed in 

Chapter 8 where I analyse how visual software technology is used in men's online 

magazines to objectify the bodies of 'Others'. In Chapter 81 question whether 

women 9s bodies are employed to recreate old stereotypes, to position 'virtual' women 

as camal sexual objects, and to reconstruct the dualisms of patriarchal cultures. As 

Anne Balsamo has stated in relation to cybertechnologies, 'it is just as likely that these 

new technologies will be used pnmarfly to tell old stones - stones that reproduce, in 

Iiigh-tech guise, traditional narratives about the gendered, race-marked body' 

(Iialswno: 1996: 132). 

Message boards proVide an ideal space to observe dialogic interaction, since they are 

not only readily transcribed dialogues, but they also allow readers the space for 

rellcction on what they intend to communicate. In this thesis I analysc how the 

mionymity proVided by message board posts allows men to relate and bond with one 

anotlicr as male subjects. Using concepts of heteroglossia and specch genres I also 

exmiunc the space provided for resistance to non-nativc notions of white, heterosexual 
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masculinities as dominant and powerful. Online inessage boards have allowed me to 

analyse how readers construct self-identities, desire and difference, and I discuss the 

findings of my research into online communities and the construction of heterosexual 

masculinities in Chapter 8. In Chapters 2,3 and 41 have outlined the conceptual tools 

utilised in this prOject. Therefore, I now move to a discussion of the research methods 

used in this thesis, and will also outline the methodological rational for this prqject on 

the construction and articulation of white, heterosexual masculinifies in men's lifestyle 

magazines. 
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Chapter 5 
Research Methods and 

Methodology 

In th1s chaptcr I have set out the key methodological surategies that are drawn upon in 

this thesis. I begin by locating the med-iodological field before discussing the central 

research methods (including the choices made with regard to research methods), and 

then finally, the broader methodological issues that arose from die research field. In 

this thesis I have used text-based and audience research to examine both the shifts in 

modes of representation (for white heterosexual masculinities) as well as the changing 

relationsfiips of audiences to online fonns of readership (as online speech 

communities). I havc cmployed scrtuology, discoursc analysis and non-parficipant 

observation to examine the construction and negotiation of gendered identities and 

gciidcred communitics in FHM, FHM. com, Mcn's Heakh and menshealth. co. uk. In 

analysing the printed text I have drawn upon semiology and discourse analysis to both 

deconstruct the processes of producing images and to locate production in the Wider 

discursive/intertextual field. Non-participant observation was employed to position 

audiences widiin the text, and also provided access to vast audience dialogues on a 

diverse range of subjects that were located widun the production of magazines as 

gendered communities. 'Flic shift from tcxt-bascd analysis to online modes of research 

has presented new openings for reading relations and research into magazine cultures 
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as communifics. I now confinue to outlinc my rationalc for cngaging with 

textual/intersubjective forms of magazine representation and readership. ' 

Locating the Methodological Field 

This thesis is located in the mode of popular visual culture analysis, particularly the 

semiotic traditions characteristic of lifestyle magazine analyses, mid internet based 

commullIty research. The work conducted is innovative in both its use ofanalyfical 

strategies that are associated Wiffi the grotesque and dic use of interactive contexts for 

audience research. In the deconstruction of visual images from men's magazines I 

have identified how the inale body is positioned ambiguously both with respect to the 

conceptions of the idealMed and the grotesque body. The grotesque offers new areas 

for the analysis of the male body, and in analysing the grotesque repertoires in men's 

inagazines I have challenged the basis of the grotesque as intrinsically feminine or 

Iciiiinising. Therefore, "s diesis is also positioned in debates on grotesque forins of 

representation, and I have used semiology to unpack images of the grotesque body in 

order to uncover the diversity in fornis of the grotesque body as well as the varying 

implications for the construction of masculinity. 

' It is necessan, to note at the outset that the use of message board posts do not necessarily reflect the 
interests of the magazine. As Men's Health state 'We shall accept no responsibility for your use of our 
message board and discussion group facility. You are responsible for the content of your messages and 
dic consequences of any such messages. We cannot and do not review every submission a user may 
make. We neither endorse nor guarantee the accuracy or propriety of any submission' 
(inenshealth. co. uk, 'About Us: Message Boards', accessed 12.09.04). However, those who post to 

message boards are participating in the cultural environment of men's magazines, mid it is the cultural 
shilits in concepts of masculinity that are the foundation to this research project. 
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The shift to online modes of readership is a new area of development in the study of 

meWs magazines, and while there has been a long tr-a(htion iii the analysis of printcd 

magazines, the transition from printed men's lifestyle magazines (as singular fonns of 

readership) to online forins of collective readership represents new openings for 

cultural/media analysis. In the analysis of online readers1iip, "s project rediinks a long 

tradition of text based/audience research, and indicates tensions in the argued 

rationales that have characteristically shaped audience based research. The tension that 

arises from audience negotiation in text-based rescarch is repositioned in the online 

context where readers directly interact with texts from within the research field. As I 

explore in Chapter 8, where conditions for lieteroglossia exist, online magazines are no 

less dialogic than traditional forms of audience research. ' 'Flie online environment has 

triggered a shift in rcading/writing practices that have allowed audiences to reflect, 

negotiate and construct identifies Witbin the text, thus contributing to processes of 

production. I have developed my analysis of men's magazine cultures to reflect 

changes in the format of the medium, the changing environment for audience 

par6cipation and also to access liomosocial inale communities that would othei-wise be 

dill-icult to reach. 

In tracing the shiffis of audience interaction with magazine cultures (from singular to 

collecfive/ intcrsuýjcctivc readership) I have demonstrated how audience research can 

be conducted via text. Since the late 1990s, there have been man), developments in 

2 Baklitin's concept of heteroglossia (the use of multiple voices Witl-ýn a text) was discussed ui Chapter 4 

, uid will be employed as a conceptual tool in Chapter 8. 
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'virtual' ethnographic approaches to onfine communities, and in Chapter 41 outlined 

debates concernIng the role of online interaction in everyday life, and whether online 

fornis of communication can be read as community intcracfion. In online conimunitý, 

research there are questions attached to the status of the researcher, and how die 

researcher functions as part ofthe mteractive commuruty. For example, in Howard 

Rheingold's seminal study of the onhne community WELL, heJustified using the tenii 

community'dirough his own emotional attachment, and desci-ibed online participants 

as 6a fan-fily of invisible friends' (FJieingold: 2001: 272). This problem has also been 

associated widi more 'traditional' foinms of eflinograplUc participant observation 

research with the notion of 'going native' being used to describe the development of 

emotional atuchments to the research situation. In iny own work I have avoided direct 

participation in the community, and while this in itself raises many issues that relate to 

authenticity and ethics, the ainis of my research require the observation of/interaction 

with iiicdia tcxts as tlicy'nomially' cxist. The work in this dicsis is positioncd wiflun 

developments in online cominumtY analyses, and offers new directions in analysing 

how readers engage with online communifies that are developed around speech genres 

that emerge from offlinc pnnted texts. 

Research Methods 

scilliolo 

Sciniology wa-s ciliploycd III this tlicsis as a niethod for visual (1cconstruction III ordcr 

(o cntically unpack the images displaycd in nicn's lifcstylc niagazincs, mid also as a way 
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to explore the wider intertextual and cultural factors involved in unage production. As 

Gr1ifian Rose suwcsts, 'semiology offers a very full box of analytic; d tools I'Or taking an 

image apart and tracing how it works in relation to broader systems of meaning' 

(Rose: 2001: 69). Serniology was first used a method for linguistic analysis by theorists 

such as Ferdinand de Saussure 0 857-1913) and Charles Sanders Pierce 0 839-1914) in 

order to proVide a scientific structure to the analysis of language as a system of 

meaning. While I do not intend to review the work of Saussure and Pierce in this 

chapter, it is important to understand the influence of Saussure on the later senuotician 

and cultural analyst Roland Barthes, a writcr whosc work brought seiniology into the 

vistial field of representation. The work of Barthes was significant for introducing a 

wider scope to the sermological project, for analysing images as signs and sign systems 

without losing sight of the wider contextual and intertextual factors that are involved in 

the (de) construction of images. 

Saussurc's influence on the work of Barthcs was primarily a result of his identification 

of signs, signifiers mid signifieds in language systen-is, and also the distinction made 

between paroles as individualised speech acts and langue as wider systems of meaning 

(de Saussure: 1974). Tbc division of the signifier and signified is crucial in 

understanding how signs are divided between mode of representation and the 

tindcrlying nicssagcs that lic within the imagc displaycd. From the 1950s Roland 

Bartlies used senuology to deconstruct a wide vancty of mediums from art to 

advertising and fashion in order to reveal their underlying signification. In Bartlics' 
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work, the process of signification can further be analysed as denotation and 

connotation, with dic primary importance accorded to connotation, a second order 

signification that encourages readings on many levels. Barthes stated that'... denotation 

is not the first meaning, but pretends to be so; under "s illusion, it is ultimately no 

more than last of the connotations (the one whicli seems both to establish and to close 

die reading)... ' (Bartlies: 1993b: 9). Bardies furtlier elaborated upon the distinction 

between the signifier and signified, and denotation and connotation to introduce a "rd 

dimension to senuotic analysis, the production of myths. Barthes claimed that, 

In mvth, we find again the tri-dimensional pattern which I have just dcscn'bed: the 
sign. ifier, signified and the sign. But myth is a peculiar system, in that it is constructed 
from a semiological chain which existed before it: it is a second-order semiological 
system (Barthes: 1993a: 1 14 Original emphasis). 

Conceptualising the split between the signifier and signified, denotation and 

connotation has aflowed researchers to understand the prevailing myths that surround 

iniages, myths that can prOVIde a key to understanding how producers target their 

audiences, and how media audiences are positioned. Serniology allows reflection upon 

the process involved in the production of the image, and to consider symbolic and 

ideological implications, as well as multiple readings and interpretation. However, 

wlUle the production of inyths was a central aspect of Barthes'work on seniiolOgical 

dcconstruction, I have used the notion of intertextuality and discourse analysis as 

prclCrred concepts to deconstruct and infer the wider discursive influences upon the 

production of texts. 
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The semiological deconstruction of Visual images has allowed me to comprehensively 

deconsLmct images as part of wider textual, social and cultural systems of mearn"g- 

The concept of intcrtextuality is essential to my research process, and can be read in 

relation to discourse analysis insofar as intertexuality takes into account wider discursive 

iiiflucnces upon the production of texts (I discuss discourse analysis later in "s 

chapter). The notion of intertextuality is also compatible with dialogisin, and Julia 

Kristeva used the term intertextuality in her essay Word, Dialogue and the Novel and 

tier discussion of Bakhtin's concept of dialogism, stating that 'the notion of 

inteitextuality replaces that of intersubjectiVity, and poetic language is read as at least 

double' (Kristeva: 1980: 66. Oiiginal emphasis). Intertcxtuality has allowed me to 

understand how texts are multivalent, and despite the differences between wntcrs such 

as Barthes, Bakhtin, Foucault and Kristeva, each wnter has highlighted how texts are 

never final and function as part of continuous dialogue (Barthes: I 993b, Holquist: 1990, 

Foucault: 1989, Kristeva: 1980). Intertextuality is frequently used in media and cultural 

studies in order to account for the ways in wWch texts relate both to one another, and 

also the wider cultural systems and language. For example, in FHM there are 

intcrtextual rcferences that point to the influencc of frcak shows, soft-corc 

pomogTapliy, Bntish bawdy huniour, comic traditions such as Viz, and television 

programnies that test the limits of endurance such as jackass. I have also taken account 

ol'intcrtcxtuality at the lcvcl of production and signification, so that photographic 

iniages and dialogues are seen to act Widiin wider systcms of incaning that arc culturally 

intelligible to members of the respective communities. 
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Above I have offered a reading of the key conccptual/dicorefical tindcrpiniungs of die 

seinlological work conducted by Roland Bar-thes as a cena-al influence upon my own 

analysis of media texts. In my research I employed serniology to unpack ii-nages of the 

male body as reflections upon the contextual positioning of masculinity and the cultural 

ethos of FHM and Men's Health. I have also deconstructcd advertisements that 

appeared in die contexts of FHM and Mcn's Heahh and wlýich demonstrated 

particularly ambiguous codes in the positioning of the male body as erotic. At the 

onset of my research I was informed by my central research questions, and these 

inevitably guided the subsequent use of seiniology as an analytical tool and dic final 

selection of matenal for semiotic deconstruction. In selecting matcnal for semiological 

deconstruction I started with an initial period of categonsing Images as broadly related 

to conceptions of IdeallZed and grotesque bodies. From the accumulated sets of' 

unages I then beg-an a process of detailed sermological deconstruction in order to 

extract areas of thematic repetition that would later become key themes in the 

positioning of white, heterosexual niale bodies in the respective magazine contexts. In 

this prqj'ect I have self-consciously used images that display white bodies (although 

dicre are gTotesquc images of male bodies in Chapter 7 that show darker skin tones 

that could be associated with Mediterranean/North African ancestry and one video still 

shot of black women (lancing). While FHM and Men's Hcakh are not'whitc' texts 

(indeed, both fides often display black bodies), the majonty of models and men 

featured are white, mid therefore I have analysed how 'wliitcncss' fits into the 

production of ideallZcd bodies. In the deconstruction of the grotesque, ffic bodies 

displaycd wcre also overwlicliningly whitc, howevcr dic negativc posl6oning of disablcd 
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bodies (and hyperscxual women) as 'freaks' became the most dominant issue in the 

construction of the grotesque. Through the use of serniology and discourse analysis 

(and a 111111ted application of psychoanalysis) I was provided with deconstmctive tools 

that took into account the process of production alongside mtertextual and discursivc 

rcpcrtoires. 

Before moving on to an account of my use of discourse analysis, I will briel'IN, turn to 

the discussion of feminist psychoanalysis as a thcorctical. tool that was drawn upon 

alongside semiology as a method of analysis. While semiology and psychoanalysis of[er 

very distinct approaches to audicnce/media relations, both pemut the positioning of 

audiences in text-bascd research. As a research incthod, senuology has enabled 

feminists working in niedia. and cultural studies to critically unpack representations of 

die body mid to question how niedia producers implicitly and explicitly maintain 

gcnder distinctions that serve to objectify women and uphold patriarclial/hegemonic 

gendcr rclations. Similarly, feminist psychoanalysis has otYcred divcrsc ways to 

interpret gender relations at the level of psychosocial development, and the work of 

psychoanalysts such as Laura Mulvey and Julia Kristeva are drawn upon throughout 

this thesis. I have discussed the work of Mulvey on the male gaze in Chapter 2, and 

Kristcva's writings on abjection in Chapter 3, and therefore I will not reiterate their 

work in this chapter. However, it is important to pomt out here the influence of 

feminist psychoanalysis, and how concepts of the inalc gaze and abjection have 

stipportcd my senilofic deconstrucfion. Through the malc gaze and abjection I havc 
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theonsed the process of spectatorship as it relates to viewing images of the idcalized 

and grotesque body. However, in flieorismg die process of spectatorsliip I do not 

intend to impose determinist viewpoints on gender relations and spectatorship. Rather, 

I have employed psychoanalytic terins in order to read the possibilifies of viewing 

relations, and to delineate the tensions invoked by media representations. 

Discoursc Analysis 

Many researchers in the social sciences have employed discourse analysis to examine 

cultural texts, yet as a research inethod discourse analysis is difficult to define. I have 

used the concept of discourse throughout my work as a way to conceptuallse and 

deconstruct bodies of knowledge that impact upon social and cultural understandings 

of gender identities as they are positioned in inen's lifestyle magazines. Discourse 

analysis was first introduced to me through the work of Michel Foucault, and his 

discursiVe analyses of power, the body and the gaze have been particularly influential in 

my work. However, as writers such as Derek Hook and Niels Akerstrom-Andersen 

have clainied, part of the difficulty in defining discourse analysis lies M the fact that 

Foucault did not create a comprehensive theory or method of analysis (Hook: 200 1, 

Akerstroni-Anderson: 2003). Nevertheless, Hook has stated three conditions that 

underlie Foucault's conception of discourse: knowledge, materiality and power 

(Hook: 2001: 542). Foucault used the term discourse as a conceptual tool to analysc the 

constitution of subjects in social contexts, and to understand die working ofpower 

through instittitions, bodies and social and cultural nomis. The use of discourse 
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analysis has provided interpretative freedom, and usefully indicates the broad set of 

power relationships influencing the producdon of unages and processes of 

spcctatorsfýp. 

In Foucault's work, power is complex and analysed for die ways in which it both 

controls the subject and offers resistance. In The History ofSexuaW. Volume I 

Foucault outlined how power relations were discursively produced, allowing for 

analyses of power relations on many intersecting levels, thus providing space for the 

productive aspects of power and resistance. Foucault stated that, 'Power is cvcrywliere; 

not because it embraces cverytMng, but because it comes from everywhere' 

(Foucault: 1998: 93). In Ins essay on The Order ofDiscoursc, Foucault further 

established links between discourse, power and desire, claiming ffiat ffie ubiquitous 

nature of discourses meant that, 

Their effect is to make it virtually impossible to think outside them. To "nk outside 
them is, by definition, to be mad, to be beyond comprehension mid therefore reason. 
It is in this way that we can see how discursive rules are linked to the exercise of 
power; how the forms of discourse are both constituted by, and ensure the 
reproduction of, the social system, through forms of selection, exclusion and 
domination (Foucault: 1981: 48). 

Irt this thesis, discourses forn-i conceptual understandings of the ways that power 

relations influence gender, sexuality, race and the body in sites such as FHM and 

Men'S Hcahh. Discourse analysis is used to examine the multitude of Hifluences upon 

niodcrn day conceptions of wNtc heterosexual masculiiii6es, to read beyond indiVidual 

iniagcs/dialogucs, and to understand the Wider cultural factors that influence die 

construction of inasculinities in the context ofinen's magazines. 
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Discourse analysis aids interdisciplinary research since it provides the freedom to 

explore many avenues of interpretation in the deconstruction of texts so that 

researchers can understand how texts work within, and arc influcmcd by, widcr social, 

cultural and 1-iistorical ideas and contexts. As Sara Mills states, 'discourse is therefore 

useful in that it can allow us to analyse similarities across a range of texts as the products 

of a particular set of power/knowledge relations' (Mills: 1997: 23). Discourse analysis 

has allowed me to read men's magazines in their wider cultural contexts mid with 

respect to the construction of knowledge and power. Masculinities and men's lifestyle 

magazines arc products of thcir social and cultural ciivironnicnts, and widcr discursivc 

factors must be taken into account in the process of deconstruction. Discourse analysis 

permits, readings that extend beyond semiological deconstruction of the image on the 

page and the immediate contextual environment, and calls into question wider factors 

that impact upon the production and negotiation of texts, over time and space. In his 

work on Discipline and Punish, Foucault drew upon concepts of discipline as they 

presented themselves in institutions such as pnsons, the army and schools to 

demonstrate die cumulative effects of the disciplinary gaze, across time, upon the 

production of docile bodies (Foucault: 1991). In this thesis I have drawn upon a range 

of discourses that have influenced the production of idealized bodies (such as concepts 

of die classical body, consumer culture, the disciplinary regimcs of western fitness 

culture and bio-medical. science), grotesque bodies (for example, the female grotesque 

mid concepts of licroism), and the cxpression of masculinities onfine (in rclation to 

cinotions, insecurity, autlionty and power). IlUs diesis represents an interdisciplinan, 

s Heakh and THM as med jIII ia texts, prq ect, and whilst grounded in the analysis of Mcn' 
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I have used discourse analysis to move beyond the denotation and connotation of 

images in order to identify wider discursive power relations as ffiey position white 

heterosexual male subjects in the text. 

Non-Participant Observation 

The final research method that I wffl discuss is die use of covert non-participant 

observation (NPO) of online message boards. I decided to conduct covert NPO 

alongside my text-based analysis in order to examine how readers interacted With one 

another and the magazine community in everyday We. This part of iny analysis 

primarily concerns the observation of menshcakh. co. uk, a website that has a very lively 

mid interactive community of users with a high turnover of posts. 'nie non-dialogic 

structure and design of FHM. com places Visual interaction, rather than dialogic speech, 

as central to the reading experience. Consequently, my analysis of FHM. com took a 

different turn and mainly focused upon the seimological dcconstruction of Visual 

content, alongside analysis of the speech used by joumalists and the linlited use of 

audience interaction via MMS mobile phone texts and reader c-mails. 

The vast amount of matenal from menshcalth. cauk and THM. com was difficult to 

control, and while I frequently read message boards, choices were inevitably made on 

the selection ofmaterial that was used in the final analysis. These choices reflected the 

3 MMS (multi-media messaging service) is a service available from mobile plione networks that aflow 
photographic as wcll as written text messages. 
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prominent themes and issues that emerged from the research situation, and which 

introduced new dimensions to previous studies of men's magazine cultures and 

masculinity. Onc advantagc of onlinc rcsearch is the fact that data is readily 

transcribed, and also typed accurately from the perspective and positioning of the 

author. In quoting dialogues from online partic1pants I have lcft any Inaccuracies of 

spelling or grammar in order to analyse the narrative as it e)asted in cyberspace. In dic 

composition of message board posts, readers used a variety of methods to highlight 

their emotions that ranged from using grammar, punctuation, capitalisation or self 

crafted emoticons (enioticons do not exist in THM. com and inenshealth. co. lik, so 

rather than @ symbols, readers would improvise with: -), using punctuation marks to 

indicate facial expressions). Websitcs provide access for social researchers to observe 

or enter communities that are "Ticult to gain access to in the 'real' world of social 

iiiteracfioii. 4 Indeed in my cxpeiience, the pninary advantage of NPO in the context of 

online magazines was the unlimited access to ideas, opinions and communi6es that 

were largely uninfluenced by the presence of the researcher and which would otherwise 

be difficult to gain access to. Of course, researcher influence is never absent from the 

research context, and I will discuss the implications of the decisions I made as a 

researcher below. 

41 have used inverted commas around the world 'real' in order to acknowledge the complexity of 
contrasting the 'real' and the 'virtual' world. Of course there is a distinction to be made, however nianv 
online users indicate that their online dialogues are a pail of their reA everyday lives. 
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Methodological Issues 

The Onlinc Context of Research 

'In real life' (what online participants frequently tenn IRL), outside of the context of 

the internet, NPO holds a different set of problems in comparison with the internet 

environment. The use of NPO in online websites positions the researcher as a lurkcr: 

an invisible presence ffiat, observes dialogue as it would nonnally occur in everyday fife 

bctwecn participants. The prelMse of NPO is to research people and groups from a 

distance in order to observe interaction in everyday life. For ethnographers, NPO is an 

alternative to parficipant observation when a researcher does not physically fit into the 

group that she intends to study, or is unable to adapt her behaviour to the said group. 

In the context of online message boards, I was provided with the opportunity to present 

myself under a variety of personae in order to interact With the community outside of 

the position of the researcher. However, I made the decision not to undertake 

participant observation of message boards, and from the outset I intended to analysc 

the diemcs and issues raised by personae in onlinc Interaction as they related to the 

central research questions stated at the onset of "s prOject. In clarifying the rationale 

for my research process, I decided that it was important to read how personae 

negotiated concepts of masculinity independently, as they would have existed outside of 

die research context. Furthermore, as I wifl discuss below, creating and maintaining 

false, character based personae is extremely complex, deceiving and potentially 

ethically unsound. 
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While I have leamcd a great deal about the culture of Mcn's Healdi over the course of 

my research, to participate and be accepted as a male persona is difficult in tcrnis of 

language style, tenninology (especially with regard to fitness, muscle groups mid 

supplements) and also wider cultural factors that relate to life experience. Being 

inventive with personae is possible, and one could create a variety of personae that fit 

into or test the stability of Men's Heakh culture. Ncvertbeless, creating personae 

would impact upon the context of research in a sigrýficant way, and would alter the 

dynamics of the group environment in ways that were neither necessary nor desired. 

Constructing elaborate narratives that descend into fiction serve to deceive people who 

inight, think of you as a friend and deepen the already present cthical issues involved in 

online community based research. The ethical implication of crca6ng false personae is 

therefore questionable, particularly if one builds relationships With other board 

mcnibcrs that arc based upon authenticity and trusL Of course, there are a variety of 

tacfics available to researchers who intend to parficipate in online communifics that do 

not nccessanly involve building close relationsl-ýips, and indeed one could be open and 

honest about their positioning as researchers. However, in the online environment, 

researchers are met with hostility and suspicion, and while I was interested With 

interaction at the level of personae (not the 'real' people behind the personae), I made 

a decision that NPO would serve to highlight prominent themes and issues relevant to 

the group dynamics. Therefore, in conducting non-participant observation, direct 

readcr rcsponsc to the themes mid issues i-aised in "s thesis has been unavailable. 

However, the oncntation of my research did not require rnc to question the subjects 

mider study in an intcrvicw or focus group situation, but rathcr to obscrvc how incn (or 
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rather, male idenfificd personae) interacted witli one anotlier and the niagazmc 

environment in real live interaction. 

Respec6ng Aiiony! nity 

In the process of vaiting up my research findings, I have disguised the usernames of the 

message board participants that I quote. Furthennorc, there has been no attcnipt to 

understand the 'real life' identities of the participarits in online dialogues. Online 

tiscrnamcs provide readers with anonymity and disguise 'real life' idciidty so that a wide 

number of issues can be discussed outsidc of the context of everyday 'real life' 

interaction. Whilst narratives are often heavily personallsed and emotional, the 'real 

life' identity of the subject is unknown, unless the wnter holds an interest in infonning 

other readers, and there arc some readers who explicitly refer to their lives outside of 

the context of the internet. Nevertheless, given that the nature of my research was 

hidden from the research participants, I made the decision to alter uscmames in order 

to protect online identity. While online usemames are anonymous, many readers use 

the same tisernames across a number of message boards, and so it is tberefore 

necessary to respect the constructed online idenfity. In the process of my research, 

ideas, issues and dialogues relevant to the construction of masculinity have been 

deemcd most relevant to the central research questions, rather than the online or 

offlinc idcntitics of participants dieniselvcs. The relationship betwecn participants has, 

bccii taken into account on a general level rather than an individual level, so that we 

c, --ui see how diflcrcnt ideutitics are played out online. 
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Edilcal Issucs ol'Non-Participant Observation and Onlinc Deccption 

There are e"cal questions raised by the use of NPO, pfimarily because the 

community is unaware of the presence of a researcher. However, message boards that 

cXist on the MrVVW are public spaces, and online readers are aware that their 

narratives arc available to a wide audience. Posts that are submitted on message boards 

are written by online participants to be displayed to anonymous audiences Widi an 

anticipated response, and are in this respect are inherently dialogic. Message board 

posts that exist on the VVNVW expect responsiVe dialogue, and the prcsencc of non- 

participating, non-rcsponsive lurkcrs is also often acknowledged. As one participant on 

menshcalth. co. A wrote: 

I would just like to take this opporturnty to say - 

Hello to all you lurkers who read this thread without posting and wonder what the 
F* **k is going oW 

Well lets face it. Ther's probably I 000's of em. Just thought it would be nice to pay 
them some recognition LOL. Right, time for coffee. 

(mensheahh. co. uk 'Chatting 12.10.04 -I am Sparficus! ', accessed 12.10.04). ' 

Whilst the position of the invisible lurker might be deemed c"cally unsound, the 

internet is a public space and known for its vast audience, whether this audience is 

visible (through dialogic participation) or invisible (by lurking) to participants. 

Furthermore, I have refrained from building false personae and relationships With 

other online readers in order to prevent deception on a level where the dynamics of 

die community could be afTectcd. 

5 1,01. is a conin-ion online abbreviation for Lau&ng Out Loud. 
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Onlinc identities arc personae, and as such hold the capacity for creatiVity and 

deception. As Sherrie Turkle has observed in her research on Multi-User Dungeons 

(MUDs), many people usc the intemet as a tool to play with and question identity, and 

consequendy'the internet has become a significant social laboratory for experimenting 

witli constructions and re-constructions of self that charactefise postmodern life' 

(Turkle: 1996: 180). However, while mtemet researchers who do not come face-to-face 

with the people that they study inevitably face questions that relate to the validity of a 

subject's identity, there are some ways to detect whether an online reader might bc 

lying, and flus primarily relates to inconsistencies in their dialogues. Online readers 

have developed methods to detect when other participants are likely to have lied, 

created unnecessary tension and descended into 'trolling' activity, all of which is based 

upon consistency of narrative and familiarity With the participant. 6 Indeed, one can 

never really know'truth', and any mediod of research is susceptible to deception, 

whether the research takes place face-to-face or from an established distance. In 

commumnes such as mensheafth. co. uk, the background of 'regulars' becomes apparent 

and inconsistency recognisable to a certain extent. As Sherrie TurMe suggests, 'sonie 

people become cxpcncnced in rccognising real life women and men behind online 

personae' (Turkle: 1996: 211). 

'I'lic structure of menshcalth. cauk does not encourage one to play with identity in the 

same way as MUDs or Virtual Reality, since in these latter examples personae arc 

6A troll is the narrie that is given to onfine readers who participate to he and cause disruption to the 
wider commurtity on inessage board websites that contain a large aniount of dialogic interaction. 
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crcatcd through pm-ticipation in a gaining environnicnt. 'nic Men's Hcaa incssage 

boards are centred in real life and readers gather together to discuss problems and 

offer advice. Wiile some will inevitably be creative in dicir online personae, the 

stnicture, content, and edifing ofmcssage boards resists disruptive participation. In 

contrast to mensheafth. co. uk, FHM-com is a website ffiat is produced as a space that 

indulges readers in voyeurism and resists hetcroglossia. In FHM. com, readers arc not 

cncouraged to develop creative personae, and instead offer constrained opinions on 

the website content under restricted word limits. VVMle I acknowledge the capacity for 

deception and lies in the online web spaces tinder sftidy, the fact that online 

participants i. denLify dicmsclvcs as male, female or gay and have invesLuicnLs in the 

wider community is significant in itself. Any formation of personae can influcricc the 

contcnt, direction and flow of conversation, and proVides a site of analysis I'Or how 

hetcrosexual masculinifies arc communicated and iniagined. 

Fcminist Research in Male Dominated Spaces 

'ro gain access to the comixii-mitics of men's lifestyle magazines that target themselves 

towards heterosexual nien with investments in hegemonic gender relations would be 

dill'ictilt mid fraught as a feininist. A key aspect of lad culture involves deriding 

lCi-ninisai, using humour that is coated with ostensible irony. The culture of Men's 

Hc., -tllll can bc scen as morc opcn to fcmmism m that libcralism proVldcs spacc for 

woiiicn to be valucd through cqual opportunity politics. Howcver, cven in Men's 

Health, tlicrc arc some onlinc rcaders who cxprcss dissatisfacfion with the participation 
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of women in dic community and the lack of a tmly male dialogic space ("s is 

discussed in Chapter 8). Before choosing my research methods I Aso took into 

account issues of security and the ways in which I would have fitted in widi the wider 

community as a researcher. Researching men and masculinitics can be a difficult 

process for a woman, feminist researcher, most parficularly when faced with anti- 

feminist sentiment. For example, in her research on 'Issues of Blood' Sophie Laws 

used interviews with male respondents in order to identify their attitudes to 

menstruation, a relatively hidden aspect of women's fives. Laws outlined how her 

research became personal and pwnful as a result of the sexism that she was faced With 

during the research process, and stated that, 

Mv final decision to focus my study on men has on the whole seemed to me to be 
successful. However there are real problems With this, which I would not wish to 
min1mise. The first of these is the personal cost to the researcher. I have often found 
my research a painful process, for I have had to make myself pay attention to men's 
sexist views of myself in a way which I would 'naturally' avoid in any other situation 
(Laws: 1990: 216). 

Tbcre is likely to be an amount of frustration in feminist research that involves an 

account of hegemonic masculinities and 'lad' culture, and it does help to be aware of 

such conflict in order to acknowledge researcher bias in analysis and interpretation. 

Audience rcseajrch is possible in this context, as has been shown by a number of 

won-ien researchers working in the area of men's magazines. However, following the 

advice of my supervisors, and also after having detemiined the nature of iny text-bascd 

rescarch, I made a decision not to come face to face wiffi respondents in the research 

coiitcxt. 
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I hold great respect for research methods such as interviews and focus groups that 

involve face-to-face interaction with audiences, and indeed sociolo*, an(l cultural 

studies is indebted to researchers who conduct such fieldwork. However, my work 

here is self-consciously text-based, and tlie angle of my research is intciidc(l to analyse 

the construction of masculinities textually, dialogically and discursively. In ffic choice 

ofNPO as a research method, my intentions were to read the same material mid 

message boards as readers of FHM and Mcn's Heakh would do outside of the research 

context. Of course, my interpretation and selection of relevant material is not value 

free. Furfliermore, I cannot claim to read message boards in the same way as the 

online participants studied, myself being a woman feminist researcher. Nevertheless, I 

have endeavoured to extract themes and issues that recur as prominent and relevant to 

my central research questions, and which have stood out as key issues of 

representations and popular dialogic exchanges in the context of the men's magazines. 

Being a hidden observer of online message boards provided me with unhindcred 

access to online communities, and has allowed me to read opinions, viewpoints and 

feelings from a wide range of male identified personae that would not be so readily 

available through the process of interviewing or focus groups. Indeed, there are many 

cinotional dialogues online that are produced through anonymity and which discuss 

subjects that would not necessarily be approached in a'real lifc', facc-to-face context. 
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Conclusion 

In thls chapter I have outlined the research methods that I have used in this project and 

have provided a rationale that covers the choices made with respect to the use of 

research methods and my own positioning as a researcher. The amdysis of both text 

and audience has enabled the examination ofthe shifting temis and tensions in the 

construction/negotiation of contemporary white heterosexual masculinities. In 

particular, the shift to online forms of readership has presented new methodological 

debates on the relationsNps between audience and text, as well as the role of the 

researcher in the field of research. My analysis has drawn upon the online context to 

complicate the relationship between text and audiences, as the audience reads/writcs 

their own positioning in the magazine context. Having detailed the research methods 

used and my rationale, I will now move to the discussion of idealized bodics as the first 

analytical chapter ofmy research. In the discussion of idealized bodies I exanunc the 

tensions that surround concepts of the male gaze, 'ornamental' masculinities and 

consumer culture, alongside a dcconstruction of disciplinary gazes in the scrutiny of the 

iiiale body! 

7 In StAcd, Susan Faludi traced the displacement of modern masculinity, mid used tcnii 'ornamental' to 
describe the passive positioning of style conscious men in contemporary media cultures (Faludt: 2000). 
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Chapter 6 
Sculpting the Perfect Body: 

Masculinity, the Body and Desire 
in FHM and Men's Health 

Magazine 

Having outlined my area of investigation, the literatures relevant to my research and the 

methodological rationale for this project, I will now turn to my analytical work, starting 

with representations of idealized bodies in FHMand Men's Health. From my research 

into FHM and Men's Hcakb I have observed a split between the two tides with respect 

to abject and idealized representations. The material presented in this chapter is 

intended to present one half of an overarching argLiment in noting how men's 

magazines are characteiised by both idealised and abject dimensions. Abjection and 

the grotesque will figure as debates in Chapter 7, although discussion of abjection will 

be introduced in Us chapter to demonstrate how the abject runs as a latent force in 

Men's Heakh. In this chapter, pn]Mary focus is placed upon Men's Hcafth as a text 

that avidly promotes the idealized muscular male body. Idealised and grotesque bodies 

can be traced through the history of men's magazines, however they have emerged into 

the foreground as the main counter-tendencies in contemporary magazine cultures. 

These points of divergence are present throughout the printed tides of FHM and 

Men'S Healdi in their current incarnations, and they have also emerged as defining 

points in the presentation of the male body In the shift of both magazines to online 

fonns of rcadcrsfýp. 
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The significance of the stffts to founs of onhne readership arc examined in Chapter 8. 

In this chapter and the accompanying Chapter 7,1 will continue to analysc the 

divergence of magazine typologies into sub-classifications that foreground idealised 

and/or abject tendencies through white male bodies, and that constitute an arrav of 

competing hegemonic masculinities. CentrAly, I also examine how masculinities are 

embodied as objects of voyeuns6c as well as narcissistic fascination, using ffie 

counterpoints of the lad versus the Adonis, and the lad versus the atl-Aete, as well as 

notions of discipline and excess. White masculinities are noted as bodies of aspiration 

or abjection, and where abjection occurs as a fon-n of male representation, women's 

bodies also emerge to signify the grotesque as an object of desire alongside the 

repudiated identities of lads. The work in these chapters expands on previous work 

deconstructing men's magazines in three respects: the analysis of changes in the current 

styles of representation with an emphasis placed upon the dichotomies presented by 

idealized and grotesque male bodies; the use of new tools of analysis to proVide new 

insights (with a focus upon the production of wWteness, abjection, and muscular male 

bodies); and finaRy through exploring web-based products and the s1iift in men's 

inagazine cultures onto the internet as an arena for homosocial bonding. 

In this chapter, I use material from the pirmted tides of FHM and Men's Health in 

deconstructing images of idealiZed bodies, but there is a disproportionate focus on 

Mcn'S Health as the first lialf of a wider analysis on the idealized and the grotesque. 

'I'lic cliaptcr will bcgin with analysis ofthe divcrgencc of mcn's lifcstylc magazMcs In 
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recent years regarding the eroticizing regimes ofmale bodies and the foregrounding of 

the Adonis in Men's Heafth (Chapter 7 largely exploring the grotesque in rHVb, then 

progress to exploration of the figures of Adonis, the athlete and Hercules as typologies 

of white masculinities, investigating both the extent to whicli consumer advertising 

prevents, challenges to the male gaze, and to what extent white men have reclaimed the 

body as an image of masculinity. The diird section examines the scrutiny under which 

(wl-iite) men's bodies are placed in men's magazines, considenng both the ways in 

w1iich idealised bodies are promoted through disciplinary regimes, and the implications 

of scrutinising the male body for readers. This chapter concludes With a consideration 

of the tensions and negotiations surrounding the increasingly complicated constitution 

of narcissitic identification in men's lifestyle magazines. 

The lad would evade representation as the object of the gaze in the pruited version of 

FHM, except that there are spaces witfiin ffie magazine for advertising, fasNon and 

grooming, all of which are legitimate arenas for the framing of the niale body as 

desirable. In my analysis of the desirable male body, I have used images of front 

covers mid advertiseinents as spaces where idealiZed visions of the body arc prominent 

mid marketed to readers of the respective magazines. In order to understand how 

Men's Hcakb and FHMdifferentiafly construct 'perfect' bodies, and subsequently sell 

this ideal to readers, I start this chapter with close deconstruction of the composition of 

front covers as the initial image being sold to consumers. Nick Stevenson, Peter 

Jackson and Kate Brooks have claimed that front covers are the most important aspect 
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of magazines, since they fonn the immediate selling point to audiences (Stevensong 

Jackson and Brooks: 2000: 369). Front covers portray the ethos of the rcspccfivc title in 

a condensed visual form, with headlines and captions outlining what readers can expect 

to find in the content, as well as serving to anchor images and encourage dominant 

readings. Magazine covers are spaces that draw in readers, signifying both the genre and 

style of the title. In the analysis of idealized bodies, I also use advertising images as 

spaces where men are framed as desirable in both FHM and Men's Heahb. 

Advertisements are important to men's magazines for numerous reasons. Glossy 

magazines are dependent upon advertising for revenue but they also underlie 

magazines as a sub-text (as well as counter-text) to the editorial content. I therefore 

focus upon how images of the Adonis run as a sub-text in Men's Heakh and a counter- 

text to HIM, where the latter magazine, despite holding a clear investment in fashion 

and grooming, constructs the lad as a contradictory, rebellious figure. 

The Divergence in Men's Magazines in the 
Eroticising Regimes of Men's Bodies 

Both FHM and Men's Health represent distinctive magazine brands that promote 

different ideals of heterosexual masculinity. The primary points of divergence concern 

the predon-unance of women's bodies and grotesque bodies in FHM, and idealize(I 

fornis of the muscular male body in Men's Health. FHMdoes not gaze upon the 

bodies of lads, mid masculinity is instead constructed around the consumption of 

'Others', as well as through excessive practices, pranks and billingsgate speech genres. 
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While the bodies of lads are present through journalists and readers' photographs, they 

evade desiring gazes, and are constructed as prurient consumers of women. In 

contrast, wl-ffle women's bodies do feature in Men's Health as objects of the male gaze, 

their positioning remains subordinate to the overwhelming numbers of photographs of 

muscular men. Men's Heakh is built around the male body, and masculinity directly 

relates to disciplinary regimes of fitness and health. I now turn to present a detailed 

semiological deconstruction of two cover images from Men's Health and THM m 

order to comprehensively unpack underlying connotations that relate to the production 

of heterosexual masculinities in the respective tides. 

The front cover image inserted (on the next page) is from Men's Health May 2003, and 

here we see a narcissistic representation of the Men's Health man, a man who is not 

scared to show, look and smile at his own body with an implied feeling of satisfaction. 
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Figure 6.11 

More sex, more often 
medq. 11 

Get it now! 

BURNOFF 
THE ELLYI. 
0A BEACH- REA D'i BKN)-,! 4WEEKS 

I, MUS :, PACK, 
ANYWHERE ANID 
EVERYWHFRE 

UNLEASH lw 
YOUR SEXIL, 4. ý.. L. SUPERPOWERS 
60-SECOND 
HEALTH TIPS 
ý ýr 

ý)OK 
BETTER 

Thc covcr niodcl in this photograph is rcprcsciitcd as a scxual sulýjcct. Not only is tic 

obscrving his omi body with ostensiblc satisfacfion, shorts lianging low from dic wwst 

to reveal the v-sliaped lines of his lower abdonicn, but the subtitles 'More sex, more 

often. G et it now! ' -, uid 'I Tnleasli your sexual superpowers' posifion Iflin as highly 

sexual. The model wears Ills shorts low on the waist, and stares down towards his torso 

and crotch widi a facial expression that significs contentment and implied power. 'I'lic 

verb 'unlcasli' holds wider sexual connotations linked to male desire, widi die penis 

tAing the place ol'a l'unous animal about to bc rclcascd from oppressivc rcstraint. 

I Men's Hcdth, May 2003, Front cover iniage. Photographed by Michele Asselin. 
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I'lie myth of the penis as pertaining to masculinity and power is evident in "s image: 

muscular, athletic men can unleash their sexual superpowers with confidence. 

While the penis cannot be explicitly shown on the front cover of a mainstream 

heterosexual men's magazine, the suggestion that masculinity and status are linked NVIth 

sexual perfon-nancc is evident. Sexual virility (or rather, liypcrsexuality) and myths 

surrounding the large penis have traditionally been associated with black men, and so it 

is interesting to see a contrasting representation oF wl-iite masculirýty being defined both 

through 'the body' and through the possession of 'sexual superpowers'. Writing on the 

stereotyping of black men as hypersexual in Robert Mapplcthorpc's Black Book (With 

particular reference to the photograph 'Man in a Polyester Suit'), Kobena Mercer 

stated, 

... black men are confined and defined in their 'being' as sexual and nothing but 

sexual, hence hypersexual. In Man in a Polyester Suit, apart from his hands, it is the 
penis and the penis alone that identifies the model in the photograph as a black man 
(Mercer: 1993: 310). 

In Figure 6.1, the model is not defined by the image of Ns penis (as was the 'Man 

in a Polyester Suit'), but the penis is implied dwough his body. As Anne Potts 

has suggested, the perus connotes hardness, strength, activity and endurance, with 

male sexual cxperience being centred around the function of the penis 

(Potts: 2000: 89). Men's Healib is a culture that values the qualities of hardness, 

strength, acfiVity and endurance in the muscular male body as a whole (such 

qualities are not only present in Figure 6.1 above, but are consistently signified in 

visions offlie atliletic and the Herculean body). The wl-iitc man in Figure 6.1 is 
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cast as sexual, with readers positioned at a point of narcissistic identification in 

ways that render thein siMilarly defined through their bodies and sexuality. 

Through magazines such as Men's HcaM, white men are re-clainung the body in 

ways that have traditionally been associated with black men. Narcissistic 

representations of white male bodies as sexualised objects present a chaflenge to 

taken-for-granted assumptions that the gaze does not objectify them. 

The male cover model is not only gazing at fiis own image with a smile, but the white 

background and lighting take his body out of any real context and reveal it as a staged 

iniage. Whereas colour is often used to enhance the carnal and erotic nature of flesh in 

magazines such as FHM, the black and white greyscale photography of Men's Healdi 

produces a colder, loftier atmosphere that can be seen to create a distance between 

reader and image in classical terms, or as a figure for serious contemplation, 

comparison and identification. The use of grey scale photography is significant in 

Figure 6.1, as it serves to enhance the presence of the white body so that we are able to 

view every single inch of muscular definition (in bodybuilding competitions white men 

are known to bronze fficir bodies to enhance muscular definition that is otherwise 

more difficult to see). In his work on white masculinities, Richard Dyer suggests that 

the use of light in film and photography is a way to produce sexual desire for the body 

or face in the image, and the 'pure light of desirability' is frequently used to enhance 

the male gaze on women's faces/bodies (Dyer: 1997: 135). The model in Figure 6.1 is a 

body that stands in the light (we see the shadow cast by his face as he looks 
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downwards), With the fight positioning his torso as the central focal point. 'Me grey 

scale photography and the hard torso of the model in Figure 6.1 appears as classiCal, 

sculpted and as if cast in stone. The muscularly defined body of the model shown 

looks cl-iiselled, his posture is stiff, and his skin is noticeably smooth and hairless. The 

model in Figure 6.1 can be seen to embody an ad-detic ideal of masculiruty, and his 

defined torso is staged and shaped to show hard work and dedication. 

The photograph in Figure 6.1 threatens notions of the male gaze insofar as the man 

invites us to look at his body and thus places himself in a potential position of 

objectification. Yet while the image in itself is homoerotic, the circular photograph of 

the woman above the model's head reinstates both the body and inagazine as 

heterosexual; the athlete is an image of identification insofar as women arc 

contemplating his body. The woman in the circular photograph is positioned with her 

head in her hands, and placed within the headline 'More sex, more often. Get it now'. 

This caption provides a link between the small photograph of the woman and the male 

cover model, suggesting that his masculine identity stimulates heterosexual desire. The 

photograph and caption require a reconsideration of the ways in which female bodies 

constitute masculine values. In feminist theories of the male gaze, women take on the 

role of sexual object, inviting a dcsinng gaze upon dicir bodies, and as Laur-a Mulvey 

states, 'according to the principles of the ruling ideology and the psychical structurcs 

that back it up, the male figure cannot bear the burden of sexual objectification. Man is 

reluctant to gaze at Ills exNbitionist like' (Mulvey: 1999: 63). 'Ms quote from Laura 
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Mulvey was highlighted earlier in Chapter 2 where I noted its pertinence to my work in 

"s thesis, particularly with regard to perceptions ofidealized inale bodics and reading 

relations. While Mulvey draws a distinction between the active male subject and 

passive female object in Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema, in Figure 6.1 such roles 

are ostcnsibly rcvcrscd as dic woman is photographcd decp In thought and the 

narcissistic man is pictured partially naked as the main object in the frame. A further 

twist in terms of gender and representation is the fact that the photographer of the 

image, Michele Asselin, is a woman. Here we have role reversal of the man as die 

embodiment of an ideal and the woman photographer as the controller of the image, 

directing the gaze at the white, male model's body. 

Yet there is also an iinplied activity in the male body on this cover, through both his 

posture and through the captions that surround hini, and there is a tension created as 

to whether the cover model is the object or the subject of representation. On the one 

liand lie invites a desiring gaze at his body, yet there is also action and control suggested 

in the front cover image and through captions that refer to sex, muscle and exercise. 

Figurative language and frontloaded verbs in phrases such as 'Bum Off the Belly! ' and 

'Pack on muscle anywhere and everywhere' suggest aggression, self-improvement and 

movement. The captions are crucial in "s cover image, since they imply action and 

rcinforce masculinity as being associated with strength, actiVity, and muscular definition. 

The gaze is directed by the desire to look at ffie model's body, and we evcn see the 
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narcissism of the model desiring his own body. However, the enhanced muscularity, 

surrounding photographs and suggestive captions help to fix the photograph as an 

image for identification or aspiration rather than as an object of sexual desire. 

In contrast to Men's Heahh, the front covers of FHM always feature image s of wome ii 

who are well-known models/celebrities/stars, accompanied by prurient captions. 'Me 

women who adorn die front covers of FHM are always sexually suggestive, reminiscent 

of tabloid style 'Page 3' or of soft-corc Pornographic models. VOiilc full nudity is never 

displayed, sex and erotic pleasure are always suggested through the selection (and 

absence) of clothes, the posture and facial expressions used, and the supporting 

captions on the cover. On the covers of FHMwomen signify male desire, and 

women's bodies in THM are firmly placed as the object of the male gaze with the 

omnipotent male spectator controlling the image displayed. 
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Figgre 6.2 

Now= 

fp; 
Silvstedt! Ellison! 

Whatmore!... 
It's FHM's 100 
Sexiesl Party! 

67ro. -77M 
girls, Around 

The World 
In 80 Beers. 

Top Gear 
and how to 
kill a man! 

: 

i r- hi 
The model photographed in Figurc 6.2 is the famous Bn6sli cclcbnty and modcl 

jordan (Ka6c Pnce). Jordan's breasts and crotch are posl6oncd as the central focA 

points of the ii-nagc, and arc enhanced by her white bikini. The model's sexuality is 

thrust I'Orward, and licr scparatcd lcgs arc prominciit abovc the caption 'Fccl the Hcat! ' 

The photograph is overtly sexual and the model is objectified as an image of sexual 

(Icsirc. Howcvcr, Jordwi rcsponds to licr positionnig as the objcct of the We, and lier 

direct stare towards the viewer, as well as her overt sexual desire signifies a dircat. In 

Chapter 71 Will develop this point to argue that dic threatcning gaze of-wonicii 

celebrities that arc posifioncd as sexual objects cmi be read alongside the grotesque 

rcl)crtoircs of FHM, midenng womcn as scxual frcaks. 'I'lic cxaggcrated stmicc and 

2 FHM, August 2003: Front Cover. Photographed bý7 fficky Chicago. 
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postures of women models produces a hypersexuality that enhances objectification, but 

which also threatens to castrate through the models' willingness to take an active role in 

heterosexual male fantasy. The ways in which women are complicit With heterosexual 

fantasy is particularly stark in fantasy narratives, and is also shown through the 

willMgness of celebrities to pose for lad's magazmes such as FHMalongsldc the 

numbers of women who submit sexually provocative photographs to FHM. coni for the 

viewing pleasure of online readers (this will be discussed further in Chapter 7). 

Women models stand in contrast to the lad as an image of beauty, yet their 

hypersexuality threatens the viewer in ways that position women as grotesque. 

The female body IS the most frequent Image in FHM and sets the basis for the 

discussion of ideal standards of beauty through comparison of female models and 

cclcbnties, everyday women professionafly photographed (as part of regular features 

such as 'On the Couch' and 'Student of the Month'), and amateur photographs sent to 

die magazine of everyday women (often competing for the tide of 'high street honey'). 

Heterosexuality is the lynchpM of FHM, and women's bodies construct the boundaries 

of desire as the focus of the male gaze. The strong heterosexual overtones of FHM 

(visually constructed through (hyper)sexual women's bodies) create space for the more 

an-ibiguous representation of the inale body in advertising and fashion features in a 

culture that otherwise holds a fear of the gay 'Other'. In men's lifestyle magazines, 

female and gay bodies and values emblematize and negotiate the positioning of white, 

niale masculine values. In FHM the visual rcprcscntadon of idcaliZcd male bodies as 
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sexually desirable is negligible outside of consumer discourses, and, as I will discuss 

below, consui-ner frameworks provide legitimate space for compleXities In the niale 

iraze. ry-- 

The distinctive attitudes towards the male body and heterosexual masculinity arc 

apparent in ffie deconstruction of front cover images froin Men'S Heakh and FHM. I 

have unpacked the visual codes in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 in order to hIghlight the 

divergence of men's magazines in the eroticising regimes of men's bodics. In Men's 

Tj- 

Bcakb, classical images of the male body arc present through notions of the 

athlete/Adonis, and the grotesque is abjected ('Bum off the Belly). In contrast, FHM 

rejects disciplined, classical iniages of the muscular male body through photographs of 

sexually objectified women (who simultaneously threaten rcaders in their hypcrsexual 

positioning). With the new style of men's magazines since the mid-late 1990s, there 

has been a shift in the complexity of imagmed identities as they are constructed by 

inagazine cultures, and this has been reflected through representations of the niale 

body. In this thesis I examine such complexities in tenns of the classical and the 

grotesque (and in Chapter 7 these terms are complicated in relation to the latent 

grotesque of Men's Health through images of bodybuflders). The shift and 

conipIcXlfication of the male gaze has extended forms of hegemoMc masculinities 

available in the imagined identities of men's lifestyle magazines, and I will now tum to 

the mialysis of the inale body as -, ui indicator for how white men are positioned in the 

contexts of"Mcn's Health and FHM. 
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Typologies of White Masculinities: Adonis, Hercules and 

the Athlete 

Classical Bodies and White Masculinily 

Academic VMting on the male body as an image of beauty frcqucndN, cites two spccific 

body shapes as represenfing idealized figures in western sociefies: the slender, lightly 

muscular man and the more muscularly defined, bulkier man. Such distinctions have 

been termed as the 'Adoms' and 'Hercules' or the 'Ephebe' and Blond God' in an 

effort to build conceptual distinctions between beautiful men and muscular men (Pope, 

Phillips and Olivardia: 2002, Stratton, 1996). As a body of youtb and beauty, Adonis 

embodies a smooth, lightly muscular body that contrasts With the inaturity and brute 

strength of the Herculean image of'manhood'. 'Me figures of Adonis and Hercules 

represent contrasts in the dorninant characteristics of beauty and bulk. In "s chapter I 

extend the idealized male body into three main 'types': the figures of Adonis, Hercules 

and the athlete. I have introduced the athlete as a bridge between Adonis and 

Hercules, and as die primary idealized figure that appears in Men's Health magazine. 

'nie allete is a body that displays a balance that is constructed and positioned between 

idealiZations of Adonis and Hercules. In Men's Hcakb, athletic bodies are presented 

as beautiful, strong and muscular, With added prowess in terms of physical endurance. 

-rhe allete is an image of the classical body, and Kenneth Dutton claims that the shift 

to Viewing the atfilete as '... reinarkablc for his physical bcauty mid bodily strciigdi' in 

classical Greek culture was attached to the rise of the gymnasium as an athletic training 

ground for young men (Dutton: 1995: 35). While Men'S Health is not comparable to 

classical Greek wid Roman cultures of alleficism, what the niagazme has achieved is 
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the production of the affilete as an image of ideahzed white masculinity that is built 

around gym cultures for popular media audiences. 

Classical bodies are relevant to a reading of men's magazines on a number of levels. 

Firstly, while there arc notjust three 'types' of idealmed male body presented in the 

visual framework of men's lifestyle magazines, ffie figures of Adonis, ffie affilete and 

Hercules allow for broad conceptual distinctions with respect to die balance of beauty 

and bulk. The allusions to classical images build the muscular male body through 

concep6ons of whiteness. Yet this connection is not sU-aiglifforward as visions of the 

athlete as an embodiment of black masculinity are popular cultural stereotypes that 

have positioned black men as being'of the body'. Discussing Robert Mapplethorpe's 

photography of naked black inale bodies, Kobena Mercer stated, 

As Phillip pretends to throw a shot-put the idealized physique of a Greek statue is 
superimposed on that most commonplace of media stereotypes of the black male as 
adilete and sportsman, endowed with a 'natural' muscular physique with a capacity 
for strength, grace and mac. hine4ike perfection (Mercer: 1986: 65). 

In Mapplethorpe's photography, black men were photographed in classical terms, 

positioned as almost abstracted sculptures and poised as atWetes that were objectified 

ffirough both homoerotic and colonial gazes. While I will not provide a comparison 

between Mapplethorpe's photography and the visual imagery used in Men'S Heakfi, 

what I ain noting is the point of companson and overlap between w1ute male bodies 

and black male bodies as raised by Kobena Mercer in his study of Mapplethorpe. 

Mwiy WI-Iters have discussed the ways that black masculinities have bccii tied to 

perceptions of black bodies as physical, hyper-masculine, anirrialistic and violent 
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(Staples: 1982, Rutherford: 1988, Mercer and Julien: 1988). As Jonathan Rutherford 

states, 

The white man allows the black man one thing, his body. But it is a body filled with 
white fantasy and foreboding He becomes the constructed image of white men's 
repressed lust; imbued with an animal-like sexuality and a huge penis, a body closer 
to nature than the 'cultured white man' (Rutbei-l'Ord: 1988: 63). 

In Men's Hcalth we see a vision of masculinity bound within concepts of whiteness and 

hegernony, yet wWch also uses visual imagery that has traditionally been viewed as the 

domain of black men. In this context, white men have reclaimed the body as a physical 

embodiment of power in terms associated witli I)crccpfions of 'manhood'. In die 

positioning of wWte bodies as atWetic or Herculean the body signifies control and 

mastery, providing white masculinity With a privileged point of identification that is built 

around the re-claimed muscular male body. However, as I Will discuss bclow, the 

classical ideal of the muscular male body is not an easy ideal for contemporary men to 

strive towards, and dialogues on mcnshcalth. co. uk frequentlY raise areas of insecunty 

on notions of the idealized male body as well as anxieties over non-Visible aspects of 

such bodies such as the penis. I Will now turn towards the problematic figure of the 

Adonis as an image that feminises the male body as an object of beauty and 

liomoerotic desire. 

Advcrtising Adonis 

In FHM and Men's Health, advertisements represent key spaces for the display of 

inale beauty w-id idealised physiques. The discourses of fitness and exercise that are 

cenft-al to Men's Health allow even wider scope for representation of the male body as 
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an oýject of desire and/or identification. Frameworks of consumption arc an integral 

aspect of men's fifestylc magazines, and advertisements and FashioWgrooming editonals 

represent key spaces where male flesh can be represented as desirable for heterosexual 

male readers. Yet despite this presence, heterosexuality clearly stands as die norni (as 

shown by representations of women and discussions of sexual desire inside the 

magazines). Heterosexuality is foundational to both RIMand Mcn'S Health, ai-id 

despite ffic tensions generated by images that are implicitly or explicitly honioerotic, the 

heterosexual desire of women forms the context of representation. I will now analysc 

two homoerotic adverfisements that eroficlZC the white, male body, and aiiii to 

understand how magazines such as FHM and Men's Hcahh accommodate homoerotic 

desire In cultures that are produced as heterosexual communities. 

Since die late 1970s feminists such as Judith Wilhmnson, Jaiucc Winship and 

Rosemary Betterton have highlighted how advertising has used women's bodies as 

objects of sexual titillation, reinforcing the view that women's roles are inevitably caught 

up With a passiVc scxual objcctification (Williamson: 1978, Winship: 1981, 

Betterton: 1987). Although women today continue to be sexually objectified in 

adverfising and the media (the bnefest glance at HIM will demonstrate "s), many 

writers have examined the sexualized male body and homoerofic representation in 

men 9s magazines, advertising and fasillon since the 1980s. The representation of the 

male body as desirable has continued throughout the 1990s and into the millennium, 

mid it caii be suggested that over "s period, the media wid ad,,, crfisingHidustries have 
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become more daring in their display of the male body as erofic to a mainstream 

heterosexual audience. Indeed, Susan Bordo stated that it was not until 1995 when she 

had her 

... 
first taste of what it [was] really like to inhabit this visual culture as a man. It was 

both thrilling and disconcerting. It was the first time in my experience that I had 
encountered a commercial representation of the male body that seemed to 
deliberately invite me to linger over it (Bordo: 1999: 68). 

Writers such as SutjhaRy and Jon Stratton havc suggcsted that contemporary western 

cultures proVide a framework whereby the commodity itself justifies objectification 

Uhally: 1995, Stratton: 1996). Jhally stated ffiat, 'ffie end result is that the commodity is 

part of an increasingly eroticized world - that we live in a culture that is more and more 

defmcd erotically dirough commodities' Uhally: 1995: 82). 'I'lie frames of consumerism 

create a sexually threaterung display of the male body, yet structurally advertisements 

are set back from the editorial content of the magazine. Advertiseunci-its are spaces that 

can cause disruption with the editorial content, and in lads' magazines such as HIM 

dicrc arc many explicit homocrofic images that stand outside the Wider cultural 

tramework. Advertisements possess the potential to threaten heterosexual 

masculinitics, yet the competing negotiations of heterosexism and homoeroticism can 

be seen to combine, hold in tension and pnvflege a consurnIng (yet ambigUous) 

heterosexuality. I now tum to deconstruct two iniages of the beautiful niale body to 

complicate theoiies of the malc gaze dirough the positiorUng of men as passive objects 

for the heterosexual male consumer/spectator. ' 

' The advertisements that are deconstructed below were both used to advertise male fragrances in FHM 

and Men'S HcWth dunng 2002. 
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There arc many adverfiscmcnts pnnted in mcn's lifestylc niagazincs that posifion 

ideallsed inale bodies in ways that can be read as an-lbiguous In ternis ot'dcsire and 

i(Icnfil-icafion. For cxamplc, if'wc look at the advcrtiscment for the Davidoff fragramicc 

'Cool Water' for men we can see an exanipIc of ways in which aie male body 

challenges notions of the male gaze. 

Figgrc 6.3 4 

rw 

4 Advertisenic nt for Davidoll" Coo I Water'. Men's He, -dth, J une 2002: 56-7. I'liotogral)lic(lbý"I'ý-ciii'oi- 

Da, vidoll'. Tins advertisement also rari in FHM dumig the same year. 
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In a two-page spread we can see the image of a man lying back in water with 1-ýs eyes 

closed. In the foreground there is a bottle of the fragrance being sold, mid the blue 

tones that surround the body can be seen to signify both masculinity (through 

association with baby boys), and femininity (through the water imagery). The model in 

the image lies back passively (his neck is open and extended), and although the detail 

of the photograph in Figurc 6.3 is lunited in the reproduction shown abovc (this 

advertisement has been reduced in size and was originally a two-page spread), the man 

lia. s goose bumps on Iiis chest, indicating boffi ffic coldness and also ffie vulnerability of 

dic body. Thc image is castrated, as water swirls around the model's groin, obstructing 

the view of Iiis penis and making it appear aln-iost vaginal. In "s image, the nialc body 

is fcminized and is positioned as an object of beauty: die body is young, toned, smooth 

and bronzed. An alternative reading could see the body as unconscious and in danger 

ofdrowning or even dead, however the vivid use of colour and the feminized beauty of 

the male body are both more evocative of a fairytale. 'Fliere is a wcbsite address placed 

in the comer of the adverfisernent, on which ffie photographer of "s piCcc, 'ryen, 

stated that 

When it came to shooting the new visual for Davidoff cool water, in my mind's eye 
there was a picture of the original campaign, that marvelous image of the man lying in 
the sea. But the man had been asleep for too long, like the Sleeping Beauty. Of 

course, in the fairytale, it is the prince who awakens the prm*Cess with a kiss. The 
Davidoff Cool Water man is awakened by the kiss of nature, the caress of the wind 
and the waves. The movement of the ocean is like a heartbeat, the first stirrings of a 
passion -a love affair between man and water (Tyen, 'The Davidoff Cool Water 
Man', accessed 07.07.02). 

Ilie invocation of fairytales can be seen to attach an image of w1iiteness to the 

photograph in Figure 6.3. In particular, symbols of purity are built around die white 

niale body: young, innocent and cleansed by the nafti-ral rhytluns of the sea. However, 
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the image confuses the status of the muscular inale body, as on the one hand there is a 

maii with a toned, hard and muscular physique that is reminiscent of a I)roivcd 

Adonian god, yet he is simultaneously castrated in his femininity, by the fairytale genre, 

and by the imagery ofwater gushing over his body. 

A I'Urtlier example of I erotic positioning of the male body that I will discuss is the 

advertisement for Yves Swnt Laurent (YSI) fragnuice 'MT bclow in Figure 6A. 

Figgre 6.4 5 

NW 

5 YSI, adveillsenient for m,, dc fragrance M7. Men'S HealthJuIN'2004: 67. Pliotograplicd bv Solvo 

Sunsbo For YSL This advertisement also rwi in FHM during the same ycar. 
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In Figure 6.4 we have a naked man, reclined and looking directly at the camera. f lis 

anns are placed above his head, and he has goose bumps visible on his chest. The 

model In Figure 6.4 is placed in an apparently passive posture, similar to the Davidoff 

'Cool Water' man in Figure 6.3, with the positioning of the arms above the model's 

head indicating openness and relaxation. Yet despite the passive positioning of ffic 

models, there are notable differences between Figure 6.3 and Figure 6A. Firstly, the 

adverfisement in Figure 6.4 seff-consciously positions itself as an image of the classiCal 

body, With the grey scale photography and muscular body enhwicing the classical 

colour and tone of the photograph. Despite the notable body hair of the model (a sign 

of mature masculinity) the classical image is reinforced by the image of the scent bottle 

in the foreground, a bottle that is 'shaped like a plain monolith accentuated by a narrow 

strip of silver metal, the Eau de Toilette bottle illustrates a modem and masculine 

elegance' (www. ysI-m7. com, accessed 01.07.04). The monolith-style bottle enhances 

the masculine, classical image being portrayed by ffie photographer for YSL. Classical 

art, sculpture and mythology are valuable resources to portray the male body as both 

hoi-noerotic and masculine, and are methods of representation frequently utilized in 

Men's Health magazine in order to amalgamate both body and mind into the atWetic 

vision of masculinity. Earlier I discussed how black men have often been stereotyped 

as athletic in the popular media in ways that Kobena Mercer has described as having 

'all brawn and no brains' (Mercer: 1986: 65). In Figure 6.4 however, the white model is 

pensive and thoughtful (in numerology the number 7 is associated with the mind and 

thought), as being of the mind despite his solid and muscular body: he is in a state of 

balance between mind and body. The masculine, classical references in "s 
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advertisement assist in the accommodation of homoerotic desires by counter-acting the 

passive, femininized positioning of a topless wNtc male model in a reclining posture - 

'Me absence of the penis is significant in both advei fisements, and its invisibility can be 

seen to aid heterosexual stability in the context of men's magazines that target 

heterosexual male consumers. A parallel advertisement was run by YSL for'M7' 

featuring the same model shown in Figure 6.4, where he was sat reclined in a full body 

pose that clearly displayed the model's flaccid penis. The uncut advertisement for M7 

that displayed the penis caused widespread controversy, and journalist for The 

Observer Amelia Hill stated that, 

Last week's ad [for YSL'M7'1 was the most sexually explicit adverfisement to ever 
appear in a mainstream magazine - even prompting some media observers to label 
perfume as the new pornography. The black and white advert has infuriated the 
Catholic church and French family groups, who have demanded that it be censored 
and banned. Brifish magazines have refused to carry the ad (Hill, Exccss, accessed 
03.11.02). 

The penis is clearly important to conceptions of masculinity, and in the context of 

advertisements, where the male body can be viewed as erotic, there are clear threats to 

heterosexual stability since the unpredictability of the penis (in tenns of movement and 

erotic desire) is a permanent threat to the vision of the male body as sexually erotic. In 

FHM and Men'S HealLb, advertisements for men's toiletries and fragrances frequently 

feature partially or fully naked male bodies. The pems can be suggested as a presence, 

but is always obscured from the gaze of readers (unless it is portrayed as grotesque in 

the context of FHM. While white men are croticized, the invisibility of the penis 

prevents a direct visual threat to heterosexuality. I have used the particular example of 
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fragrance advertisements in this thesis to fýghhght the tensions caused with respect to 

the beautiful male body, the male gaze and heterosexual male readers. Adverfisenients 

for scents are often at the forefront of chaRenges to the eroticized white male body as 

they frequently use flesh to sell fragrance to prcdominandy western consumers. I Will 

now discuss the implications of erotic male bodies for the positioning of heteroscxuýd 

male spectators in FHM and Men'S Health. 

'Me beautiful, Adonian, male body as the focal point of the gaze creates tensions With 

the active/niale and passive/femalc dualisms invoked by feminists such as Laura 

Mulvey in her essay on Visual Pleasure and Narrative Onema (Mulvey: 1999). In the 

above advertisements ffic beautiful male body is positioned as desirable, and oscillates 

between being viewed as passive (as with the Adonis), and as active through muscular 

definition, stature and implied activity (through athletic bodies or Herculean images). 

The iniages in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 position the eroficiZed models as objects of the gaze 

in ways that require a focus upon the bare naked flesh to sell 11-nages of sensuality. In 

particular, Figure 6.3 stands problematically in tenns of the male gaze, sMcc the 

model's body freezes the flow of action by absorbuig the look of the gaze and, being 

passively positioned, with Ns eyes closed, the model is placed in a context where it can 

be imagined that he needs saving (from the threat of drowning). To use a phrase 

coined by Mulvey, the malc body can connote 'to-be-looked-at-ness', and this is evident 

in the ways that advertisers target heterosexual male consumers through erotic male 

bodies (Mulvey: 1999: 63). In Figures 6.3 and 6.4, there are no women to stabilize the 
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liomoerotic threat and so discourses of consumption become significant in framing the 

threat of objectification with narcissistic identification. While die beautiful male body 

can be displayed as an erotic object, it is not displayed as spectacle in the way that 

women s bodies are portrayed in men's lifestyle magazines. Indeed, the representation 

of women in the surrounding context as erotic objects of sexual desire helps to repress 

the homoeroticism of advertising, and adds to the heterosexual frarnework through 

discourses of sex and mutual sexual attraction. 

In his essay MascuKi*y as Spectacle, Steve Neale claimed thatý 'as it is, malc 

homosexuality is constantly present as an undercurrent, as a potentially troubling aspect 

of many films and genres, but one that is dealt with obliquely, symptomatically, and that 

has to be repressed' (Neale: 1983: 15). FHM and Men's Hcýdth are both consumer 

products targeted towards heterosexual men, and although Men's Health does also 

have a gay readership (as Indicated in my research in Chapter 8), homocrotic tensions 

need to be displaced. Heterosexual niale-iden6fied personae on menshcaldi. co. uk 

have revealed awareness of the ambiguous codes in images of the beautiful male body 

(see Chapter 8), noting their discomfort with the homoerotic undertones of the ncar 

naked muscular male bodies of cover models. In HIM, hyperbolic and 'Ironic' speech 

genres uphold hornophobia, and looking at'FHM's Gay Test'wc can see how the fear 

ofthc gay 'Other' is wrbWcd as a source of 'ironic' huniour. FHM stated, 

It's every right-thinking man's greatest fear: that lie may, over time, at some 
point ... touch another man's pee-pee. Yes indeed: like effete, pink lightning, gayness 
can strike at any time - and at any one of us (FHM, January 2003: 48). 
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VVMle idealized male bodies and images of male beauty can be said to destabilize the 

male gaze (particularly 'in images that display the Adonis as an image of beauty), the use 

of muscular male bodies implies activity and strength, and set in the wider context of 

the magazine cultures, the homoerotic connotations are overthrown in the enhanced 

objectification of women's bodies (including the grotesque). ne wider contexts of both 

magazines promote heterosexuality through the use of photographs and features on 

women and sex that funcLion to uphold heterosexual stability. 

Gay culture has had a huge impact on advertising and fashion, not least because of the 

presence of gay stylists and photographers Mfluencing modes of representation. There 

are advertisements that appear in Men's Heafth and FHM that hold explicit links with 

gay culture and thatiusfify examinafion as examples of ways In wMch men's lifestyle 

inagazines accommodate hornoerotic desire. Figure 6.5 (shown on the next page) 

features an advertisement that cirCulated in both FHM and Men'S Health for jean Paul 

Gautier's fragrance 'Ix Male'. 
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Figurc 6 ., 5 
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'llic a(lvertiscnicnt in Figurc 6.5 is opcnly gay, using campness (signified by the linip 

wrist mid pout of the niodcl) and the iiiiage of the sailor as a stereotypical figure of gay 

sexual fantasy. Thc fight, strippcd t-shirt, sailor cap, camng and licart tattoo that the 

model wcars all openly point towards his gay scxuahty. Furtlicmiorc, the soft gaze, 

plunip pout and large, red heart tattoo on the model's arm all assist in a Feminizing of 

dic image that subverts traditional images of the gay sailor icon as drawn by illustrators 

6 jcaýn-Paul Gaultier advertisement for the male fragrance Te Male'. FHM,, Januarv2002: 39. 
Photographed byjeaii-Baptiste Mondino for Gaultier. Tlus advertisement also ran In Men'S Health 
durnig the same year. 
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such as Torn of Finland, or by photographers such as Steven Zeeland, where gay 

sailors are used as images of macho masculinities. ' The use of the gay sailor stercoqpe 

in Figure 6.5 plays on parody, as the model is dressed almost as if he were to take part 

in a theatrical performance, carnival or a therned pwty. As an ex4gerated linage of 

camp, the image is not directly threatening to the heterosexual context it is placed 

wi"n. Camp can be seen as the populist side of gay culture that is not viewed as 

threatening by a mainstream heterosexual audiences, and there are many examples of 

camp gay comedians, television presenters and actors who are very popular with British 

consumer audiences (such as Graham Norton, Paul O'Grady or Dale Winton). 

Audiences are not invited to look at the model in Figure 6.5 sexually, but rather, 

stylistically; the image is sexuaRy castrated (the eroticism of the male body is denicd), 

mid the photograph rcniii-fisccnt of a theatrical performance that parodies the gay sailor 

icon. While the advertisement in Figure 6.5 challenges heterosexual readers as an 

overt gay presence (standing out from ffie display of women and muscular male bodies 

in FHM and Men's Health respectively), it does not present a signýificant challenge to 

the heterosexual stability of male readers. 

Torsos and Six-Packs 

'nie wfiite male torso is the ii-iost common front cover and promotional image of 

Men's Heahh magazine, and can be viewed as the primary space to Visually portray 

7 Tom of Finland is an illustrated character conceived by Touko Laaksonen who featured in sexually 
explicit, gay erotic art of a muscular man in a variety of uniforms (including sailor uniforms). Steven 
Zeeland is a photographer who takes erotic photographs of gay sailors. See 

<www. stevenzee land. com> for examples of his work. 
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hegemoMc masculine ideals of sLrength and power. In conftusý the muscular, pumped 

male torso appears less frequently in FHM unless shown in advertising or through 

sporting heroes or movie stars where the torso might be shown to represent the 

'hardness' of the character. The construction of the lad is not dependent upon the 

image of muscular masculinity in the same way as the Men's Health man, and the 

undisciplined lad eludes direct representation of ffie male body. In Men's Health, the 

muscular, 'pumped' male body is an image of discipline and hardness, and it is seen to 

literally embody 'manhood'. The lad (conveniently named to present an image of 

youth and/or immaturity) is defined by the hedonistic pursuit of'pleasure, and the body 

is placed secondary to styles of behaviour and the ability to be con-upted. I Will 

therefore continue to discuss images of the torso and the six-pack as they relate to the 

culture of Men's Health, although I will draw levels of comparison between both 

magazine tides in the representation of idealized male bodies. 

Inserted on the next page are two cxarnples of Men's Health promotional leaflets 

where the torso is used to represent masculinity even where other body parts, Mcluding 

tllc facc, are absent. 
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'I'lic two Icallcts shown abovc wcrc in circulation dunng 2003 md 2004 to promotc 

Men's Health brand extension products. 'Hie Icallet in Figure 6.6 was used to promote 

dic Men'S Hc; dtli book The 7 Csloslcronc Advxitage Plxi: A 9- Week Food mid 

Eitness Breakthrough Ibr Men Only, wid offered the free gift of a video called Gel Ric] 

ol'That Gut. The Icallet in Figure 6.7 similarly promotcs a Men'S Heidth book callcd 

The Har(]Bo(]yPl; ui: I he I Iltinnate 12- Week Program for Buining Fat xidBuilding 

Muscle. In both of diesc Icallcts, the importancc of dic cliest and abdominal muscles 

arc highlightcd as spaccs of'l)owcr, wlicrc 'rcgular guys' can bc 'transfonnul' into 

Visibly lilliscular iliell 11-they tuni up their 'natural' testosteronc levcls. The languagc 

8 ,, ig-ure 6-6 wid Figure 6.7 were promotional leaflets produced by Mens Hcalth niagamicand 
circulatcd as Inserts during 2003-2004. 
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used in both of the promotional leaflets sells the fantasy of the perfect body to readers 

by using relatively short time frames, combined with images of exaggerated muscular 

bodies. Phrases such as 'Build new muscle automatically', 'Trick your Muscles into 

Getting Bigger'and'Get Amazing Abs: One Exercise Three Times a Week'promote 

the process of body transformation as somediing that can be easfly consumed, (diis 

despite the contrasting presence of torsos clearly attained through hard work and 

dedication). In Men's Heakh, it is usual to establish a time frame for the acl-ýevement 

of the 'perfect' physique that is set in days or weeks, and even where days turn into 

weeks and weeks turn into months. The images in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 represent 

a Herculean ideal of muscular bulk, and the fragmentation of the muscular male body 

can be seen to fetishize the male torso. 'Me image of Hercules is complex and is 

ambiguously positioned as idealized, as it can be seen to signify massive bulk, brute 

strength and mature masculinity, with wider connotations of manual labour or the 

6strong man' (including the myth of the labours, of Hercules). 'Me Herculean figure 

can be seen to stand on the penphery of the idealized body In FHM and Men's 

Heahh, as it is 'pumped' and physically powerful, embodying a powerful masculine 

aesthetic that is prone to visions of hyper-masculinity ffirough the image of the 

bodybuilder (as will be discussed in Chapter 7). In Visual Pleasure, Mulvey stated that 

'. Jetisl-iistic scopophilia, builds up the physical beauty of the object, ti-ansfonning it into 

some"ng satisfying in itseir (Mulvey: 1999: 65). In Figure 6.6 alid Figure 6.7, the male 

torso is turned into an object of desire through direct focus, yet muscularity of the 

iniage also resists objectification in its associations With hardness. Motivational captions 

and language such as 'we ft-ansfonncd 17 regular guys m just 9 weeks' and that one can 
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'get results in just fourteen days' implies activity, and the bodies that we see are carefully 

planned. The use of '9 weeks' and 'fourteen days' rather than two months or two 

weeks makes the timescale of achievement more catching to readers, making targets 

seem more easily achievable. 

Inside the promotional leaflet in Figure 6.7, Men's Health fitness director Lou Schuler 

states, 'Dear Friend, Do you sometimes feel bad about yourself, and ashamed of your 

body'? Do you wish you could change it for a leaner, fitter version? Then it's time to 

take control'. The language used in these headlines and captions reflects motivational 

techniques used widely in the fitness and exercise industry, with the singular'Dear 

Friend' pcrsonalising the message to the reader. However, while motivational language 

recuningly speaks on behalf of the magazine, the inadequacy of those who fall short is 

present on the message boards of menshcalAco. uk where men often display feelings 

of inadequacy M terms of failing to embody the Herculean or atWetic muscular ideal. 

Men's Health is a complex environment ffiat both upholds the image of IdealiZed 

bodies as points of motivation and aspiration, yet provides support for those who do 

not live up to such idealized standards (online communities as sources of support for 

men are discussed in Chapter 8). That said, message board solutions offered to 

readers who suffer insecurities that are related to body image usually reflects the need 

to take control, with advice coated in discourses of self-improvenicnt and discipline, 

rather than rejecting the physical ideals set by the broader magazMc culture. As we 

shall see in Chapter 7, in the process of building the muscular ideal, fat is an 
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undesirable force that exists as an unnecessary boundary between men and the literal 

embodiment of masculinity and 'manhood'. The torso is a highly visible space to show 

one 9s hardness (in the gym or the shower room), and the techniques employed by 

Men'S Heahh highlight the mascuhnity of the project through words such as 

'testosterone' and 'for Men Only' (see Figure 6.7). 

Advice on how to obtain a siLx-pack abdomen is frequently covered in Men's Health, 

and evidence from reader narratives on mensheakh. co. uk suggests that a great amount 

of sustained hard work is needed in order to progress towards achieving this goal. 'Fhe 

six-pack is the one of the ultimate adiievements for men on menshealth. co. uk who 

engage in weights training and gym culture. The six-pack is a highly masculine image, 

and die lines of the six-pack construct disciplined and hard bodies. The producfion of 

a six-pack has taken on mythical dimensions on mensheakb. co. uk, With online 

participants providing their own detailed advice on how to achieve the almost 

unattainable six-pack. For example, on one very popular diread on mcnshcalth. co. uk 

called 'Want to get a six-pack. But how? ' readers offered a vaiiety of detailed exercise 

mid dietary regimes to aid one another with the goal of abdominal 'perfection'. One 

participant suggested that, 

The secret is to combine a low fat diet with a variety of different exercises. You 

should aim for around 50-60g of fat per day. This amount should give your body the 
lat it needs, but won't provide it with the fat that hides your abs. Try 3 sets of 25rep 

crunches. Then try the V-Up same reps/sets as crunches. Then hold a weight plate 
around 5-10kg depending on your strength in front of you with your arms out 
straight. Then slowly turn the plate to the left, (trying to t-wist your waist as less as 
possible) and then to the right and then back to the centre. Repeat "s 8-10 times 

and try 3 sets. Your body will not respond if you do die same exercises all the time, 
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so doingjust crunches for example will not be as beneficial. By doing these three 
(arid there are more) three times a week you are adding variety which will help your 
abs come out and look mean!! Also another tip don't stick to the same order, or your 
body will predict. I've been doing this for around 8 mondis, and it's working so I 
hope this helps you as well (menshealth. co. A, 'Want to get a six-pack. But how? ', 
accessed 10.03.04). 

The image of the sUX-pack is set as an ideal standard for the male body and the 

embodiment of masculinity in the culture of Men's HealLh. Ilie six-pack is an intense 

visual signifier for strength, power, control and dedication, qualities that are associated 

with hegemonic notions of masculinity in the cultural environment. Yet "s standard is 

difficult to acl-iieve, requiring a great deal of time, discipline and knowledge (official and 

'secret') as shown in the reader response above. In the above message board post, the 

participant's knowing use of technical language and precise measurements sets up an 

authoritative voice that is hnked to the progress made and experience gamed during 

eight months working towards ownership of a sIX-pack. 

The hard, muscular six-pack stands in contrast to feminised images of the body and 

men often talk about excess chest fat as 'tits' in ways that invoke women's bodies as a 

point of comparison for their failure to live up to standards of the idcahzed body. The 

associations made between weakness, being skinny and fernininity are common 

amongst readers of menshealth. co. uk, and men often feel that they lack masculinity as 

a result of their build. Being skinny is undesirable in the eyes of Men's Heafth, and 

articles such as 'The Skinny Guy's Bulk Up Plan' or message board threads such as 

'Skinny Man's Bulk-Up Challenge!!! ' are regular features that provide tips on dict and 

cxcrcise tips for men who want to bulk up thcir body as an cmbodinicnt of inasculir4y. 
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The sl*LX-pack torso does not feature so highly in the context of THM, where lad culture 

is defined through regressive behaviour, the corruption of the body and the 

consumption of women. However, even in FTIM, the muscular male torso (especially 

one that holds a six pack) is still set as a standard of the ideal male body in adx, crfising, 

fasl-iion and features on sporting, music and movie stars. In Mcn'S Hcahb die perfect 

male body represents strength through fitness, discipline and dedication, however such 

ideal standards also bring into question the potential for latent body obsession. 

In Yhc Adonis Complex, Harrison Pope, Katherine Phiflips and Roberto Olivardia 

trace the rise of muscle dysmorpl-ýa (the perception that the body is smaller and less 

muscular than it is in reality) and male body obsession amongst men in the USA (Pope, 

Pl-iillips and Ohvardia: 2002). The notion of the Adonis complex does not distinguish 

one body type as the ideal norm, but instead traces the psychological concems of nien 

with regard to body 1IMage and secret body obsession (Pope, Phillips and 

Olivardia: 2002: 6-7). Nevertheless, what becomes apparent In The Adonis Complex is 

the preoccupation with excessively muscular bodies by men who are committed (and 

often addicted) to gym culture. Pope, Phillips and Ofivardia outline some of the 

common attributes of body obsession as the fear of falý male breasts and the 

appearance of genitals (Pope, Pliilhps and Ohvardia: 2000). These concerns arc also 

visible from a reading of the message boards on mensheahh. co. uk, and the anxieties 

expressed can be read as a result of the gaze upon men's bodies in ways that place 

increasing demands on the embodiment of beauty, bulk and 'manliness'. The 
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fragmentation. of the inner and outer body that is demonstrated by magazines such as 

Mcn's Heahh can be seen to encourage an obsessive interest in the bodN, as an image to 

be analysed, controlled and sculpted. I will continue along this line of thought with 

respect to the regimes of disciplining planned bodies through scrutinising tactics. 

However, I will first move on to the discussion of how white men have reclaimed the 

body as an image of masculinity in Men's Heahb magazine. 

In the above analysis of bodies that display beauty and muscular bulk, I have outlined a 

vision that is primarily presented and negotiated on white tenns. Although Men's 

Health and KIM are not exclusively white texts (they do have black bodies In the visual 

framework, and there is evidence of black male readers online at mensheakh. co. lik), 

the majority of bodies are white, and the construction of the Adonian, atWetic and 

Herculean body is sculpted upon white nien who are visually displayed and objectified. 

In presenting the body as centrA to white masculinity, Mute men are challenging the 

traditional mind/body binaries and reclaiming the physical body as an embodiment of 

power and as a visual signifier of notions of 'hard' masculinity. I will now move to a 

consideration of the ways In which ideahzed bodies are promoted through disciplinary 

regimes, and the implications of scrutinising the male body for readers. Sculpted, 

disciplined bodies are only achieved through dedicated hard work, and although the 

project of the idealized male body is presented as a pursuit of leisure for readers of 

Mcn'S Health, the intricate fragmentation of the body requires ffestylc changes that 

Aect botli Mner and outer bodies. 
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Scrutinising Men's Bodies 

Fraziientation and Measurement 

The male body is the pnmary focus of Men's Hcalth, and as such it is placed under 

intense scrutiny. In his discussion of disciplinary power and medical photography, 

David Green claimed that, 'subject to the gaze of the camera, the body became dic 

object of the closest scrutiny, its surface continually examined for the signs ofits innate 

physical, mental and moral inferiority' (Green: 1997: 128). The difference between the 

medical photography outlined by Green and the representation of the body in Men's 

Health is diat in the latter, readers are scrutinising the body of male models for signs of 

physical superiority. The inferior body lies with the reader (as we shall see in Chapter 

8) who is set upon a regime of self-improvement. In Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 1 

displayed images that placed ffic male body under scrudny as an image of 

desire/identification. However, photography is not the only way in which the male 

body is subjectcd to the scrutiny of the disciplinary gazc, and as I wifl discuss bclow, 

both magazine articles and online narratives promote disciplinary regimes that 

reinforce the subjection of the male body to intense forms of scrutiny. 

Each month Men's Health focuses on specific parts of the body and the muscle groups 

to be worked upon (for exaniple, this might concern weight lifting for arms or lcgs, or 

exercises to be performed for a six-pack abdomen). 'nic focus on particular muscle 

groups invites readers to perforin specific exercises to encourage the muscle growth of' 

dic respective areas being covered, offering different levels of intensity depending upon 
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die prior physical fitness of the reader. For example, in 'The Men's Heafth Total- 

Body Workout' published in Mcn'S Hcaldi Jul/Aug 2002, we are presented with an 

enlarged image of the chest and a smaller image of die back, bodi containing pinpoint 

dctail of wlicre musclcs groups arc locatc(l. 

Figgre 6.8' 

r, 4isHealth "' In 
TOTA'L-BODY 
WORKBOOK 

versioviý 2.0 

Li 
Alongsidc dicsc imagcs tlicrc arc detw1cd, rcconinicii(led cxcrcises that continue 

throughout the article. The iniage ol'the male body is rock hard, mid dic solidness of' 

the body is ci-ilimiccd through the usc ol'black and whitc photography (widi rcllcctioiis 

91 I'lic image in Figure 6.8 was featured ni Men's Health, Jul/Aug 2002: 164. Photographers were Richard 

Comiaii and Beth Bischoff. 
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of light and shadow defining muscular lines). Bio-scientific discourses arc drawn upon 

in the article to add authority to the advice given, as well as to distinguish between 

readers as 'beginners', 'mten-nediate' or 'advanced'. Placed widiin the context of the 

complete ten-part series on 'How to Build the Body you Want', the article encourages 

analysis of fragmented physical details of the body (Men's Health, Jul/Aug 2002). 

A further example of how Men's Hcakb scrutinises the body in detail for signs of 

imperfection comes from the foHoWing advice on 'Tricks to Gai a Hard Body', which 

was featured in the Men's Health Total Body Guide. 'Ms article suggested that 

readers could incorporate the following advice into their weight loss plan. 

1. Pretend You're a Tailor 

Measure everything - your neck, waist, arms, thighs, calves. Write it all down and 
put it somewhere you'll have to look at it everyday. 
Your goal: Maintain or reduce the size of your waist while increasing the size of 
everything else. Repeat your measurements every month. 
2. To Change Your Weight, Follow the 151500 Rule 

Changing your diet - radically starving yourself to lose weight or stuffmg yourself to 
gain weight - is futile. If you're trying to lose weight, you'll slow your metabolism to a 
crawl. If you're trying to gain, the excess calories Will produce a lot of fat Here's a 
better strategy. 
To Lose Weight: Cut your daily food *intake by a maximum of 15% or 500 
calories, whichever is less. 

To Gain Weight: Increase your daily intake by a maximum of 15% or 500 
calories, whichever is less. 

3. Take Notes 

We've been hitting you with a lot of matlis here - 500 calories of this, 0.82g of that. 
AN of this is meaningless unless you know exactly how much you actually consume. 

(Men's Health Total Body Guide, 2003: 133. Origmal emphasis). 
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The above extract higlilights the attention to detail that is required in the realisation of 

the idealized muscular male body in Men's Heakh, and it encourages an internalised 

discipline that is supported in the wider magame culture. In Discipline and Punish, 

Foucault outlined how disciplinary regimes produce docile bodies through an 

internalising gaze, and the detailed scrutiny of the body shown above highlights the 

relevance of "s point (Foucault: 2002). As Susan Bordo states, in Foucault's work, 

there is no need for arms, physical violence, material constraints. just a gaze. An 
inspecting We, a gaze which each individual under its weight will end by intenionsing 
to the point that he is his own overseer, each individual thus exercising this 
surveillance over, and against himself (Bordo: 1993: 19 1). 

The internalisation of self-surveillance techniques is encouraged in Mcn's Heakh, and 

discipline and control are paramount to the achievemcnt of the 'I)c ifect' body, a body 

ffiat is always in process. In her discussion of new reproductive technologies, Rosi 

Braidotti further outlined how medical discourses acted by '... nonnaliZing the 

dismemberment of the body, [and transformed] the body into a mosaic of detachable 

pieces' (Braidotti: 1994: 19). We can see a sirrtilar process m fitness culture and the 

representation of the male body as parts (or muscle groups) to be built and worked 

upon individually. 

Fitness culture is positioned as an authority, and the authority that discourses of fitness 

exude gains credibility through its knowledge of the body in medical scientific terms. 

'Hie valuc placcd upon acl-iieving a hard and muscular body dirough disciplinc and 

attention to minor detail is evident from the examples shown above. Wii1e readers 

can take some appropriate advice, the production of the body in Men'S Hcalth sets a 
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111gh ideal that can be viewed as unachievable in real terms, that is unless one was to 

dedicate one's life to the production and appearance of the body. Idealized bodies arc 

promoted through disciplinary regimes such as the creation of a time frame that entices 

readers into discourses of control and stability while offering tile fantasy of achieving 

muscular bodies in a relatively short space of time. Peterjackson, Nick Stevenson and 

Kate Brooks claim that magazines such as Men's Heahh become a site of security for 

men in an increasingly unstable world, where exercise offers readers 'measurable 

effects' Oackson, Stevenson and Brooks: 2001: 96). Yet the measurable effects also 

function to place the male body under intense scrutiny through practices of 

fragmentation, elaborate exercise timetables, dietary regimes and quizzes/tests that 

show specific body areas in need of self-iniproveinent. I now cum to the ways in which 

the reclainung of the white body as an embodied image of masculinity has opcned 

spaces for anxieties and fears caught up with the fragmented internal scrutiny of bodies 

as ffie disciplinary gaze becomes intemalized. 

The Inner Body and the Intemal Gaze 

Men's Heafth is dcfined primarily dirough the discourses of fitness and health, two 

separate yet interfinking categories that encourage exercise and dietary regmics as 

central to the rcalisation of 'perfect' bodies. 'Flic idea of discipline is complex since we 

can view disciphne as progressive through discourses of self-improvement, or might 

alteniatively take a Foucauldian and BaMi6iiian approach that Views discipline as 

regulatory and rcpresslVc. My analysis of Men's Health falls into the latter category, 
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since although there arc many educative facts to be leamed about die body in Men's 

Health, a culture of fear is also evident. Health scare stones arc regular features iii 

Mcn's Hcahh and can be seen to support die fear of morbidity and mortality. 'lliere is 

a finc line in Men's Health between what can be seen as good dietary advice from 

expert nutritionists, and scare stones about saturatcd fat Icading to cancers wid licart 

discasc or fcatures that visualize saturated lat as potcnfial blockage dirough the tisc of 

diagrams that show the proccss of faLs tuming into artcry blocking matenal. 

In the two exampIcs bclow wc caii scc how Men'S Health usc visual diagrwiis that cmi 

be read alongsidc iiic(lical/scicntif-ic discourses of fcar and premition. 

Figgre 6.9 Figure 6.10 10 

TAKiNG A 
BEATING S-- .,, V, - h, ., t ý bmak 

=RV 

I 110001LOI 

L_______ 

"WANT FRIES WITH THAT? " Before you ýy yes, take a look at the darrmge they'll do 

The images above refer to the article 'My Black Heart: His artery was clear. A minute 

later it was clo*ýcd', where we find that Men'S Hcýdth TVMtcr Peter Moore was living 

'o Moore, P. (2003) 'My Black Heart', Mcii's Health, Novcnibcr 2003: 128-134. Diagrams in Figure 0.9 

wid Figure 6.10 feature on pages 130-131. Photographed by Corbis/Mark Peterson. 
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with a life threatening heart condition despite having previously thought himself 

extremely fit and healthy. The article uses the two diagrams above to demonstrate the 

process of fat breakdown in the body and the problems that fat and clogged artcrics 

inflict upon the heart muscle. In Figure 6.9 'Taking a beating: seven ways your hcart 

can break' we see a fairly realistic sketch of the heart and its major arteries, in full 

colour and with detail that includes vems, clots and plaque. The diagram explains the 

process of major heart diseases through allowing readers to see how clogged arteries 

might look inside their bodies, and provides comparison between healthy and 

unhealthy vessels. In contrast, in Figure 6.10 a cartoon image demonstrates how 

saturated fats can turn into life threatening clots. The image in Figure 6.10 offers a 

cause and effect mechanical view of the body, and uses cormc style images and captions 

alongside scientific tenninology to outline the chernical processes that occur within ffie 

body. Both of the images used in this article encourage a visual awareness of heart 

problems, with the conti-asting styles of these two diagrams working alongside each 

otlier to convey the same message. The over-A effect produced can be seen to promote 

fear, as die article itself discusses the extraordinary heart problems of a man who would 

not ordinarily be expected to experience heart complamts. 

Sin-illarly, an article featured in Men's Heahh June 2003 called 'Your New Heart 

Alarin'joumalist Jonathan Wanders stated that 'Right now, a blood chernical called 

CRP is sounding an early warning siren in the arteries of millions of men. So why aren't 

doctors listening? ' (NVan(lers: 2003: 8 1). Furthennore, according to "s same article, 
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'The simple fact that you leave your GP's surgery having been told that your cholesterol 

levels are low and that you're in good shape, it doesn't mean that you're not at risk of a 

heart attack' (\Vanders: 2003: 81). Tbc promotion of a culture of fear disciplines the 

body With the aim of regulating how you structure your life (what you eat, how (often) 

you exercise), and the intent of avoiding confrontation with death. Even though Peter 

Moore's problems with his heart occurred regardless of his fit, healthy lifestyle, the 

article nevertheless contributes to the overall Men's Health ethos that acquiring a 

disciplined, controlled body will empower you. Awareness of the body as an imagc of 

impending doom is further heightened by quizzes that compare the lifestyles of 

different men and ask questions such as 'Who'H get prostrate cancer first? One of 

these three men is likely to succumb - will you? ' (Mcn's Hcakh, May 2002: 69). There 

are many articles featured m Men's Heakh that inform readers of preventative 

measures to avoid heart disease that include exercise and diet. However, wIiile articles 

on health issues could be seen to promote health awareness and mduce discussion of 

doctor-patient power and knowledge, the shock tactics used by the writers In Men's 

Healdi can also be read as inciting fear and panic. The ethos of Men'S Healih works to 

improve the fitness and health of readers, however articles such as those discussed 

above have the effect of working through fear of fat, illness and mortality, and in turn 

support discourses that use diet and exercise to sculpt the ideal body. 

Abjccting I'Orces lie latent in Men's Hcahh, and while there is a commitment to the 

discussion of fat and the inner body, there is a refusal to dirccdy confront the abjcct. 
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Ilie diagrams shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 control the potential of the abject 

both by HICIting fear, and by sanitising the amer body dirough the use of illustrations. 

In Chapter 71 explore FHMs direct confrontation with the abject, as in FHM we 

frequently see open wounds and dismembered/decayed/diseased body parts In full 

colour photographs. In confronting abjection, the lad is seen to rebel against discipline, 

and the magazine environment of FHM provides a forum for grotesque display. In 

contrast, Men's Health uses visual images to portray health fears, and there arc regular 

articles, cartoons and sketches that bring the internal body to the surface in ordcr to 

create an increased (but controlled) awareness of disease and mortality. Unlike FHM, 

where the subject of inner body and mortahty is frequently portrayed, Men's Health 

does not discuss ffie topic of deaffi and mortality uriless there is also preventative action 

to be taken by readers in die search for a long fife. As Jackson, Stevenson and Brooks 

have argued in relation to Men's Hcakh and the fitness press, '... the culture of bodily 

fitness and exercise is bound up with a fear of death and mortahty' (Jackson, Stevenson 

mid Brooks: 2001: 101). Tbroughout my analysis of Men's Heahb, the language of the 

ideal body as 'liard' and 'bulked' creates a solid boundary. The vulnerability of the 

inner body beneath the skin contrasts with the hardness of solid outer bodies that have 

been scrutinmed, weight-trained and disciplined. In the arena of identities constituted 

wi"n Mcn'S HcaM, the solid boundanes of the ideal body should not be peneti-ated 

by abjecting (and thus latent) forces such as fat, since fat can affect both the working of 

the inner body and the appcarance of the outcr body. 
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Conclusion: Competing Negotiations of Heterosexism and 

Homoeroticism 

In this chapter I have analysed how idealized male bodies arc franied by magazine 

producers as objects of the gaze (with the beautiful, passive Adonis) and as objects of 

identification (or, rather, the desire for identification with the athlete or the Herculean 

muscular male body). The Adonis, ad-ilete and Herculean iinages of the idealized male 

body have been used in this chapter as privileged points of identification, and have 

been seen to reclaim notions of the white muscular body as a literal embodiment of 

physical power and prowess from the terram of black masculii-iity. However, while the 

idealized male body exists as a point of identification, I have also noted how some 

images of I the Adonis (such as in Figure 6.3) absorb the gaze in ways that render the 

male body as passive and objectified, thus precluding identification with heterosexual 

male subjects/readers. Such passivity positions the male body as feminised, yet the 

smooth, toned and muscular form also maintain elements of masculinity with reference 

to the Adonis as an idealized form of the male body. In recent years, there has been a 

shift in compleXity of the male gaze in magazMc cultures, and while the male body 

resists objectification (for example, dirough the power and implied actiVity of the 

muscular form) consumer advertising has mcreasingly presented challenges to the male 

gaze in targeting heterosexual men as consumers of unambiguously homoerotic images. 

Where the gaze upon bodies of other men as Adonlan, atWetic or Herculean imagcs of 

6 perfection' creates compleXlty in the rclationsfýp between desire and identification for 

viewers, the application of techniques to acl-ýeve idealised inale bodies requires an 

internalised, disciplinary gaze. The disciplinary Wc of Men'S Health has also 
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subjected men to fragmentation and scrutiny, methods of visualisation that have 

traditionally been associated with women (through fetishising women as sexual objects), 

and also with race and disability, (bodies that have been positioned as curious objects of 

medical/scientific scrutiny in the search for signs of 'inferiority'). White men have 

reclaimed the body as an embodied image of mascuhnity and power, however this 

power is double-edged, and lias also opened spaces for obsession, anxiety and scrutiny. 

The idea of scrutiny is complex, and while one is encouraged to observe the bodies of 

muscular male models for signs of superiority, the anxieties and fear caught up With the 

scrutiny of reader bodies could lead one to the search for signs of personal inferiority 

through the mtemalisation of the disciphnary gaze. 

There is now a complex constitution of narcissistic identification in men's lifestyle 

magazines, and these hold in tension consuming heterosexual, hegemonic identities. 

While heterosexuality might seem at odds with images of perfected male homoerotic 

bodies, heterosexual men have increasingly been targeted with such images as a 

consuming audience. There are competing negotiations of homoeroticism and 

heterosexism in men's lifestyle magazines, and the tensions hold in place a priVileged 

consuming identity that contains ambiguities in terms of desire and identification, and 

that expresses areas of anxiety in the construction of hegemonic identities. Although 

there has becn piiinary focus upon Men's Health in this chapter, I have oudined how 

advertising represents a distinct space for representation of ideAlZed muscular niale 

bodies in FHM. Fashion is anotlier distinctive space that replicates many of flic ideal 
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standards of advertising in flus culture, however the construction of the lad is caught up 

widi rebellion against idealized bodies, with undisciplined bodies being a frequent 

feature of the rcpresentafional frainework. I now tum to the discussion of the role of 

the grotesque in FHM, and in doing so I examine how the lad fits into the grotesque 

framework alongside objectified 'Others' in the producfion of FHM as a grotesque text. 
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Chapter 7 
Inside the 'House of Horrors'. 

Reading the Grotesque in Men's 
LifestYle Magazines 

In the last chapter I examined representations of idealized male bodies in men's 

lifestyle magazines, and placed extensive focus on the context of Men'S Health as a 

culture that particularly reinforces the idealiZation of atWetically muscular male bodies. 

In this chapter I move on to analyse images of the grotesque body and notions of 

grotesque perfon-nance as they appear in the contexts of FHM and Men'S Hcalth 

magazine. As a text that frequently prints grotesque bodies and that encourages 

grotesque perfon-nance as an aspect of lad culture, HIM will be the pnmary reference 

point of my attempt to re-diconse the grotesque in order to take account of the 

positioning of men's bodies. Following on from my literature review on the grotesque 

in Chapter 3,1 use Bakhtin's work on the grotesque, Kristeva's "VMting on abjection, 

and associated feminist work on the female grotesque to analysc how men are 

positioned as grotesque in the context of men's lifestyle magazines. 

Alongside the mialysis of FHM as a grotesque text, I consider how die grotesque 

fUnctions as a latent presence in the culture of Men's Health. 'Mrough the example of 

bodybuilding, I will analyse how over-conformity with the muscular male body 
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produces fonns of excess that can be associated with the grotesque. I will exanune the 

different ways that grotesque bodies are used in the contexts of men's lifestyle 

magazines, and will re-theorisc the relationsfiip between ffie male body and die 

grotesque to account for specific forms of the 'male grotesque'. I will also consider die 

grotesque bodies that anse from disciplinary regimes and ovcrproducfion. Analysis of 

the grotesque repertoires in men's lifestyle magazines must account for male bodies 

and (hyper) masculine perfon-nances, and such terms represent new directions to the 

study of masculinities and magazine cultures. '17his chapter contributes to knowledge in 

the study of masculinities, magazine cultures and the grotesque, and also With respect to 

a larger field of debate regarding masculinities as objects of the gaze. 

The images that arc deconstructed in this chapter are largely taken from the prInted 

niagazMes FHM and Men's Heakh. However I have also selected visual material from 

FHM. com as an extension of the grotesque magazine culture. In Chapter 81 discuss 

the imphcations of ffie grotesque in onhne magazines with reference to FHM. com as a 

website that foregrounds the grotesque in the production of homosocial conununities 

and interactive spaces. The material used in Chapter 8 represents areas of interactivity 

with the grotesque, where readers submit their own unedited photographs, proVide 

commentary and play games with images and narratives that can be read as grotesque. 

In this chapter I examine how the grotesque is produced by the onfine editorial team of 

FHM who choose images and frame the grotesque as aii aspect of lad culture. 

However, interactive website material wifl be used from menshcalth. cauk In order to 
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account for the effects of the latent grotesque. rnie use of website niatenal quotes male 

identified personae and the subjects that they raised in relation to the grotesque body as 

they appeared on menshcalth. co. uk during the time of my research. The grotesque is 

not immediately apparent in mensheakh. co. uk, and so it is necessan, to understand 

how it lies latent in reader dialogues. The use of website material from 

menshealth. co. uk in this chapter remains distinct and relevant to the grotesque, in 

comparison with the work conducted in Chapter 8 that discusses the notion of online 

community and homosocial bonding between men. 

Images of Revulsion: Abjection in FHM and Men's Health 

Wounds, Scars and Inner flesh in EHM 

Photographs of wounds, incisions, disease and decay are frequently published in FHM, 

with the feature 'Problems: Emergency Ward' displaying the more horrific aspects of 

grotesque representation in the magazine. FHM's 'Problems' is a space for readers to 

submit photographs of themselves, or people they know, who have suffered gruesome 

injuries. The combination of horrific photographs sent in by readers, with captions 

(that are commonly puns) provided by FHM, work together in an attempt to provide a 

mixture of humour, fascination and repulsion. 'Me title, 'Problems: Emergency 

Ward', contains connotations of passivity through medical intervention and an allusion 

to the contained atmosphere of hospital accident and emergency wards. The images 

shown in features such as 'Problems: Emergency Ward' are seen from the viewpoint of 
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the cmcrgcncy scrviccs cither I)cforc or inimcdiately al-tcr mulical treatincrit. 

Howcvcr, whctlier photographs arc takcn bcf6rc, during or aftcr treatincrit, all stich 

images display bodics that havc not licalcd from dicir rcspccfivc wounds. 

If'we look at Figure 7.1 below, we can see how die feature 'Problcii-is: Emergency 

, Icct imagcs wi Ward'frwncs ab' huniour that mocks mid tindcniiincs die scnousncss 

ofthe iiijurics displayed. 

Figgrc 7.1 11 

ägmo, diaw": dd%00' gawr, ýý- -ad»p' ddoow" dgl 

ar- -- ----------- ih Am AF 
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q-jrld r(ýacjors' 

Stickyfingers 

What's wronci with F"M readers? 

In Figurc 7.1 tlicrc arc a vancty ot'homfic imagcs that rangc from clicinically bunied 

fingers (descnbcd as 'Sticky Fiiigcrs'), ma*; ots in the proccss of c1cminig aniputatcd 

11 FHM, April 2003: 2 10. Pliotographers unknown. 

in- 

r vvý F0111 (mýý 1 
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toes Morm Food') and a partly severed foot that is awarded 'Wound of the Month'. 

In each of the above photographs, male bodies are positioned as passive mid are 

feminized through the display of blood, rips, tears, and through penetration from wood 

and worins. The bodies shown above are degraded and matenafised, and invokc 

abject reactions of repulsion and disgust. On first glance, the male body is positioned 

as passiVe and vulnerable (bodies sweR and tip open for public viewing), yet there is an 

ambiguity here that also renders the men displayed as brave. Tlic fact that readers 

submit such photographs to the magazine, (a trend that is continued in the online 

environment of FHM. com as I discuss in Chapter 8), is significant in reading the 

images In 'Problems: Emergency Ward' as public displays of bravado. 'flie FHM 

feature 'Problems' fits in with the general masculine bravado encouraged through the 

construction of the lad and lad culture (cpitonused by drunken activities and excessive 

pranks). The cornical framing and tone in 'Problems: Emergency Ward' attests to the 

recklessness of the lad as part of a wider self-deprecating culture. The lad is positioned 

as viewer of the grotesque in FHM In complex ways that involve him as a potential 

participant (both as seen above, and also Mi relation to billingsgate speech genres that I 

will discuss below) and observer of the grotesque bodies of 'Others'. 

'Ile display of injuries in 'Problems: Emergency Ward' often emphasise the activity 

preceding the event, using humour to laugh at the bizarre scenano and simultaneously 

to highlight the bravery of the in*ured subject. For example, M 'goatskin pouch' (shown J 

in Figure 7.1, but reproduced for closer detail in Figure 7.2), we arc presci-ited with a 
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quartet ot images that show in detail the testicles of a man who underwent emergency 

surgery after an accident on a cruise slHP gyrn left him widi testicular torsion. 

Figure 7.2 " 

I 

if It 

EHM quote the n1jured party as si 'I aying, 

4 

6 'I was doing squats in the gyiii, ' IXI tells US, when the ship rocked and I fClI 
backwards doing die splits. In serious pain, I diought a sliowci- would lIclp - but die 

cold water made my nuts retract, teanng flicni away from the sack. ' Docs dosed the 
26-year-old widi panikillers, before slicing up his scrotuni to save the rogue nut. 
'They said the pain was on a par with cluldbirdi, 'WHiccs the Portsruoudi hero. 'At 
least the nurse who shaved me was a babe' 

(EHM, April 2003: 210). 

The images in 'goatskin pouch' are complex, combining cinasculafion Widi bravado 

and dic bizarre. 'I'lic man in dic image is emasculated and made sexually redundant 

through the inability to usc his pcnis. Howcvcr in tclling his story dic nimi is dcscnbed 

12 FTIM, Apill 2003: 2 10. Photograplier unknown. 
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as a 'hero' by THM, and the masculinity of the subject is implied by the event that 

preceded injury (the building of the body in the gym). 'Mrough inipficd action the 

man in the image resists objectification, and Ns grotesque penis stands apart from his 

subsequent interpretation of events and his ability to control pain without v1sible 

emotion. Furthermore, the final quotation Cat least the nurse who shaved me was a 

babe') repositions the man as a sexually desiring lad, tuming 111m from object to subject 

of the gaze through the invocation of a sexually desirable woman's body. In HIM, 

grotesque images are the only space where the naked male body is displayed, and as we 

can see in the above images, the grotesque frames and justifies the direct display of 

testicles (Figure 7.2) and male buttocks (Figure 7.1). The strongly defensive 

heterosexual culture of FHM resists objectification of the male body, and in images of 

horror, the assertion of heavily masculine codes rc-positions male vulnerability as 

bravado. 

A further example of how images of readers' injuries can be read as heroic or brave cmi 

be seen in the FHMNVound of the Month' (shown on the next page). 
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Fig-urc 7.3 13 

- 

Here we can see the iinagc ol'a lbot that lias bccii rippcd open to the bone, mid the 

potency ot'die image, ircvc, -ding bone and Inner flesh, Aongside the use ol'close-up 

photography, dircctly invokcs the alýjcct. 'llic iniage is homfic mid inspircs bodi 

fascination and repulsion. The photograph in Figure 7.3 was published in FHM's 

Troblems: Emergency Ward', and in the contcxt of die page, the iniage was placcd 

centrAly aýwiist a black background that servc(l to cnipliasisc dic contra: ting colours of 

blood mid bone. The foot shown is rciiiiniscciit of a war wound, winle the dcscnpfion 

ot'die man as a 'biker' holds Wider masculine connotafions ofdaring and adventure. 

Yct asidc from positioning the man whosc foot is shown in dic photograph as a'bikcr, 

we are not inlonned ol miy details ofthe accident. FHM state, 

13 FHM, October 2003: 275. Photographer unknown. 
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Nursel The sick-bag 
Despite years of exposure to suffering, even FHM winced when this shot ofDavid 
Payne's soon-to-be-chopped-off limb turned up. 'Cut my foot shaving! ' the biker 
jokes. 'I could do with the 50 sheets to take my mind off the amputation. ' Consider it 
done (EHM, 'Nurse! The sick-bag! ' October 2003: 275). "' 

In the above quotation, FHM position themselves as experienced readers of abject 

images, and while the wnter states that'even FHMwinced', the fact that ffie image is 

positioned centrally on the page demonstrates that the (personified) FHAI overcame 

the test of enduring the abject. As a regular feature every month, THM'S 'Problems' 

demonstrates the importance of the abject toFHMculture. Through in-lages of horror, 

the lad is threatened by identification with the grotesque, and in resisting objectification, 

draws upon notions of masculinlty to deflect the gaze. In 'Goatskin Pouch' (Figure 

7.2), the lad was positioned as feminised, yet Iiis refusal to display pain in the 

photograph, his use of liumour in the interview, and reference to his heterosexual 

desire (for a 'babe' nurse who shaved his genitalia) introduced notions of 

hypennasculinity that resisted objectification. Jokes and humour deflect from the 

vulnerability of the injured body, and allow men to display their wounds as marks of 

masculinity. Despite the vivid display of shocking images, the display of pain or 

weakness is repressed or played down. Indeed, the contrast between the seventy of the 

iiljuries and the use of humour to describe them heightens the perfonnance of bravado 

and the bravery of the men who are able to endure pain without (visible) tears or 

complaint. The reader of FHM is also imphcated in the bravery of the abject (in being 

positioned as observers of images of horror), and in FHMreaders are encouraged to 

14 In this context, '50 sheets' refers to money as the Prize for featurýig In FHAFS'Wound of the Month' 

is L50 cash. 
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confront, and take pleasure in, abject emotions (such as repulsion) and desires 

(associated with fascination). 

The images in FHM's'Problems' exclusively use male bodies in images of horTor, and 

as I have suggested, the men photographed identify with the cultural framework of the 

lad (being predominantly young white men who employ humour to underMMe their 

material degradation). 'nie images in 'Problems: Emergency Ward' are similar to the 

'trophy wounds' described by Jackie Cook in her analysis of the Australian men's 

surfer magazine Waves and its regular feature 'Slash of the Month' (Cook: 2000). Cook 

noted how the images in Wave's'Slash of the Month' proudly displayed male injuries 

pre-medical intervention, and the same pattern emerges iii FI-IM's'Emergency Ward'. 

Cook stated that the photographs in Waves magazine's 'Slash of the Month' embodied 

'... the ambivalence of the segment title: 'slash' in surfing terms denoting a bravura 

performance on the waves, as well as the bravado ofcopping a gruesome wound' 

(Cook: 2000: 182). While FHMs title of'Problems: Emergency Ward'provides a 

contained and more sanitised atmosphere than 'Slash of the Month', the images in this 

FHM feature are nevertheless vivid and abject, being photographed in states where the 

body has not healed pre- or post-medical intervention. 

In the request for reader's to subrnit photographs to'Problenis: Emergency Ward', 

FHM issued the folloWlng appeal, 
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Has the vornifing stopped yet? Good. Now think hard: can you do better than 
these? If so, send photos of your 'best' wounds to Emergency Ward I HIM's contact 
details are inserted here]. There's L50 for each victim, plus a great first-aid kit for 
wound of the month (FHM, October 2003: 275). 

If the images in FHM's 'Problems' were set outside the context of the magazine, and in 

isolation from the respective captions and commentary, they would certainly be 

categonsed as scenes of horror or devastation. However, in the above quotation, there 

is a cofloquial, fight-hearted tone that frames the feature and diverts attention from the 

seventy of the injuries in the images displayed in FHM'S 'Problems'. A notable aspect 

of photographs that depict blood and wounds in FHM is the absence of women, as it is 

male bodies and limbs that are photographed in bloodied states. In "s respect we 

might imagine that the injurie s that are printed in FHM's 'Problems' are akin to war 

wounds and photojournalistic photography that portray the aften-nath of devastation 

(indeed, women are often rendered inVisible in the context of war). The fact that 

readers submit photographs to HIM's'Problems' suggests an element of pride and 

enthusiasm for public display, holding wider implications of courage and daring that 

link mascuhi-iities with bravery and heroism. The juxtaposition of submitting ones 'best 

wounds'to the magazine, and being cafled a'victin-l'by FHMcreates further 

anibivalencc that surrounds the injured male body. As a magazine, HIM is often 

evasive and ambivalent in definnig the lad as degraded and subjected or brave and 

danng. 
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The Coj: pse and Abjecfion in FHM wid Men's Hcald, 

'I'lic final iniagcs that I intend to discuss in this section rclate to the presentation of 

corpses in FHM and Men'S Hcahh. In Figurc 7.4 wc can sec dic fivc-stage 

decomposi6on of a corpse in the HIM a-r6cle 'I Grow Dead People'. 

Figgre 7.4 15 
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Taken in a body farni wherc forensic andiropologists record the processes of decay in 

the litimm body aftcr dcath, dic abovc sct of pliotogmplis c1carly display the 

decomposition of the huniwi body. THM dcscnbc dic 5 stagcs of dccomposifion as: 

'I. Fresli(isli); 2. Tcndcr; 3. Cnspy; 4. Sininicnng; 5. Maggot Pic' (FHM, Novcinbcr 

2002: 70), and the use ol'culinary imagery adds to the facetious, irreverent tone of- die 

picce. Iniagcs ol'(Icatli and (Iccay appear Icss frcqticndy in FHM thwi iniagcs of' 

15 FHM, 'I Grow Dead People', November 2002: 70. Photographed by PSC. 
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wounds, incisions or decay in the fiving body (for example through disease, or decayed 

teeth). However, neither does the magazine shy away from displaying die corpse, and 

in the article 'Death Mountain' published in FHMduiingjuly 2003 readers are 

similarly presented with images of corpses that have been preserved by the minus 

degree temperatures of Mount Everest. In both articles factual information is 

presented to justify the display of the corpse, yet in typical FHM style, black huniour is 

used to create a flippant tone of voice. With regard to the article 'Death Mountain', 

complamits were made by the family of one of the men who had died on the trek, and 

also by a fellow mountaineer who claimed that not only was the article in FHM 

factually incorrect, but also stated thatto make ajoke of the manner of someone's 

death in this way is just odious' (Douglas, The Observer, 13 July 2003: 8). 

In The Powers ofHorror, Juha Kjistcva statcd that, 'tlic corpsc, sccn without God and 

outside of science, is the utmost of abjection. It is death infecting life' 

(K-risteva: 1982: 4). Through the image of the coipse one is faced with ffie inevitability 

of mortality. Death is apparent in the pages of FHM, and read in tenns of abjection 

FHM can be read as a text that enforces confrontation with the abject. Yet dic contexts 

in which the corpse is displayed in articles such as 'I Grow Dead People' and 'Death 

Mountain' are unusual insofar as they are framed with black (or 'sick') liumour that 

Itinctions to divert the serious impfications of death. Furthennore, the corpses 

displayed look ahnost unreal, and, certainly having undergone the process of 

decomposition, they do not look'human'. In Powcrs ofHoiTor, Kristcva clmmcd that 
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literature was a privileged site for purifying the abject and that literature '... represents 

the coding of our crises, of our most serious and intimate apocalypses' 

(Kristeva: 1982: 208). Although FHM appropriates fonns of the grotesque in the 

objectification of 'Others' (as I Will discuss below), the display of abject images can be 

seen to display and code masculine crises through the threats posed to hegemonic 

masculinity (through pranks, accidents, violence, disease). Humour is invoked as a waN 

to control the emotional response of readers, yet such extreme imagcs of horror incite 

strong reactions. In lads' magazines such as FHM there is a fascination with pusliing 

the boundancs of the imagination and testing the Ifinits of what one can visually 

endure, without any corresponding engagement with the bodies and injuries displayed 

on an inforinative or emotional level. Yet there is engagement with the visual, and 

through vivid visual imagery, images of horror are piled up and thrown towards readers 

as we have seen in articles such as 'I Grow Dead People' and through regular features 

such as 'Problcms: Emcrgency Ward' with its sttiking pagc layout as shown in Figurc 

7.1 (see above). 

In Men's Health, iMages of wounds and deadi are negligible in companson with FHA1, 

and primary focus is instead placed upon the sculpting of the muscular body through 

diet and exercise. However, in the article 'Dead Men's Tales' publislied in Men's 

Hcahh dunng December 2003, there was a rare instance of dead bodies being 

photographed for readers to observe (Armstrong: 2003: 17 2-179). In 'Dead Men's 

Tales' Men's Health used the context of the autopsy suite at Edmburgli's City Mortuary 
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to discuss the deaths of young men who had died prematurely through accident or 

suicide. 'Me vmter of the article, Stephen Armstrong, stated that, 'these pictures and 

the tragic stories behind them are tough to take. But by finding out what happened to 

these nien you might stand a better chance of avoiding their fate' (Arnistrong: 2003: 

172). In contrast to the FHM articles discussed above, 'Dead Men's Tales' enforces a 

serious tone to the sub . ect of death, acknowledging both the seventy of death arid the 9 

image of the corpse. Indeed the photographs displayed in this article are more 

daunting than in. FHM since, being new corpses, they still have clear hunian form, 

unlike the image of the corpse in Figure 7.4. 

In Figure 7.5 (shown on the next page), the use of recognisable flesh coloured bodies 

present a striking contrast to the bloated, brown, maggot-ndden corpse in Figure 7.4. 
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16 

Ilic faces in 'Dead Men's Tales' are turned awav from the caniera, digitally blurred or 

cropped to respect the mionyinity of flic dead, and Mdecd In the article we can see that 

one man has a tag around his WTIst stating 'unknown male' (Mens Health: Decembcr 

2003: 177). The bodies in 'Dead Men's Tales' arc realisdc and are abject insofar as 

they show us what we 'pennanci-ifly thrust aside in order to live' (Kristcva: 1982: 3). 

However, by showing us images of the corpse in a controlled mcdIcal setfing (and in 

the Wider context of'Men's Heal& as a fitness magazine) the image is contained and 

punified by iiiedical/scicntific discourses. The display of corpses in a medical setting, 

md the deconstruction (or autopsy) of the bodies of corpses to reveal the causes of 

death support the wider culturc of fcar that is prevalent in Mcn'S Health 

16 Arnistrong, S. 'Dead M en's Tales', Men's Heafth December 2003: 176. Photographed by David 
Moore. 
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In the above article Mcn's Health use visual imagery as a prevention tactic to urge 

readers to avoid premature deaffi, using the corpse and the positioning of the coroner 

to demonstrate the seriousness of this issue. For example, the article contains a 

photograph of a black, diseased lung and states, 

The black is carbon and it's there forever, ' says Busutfil, peering down on the 
dissected lung I 

... 
I Lung cancer is oi-Ay part of the story: the hydrocarbons and 

cadmium in the cigarette slowly poison you; the nicotine contracts your blood vessels, 
raising your blood pressure and putting you at risk of heart attack and stroke; the 
smoke irritates your lungs; the chemicals irritate your heart (Armstrong, 'Dead Men's 
Tales', Men's Health December 2003: 176). 

The above quotation works with the intent of fear and prevention, using the example of 

smoking and the vivid image of black lungs and the corpse to higblight the issue of 

cancer and smoking related deaths. The use of vivid imagery and direct language 

produce a cause and effect model and there is despondency in the quote 'the black is 

carbon and it's there forever' that could produce panic or worry with readers who have 

been, or are, smokers, with notions of impending doom. Ibrough the display of the 

corpse Men's Heakh is offering readers an image of horrific death to highlight their 

own message on the importance of health and fitness through discipline and hard work. 

The abject repositioning of the self is caught up with discourses of fear, prevention and 

control, rather than embracing the subject of one's own inevitable mortality. Audiences 

are positioned as coroners, dcconstructing the cause of death rather than treating the 

body of the corpse as an image of spectacle. Mrl-ffle FHMuscs humour to frame 

images of injury and death, Men's HealLb adopts a sober tone, working upon fear, 

prevention, and the rejection of (premature) mortality. Men'S Hcalth represses the 

abject, however the abject lies latent in the overproduction of the body through 

discourses of healtli and fitness, and the need to expel forces that threaten material life. 
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Abjection, 'Entertainment' and Shock 

Images of horror in FHM's'Problcnis' or articles such as 'I Grow Dead People' invoke 

revulsion, and the use of full colour, close-up photography positions readers directly in 

front of the abject. However, as Susan Sontag has suggested, in contemporary western 

media culture we are saturated with images of the pain of others to the extent that 

images can become diluted in meaning. Sontag stated that, 

Imagery that would have had an audience cringing and recoiling in disgust forty years ago is 
watched without so much as a blink by every teenager in the multiplex. Indeed, mayhem is 
entertaining rather than shocking to many people in most modern cultures. But not all 
violence is watched with equal detachment. Some disasters are more apt subjects of irony 
than others (Sontag: 2003: 90). 

In FHM'mayhem is entertaining', and mayhem and shock are pivotal aspects of lad 

culture. While regular readers of FHM might expect to find images of blood, wounds 

and corpses in the magazine, each month's images are both so random and extreme 

that the reader cannot anticipate the particular nature or extrernity of the following 

month's images. One n-ýght speculate that part of the reader's pleasure rests in 

witnessing FHM extend the limits of the grotesque body and the grotesque imagination. 

linages of blood and gore are frequently seen in television media tbrough news reports 

and documentaries, however the photographs of horror published in FHM use vivid 

close-up photography of images of injuries or diseases that are relatively uncommon 

outside of the context of medical textbooks or hospital emergency rooms. 'Me notion 

of shock is complex and while one may feel shock at being confronted with ii-nages of 

the inner body surfacing through the skin or at photographs of the corpse on a direct 

level, there is no necesswy shock at the fact that the images are displaycd in the context 

of HIM, a text ffiat indulges readers in the transgression of moral codes. 
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Shock relates to audience expectation and the ways in which readers become 

accustomed to viewing images in FHM. For example the BBC news ai-ticle 'Magazine 

Criticised For 'Shock' Tactics' dated 27 September 2001 oudined the case of a 

schoolgirl who fainted and later died after having seen grotesque linages in FHAI 

(News. bbc-co. uk, 'Magazine Criticised for Shock Tactics', accessed 18.06.02). The 

BBC stated that, 

An inquest in Harrogate has recorded the accidental death of Odette Coulson who 
fainted and banged her head after seeing images in publication FHM. After the 
hearing North Yorkshire vet Andrew Coulson, 48, urged publishers not to chase 
circulation at any cost. And he warned parents to be more aware of 'unsUltable 
material' to which their chHdren may have access. His daughter fainted and lilt her 
head on the pavement after being shown a copy of the FHM supplement Carnival of 
the Grotesque, which is also available online But he [Mr Coulson] said he had 
not made a complaint to Emap, the publishers of FHM, because they would not have 
deliberately produced the supplement to cause harm (News. bbc. co. uk, 'Magazme 
Criticised for Shock Tactics, accessed 18.06.02). 

While FHM cannot be held responsible for those who read their magazine, the case of 

the schoolgirl in the above article highlights how shock value relates to the positionmg 

of audiences as consumers and their expectations of what inagazMes have to offer in 

their representational frameworks. One who reads THM Without expectation of the 

grotesque wiR be shocked at images displayed in different ways to those who engage 

with the culture of the lad and are familiar with the humour of the magazine. 

rflic construction of the lad in FHMmarks him as a sophisficated reader of die 

grotesque, and features such as Troblems' form an essential aspect of the cultural 

representation of the lad as simultaneously vulnerable, reckless and bravc. Horrific 

iniages in FHM (such as the bloodied and wounded bodies shown in Figure 7.1 and 
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Figure 7.2) reveal a fasmation with the aNect, yet also dilute its potential for disruption 

through saturation and spectacle. In contrast, the grotesque runs latent in Men's 

Heakfi, and I will discuss how the magazine culture represses the potential of the 

grotesque in more detail below. However, in articles such as 'Dead Men's Tale S 

readers are positioned in relation to the abject in order to deny and repress mortality, 

and "s is supported in the wider framing discourses of Mcn's Hcakh that relate to 

fitness and exercise. I will now continue to analyse the split in representations of the 

grotesque in FHM and Men's Hcalth through reference to fat, male breasts and beer 

bellies, and will examine how bodies of visual excess are framed in each of these 

contexts. 

Male 'Tits'. Saggy Stomachs and Beer Bellies 

Two popular areas where fat men are portrayed as grotesque are in the discussion and 

representation of male breasts and beer bellies. I wifl now continue to examine how 

readers of menshcalth. co. uk discuss male breasts in tenns that cast the male body as 

grotesque, and which invoke the female body. " The way that hard sIX-pack torsos are 

conti-asted with soft, feminine breasts is notable, as are ffic ways that ffie grotesque is 

projected onto the matemal in mensheaWcauk. Excess fat is a constant source of 

17 1 have chosen website material from merishealth. co-A to represent the grotesque male body as 
ferninised in the culture of Men's Heakh since online paiticipants Provide more direct access to displays 

of the grotesque. Online readers more readily discuss imperfect bodies and the Miability to live up to 
idealized standards of the muscular male body. In the printed version of Men'S Heafth, the grotesque is 
repressed by over-produced, idealized and muscular male bodies. Unlike the printed magazine, affective 
and personal dialogues on menshealth-co-uk display areas of ambiguity or conflict with idealized 
perceptions of the muscular male body. 
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anxiety amongst online participants of mensheakh. co. uk, most particularly where It 

appears on the torso (chest and stomach), and threads such as 'Slx pack but saggy 6ts' 

or'Tits like a bird! Please HELP! 'use feminine imagery as a descriptive metaphor for 

ovcr-developed or protruding male breasts. The language used by men writing about 

their enlarged breasts in mensheafth. co. uk reveals a self-consciousness about showing 

the body in public, with the underlying implication being that male breasts fei-nMIZe the 

male body and position it as grotesque in ways that should not be viewed in public. 

For example, one participant of mcnsheakh. co. uk posted a message board diread 

called 'Six pack but saggy tits! ' and stated, 

I'm well on my way to a six-pack but am let down by the fact that I've got pointed 
flabby tits! I've tried all number of exercises to get rid of them but they never change 
shape. When I touch them theyjust feel as if there's loose skin in there. I've been 

checked for Gynaecomastia and I haven't got it. 

Is surgery the only option?? And what is the process. i. c. will I have to be off work 
for a while, avoid exercise, etc. 

What's the point in having good stomach muscles if you daren't take your top off 
because of your tits?? I'm going on holiday soon and not looking forward to it. 

(mensheahh. co. uk, 'Six pack but saggy tits', accessed 20.06.03). 

The word 'tits' d[irectly invokes women's breasts, and in this post the use of 'pointed 

flabby tits' feminises the participant's body as emasculated and undesirable. 'nie 

contrast between the image of the writer's masculine siLx-pack and his feminine 'tits' 

causes anxiety in dic self-perception of Iiis body. There is a contrast invoked by the 

classical linage of the male body (With the six-pack) and the feminised grotesque (as 

6 pointed flabby tits'). Gynecomastia, or emphasised male breasts, is a medical 
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condition linked with the overproduction of oestrogen in the male body. In Men's 

Health gynecomastia is outlined as a natural yet undesirable condition that should be 

remedied as much as possible through dict and exercise, or m the more extreme cases 

through cosmetic medical intervention. In Mary Russo's analysis of 774c Female 

Grotesque, women's bodies were marked as the most powerful configurations of the 

grotesque, and "s is certainly apparent in menshea&b. co. uk where rejection of the 

grotesque is based upon the repression of the maternal body. The anxiety caused to 

the above writer by his enlarged male breasts renders them honific, and rather dian 

accept or embrace the body as grotesque, the wnter instead searches for a remedy for 

Ins grotesque 'tits' via medical channels. Matemal bodies are complexly represente(l 

Men's Healdi, and while there have been instances of the pregnant body in the wider 

culture of the magazine, both visually and in inessage board dialogues on 'Being a 

Dad', feminine imagery is often used to signify the grotesque inale body as weakened 

or cniasculated. " 

Another message board participant on menshcalth-co. uk started a thread called 'Tits 

like a bird! Please HELff, and stated, 

18 For example, during 2002, the fashion house Burbem- ran advertisements that featured a pregnant 
woman as pail of a couple, set as an image of serenity and sensitivity, mid photographed in black and 
white (Men's Heallh, December 2002: 59). 1 ý%ifl discuss this image later (see Figure 7.6). 'Being a Dad' 

is one of the many message boards available on menshealth. ro. A. 
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I've had eriough! 

I'm 6"1 about 13 Stone (82kg) and shaped hkc a woman! I have wide hips, a beRN, as 
though I've just given birth and tits to match! Not a pretty sight. 

I'm looking to slim down and tone up and have started the following routine. 

Monday - 40 mins cardio and weights (upper and lower bodv) 
Tuesday - Rest 
Wednesday - 40 Mins Cardio and weights (Upper and lower body) 
Thurs - Rest 
Fri - 40 Mins cardio and weights (upper and lower body) 
Sat -I Mile jog 
Sun - Rest 

I'm trying my best to eat healthily, following advice I have read on these message 
boards. 

Does my workout sound suitable for what I'm trying to do? I'm wiming to slim down 
to 12 stone and define my body a bit. Am I going the right way about itl' 

Cheers 

(menshealLb. co. uk, 'Tits like a bird! Please HELPV, accessed 14.02.03). 

Once again, enlarged male breasts are portrayed as feminine, and indeed the reader 

views himself as embodying femininity through his breasts, Illps and stomach. 'nie 

phrase, 'a beHy as though I've just given birth', extends the image of flabbiness into 

visions of post-birth excess skin, and we nught also think of the scarring and stretch 

marks that accompany the child-birth process as 'not a pretty sight'. In his outline of an 

exercise regime, the vvriter demonstrates a physical reaction to the grotesque msofar as 

he intends to purge the abject that has settled on his body as 'Other' through exercise 

mid discipline. NUiile linked to the matemal, Julia Kristeva also claimed that abjection 

represented a narcissistic crisis, and stated that 'narcissism ffien appears as a regression 

to a position set back from the other, a return to a self-contemplative, conservative, self- 

sufficient. haven' (Kristeva: 1982: 14). The latent grotesque in the culture of Mcd. s 
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Heahh and the avid promotion of the idealized muscular male body lends itself to a 

conservatism that represses the potential of the grotesque as an embodimcnt of 

subversion. I have used extracts from the Mcnshealtb-co. uk message boards in order 

to uncover areas of the male grotesque body that are denied expression in the over- 

produced, disciplined body of Men's Health magazine. Indeed, latcr I discuss how the 

over-produccd, muscular male body lends itself to another form of the laterit grotesque 

in the culture of Men's Health: the grotesque bodybuilder. 

I'lie above messages posted by participants on incnshca&b. co. uk directly invoke the 

matemal, and supports claims by Barbara Creed and Mary Russo that women's bodies 

present the most visible fonnulations of the grotesque, whether such visions of 

feminine excess are seen on men )s or women's bodies (Creed: 1993, Russo: 1994). As 

Julia Kristeva and Elizabeth Grosz suggest, the maternal is not specific to women, and it 

represents a space wfiich'hke the abject, is the splitting, fusing, merging, and 

fragmenting of a series of bodily processes beyond the will and control of the subject 

(Grosz: 1990: 96). The above quoted messages from mensheakh. co. uk describe bodies 

that have transgressed desired boundaries in ways that assert control through regimes of 

discipline and exercise, and which refuse to embrace the ambiguity and materiality of 

the fat body. Women are positioned as 'Other' in ways that create distance between 

the men and their own, feminised bodies, although the first writer recuperates some of 

1-ýs Illasculinity with reference to his 'six-pack'. 'ne iniage of the post-pregnancy 

stomach in the second message board dircad ('Tits like a bird please HELPW) is vividly 
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grotesque and contrasts With the pregnant stomach as an unfcrtile and redundant 

image. Ilic bodies of pregnant women have been displaycd inside 1,1en's Health. For 

example, there was a prominent advertising campaign nin by Burbcn-y in 2002 that 

featured a black ai-id white photograph of a woman in the advw-iccd stages ol'pregnancy 

who was not cast as grotesque or marked by fear and repulsion. 

Figrure 7.6 " 
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In the above adverfisement, black and white photography assists in the producfion ol'a 

screnc iniagc, widi the draping of the shawl upon the roundcd, smoodi stomach and 

the litisband's protective liwid Oic wcars a wcdding nng) controlling connotafions of t1le 

grotesque. In Men's Health wid menshcalth. co. uk therc is a coiiil)lcx rclationship with 

19 Advertisement for Burberry Fragrance 'Touch'. Men's Health, December 2002: 59. 
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maternal bodies (and men frequently engage with the online message board 'Being a 

Dad' on menshealih. co. uk). The pregnajit, yet smooth, image of the fertile stomach 

above holds a distinctively different unpact to the saggy, post birth excess skin that was 

sugXested in the quotation taken from 'Tits like a bird please HELP!! ' 

Pregnancy can appear as grotesque on male bodies fl-irough notions of the beer belly, 

where the image is ostensibly linked to femininity. However, the beer belly is also a 

product of masculinity and m westem culture it is an image that is primarily associated 

with men who frequent pubs and drink alcohol such as lagcr or ale. It is an image 

linked to excessive consumption (of food and beer) and which resists discipline 

(ffirough diet arid exercise). In its associations widi excessive beer drinking, the beer 

befly signifies masculinity, and in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 below we can see how the 

rounded beer belly holds Wider connotations of strength and power that arc associated 

with the male body. In Figure 7.7 (shown on the next page) we can see a close up 

image of the bccr belly, and the man in the photograph is shown as content in his size 

in Ins willingness to be publicly displayed. 
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The supporting caption to Figure 7.7 reads 'Happy Deity: A ton ofbecr mid fivc ww's 

under the iicc(Ilc arc alljcremy Rcnfro necdcd for dlis iiiasteq)lccc' (FHM, 'I. Ittlc 

Book of Bloke'June 2003: 129). The tattoo ol'Buddlia on the stomach offlic nian in 

FigmFe 7.7 is significant, as not only docs it show lilin cinbr-acing his slZe wid shape (thc 

Buddha is m icon known for its roundcd stomach), but the iniage offlic Buddlia is 

also a masculinc (Icity. The positioning of the camera, facing upwards towards the nian 

increases the perception ol'Ilis slZc mid stature, while body hair mid tattoos connote 

imtsculinity. Although the man in Figure 7.7 is scen to have male breasts (aii image of 

alýjectioii for the readers ofinenshcalth. cauk quoted above), lie is Aso portrayed as 

content CHappy Deity'), embracing Ins size wid shape. 

20 FHM, 'Little Book ol'Illoke',, Iuiic 2003: 129. Photographer tuikiioNN-ii. 
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Images ofbeer bellies also connote masculinity ffwough the idea of the 'strong man'. 

Fi"re 7 . 
821 
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For exwiiplc, in Figure 7.8 we cmi see a bccr-bcllicd nimi with a superimposed car on 

his licad, as mi iniage ofiniplicd physical strcngtli, wid EHM usc the licadImc 

'SupcmiciT to I-rartic both the iniage and the content of dic article on extreme Icats of 

hunian strength. In this pliotogr-apli, the nian's 'beer belly' looks almost pregnant in Ws 

slZe and shape, yet it does not detract either from his strength or his masculinity. In 

Rabebis xid His Work], Baklitin used the image of pregnancy and childbirth to 

represent regeneration and rebirth in ways that was not gender spccific, yet which was 

1'()uii(lcd upon images of women's bodies. In the two images shown directly above, the 

prcgiiancy oftlic bccr bclly is bom from cxccss that involvcs cultui-ally iiiale activities 

(pub culturc, bccr (Innking and fcats of physical strcngtli). Ilic linagc of the bccr bcIly 

21 FHM Little Book of-Blokc, Junc 2003: 10-11. Photographer unknown. 
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is diverse and can range from notions of laziness (such as the stereotype of the couch 

potato) to men who perform in traditionally masculine activities such as strong men 

competitions or skills-based sports such as darts. 'Me beer bellied man does not 

represent an ideal of hegemonic masculinity in the context of FHM or Men's Health, 

yet his body often connotes brute strength, power, and short tenn bursts of energy (as 

opposed to the long term endurance associated with the ideal atWetic physique of 

Men's HealLb). 

The beer befly must not sunply be equated with obesity, and instead refers to the size 

and shape of the protruding stomach that stands out disproportionately from the body. 

VVMle men who have beer belhes can be seen to embody a masculine aesthetic, images 

of general obesity usually stand in contrast as feminised images that sag under weight 

and excess skin. For example, if we look at Figure 7.9 (on the next page) we can see 

how general obesity nught be contrasted with the beer belly. 
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The inan in Figurc 7.9 displays a 1)ýLssive rcl)rcsciitafioii ofthe fat nialc body. 'I'lic 

covcnng oftlic gcnitals wid his posc arc significant in construcfing the man as lacking 

masculinity and powcr, oýjcctifying Inin as a spectacle to be lauglicd at. His posc 

displays a staged modesty O)y covcniig his genital area with his hands), and his hwids 

signify an almost vaginal opciiing that furtlicr renders the nimi as a feiiiiiiizc(l object. 

The man's body in Figure 7.9 contrasts significantly wiffi the beer beflies shown above 

since the iniage does not connote streiigdi and power. In Figure 7.9, the man's body 

sags under weight mid he is naked, soft mid cifen-unate. In contrast, the beer belly 

suWcsts hardness of'cliaracter, and its associations with beer drinking culture indicate 

1, -uiiilianty with tradifional masculinc practices. 'nirough the nofion of the bccr bclly 

we can see how fat bodies cwi be constructed as liýpcnwLsculiiic, using sliort-tcnii 

22 jqjMj 'Red wid Raw', JWy 2003: 215. Photographcr wiknown. 
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brute strcngtli to connote power like a grotesque version of the hýj)erniasculine figure 

of Hercules. 

However, the liypcrmasculine beer belly is contextually specific to FHM mid does not 

appear in Men's Health. In Men's Health, dic beer belly is associated widi the 

grotcsquc as a body that is undisciplined and out of control. If wc look at Figurc 7.107 

we cmi see an cxmiil)lc of how dic beer belly is targcted as an image oflat that must be 

remedied through fitness and diet by way ofan illustration. 

Figure 7.10 " 
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23 Men's lIcaldi, takcii from a dotiblc pagc sprcad mth the licadingHavc the Bccr Not the BelIN'. 

October 2003: 134-5. Iflustration by Goty, Rupcil, Nightinac, PSC. 
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The contextualising debate of the article concerns the amount of calones mid sugar in 

alcohol, and whether readers should be concemed with their weight as a result of 

drinking alcohol. The article decides that beer drinking is f-me and that, 'you can 

blame booze for a lot of unwanted thimp, hiccups, hangovers, Damien your eldest - 

but that layer of lard around your midriff isn't solely down to the grog' (Mens Heafth, 

October 2003: 134). The use of illustration accompanied by statistical infon-nation is 

clinical, and the advice given on how to control diet and exercise work to control the 

image of the beer belly as a threat to the disciplined body that is promoted in Men's 

rT- 
rJuafth. 'lliere are no connotations of pregnancy in the image, the beer befly is tightly 

controlled and framed by discourses of health, fitness and nutrition, and the image 

does not embrace the mateiiality of the body iii the same way as the men displayed in 

FHM. 

The Grotesque Penis 

The image of the swollen, stretched, diseased or dcformed penis is a popular fonii of 

grotesque representation in the visual framework of FHM and FHM. com (alffiough it 

is a more frequent image online in FHM. com). As I discussed in Chapter 6, in Men's 

Hcafth and menshcalth. co. uk, readers express a great deal of penis anxiety in the 

i-nagazMe's problem pages or through online message boards. However, the pems is 

not Portrayed as Visually grotesque in Mcn's Hcakb culture, and narrative descriptions 

of the penis reveal insecurities about siZe, performance and associated perceptions of 

virility and 'inanliood' rather than the penis being presented as humorous or 
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positioned as abject. I will now therefore deconstmct images of the gTotesque penis in 

FHM and FHM. com, and will offer insights into why the grotesque penis is relevant to 

the construction of heterosexual masculinity in this culture. In FHM sexual Virility and 

heterosexual desire is important to constructions of masculinity, and is implied through 

the desire for women's bodies. Images of women form the prMlary object of the gaze 

in FHM and FHM. com, and sexual fantasies are projected onto wonien's bodies to 

define the boundaries of male sexuality. Yet wherever the penis is visually displayed in 

FHM or HIM. com, it is cast as grotesquc, with photographs scrVing to feminize the 

grotesque penis either as swollen or as penetrable. I will now continue to discuss die 

visually grotesque penis through reference to images of swollen and penetrab1c, 

emasculated penises. I have used both printed and website material here to examine 

how the culture of THM produces images of the grotesque penis, and also to consider 

how men are seen to use their bodies to make their own penis look grotesque. 
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Figgre 7.11 " 

In Figure 7.11 we cmi see the penis represcntcd as swollen and intlatcd, presuniably 

the rcsult ofdel'Onulty, discasc or photo cdifing, widi the accoiiil)miyiiig tidc mid 

caption st. -iting'13ig Cock Blucs! Just got the rcgulation Icngth? Don't despwr - an 

ovcr-slzc(l tallywhackcr isn't all it's crackcd up to bc' (FHM, 'The Littlc Book of' 

Bloke'June 2003: 120-1). Visually, dic swollen penis is representcd as a spectacle, 

cniasculatcd through dcfect and ol)jccfit-icd by closc-up photography, l'i-agniciitation 

and the positioning of a liazard stop sign around flic pcnis. 'llic swollcii pcnis is also 

munialistic, winch is enlimiced by the fact that we do not see dle I'UIllall I'acc. III the 

article, the gTotcs(luc framework resists the glonficafion of dic large penis, using dic 

24 FHM, 'The Littlc Book ol'Bloke',. Juiie 2003: 120-121. 
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inflated image, hyperbolic language and humour to unden-nine insecurities over penis 

size. For cxmnple, FHM state, 

Count your blessings. 
Fact: we're all well hung anyway. The human male has the largest penis (proportional 
to body) of all bipeds. 
Hygiene. 
Imagine your freakish man-meat brushing the porcelain every time you take a dump. 
Bleargh! 

(FHM's Liale Book of Blokc, June 2003: 120). 

The exaggerated image of the swollen penis in Figure 7.11 (taking up one whole page 

in an A5 sized booklet) is positioned as spectacle, as a grotesque 'Other' that resists 

identification with readers. There is ambiguity surrounding the positioning of the lad as 

the implied viewer of the grotesque that on one hand implicitly positions the lad 

himself as grotesque (with the abject threat of injury, and also in the use of billingsgatc 

speech genres), and on the other hand that searches for signs of difference mid 

inferiority from 'Others'. In Figure 7.11, the magazine seemlngly undermines myths of 

the large penis and sexual virility (the large, swollen penis is emasculated), yet the visual 

image that is chosen and the hyperbobc speech genres that are employed in the article 

fail to completely debunk such myths. The exaggerated, swolleii pcMs enhanccs the 

objectification of the 'Other' as alreak, and the reader is positioned as observer rather 

than participant In the grotesque display. It also enhances the virility of the lad, who 

dirough objectification, resists identification with the emasculated image. 
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Moving from the penis emasculated through swelling and defonnity, a further way in 

whIch the penis is emasculated in the culture of FHM is as a peiictrable object. 

Figure 7.12 25 

'llie above iniage appeared in FHM. com'S'House of Horrors'mid did not Involve 

spacc for commentary from the rcadcrs of FHM. (-oi, -i. Instcad, FHM. coin franic the 

image with the title Torbidden Fruit'. The smoodi, shaven body wid die Insertion ot 

mi applc into the pcnis lciiimizc dic iniagc, not Icast bccause offlie biblical allusion 

that the apple otlers III relation to Eve mid the Garden ofEden (dic tide 'Forbidden 

Fruit' makes this link explicit). In Figure 7.12, die Insertion of the apple into die penis 

distorts its shape wid potency, making it appcar almost vaginal. Howcvcr, tlicre is adso 

ambiguity and contradiction widi these ternis, and by inserting an apple into lus penis, 

the man in the iniage is also posi6oned ws a rebel. Wiilc die iiiiage above is 

cniasculatcd wid ol)jccfil-icd (through bodi pciietrafion and fraining), it is also 

25 FMM. Coin, 'House ol'Horrors: 'Forbldden Frwt', accessed 30.06.03. PhotogTaplicr unk-nown. 
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controlled and temporary, and the display of "s 'party-trick' marks it as a grotesque 

pcrfon-nancc. Photographs of the grotesque penis m FHM are positioned as sexually 

non-functional, and once again, this image heightens the sexual vifility of male 

spectators who can gaze curiously (and perhaps wince at the paiii) of the emasculated, 

penetrable penis in the knowledge that they aire sexually virilc by companson. 

Women, Sexuality and Monstrosity 

As I suggested earlier, fat is a typical area of dic grotesque that represents a radical 

break away from the smooth, toned classical image ofthe body. Fat is the also the one 

area of the grotesque in FHM where women feature as objects of humour and sexual 

monstrosity, although notably, never desire. Fat women are not a feature of'Mcn's 

Health and are not a source for grotesque humour. If we look at Figure 7.13 and 

Figure 7.14 (inserted below) we can see images of women whose fatness is used as a 

sub . ect for liumour on FHM. com, with their breasts and thighs being emphasiscd in I 

ways ffiat deein ffie women to be sexually horrific. The iinages in Figure 7.13 and 

Figure 7.14 were shown as Video weblinks in FHM. com's 'House of Horrors' during 

2002 and 2003, with moving images reinforcing the sexual horror that engult'S the 

screen as a vision ofexcessive sexuality. ' In Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 1 have used 

wcbsitc material in order to highhght the presence of the maternal grotesque in FHM 

culture, since inaternal figures arc a notable absence from the printed pages of FHM 

magazine. 

26 The 'House of Horrors' was an integral feature of FHM. com that was subsequently renamed as 'Dr. 
Freak's Casebook' during 2004.1 discuss the relevance of 'Dr. Freaks Casebook' as a name that invokes 
medical/scientific discourses, and also the circus freak show, later in this chapter. 
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FigLirc 7.13 ' 

The above iniage is called 'Dwicing Fatties', wid alongside the video stills EHM. com 

state, 

Every man likes to cup a limidful when caressing die fairer sex's norks, but imagine 
finding a piece of'sweetcorn, or maybe a spicy chicken wing, tucked away in die 
recesses of a lady's flesh folds. Three women so large that such an eventuality 
beconies sadly all too likely, like die svelte curves of Dcstiiiy's Child reflectcd in a 
spoon, or distorted Irlsome gaudy fairground mirror, these three dancing fatties 
possess fUnbags so huge they could usefully be employed to beat a small child to 
death. 

(FHM. Corn, 'House of'HoiTors: Dwicing Fatties', accessed 25.02.02). 

27 PHM. COM, 'House of HoiTors: Dancing Fatties', accessed 25.02.02. Director wiknown. 
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Fiore 7.14 " 

Thc linagc in Fligurc 14 wýLs called a'Round of Applatisc', mid FHM. com stated, 

One ofthe advantages of being so fat, our lady friend explains, is that she caii clap 
without using her hands. A commendable trick indeed, but can she wipe her own 
arse without a i-ag on a stick? 

(FHM. c, (, )i, -i, 'House ofHorrors: Rowid of Applause', accessed 06.02.03). 

The association between fatness and food is not unusual, and die use of hyperbolic 

language such as 'finding a piece of sweetcom' in 'die recesses of a lady's flcsli folds' 

creates mi enveloping iniage of greed wid repulsion. The video clips of die women 

shown in Figure 7.13 mid Figure 7.14 serve to rcrider fliem as sexually lioMt-ic, With 

litigc tInglis --ui(I breasLs bcliig shaken to cnipliasisc dicir diflerciice to the scxtially 

olýjecfificd slim niodcls dial offcr a modcl of scxual attracfion in dic widcr magazinc 

28 pHM . COIII, 'House of Horrors: Rowid of-Applause', acccssed 00.02.03. Dii-cctor unknown. 
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culture. Indeed, HIM reinforces the distinction between the 'beautiful' and the 

grotesque in the compaiison inade between the 'Dancing Fatties' to the 'svelte cun, cs of 

Destiny's Cl-ýild% (although, as I will discuss below, female models and celebrities can 

also be read as grotesque in the context of HIM and FHM. com through notions of 

hypersexuality). The invocation of death and childhood (Tunbags so huge thcy could 

II beat a small child to death') directly rejects the materrial grotesque, and casts the 

women as figures of greed and as an embodiment of sexual monstrosity With large 

bouncing breasts and expressions of laughter. Sh-nilarly, the opening and closing thighs 

of the woman in Figure 7.14 creates an image of sexual monstrosity that direatens to 

envelop the masculinity of the lad who is positioned as spectator. The online 

environment FHM. com enhances the grotesque display of the women in Figure 7.13 

and Figure 7.14 through the use of movement, yet the producers frame the displayed 

image with language that explicitly degrades the maternal bodies as images of sexual 

monstrosity. 

In Powers of Horror, Kristeva stated, 

Fear of the Archaic mother turns out to be essentially a fear of hel-generative power. 
It is this power, a dreaded one, that patrilineal filiation has the burdel-of subduing. It 

is thus not surprising to see pollution rituals proliferating In societies where patfihneal 
power is poorly secured, as if the latter sought, by means of purification, a support 
against excessive inatrilineality (Kristeva: 1982: 77). 

The fear and disgust invoked by the monstrous women in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 

is puiificd through the fraining of the images by liumour. In lad's magazines, huniour 

produccs a light-hcartcd cnviroruncnt, evcn wherc the sub . cct of the I 
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gaze/representation involves images of horror as we saw earlier with the HIM feature 

'Problems: Emergency Ward'. However, a further way in which images ofthe 

matemal as monstrously grotesque are purified is dwough the representation of young, 

slim models that adoni the pages of FHM and FHM. coin as olýjccts of scxuýtl desire. 

In her discussion of the monstrous feminine, the archaic mother and vagina dentata in 

the Hollywood Film AKen, Barbara Creed analysed the positioning of Ripley (whose 

body is 'plcasurablc and reasstifing to look at') and the Alien who rcprescnts the 

archaic, castrating mother (Creed: 1993: 23). The two contrasts can be drawn between 

images of the images of the fat, maternal monstrous feminine above and the bodies of' 

slim coven-nodels that are featured on the covers ot'lads' magazines each month. 

However, in their positioning as hypersexual, women who are the ob ects of the male j 

gaze ostensibly bite back and might also be seen to add to the grotesque repertoires of 

FHM. 

Writers such as Imelda Whelellan have noted the increasing trend of celebrities 

adopting'a porny pose for die lads', and young, slim, models form the cenft-al 

representational framework of FHM ("Ihelelian: 2000: 62). However, what has not 

been analysed is the potential for women models in FHM to be read as sexually 

grotesque. Women's bodies feature exclusively on the front cover of FHMeNci), 

month in ways that enhance their sexual status in exaggerated (and often 

decontextualised) ways. Wien taking into consideration the fact that most 

covermodcls arc well-known models or television, music and movie stars, it raises 
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interesting questions about why women with cultural capital are eager to display their 

bodies in sexually exaýgerated ways on the cover of lad's niaWines. ' Such models are 

upheld as beautiful and embody the sexual desire of heterosexual niale readers whose 

sexuality is always tied to the female body. However, despite upholding stwidards of 

beauty, women models In FHM can be seen as simultaneously grotesque and form pall 

of the wider grotesque framework of FHM as a grotesque text. In Chapter 61 uscd the 

example of Jordan as an FHM cover model who displayed simultaneous beauty and 

excessive hypersexuality (shown through her stance, surgically enhanced breasts and 

overt sexuality In a decontextualised setting), and through hypersexuality her status as a 

sexual freak was presented as an aspect of FHM's grotesque. Such inodels arc 

portrayed in ways that position their bodies as hypersexual, and they employ 

exaggerated sexual characteristics that arc thust I'Orward towards the reader's gaze. 

Women on the cover oI'FHM are phallic (with their long, smooth, toned bodies), and 

while they stand in contrast with the castrating maternal figures in Figure 7.13 and 

Figure 7.14, they similarly represent a threat to heterosexual masculinity. Yet their 

stance often adopts an aggressive tone that both accepts and deflects degradation back 

to the body of the spectator. Whilst objectified as sexually desirable by men, women 

on the cover of men's magazines, (particularly those who are cosmetically enhanced, 

display active sexuality and who hold celebrity credentials such as Jordan, Painela 

Anderson or Jcnna Janie son) are threatening, they disrupt the male gaze, mid through 

their positioning as grotesque, assimilate power, even if that power is recuperated 

through discourses of sexuality that renders women coniplicit With heterosexual malc 

29 FHM is not the only example here, and it is a Ircnd seen throughout lad's weekly and monthly titles 

such as Nuts, Zoo, Loaded or MaxiHi- 
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fantasy. However, in their decontextuallsed settings, images of hypersexual women are 

simultaneously portrayed as spectacle, rendering them as objectified sexual freaks. 

The Grotesque as Ridicule: Excess, Cruelty and Prurient 
Humour in FHM 

There are elements of THM culture that might be read as modem day canuval, with 

the celebration of excessive behaviours, the materiality of the body and marketplace 

speech genres (that include jokes, hyperbole, cursu-ig and mocking) proViding links with 

Bakhtin's descnptions of the canuvalesue in Rabelais and His World. On the subject 

of marketplace speech, Bakhtin wrote, 

Abuses, curses, profai-iities, and improprieties are the unofficial elements of speech. 
They were and still are conceived as a breach of the established norms of verbal 
address; they refuse to conform to conventions, to etiquette, civility, respectability 
Such speech forms, liberated from norms, become themselves a peculiar argot and 
create a special collectivity, a group of people initiated in familiar intercourse, who 
are frank and free in expressing themselves verbally (Bakhtin: 1984: 187-188). 

BiBingsgate speech genres are frequently used in FHM and FHM. com. However, 

insults, cursing and mocking are most often initiated by journalists to frame a 

familiansed environment that lacks any real sense of dialogic interaction on an equal 

level. Nevertheless, as I will discuss in Chapter 8, readers who engage with die online 

envirom-nent of FHM. com often adopt biHingsgate as a conunon form of Interactive 

dialogue that positions readers in terins of famihansed conflict. Readers (lads) are 

positioned alongside journalists as 'mates', and in features such as the 'FHM Arms', 

journalists are seen to enga-ge in the beer drinking and wornanising world offlie lad. 

However, billingsgate speech and apparent 'irony' can also serve an implicit liýicrarchy 
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where grotesque 'Others' are positioned as spectacle and subjected to fonns of scrutiny 

that use insults to enhance degrading forms of humour. The use of billingsgate as a 

'liberated' speech form depends upon the context and franiing of subjects and 'Others', 

and while it can be employed in grotesque ways by lads (or journalists who identify with 

lads) to simultaneously degrade and humiliate one another, the use of mockery and 

msults, can serve to enhance the objectification of 'Others' (as we have seeii in Figure 

7.13 and Figure 7.14). 

Iberc are many excessive practices associated with 'laddish' behaviour and I would 

suggest that these are tied up with notions of the body as degraded and corruptible. 

For exwnple, in an HIMar6cle called 'Sex Gimp Challenge' we are presented with the 

photograph of a man described as an 'ugly American' dressed in underwear, sunglasses 

and fake moustache who is given the task of drinking his own sperm whicli is labelled 

4 93'" rt 7 
, -gu , and the author states that 'the feeling of having a load of my own sauce in my 

mouth is something I could never have been prepared for' (HIM, 'Sex Ginip 

Challenge', June 2002: 87). If we take a look at two Images from the 'Sex Gimp 

Challenge', we can see how the drinking of bodily fluids is framed as seedy, excessive, 

mid arguably grotesque. 
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Figilrc 7.15 ' 
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In this article the 'ugly Amencan' is not identifiable as a lad, although the body beneath 

the disguisc can be rcad as onc oftlic lads', siiicc, jounialists who conduct prmiks in dic 

context ofthe niagazinc are positioned as interacting with lad culture. The type of 

cxccssivc practice that is eng-aged with in dils articlc (dniikiiig onc's own spenii) 

demonstrates the extremes oflad culture in viewing acts that transgress moral 

boundaries. However, spcnii (a life giving force) wid voinit also sigiift re-birtli on an 

alWct level. In Rabelais wid His Work], Bakh6n noted how unne and excrement were 

symbols oflCrtility that were associated widi die grotcs(lue, and stated, 'flici-cf-ore in die 

iniagcs of uniic and cxcrciiiciit is prcscrvcd dic essciifial link widi birdi, ferfility, 

30 FHM, 'Sex Gimp Challenge', June 2002: 87. Photography by Stephen R Cutri. 
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renewal, welfare. Diis positive element was still fully alive and clearly realised m tile 

time of Rabelais' (Bakhtin: 1984: 148). The u-nage of flie 'Sex Gimp Challenge' is 

notably abject, however despite the regenerative symbolism, the act of drinking spenn 

positions the 'Ugly American' as humiliated and degraded in ways that sIniultancously 

position him as 'Offier'. Although sperm is a masculine linage, the act of chinking 

spenn also transgresses heterosexual boundaries by mdulging m mi abject autoeroticisiii 

(the man also performs masturbation to obtain his sperm sample) that holds loose 

connection with male sexual intercourse (ffie inan is having sex Widi hiniself, as a nian). 

The extreme practices engaged in by lads are often acts of apparently senseless 

entertainment that serve to bond homosocial spaces built around transgression of 

moral codes (yet usually within the boundaries of heterosexuality). HIM can also be 

read as part of a wider culture of cruel realism, where the lad is not so much a 

participant, but a spectator off-stage from which lie can identify with the pain of the 

participant. For exan-iple, in the television programmejackass, popular entertainment 

figures such as Johnny Knoxville or Steve-O display the hedonism of the lad, and are 

positioned as simultaneously attractive and grotesque dirough ffic extreme pranks that 

they conduct. Lad cultures explore limits, and indulge in activities that prove manhood 

dirough excessive behaviours, the capacity for endurance (widiout visible tears) and 

degradation. The construction of the lad embraces humiliation in an effort to induce 

huniour, repulsion, courage and a sense of danng. 
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Positioning the 'Freak' in the Culture of FHM 

Where FHM places emphasis on the prurient, the bizarre and the absurd, Men's 

HcalLb functions through rejection of the grotesque. In contrast to FHM, the 

grotesque in Men's Health lies dormant, and is controlled through the overt promotion 

of clean, disciplined and muscular male bodies. In FHM, the grotesque is celebrated 

as a forin of entertainment, however representation of grotesque bodies hold a sinistcr 

side when the person in the frame is objectified and scrutinised for signs of difference 

that render them as 'freaks' of nature. In FHM, there is a distinct difference between 

lads (who endorse grotesque acts) and objectified 'Others' (who look physically 

grotesque without any corresponding sense of character or personality). Visual iniages 

of the grotesque often descend into freak show, and as we can see below in the synopsis 

for FHM. com's'House of Horrors' and 'Dr. Freak's Casebook', the bodies of'Otliers' 

are positioned as undesirable freaks in ways that Invite comparisons between FHM, 

circus freak shows and inedical/scientific discourses that display the 'clinical gaze'. In 

The Birth of Lbc Clinic, Foucault outlined the concept of the 'clinical gaze' as the 

medicalisation of the body in the medical search for knowledge that incited disciplining 

regimes of power (Foucault: 1989) In FHM. com 'freaks' are grouped together under 

the above heaaigs Mouse of Horrors' and 'Dr. Freak's Casebook), and paraded as 

spectacle for the entertainment of the reader who is positioned as a lad. While 

grotesque freaks are often presented in FHM, I have used material From FHM. com as 

a site that foregrounds grotesque display of the freak, and which adds punch to 

gTotesque display in flic grouping togcdicr of 'Odier' bodies. 
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HIM. com's'House of Horrors' displayed a black, crackling screen, characteristic of 

early Twentieth Century cinema, and provided the reader with the following 

introducfion, 

The House of Horrors: Freaks, Fools and Foulness. Disappearing into the snowy 
horizon without so much as a jaunty click of the heels or a wave, the nippy end to 
Frankenstein's monster -a king amongst freaks - brought a tear to the eyes of even 
the hardest movie buffs. 

For since the days when slavering crowds would hand-over their hard-earned pennIes 
to gawk at the wispy foliage of the bearded lady or gape at the rubber man, die foul 
and the freakish has held a special place in our hearts. 

It's unabashedly then, that FHM. com proudly presents The House of Horrors, a 
collection of some of the foulest and finest specimens of nature around. Saluting 
their uniqueness - and sighing at their ineptitude - the men, women and beasts of 
FrealWom are united here in a jaw-dropping special. From a penis-contorting Indian 
to a two-mouthed man, the assembled collective all succeed in one thing - making 
your stomach churn. 

(FHM. com, 'House of Horrors', accessed 06.02.02). 

In 2004, the'House of Horrors'was replaced by'Dr. Frcak's Casebook'. Presenting 

similar material, 'Dr. Freak's Casebook' moved from using the horror movie genre and 

monsters as the framing discourse to medical science and the scrutiny of freaks as 

medical exMbits. In'Dr. Freak's Casebook', FHM. com state, 

Freaks fascinate mid repulse in equal measure. Frequently kept away from society, 
they are dark family secrets that no-one wants you to know about; tortured souls who 
five in the shadows to avoid whispers and taunts of the unkind. Some, deter-mined to 
deal with their uniqueness, demand your laughter. Others, whose defects are the 
result of reckless scientific tinkering, are a sobering reminder of man's inhumanity to 
man. The next time a strange yellow-headed spot appears on your forehead, spare a 
thought for the accursed oddities you are about to see. Because there, for the grace of 
God, go for A of us. 

(FHM. com, 'Dr. Freak's Casebook', Accessed 23.12.04). 
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The photographs in the 'House of Horrors' and 'Dr. Freak's Casebook' are either 

knowingly (in cases where the person uses their grotesque talenLs as a source of 

entertainment) or unknowingly (as may be the case with images of disability) presented 

as spectacle for the entertainment of the FHMaudiencc who correspondingly 

represent a space of difference to the image displayed. Using words such as 'monster', 

'foul', 'freakish', 'specunens', Treakdorn' and 'repulse' differentiates the bodics 

contained in this section of the website as singularly undesirable and unique, negating 

the notion of the carnivalesque as a celebration of difference that proVides ultiniatc 

inclusivity. FHMfrequendy incite canuval, circus, horror or inc(lical imagery in their 

description of grotesque bodies. The label'freak' creates hierarchy and positions 

readers as privileged in relation to the grotesque bodies of objectified 'Others'. The 

position of the reader and the 'freak' are opposing forces, and the viewing relationslup 

can be said to represent'... a partitioning of space and a creation of discrete sidclMes' 

(Russo: 1994: 38). There is no space for fiierarchy or for the ob . ectification of grotesque I 

bodies as 'freaks' or 'spectacle' in Bakhtin's carnivalesque, and the ridicule that is 

directed towards 'freaks' is an example of negative huniour, where nicartings become 

unambiguously attached to difference as a fon-n of spectacle. 
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The Latent Grotesque, Bodybuilding and Monstrosity 

Men's Hcahh is not a professional bodybuilding title, and the producers of Men's 

ry- 
"cafth adopt a critical stance towards the use of steroids in weight training. " As I 

discussed in Chapter 6, the ideal male body in Men's Health is allcticallv muscular 

and built on regulated fitness and weight training (and often the use of legal muscle 

building supplements such as creatine). However, as a culture that is obsessed With 

minute detail, and which supports the muscular sculpting of the body through diet and 

exercise regimes, bodybuilding runs latent throughout Men'S Health. Furthern-iore, 

bodybuilders are evident in the online community of menshcalth. cauk, and many men 

engage in conversations on bodybuilding and weights training issues, including the use 

of stcrolds/musclc building supplemcnts. ' 

The discussion of bodybuilding as pail of wider repertoires of the grotesque might at 

first seem misplaced as a result of its links With physical power, discipline and the 

associated aesthetic standards of die classical iiiale body (a Herculean figure). The 

practice of bodybuilding is higlily regulated and rejects ffie materiality of the BAhtiman 

grotesque where dnnking, defecation, degradation and pleasure are uplield as practices 

involved in the carnivalesque. However, the excessive physiques and ped'onnances 

offcred by professional bodybuilders also defy the boundaries of the idealiZed classical 

31 Steroids are often associated with professional bodybuildnig, although many professional bodybuilders 

would deny their use of them. 
32 For examples of such debates, see the following menshealth-co-A inessagc board posts: 'Steroids': 

'Europcanjuiilor Bodybwlding Competitions'; or'Want to get a six-pack, but how? ' 
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body through practices of over confon-nity and hypen-nasculinity. Read as grotesque, 

the bodybuilder physically transgresses boundaries, and with the aim of acNevmg a 

tight and symmetrical body, the bodies of professional bodybuilders transforin into 

visual excess with muscle and bulk being achieved dirough the hypennasculme 

performance of weight training. It is fl-irough extreme dedication to disciplinary 

regimes and regulation that professional bodybuilders literally trwisform their bodies 

into displays of physical excess, and if they are read as grotesque in their embodiment 

of excess, then bodybuilders represent a real challenge to the sharp distinctions that are 

inade between classical and grotesque bodies. In the expulsion of fat, bodybuilders 

perform abject desires, indeed bodybuilding is both a space of nsk and abjection. 

Excessive weights h7aining in the building of the body can cause health problems, and 

any associated use of anabolic steroids compounds the long-terin health problei-i-is of 

bodybuilders who use such drugs to enhance body shape. 

If anabolic steroids are taken as a potential aspect of the bodybuilding grotesque, the 

side effects of facial hair growth, loss of head hair, reduction of breast size all contribute 

to a more mascufine image. Anabofic steroids are chemical compounds that produce 

iiiale sex hormones and generate inale sex characteristics. The populist associations 

between bodybuilding and the use of steroids is common knowledge, and incii who 

engage in bodybuilding often prefer the look of bigger men, particularly on 

bodybuilding wcbsites such as thepumpingstaLion. com or bodybuildiiig-com. In their 

research on the muscular male body, Hamson Pope, Katherine PldUips and Robcrto 
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OliVardia state, 'our research has persuaded us that the male body simply carmot 

exceed a certain level of muscularity without the help of steroids or other chemicals' 

(Pope, Phillips and Olivardia: 2000: 35). The use of chernical substances (steroids or 

otherwise) is a factor that contributes to the grotesque, since they encourage an 

exaggerated body shape that pushes through the natural borders of the body, creating 

an image of monstrous hypermasculiny. 

The protrusion of muscle and veins distorts the natural shape of the bodybuilder, and 

these internal forces grow to almost external proportions insofar as we can visibly see 

vein and muscle jutting out all over the body of competitive bodybuilders. While 

bodybuilders are working towards a Herculean iniage, the excessive growth of ii-lusclc 

pushes veins to bulge through the contours of the skin, producing physical cffects that 

can be defmed as grotesque. For example, if we look at Figure 7.16 (inserted on the 

next page), we can see how bulked muscle and protruding veins create an image of 

excess m thc flexed ann of the bodybuilder. 
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Figure 7.16 ' 

The above photograph was used by Men's Hcalth in their article "rhink proICssional 

athletes arc the only oncs pumping up dicir bodics Widi stcrolds? Takc a closcr look at 

die guy next to you in die gyiii' (Men's Health, May 2003: 114-119). In Figure 7.16 die 

syringes and the protruding veins signify die use of steroids, and in this respect there is 

a link between steroid use and dic production of excessively muscular bodies. Men's 

Health uses the viVid ii-nage of inuscic, veins mid syringes to invoke abjection into dic 

clicinically produced body as visuaHy rcpulsiVe. In flic ar6cle, jounialist CIMstoplicr 

McDougall adopts a critical swicc on the use of wiabolic steroids, noting the negative 

ctlects that stich drugs havc on the body and dic physical cliaiigcs that arc induccd Widi 

33 , I'llis photograph featured in "I'lluik Professional AtIdetes are the Only Ones Purnplig theIr Bodles 

with Steroids? Takc a Closer Look at the Gruy Next to You at (lie Gým'. Mens Hcdth, May 2003: 115. 
Photography by Monty Isom, Katz, Hulton Getty. 
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respect to skull siZe, skin tone, shoulders, chest, back, an-ns, abdormnals, hands, knees, 

tcsficles and penis (Mens Heafth, May 2003: 117). Where the classical body is 

percclVed as smooth and finished, the grotesque body is mutable and open to 

transgression. As outlined in Chapter 6, the classical bodies of Adonis and Hercules 

have traditionally been upheld as ideals of youthful beauty and strong, mature 

masculinýity. However, as a hyper-masculine unage, the Herculean body is subject to 

the grotesque when it achieves a certain level of muscularity that extends beyond 

natural boundaries and produces visible veins (where the inner body pushes outwards). 

The bodybuilder represents all that is disciplined and 'man-made', where traditionally 

die grotesque has been associated with lax disciplme and nature. ' For Bakhtin, the 

grotesque body ft-ansgresses smooth boundaries; it eats, drinks, defccates and m the 

process reinforces its relationship with nature and mortality (it is reborn through 

degradation). In contrast, the bodybuilder is on a highly regulated and restrictive diet 

and exercise regime in the attempt to defy nature through discipline and the control 

over every inch of muscle on the body. 'nie bodybuilder is an image that complicates 

themics of the grotesque, as narcissism, disciplinary regimes and the use of chemical 

substances combine togaher to produce excesslVC bodies. 

-rlie use of anabolic steroids, as man-made dmgs that produce masculine sex 

characteristics, produces powerful images of masculinity that create ambiguity between 

34 Here I use the term man-made to refer to both the ways that bodybuilders sculpt their body shape, 
; ind also to the potential use of man-made muscle building compounds or drugs such as anabolic 
steroids. 
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the embodiment of physical power (whether or not the Strength associated with the 

body is real) and a monstrous image that stands as an outsider (even in the gym culture 

of Men's Hcalth). The image of the bodybuilder is not the only instance where the 

boundaries of narcissism and technology become confused with the grotesque. There 

arc many examples of what we may caH 'technologies of the grotesque' in cosmetic 

surgery where bodies become grotesque M an effort to achieve 'beauty', as is shown 

with die work of performance artists such as Orlan. ' A ftirthcr example of how 

technology produces the grotesque was seen in the fife of Lolo Fen-an, a woman who 

underwent over 30 breast augmentations to achieve a 54G chest (Henley: 2002). While 

women such as Lola Ferrari might just as well be read as ft-agic and inwUpulated, the 

independence of Orlan, who through her work claims to subvert aesthetic standards of 

beauty and create rebirth (via her work on the 'Reincarnation of Orlan') stand as a stark 

example of resistance and subversion to notions of the classical body. Furthen-nore, I 

lUghhghted above the notion of the sexual freak, and the display of hyperscxuality in 

FHM is also often associated with cosmetic enhancement of the breasts. 

Another example of how technologies contribute to the grotesque could be read 

alongside the hybnd bodies of cyborgs. The cyborg, as a vision of hunian and 

inachIne, is monstrous in its morphing with technology. Perforniance artists such as 

Stclarc, or Hollywood action villains/heroes such as The I CM11'nator display 

35 Orl, i an is a feminist performance artist who uses her body as a canvas in cosmetic surgery in her 

attempt to challenge western ideals of beauty. See 'Artwork: I'lie Self Reincarnation of St. Orlan', 
<www. orlan. net> for more information on Orlan, surgery and performance art. 
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monstrosity in ways that trace ambiguity and embody difference. Ambiguity relates to 

contradiction, and in her ter-atological tracing of monsters, Rosi Braldotti stated, 'it is 

something which evokes both horror and fascination, aberration and adoration. It is 

simultaneously holy and hellish, sacred and profane. Again, the simultancity of 

opposite effects is the trademark of the monstrous body' (Br2adotti: 1996: 136). 

Braidotti talks of the blurring of high and low cultures in the bodies of bodybuilders, 

and in "s blurring, the bodybuilder lies between the classical and the grotesque. In 

her work on The Monstrous Feminine, Barbara Creed described the clean, masculine 

birth fantasy in her analysis of Alien that contrasted to the bloodied iness offemininity. 

With bodybuilding we are faced with clean, disciplined, ngorous weight lifting routines 

and regulated dietary practices, yet the bodies produced create Visual excess that 

disrupt the disciplined body. In her article 'The Bodybuilding Grotesquc', the 

Canadian academic Krista Scott-Dixon examined how women bodybuilders become 

defined as grotesque from her own experience as a I-Cmale bodybuilder. According to 

Scott-Dixon, 

Male bodybuilders are regularly praised in muscle magazines for being monsters, 
term which, in context, carries positive connotations of superhuman size, strength 
and power I 

... I However to call a female bodybuilder a monster is an insult. It means 
that she has strayed into the territory of masculinity by attempting to claim a degree of 
strength, size and power as her own (Scott-Dixon, 'The Bodybuilding Grotesque', 
www. stumptuous. com, accessed 14.03.02). 

Bodybuilding becomes monstrous through notions of hypermasculinity, and although 

there are aspects of bodybuilding that have been read as fcminiscd (with groonung 

practices and display of the body to be judged by offiers), ffiese stand in contradiction 

with the simultaneous awareness that ffie body is also displayed as physiCally powerful. 
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In his essay, What's Behind the Mask? Bodybuilding and Masculir*, Thomas 

Johansson suggests ffiat ffie regimes and practices involved in bodybuilding feminise die 

male body. Johansson states that, 'on the one hand, they represent hyper-masculinitý', 

but on the other, their desire to display their bodies in public, bccon-ung objects of the 

gaze of the Other, signifies a feminization of the male body' Uohansson: 2003: 93). 

Simflar to Johansson, Tony Jcfferson also rccognises bodybuildmg as lemininc prac6ce 

when placed in companson. to boxing hcroes such as Mike Tyson and clWmcd that, 

'... the idea that strength u-i the service of displayed beauty (the bodybuilder's muscles) is 

suspect because latently feminme; whereas beauty m the service of strength or courage 

(the boXing of All or Sugar Ray) is, by contrast, solidly masculine' aefferson: 1998: 84). 

While practices such as tanning (for white bodybuilders), oiling and shaving the body 

so that it is bronzed, shiny and hair free could be read as femHUZIng practices, they arc 

simultaneously built upon the display of masculinity that highlight tbc body as powerful, 

and are used in order to heighten the visibility of muscular definition. Muscle and 

power are at the forefront of professional bodybuilding. Bodybuilding is a profession 

that rests upon the male physique and conceptions of masculinity that are associated 

with bulk and physical strength. The basic bodybuilding shape relies upon heavily 

mascubne codes, and we frequently see competitive women bodybuilders who have 

changed to a more 'masculine' shape through the build up of muscle mass and the 

reduction/hardening of breast slZe. Therefore, although the grooming mid postures 

adoptcd in bodybuilding competitions n-iiglit subveft traditional notions of masculinity 

and mark die body as spectacle and subject to the gaze, the bodies of bodybuilders arc 
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also formed to aesthetic standards of the muscular body that is based upon perceptions 

of masculinity. 

Although I have stated that professional bodybuilders do not figure in the visual 

framework of Men's HealLb, their bodies run latent in a culftire that is ceiitrcd upon 

the building of the body in nunute detail. I have used bodybuilding as an exwnple of 

the ways in wl-iich notions of the monstrous and the grotesque might be re-thcorised to 

account for hypermasculinity. Where Men's Health is built upon discourses of fitness 

and exercise, bodybuilders or the building of the muscular body are not prominent 

aspects of the cultural framework of FHM. Instead discipfine is mocked in FHM, and 

as we can see below in Figure 7.17, bodybuilding can also be cast as comically 

grotesque. 
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Figpre 7.17 ' 

la lrl'qmwpý 

Aý 

In Figure 7.17 we can see a photograph ol'a bodybuilding conipcfifion that was shown 

in FHM's fcaturc 'Problons'. 'llus photograph proVides mi ex. -, uiil)lc oftlic ways that 

bodybuilding can pcrfonn as comically grotcsquc, using cxaggcratcd sinlIcs and (lic 

flexing of the upper body to ciihance the slzc mid sliapc of the shoulders, cliest wid 

anus in proportion to the waist. In dic abovc imagc and through the caption 'Dainn it, 

Bugs, get out of iny pants! ' FHMemploy a comic and mocking tone, undennining the 

masculinity ofthe mcn in the photograph wlth IniplIcIt rcfcrcnce to (small) pcnls slze. " 

Tlicrc is no spacc givcii to the su4ject of bodybuilding in the undisciplincd 

environment ol'FHM, and the above image is used for comic ellect and contiibutcs to 

36 Tlus photograph featured in 'Problems: Because doctors just prescribe antibiotics and kick you back 

on the streets'. FHM. AT)nl 2003: 208. Photographer unknown. 
37 Alongside the diminutive image of 'bugs' FHM might also be read as alluding to the popular belief 

that steroid use decreases penis size. 
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the bizarre and comical framework of the magazine's visual photography, as well as die 

humiliating and insulting tone of lad culture. 

Conclusion 

Both FHM and Men's HeaM demonstrate significant ambivalence/anxicty surrounding 

notions of excess and extremity. The grotesque images deconstructed in this chapter 

have been almost exclusively male, and this split corresponds with the visual material 

present in FHM and Men's Hcakh where photographs of the abject and the grotesque 

use inalc bodies. The use of grotesque ii-tale bodies adds to the bravado of THM as a 

male homosocial space, and wIffle many images threaten the stability of the lad (as With 

images of wounds), the use of masculine codes to frame and position injured subjects 

as brave in the control of pain rejects the maternal M favour of exaggerated displays of 

hypen-nasculinity. While the maternal lingers Within grotesque representations of the 

wounded male body, hypermasculinity is also displayed as grotesque in the ways that 

produce excess through notions of gore, heroism and 'hardness'. 

In their respective works on women and the grotesque, Barbara Creed (1993) and 

Mary Russo (1994) suggested that women's bodics provide the most Vivid examples of 

the grotesque. In her work on 7hc Monstrous Femininc, Barbara Creed stated, 'when 

niale bodies become grotesque, they tend to take on chamctcnsfics associated With 

feniale bodies; in tMs instance man's body becomes grotesque because it is capable of 
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being penetrated (Creed: 1993: 19). While I will not deny the influence of the female 

grotesque, there are also associated practices that hold links with predonunandy male 

cultures, and which arc transformed as monstrous or grotesque with reference to 

hypen-nascuhnity. In the context of men's lifestyle magazines, visions of 

hypennasculMity (such as physical power, hardness, beer drinking culture or sexual 

virility) are a clear site of reference in representations of the gTotcsquc, using images of 

masculinity to bond a constructed community of heterosexual male readers. Images of 

grotesque male bodies are varied and complex, and in this chapter I have 

deconstructed photographs where the male body is positioned as grotesque in ways that 

range from the ferninisation (of the emasculated penis) to images of hypcrmasculinity 

(dirough the bodybuilder), and also many images that hold deep ambiguity in scarcl-iing 

for their origins (as wiffi images of wounded men that are simultaneously vulnerable 

and bravc). 

Gendered practices arc relevant to a reading of the grotesque, and excessive 

masculinity can produce bodies that not only look visually grotesque, but also perform 

as grotesque through acts such as drinking ones own body fluids or the use of 

hyperbolic language and billingsgate speech genres. In her work on the grotesque, 

Mary Russo oudined stunts and 'duifl-seeking' philobatism as 'grotesque 

performances', and while Creed used the example of stuntvvoman Amelia Earhairt as an 

iniagc of rcsistancc, the notion of grotcsquc pcrfoniiwice has been iiiflucnfial to my 
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own understanding of how the grotesque can be linked to (sub)cultural practices. The 

idea of grotesque perforinance is also seen in Bakhtin's carnivalesquc marketplace, the 

jokes, cursing, mocking and degradation of the material body that is evident in the 

carnivalesquc hold some striking familiarity with FHM. However, while die lad 

engages in many forins of behaviour outlined as grotesque by Bakhtin in Rabclais and 

M. s World, a central question is wheffier ffie grotesque body creates a can-ilvalesquc 

environment that is positive and regenerative, or whether HIM is necessarily negative, 

serving to enhance and reinforce difference as undesirable spectacle. In the 

objectification of 'Others' as grotesque spectacle, the production of the lad reinforces 

hierarchical distinctions, and wNle the lad participates in the 'carnival' of EHM, lic 

does so on unequal terms that render Nin both a spectator and a potcntial participant 

wiffi a critical and mocking voice. The carniValesque potential for resistance to 

dominant mainstream cultures becomes appropriated through consumer cultures and 

the limits of the magazine in political tenns. The lad embodies a position of perceiVed 

6 normality' in the context of the magazine (he can be well dressed, groomed and 

sexually active), is seen to uphold an implicit hierarchy in categonsing'Others' as 

'freaks', yet also he engages with the grotesque through danng and mocking behaviours, 

extreme pranks and injuries caused through absurd accidents. The lad exists on the 

inargins of the grotesque and contains contradiction as well as ambiguity. 

FHM counterpoise two prominent grotesque gazes of extreniltY and excess: prurient 

monstrosity and the undisciplincd, degradcd body, and also ldeallZcd fon-ns ofthe 
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sexual freak and 'hard' masculinity. In Men's Health the pleasures and transgression of 

the grotesque are repressed, and inascuhrnties arc dcfmed through realism, discipline 

and the desire for idealized bodies. However the grotesque functions latent in this 

magazine and is central to the repositioning of the disciplined body. In Chapter 61 

discussed how the inner body was presented by Men'S HeaAb in ways that inspired a 

fear of morbidity and mortality, with the use of diagnams revealing cause and effcct 

models of illness. In such models (a common. feature of Men's Heakh, where 

diagrams are used to educate readers on the body), the grotesque potential of the body 

is denied expression, and while knowledge provides readers with power, it also sanitises 

the abject. Above I discussed how Men'S Health discussed death and displayed the 

corpse in the article 'Dead Men's Tales'. This article displayed a rare and direct 

confrontation with the abject as a vision of horror, repulsion and disgust. In Men's 

Health, health and fear dominate the subversive potential of the grotesque, and 

discourses of healffi and fitness regulate the production of the body. MoVing from 

images of the idealized and the grotesque I now turn to the third and final aspect of my 

research: men's online communities. 'Fhe shift from printed magazines to internet 

based magazine websites is an underdeveloped area of research in the study of men's 

magazine cultures. Therefore I will exwnme how concepts of community are 

constructed and negotiated online, and will analyse how the cultures of FHM. com and 

mensheakh. co. uk construct and negotiate notions of masculinity. 
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Chapter 8 
Online Masculinities: Gender and 

Community in Men's Online 
Magazines 

In this chapter I select website material from menshealth. co. uk and FHM. com In order 

to analyse the negotiation between text and reader in the positioning of white 

heterosexual masculinities and online gendered conununities. ' Through non- 

participant observation and the use of conceptual tools offered by Bakhtin in fýs work 

on dialogism, speech genres and heteroglossia, I win analyse how male identified 

personae negotiate online identities and contribute to the construction of online male 

homosocial communities! I examine the specific ways in wfýich male personae 

communicate affective dialogues in mensheahh. co. uk and investigate the communal 

desires and modes of (dis)connection on this site among men. While writers such as 

Jackson, Stevenson and Brooks have conducted focus group research on the 

readership of printed men's lifestyle magazines, academic research on men's online 

1 The message board posts quoted in this chapter are selected using dialogues that appear in sequence 
(so as to provide logic of context) Within part of a wider thread. I have not made use of the word 'sic' to 
indicate questionable readings as these would be too frequent, but all posts are exact quotations from the 
websites and all apparently odd or erroneous readings are in fact correct as posted. Word limits often 
prevent quoting whole message threads, as complete threads are frequently excessive *in length. For 
example, one popular menshealth. co. uk thread tided 'THE six pack challenge... ' ran for 34 web-pages 
with 333 replies (rnenshealth. co-uk, 'THE six pack challenge... ', accessed 24.06.05). Itmustalsobe 
remembered that web-pages are significantly longer than printed A4 pages, and so to print whole threads 
Would be unrealistic unless one decided to conduct a inicro-level deconstruction of onc or two long 
threads. This chapter, however, is intended to uncover a variety of themes that relate to the construction 
oflieterosexual masculinity and communion. The extracts that I have selected highlight themes that are 
present throughout the sites. To see the complete threads please follow the URL links provided in the 
bibliography. See Chapter 5 for a broader discussion of the material selected for this thesis. 
21 Jiiless stated otherwise, readers are identified as male personae. 
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magazines as a site for collective readership is new and the question of the role of "s 

aspect of popular culture m the constitution of homosocial bondmg has been 

undertheorised Uackson, Stevenson and Brooks: 2001). Ibc sMft to online relations of 

reading has aflowed readers to be complIcIt wlth the making of male homosocial 

communties, and the mEX between publicly accessible websites and the display of 

emotion that is often seen on menshealLb. co. uk creates interesting tensions. The 

interactive frameworks of online magazines have altered notions of conununity and 

reading relationslups, and I will examine some of the ways that communities and 

collective readerships are formed below in the context of menshealth. cauk and 

FHM. com. 

In this chapter I initially present a comparative summary of the two websites, including 

dieir inode of interactivity. My analysis of menshealth. co. uk then begins by examining 

affective dialogues for evidence of male investments in online homosocial communities 

that offer anonymity to male-identified participants. I explore similarities with ferninist 

consciousness raising groups and the desire for communion with odier male users. 

Through analysis of the positioning of 'Others' I explore the role of women and gay- 

identified men in the white heterosexual environment of mensheakh. co. uk. My 

analysis of FHM. com begins by analysing the effects of FHM. com in foregrounding the 

grotesque and exploring ways In which lads are rendered as active, before examining 

ways in which billingsgate speech genres and deprecation are used to negate display of 

emotions. I progress by examining interactivity an(l women's bodies following the sluft 
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in reading relations, and explore the use of women's bodies in interactive games, before 

concluding my analysis of FHM. com by reading ways in which men perform sex 

fantasies through women's bodies, and bond with other readers over the projected sites 

of desire. Finafly, in this chapter I compare the conditions for heteroglossia in the two 

online magazine environments. 

Menshealth. co. uk and FHM. com: A Comparative 

Overview 

WIiilc menshca&b. co. uk is orgamsed through a complex web of message boards that 

allow readers to fully participate in dialogic communities, FHM. com has a mode of' 

interactivity closer to a collective monologue insofar as website material is produced 

largely by the magazine rather than interactively negotiated by readers. Consequently, 

the deconstruction of online speech in this chapter largely involves the website 

menshealLb. co. uk, where concepts of 'brotherhood', affective discourses and 

intersubjective desITC are clear thematic presences. This chapter can be distinguished 

from the work in the previous two chapters by its focus upon gendered communities 

(as distinct from heterosexual, white, male identities), the affective and emotional terms 

of relationality formed between male personae, and the rclationslups formed between 

heterosexual inen and 'Others'; its focus on the inter-active context of reading/WrIting 

(as opposed to more atomised readersfýp practices in relation to (prMt) magazine 

consumpfion); and by its analysis of how the shifts in the modes of representation on 

each website rcsolve ambivalences m the pnntcd magazines. 
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In menshealth. co. uk there are 47 message boards that are themselves each separated 

into sub-sections and all of which then fall under the six general headings of"Fitness', 

'Sex', 'Health, 'Looks', 'Sport' and 'Anyd-iing Else? ' The vast majority of online 

participants identify themselves as heterosexual men, and from my research I have 

found that most of ffic issues raised for discussion relate to masculinifies, the male body 

and/or heterosexual male fantasy (these subjects are discussed below). Women and 

gay personae also participate on message boards in menshealth. co. uk, posting most 

frequently on the boards labelled 'Women' and 'Sexuality' (both of Much are located 

within the category of 'Sex'). The titles of these boards provide legitimate space for 

participation by women and gay men, although gay men do hold wider investments in 

the website with respect to discourses of fitness, health and fashion. I continue to 

discuss the roles that. women and gay men play online in the context of 

mensheakh. co. uk below, however here it is important to point out how the structure of 

menheafth. cauk does not exclude outsider voiccs, and indeed, the positioning of 

'Others' are sigi-lificant in reading how men perforin masculinity online. 

FHM. com is split into 40 sections with a menu type structure that largely precludes 

interaction with other readers (unless one was to pay for access to online gambling in 

the 'Players Lounge' that boasts thousands of members worldwide). In contrast to 

menshealth. co. uk, FTIM. com is primarily a visual website where audiences are 

provided with photographs, videos and games that position heterosexual men as the 

spectator of 'Others'. Ilerefore, in the discussion of FHM. com I focus upon the 
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significance of visual images, and analyse the speech genres used by magazine 

journalists to create the illusion of a truly interactive dialogic community. 'lliere is 

space for audience comment on FHM-com, however comments are lirnited (with 

imposed word limits) and the strucftning of the website resuicts and altcrs dialogic 

conversation and/or affective speech genres. The structure and content of 

menshealth. co. uk and FHM. com highlights the radically divergent fornis of these two 

types of interactive homosocial speech communities. In "s chapter I now turn to 

offer separate readings of mcnshcýdth. co. uk and FHM. com before moving to a 

comparative analysis on the space for heteroglossia and homosocial male communities. 

Affective Dialogues in menshealth. co. uk 

Affective dialogues by, and between, male identified participants are common everyday 

occurrences on menshealLb. co. uk, and the space for the discussion of emotional issues 

is a distinguishing feature of menshealth. co. uk as a website. In affective dialogues, male 

personae request advice or raise debates on issues that range from dissatisfaction with 

bodily appearance, to concerns regarding health and personal relationships. There are 

also a variety of strategies employed in response to displays of male emotions, With 

participants using speech genres that relate to compassion, irony, indiffcrcnce or'no 

nonsense 9 approaches that advocate the discipline produced in the wider culture. 

Many of the emotional subjects raised disrupt traditional notions of an unemotional 

inacho masculimty, and some reveal points of tension in the ways that masculinitics arc 

produced as disciplined by Mcn's Health magazine. 
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In Telling Sexual Stories, Ken Plummer followed women9s stones of rape and 

highlighted how such narratives had shifted from being the domain of men (in medical 

scientific discourse) to stones of survival and resistance from women in autobiography 

and consciousness raising groups. Plummer stated that, 

The narrative comes to assume a fundamentally different form: the story becomes 
one of power and gender rather than sex and desire. It was a story of women's lives 
under male power and regulation rather than a story of male sexual release mid 
woman9s provocation. The stories of rape-whilst full of variety-fundamentally 
shifted (Plummer: 1995: 67). 

I have cited the example of rape stones here to provide a compaiison with men and 

emotional dialogues, and how the shift to online men's magazine message boards has 

opened up an arena for men to discuss emotions and anxieties that have traditionafly 

been considered 'unmasculine'. Online we can read of men who have been raped, 

abused or who have eating disorders, subjects that are often hidden in society or are 

perceived as women's issues. ' In "s respect the online message boards of 

mcnshcaAh. co. uk show some generic similarity to women's problem pages in women's 

magazines, however the structuring of menshealib. co. uk message boards allow 

intersubjective negotiations between readers that are not restricted by word limits. The 

potentially anonymous space of menshcalth. co. uk message board conversations are the 

central aspect of interactivity on the website, and in order to initially demonstrate the 

intensity of emotional dialogues online I now quote at length one post submitted to the 

3 See mcnshcalth. co. uk message board posts such as'Am I Bulimic? ' 
<http: #www. me nshealth. co. uk/talk/thread. phtn-d/thread9852 I /Pagel/> Accessed 11-01.02, or 
'Abused as a child, needing advice' 
<Iittp: //www. mciishealth. co. uk/taWthread. phtml/post488906`/#4889067> Accessed 08.08.01, for two of 
many examples. 
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menshcalih. co. uk 'Sex' board under the subheading 'Relationships' cAcd 'So much 

I)alfl!!! ' 

I have been married for just over a year and I have a little boy who is also a year old. 
The begining of December I found out my wife had taken out a large money loan 
from the bank without discussing it with me. We had a massive arguement and but in 
the end everything was ok. The following week my wife went out with her work 
friends and came home really late I asked her who dropped her home and she told 
me it was a work friend (who I never knew and I knew all her work fiiends). She 
acted really unsual and weird and I asked what was going on and she said she had 
been smoking (she never has smoked). That weekend I felt very upset I felt there was 
something wrong. The following monday she stopped wearing the wedding ring and I 
felt even more worried and upset. Then the Tuesday I begged her to wear the 
wedding ring and she said ok. I took her to work and later that day I arrived at her 
work place with flowers and tryed to prove to her how much I love hci-. She wanted 
me out of the building and I asked her if she was wearing the wedding ring she told 
me that she wasn't wearing it and that she was confused! 

Later that day I picked her up from work and she told me that she wanted space. I 
was devastated. I moved into my mum and dads house and she dropped some of my 
stuff over. 

A few weeks went by I felt that there was more to it than that. I went round to the 
house and she was acting strange, she told me she was happier without me and that it 
was over .... I was so upset I cryed I beg her to give me another chance. We talked and 
she said she wanted more time. 

Then on the 23rd of December she said it was over, and that there was no one else 
she just wanted to concertrate on my son and her course that she was studying. I 
didn't know what to do ... we agreed to spend Christmas eve together in seperate 
rooms and I would get to spend Christmas With my son (we lived Mith her parents by 
die way). So Christmas eve I go round there and my wife acts like she didn't want me 
there she had taken all my pictures down she didn't want me in the bedroom (which 

was our bedroom I payed for the bed). She went out With her mum and I looked 

after my son and her father was there aswell. 

After the way she acted I knew there was more to it than that. ... I just had to prove it. 
So I went through cupboards in the bedroom and found the morruing after pill. I 
knew that she had slept with someone else it was dated for that day on the box. I was 
so hurt, shocked, I cryed so much. 

Slic came back and I confronted her in front of her parents ... and she got upset and 
ran into the bathroom. About ten minutes later she came out and told me that it was 
a fling With a guy from colleage were she was doing her course and that it was a one 
off. And that he was good to talk to. I said that I was willing to forgive her and that 

we could make a fresh start she said she didnt know. 

So Clinstmas day came and I wanted to concerntrate on my son. I gave my wife all 
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her presents and she didn't seem intrested. Later that day she told me she wanted a divorce and that if I divorced her on adultery that she would never speak to me again 
and I would never get to see my little boy I felt so sick and I didn't understand any of 
it. 

I agreed to seperate in the new year even though I wanted to work at it. 

Then on my sons birthday I catch her coming home at 4am in the morning and I 
confronted her and she confessed that she was seeing the guy from work (who 
dropped her off) and that there was no guy from colleage. She said that he loves her 
and she has feelings for him.. I if I loved tier I wotild let her go. She also told me that 
she had been taking my son to the other guys place mid that killed me. 

Since then I only get to see my son at weekends, me and my wife hardly speak now. 
still love her so much and I want to work things out but she is still seeing the other 
guy. I feel so much pain I had to go for an AIDS test because I don't know when it 
started. I have trouble sleeping I feel sick thinking about it. I miss not seeing my little 
boy everyday ... I don't know if I should divorce her if so on what grounds .... all my 
friends have been so supportive she has cut off contact with all my friends.. I feel that 
its all my fault that she did it because of me that I wasn't good enough. I feel so 
betrayeOHN 

Please help!!!!!! 

Heartbroken! 

(mensheaa. co. uk, 'So much pain!! V, accessed 17.04.02). 

Many writers have reflected upon the apparent cnsis in contemporary masculinity, and 

have outlined how men face increased emotional and physical pressures as a direct 

result. of traditional notions of masculinity and 'manhood'. In Chapter 4,1 outlined 

how Writers such as Harry Brod and Victor Seidler have discussed how men lack 

emotional engagement, and many vmters have expressed the notion of a masculine 

crisis claiming that the effects of repressing emotion have both physical and mental 

repercussions for men (Brod: I 987b, Seidler: 1994, Horrocks: 1995, Kin-iniel: 1996, 

Faludi: 2000, Clare: 2000). Yet in the above post, the ýmter seeks homosocial 
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connection through his vulnerability ('devastated', 'so upset' 'so hurt, shocked', 'I cryed 

so much' 'I felt so sick', 'I feel so much pain', 'I feel sick' and 'I feel so bctrayed!!!!!! '), 

articulating states of mind not traditionally associated with heterosexual masculinity and 

conceptions of 'manhood'. In the writer's descnption of events, traditional gender 

roles are reversed with respect to the outpouring of emotion. As regards ways In wfýich 

the above dialogue reflects on conceptions of masculinity and male community, the 

reader demonstrates a desire for communion through shared experiences ('Please 

help!!!!!! '). In this there is also an abject plea against loneliness, and the fact that the 

writer has tumed to a male message board for advice despite havirig the support of his 

ffiends M the physical world is significant in demonstrating the importance of the 

anonymous spaces of menshealLb. co. uk in facilitating modes of talking that generally 

are not part of the idiom of homosociality. The post illustrates that men desire 

communion with other men and value the support networks offered by 

(predominantly) male personae through the message boards on menshealth. co. uk. 

The internet environment requires researchers to revisit reading relations as online 

magazines such as mensheakh. co. uk represent interactive, communal spaces, that 

reconfigure notions of the public and the private. While the mtemet is a public 

domain and the message boards of mensheakh. co-uk are easily accessible to computer 

network users, the dialogues submitted by men reveal intimate emotions that would 

often be IlIdden or private. To demonstrate some of the diverse ways in which writers 

identified as male personae communicate, respond and relate to emotivc subjects of 
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conversation, I quote extensively below from a thread that was posted on the 

menshealth. co. uk 'Fitness' board in 2004 caUed'Dealing witli unattractivcness'. In this 

particular thread different forms of speech genres are employed to console male 

wnters, from compassionate speech to no nonsense advice on self-help. The subject of 

the thread links to some of the issues discussed in Chapter 6 and men who fad to five 

up to idealiZed standards of the muscular male body. 

Writer A 
Ok guys -I now need some spiritual advice. 
After trying for years to get my body back to look as I want I have run out of' 
patience, and, frankly, energy and commitment. To keep worrying about how 
unhappy I am With how I look is exhausting and therefore request some advice on 
how to deal With or 'pocket' this emotion but carry on without it affecting me too 
much. 
Anybody been or got any advice? By the way I am not returning to gyms -I am 
thoroughly sick of them - so spiritual guidance only il'you have any! 

Writer B 
I could tell you that beauty is only skin deep and that what is important is that 
someone is beautiful on the inside but thats a load of kack and you know it. Get your 
ass down the gym. 

Writer C 
don't put yourself down mate, unless you look like Chcwbacca then you aint got to 
worry 

Writer D 
I would advise you to understand you have tried and done your best. If there are still 
parts you are unhappy with then understand you know that but have done what you 
can to change and that is enough. 

You only have one body at some point you have to leani to accept it as it is. As 

Juvenile and childish as that advice seems, at some point you may just have to hold 

you hands up and say "Ilis is me! " 

Writer E 
i was un-happy, real un-happy with the way 1 looked so 1 did something about it. The 

problem was me being fat so i removed the problem by becoming slim, wasnt easy 
but 4 months later im happy. 

You can be as spiritual as you want but at the end of the day you have a problem and 
the only way to deal widi it would be to remove it from the equation or lessen it to an 
extent that you became happy again. 
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I . Us for accepting the way you look, nah thats, not right. Everyone has the ability to do 
something unless its medically/financi ally impossible, if its weight then lose some, it 
aint rocket science, eat less and exerci IIII ise and get some self disipline. If its facial 
features then losing weight might bring out a slightly different look, get a tali, change 
of image, smile etc but this falls under the medically/financialy impossible criteria. 

Its common sense. 

(menshealth. co. uk, 'Dealmg with unattracfiveness', accessed 23.11.04). 

The original participant,, Writer A, identified himself as 'Anon', preferring not to 

engage with the website by subscribing to a usemanie. Anonyn-uty lends itself to 

emotive dialogues and is often used in instances where the topic of conversation is 

particularly sensitive or controversial. Opting for the security of posting under the 

username canoný or tanonymous' is interesting in an online message board 

environment that is already anonymous, (although the vaiter might be a regular 

participant who desires anonymity from other readers online). The name anonymous 

is part of a particular tradition of emotional or confessional speech genres such as the 

problem page, therapeutic spaces (such as Alcoholics Anonymous or Emotions 

Anonymous), or the church confessional box. ' Being anonymous is an important 

aspect of inensheakh. co. uk for many writers, and the option to post as 'Anon' further 

defines the message boards of menshealth. co. uk as a private space within a public, 

lioniosocial domain. Having said "s, it is important to clanfy that, as with any space 

that permits diversity, there are also readers who make explicit links to their fives 

4 Both Alcoholics Anonymous and Emotions Anonymous are self-help groups run for alcoholics who 
require help, advice and support in overcoming their addiction to alcohol. While these two groups are 
not strictly anonymous, I have used them as examples of how therapies are conceived and named as 
anonymous spaces for emotional dialogues. 
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outside of* the internet (with photographs and completed personal profiles) and those 

who use mcnshea1th-co. uk as a space to make fhends on an interpersonal level 

(through social meets and gyrn buddies). 

In the first post by Writer A, the writer is distraught at being unable to live up to 

idealized standards and has resorted to asking for 'spiritual guidance' on how to 

C pocket' Ns emotions. 'niis is supportive of Harry Brod's claim that male sex roles and 

the lack of space given for men to express emotional sensitivity are damaging for men 

both mentally and physically (Brod: I 987b). The vulnerability shown by Writer A does 

produce an affective response from Writer C ('don't put yourself* down inate') but Ins 

compassion stands in contrast to Writer B and Writer E whose responses work ag-mnst 

conceptions of spirituality in support of a culture defmed by physical attractiveness and 

self-discipline. Writer B employs direct, authoritarian speech ('that's a load of kack 

and you know it') in his reply to Writer A's anguish, while Writer E proVides a more 

detailed, anecdotal account of Ills personal experience of overcoming problems with 

self-help and determination Ceat less and exercise and get some self-discipline'). As we 

have seen in Chapter 6, notions of hegenionic masculinity that are built around the 

strong, disciplined body are a central aspect of Men's Health magazine, and in the 

above dialogucs we can see how they lie implicit in the responses by Writer B and 

Writer E. Wfiile there arc mixed responses to Writer A's original post, demonstrating 

both compassion and insensitivity, the sympathy offered refuses to underrmne the 

bencl-Its of gym culture and self-improvement. Audionty is communicated through 
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fitness and self-help, and we can see this especially in Wnter B's and Wnter E's 

dialogues d-lat flatly state that the reader should get his 'ass down the gyni' and that self- 

discipline and sell'-help 'aint rocket science'. 41cre is a large investment in fitness and 

exercise culture in Men's HcaLb, and the responses quoted above suggest that while the 

space proVided by menshealth. co. uk aflows men to communicate emotions Witli 

expectations of feedback from other users, fitness culture can also prevent con-u-nunion 

and understanding. 

However, fitness culture is often a site for male bonding on menshealth. co. uk, and 

threads on the 'Fitness' message boards demonstrate homosocial bonding in different 

ways to dialogues of emotion. In the discussion of fitness, men employ distinctive 

fonns of speech, incorporating factual statements with comments on overall progress, 

statistics (such as the arnount of weights lifted or of body weight) and goals. For 

example, on a message board on the 'Skinny Man's Bulk-Up ChallengeW the following 

dialogue took place, 

Writer F 
Has someone ever said to you "I may be one or two pounds underweight, but YOU 

are sumniin'else! " ', ) 

Are you trying to gain weight but it seems like everything around you is geared 
towards losing AP 

You're not alone! 

Introducing the all noo, and it is noo, Skinny Man's Bulk-Up Challenge! In a similar 
win to The Six Pack Challenge, everyone who's trying to gain weight can use this 
thread to monitor their progress, and get the motivation from others that they need 
I to-help-turn-dieir-tragic-life-aroun(l. ' 

SO if you are trying to gain weight, please post your current weight and target weight 
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and also your current workout routine and even diet if you want, and then we can all 
encourage each other and share advice. 

I'm in the process of sorting out a new routine so I'll post that up soon, but in the 
mean time: 

Current Weight: II stone I lb 
Target Weight: 12 stone 
Would like to be able to achieve this in 10 weeks, not sure how realistic this is but I'll 
give it a go! Will be on creatine and protein supplements on top of my regular diet 
too. 

Please get on-board for this challenge! 

Writer G 
Sounds like a good idea to monitor everyones progress, it would be interesting to see 
how much weight other people are gaining. 

Are you trying to On muscle weight, or just weight in general. I reckon nearly a 
whole stone in 10 weeks would be quite a challenge. I am exactly the same weight as 
yourself, so i will give it a go to. 

My workout is as follows. 

Monday - bench press/dip 
Lat PuR dowD/pull up 
Military Press 
Shrugs 
Friday - Squat 
Deadlift 
Calf work 
Crunches 

Writer H 
Here you go [Writer F] you can have 6 of my best lbs free for nothing 

(menshealth. co. uk, 'Skinny Man's Btflk-Up ChallengeW, accessed 19.01.05). 

I'lie dialogue selected above is a typical example of the speech pattems employed in 

message board threads on fitness. The speech conu-nunities on menshcalih. muk draw 

upon a range of speech genres, and here we can see how Writer F starts die thread by 

directly addressing a collectivc readership through inclusive language that engages With 
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discourses of fitness and exercise. Unlike the emotional dialogues quoted earlier, 

Writer F's tone is confident, and male bonding is organized around motivational 

statements such as 'we can all encourage each other' in ways that empower men. 

There is no explicit call for brotherhood (as widi dialogues below), however the space 

is clearly defined as male, with the language reflecting male fitness culture ffirough 

words such as 'man' and 'bulk-up', and refcrences to 'workout' routines that involvc the 

use of creatine and heavy weights lifting. The specialized vocabulary of gyrn culture not 

only serves to bond men into a community of collective readers, but is also seen as a 

way to empower men and enable them'to-help-tuni-their-tragic-life-around'. With 

respect to community, there is an explicit desire for homosocial bonding through 

phrases such as 'You're not alone! ' and the thread acts to carve a space for a smaller, 

more focused community wi"n the larger community of mensheahh. co. uk by inviting 

readers to take up the chaflenge and to report back to one another. 'Me above three 

extracts illustrate how the shift to onfine versions of men's lifestyle i-riagazilies have 

created collective readersliip(s) and interactive corm-nunal spaces in which men use the 

anonymous spaces of message boards to express desire for communion through shared 

experiences With other men. I shall now Investigate the collective rcading/writing of 

participants on menshealth. co. uk in relation to notions of brotherhood, shared 

homosocial spaces, and gendered discussion of embodied expenences. 
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Men and Brotherhood in mensbealtb. co. uk 

During iny tune resi--arching menshealih. co. uk there have been direct calls for 

homosocial spaces that use notions of brotherhood in ways reminiscent of feminist 

consciousness raising groups (hereafter cited as CR) of the 1960s and 1970s. In 

Chapter 4,1 outlined how feminist CR groups arose as a result of second wave 

feminism's emphasis on the personal being polifical, and were set up as ýt political 

strategy to allow women a safe space to share everyday expenences, to bond as a 

gendered community, and to understand how their everyday experiences of' 

oppression related to wider patriarchal structures. As Susan Hawthorne states, 

With the arrival of feminism in my life came, finally, a language, words with which to 
understand on another, shared talk in consciousness raising groups that allowed us to 
arrange the patterns of our lives into political shapes (Hawthorne: 1996: 483). 

This section of my analysis is not intended to provide a comparative analysis between 

feminist CR and calls for collective brotherhood on mensheakh. co. uk. Indeed, the 

intersubjective desire for homosocial communIties on menshcalth. cauk does not 

outline a political strategy for men. However, ffiere are some similarities in the idea of 

shared homosocial spaces that discuss the embodied experiences in tern-is of gender, 

and CR modes of talking are generally not ffiought of as part of ffie idiom of 

homosociality. In the first two dialogues quoted CSo much pain!!! ' and 'Dealing With 

unattractiveness) Participants were seen to engage with pnvatc emotions that cast 

menshcalth. co. A as a safe space where participants can ask a community of 

predominantly male personae to focus upon common cxpcnences as men and to ask 

for advice on their own positioning as men. 
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'I'lic dialogues on brotherhood that I analyse below do not explicitly call for political 

unity as men, however there is a desire expressed for the protection of male spaces. I 

therefore examine some of the strategies used to convey the desire for homosocial 

bonding, and will offer a reading of how online communities in menshealth. co. uk 

constmct gender as a community issue. As a dialogic space where users can acdvely 

participate in conversations, menshcalLb. co. uk allows men to build friendslUps mid 

acqumntances online, and we can often see such relationships ft-anscend the 

boundaries of the intemet through real life social 'meets' or 'gym buddies'. However, 

set in the context of the internet, online magazines have created new fonns of 

interaction between men that allow homosocial bonding on inany levels, and that have 

permitted new forins of intimacy through emotional dialogues and the space for 

interactive anonymity. Theories of homosociality can be extended by empirical 

research of online corninumbes as collective readerships organized around affectivc 

desire and expressmg itself in forms reminiscent of CR groups. 

On a message board 'Anything Else: Chatting' three participants to mcnshealth. co. uk 

wrote the following posts to a thread called 'I have posted on handbag'! 

Writer A 
One of the great things about this site is that guys can come on and talk about things 
they never imagined they could. They feel free to discuss issues they couldn't possibly 
strike up in a pub with their mates. And perhaps, more importantly, fliev can call for 

advice on things which have been plaguing diem: everything from a failed 

relationship, to a bizarre spot on their perns. And one of the nicest things to see on 

In the context of flus thread 'handbag' refers to the popular women's Nvebsite iviviv. handbag. coin. 
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here is the broffierhood that's become the members of Men's Health and the support 
network which appears to be growing in strength. 

More recently, however, the site has gained a number of women postees. And that 
worries me. Ifs not because I'm sexist, or because I don't think women have a 
valuable part to play, but it gets away from the ethos of Men's Health. And there's a 
silently growing minority of people who are getting a little tired of seeing some of the 
discussion forums becoming little more that a verbal orgy of flirting and innuendo. 
There's also the concern that the number of men who feel comfortable with posting 
up issues/problems etc wifl decline as many will just worry that they may become a 
laughing stock for the chattering classes and women who simply want to have a good 
snIgger at the boards. 
Ifs is only to be expected that a website in which, in part, men post pictures of their 
torsos and talk about the size of their manhoods is likely to attract female attention. 
I'm in no doubt that if one of the women's monthly launched the "Increase the size of 
your breasts challenge" and invited readers to post before and after pictures that the 
boards would be full of male voyeurs. 

A women's website in which debate rages with cackles of laughter about this one - if 
diat's what you're saying - is nothing other than sad real-ly. 

Maybe now one understand why some websites, which include chat forums, have 
started to charge a fee for subscription. 

Writer B 
I guess you weren't a regular user of MH in the days of old when there was continual 
ffirting and banter with the opposite sex?? 

I am sorry to say that your post was in no way a discussion about HB but about the 
fact of trying to keep MH for purely men.. something which I am dead agamst. 

Mens Health does allow guys to post about their problems.. which is great.. but what 
is also great is that there are women here who can help us and guide us in die right 
direction when we need and ask for it. I for one have had advice from LL in the past 
(years ago) and I certainly didn't object to it then or now. ' 

I find the fact that you appear to post here yet didn't log in to an account rather 
disturbing, why was that? Why not post with your normal account (or have you just 
been lazy and not bothered getting one? ). 

I have no problem discussing problems I have here.. be there just male or female 

posters.. after all who cares really what sex the person is who is replying if the reply is 
worth hearing from? 

Writer C 
I agree with what [Writer A] said to some extent, but INVriter BI is right when it says 
ifadvice is good it doesn't matter who has said it. It's a tricky thing because while I do 

6 LL is an abbreviation that refers to a female-identified personae who regularly contributes to the 

message boards. 
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think the MH boards should be primarily by MEN and for MEN, that does not 
mean women should not be allowed at all, or somehow kept In check. 

I just think that although it would be good to have a Men's forum where they can say 
anything Without fear of female reprisal, in practice it is not possible and hopefullý' 
the women who post on here are not like that anyway. I think the women are in the 
minority on here anyway, if there became a point where there were more women 
posters than men I think it would need to be looked at, as the Anon said it would be 
getting away from the ethos of MH being a male-oriented domain. Would be 
interested to hear [the orAine editor'sl input on this! 

(menshealth. co. uk, 'I have posted on handbag', accessed 02.09.04). 

Ilie diversity of opinion quoted above, with bod-i consensual and confficting ideas on 

the role of women in mcnshcahh. co. uk demonstrates heteroglossia in the structuring of' 

the menshealth. co. uk message boards (I elaborate on this idea later in the chapter) - 

These posts also reveal one of the ways in wNch meanings are ncgotiated 

intersubjectively. In the debate regarding female participation on menshealth. co. uk, 

tensions are articulated as gendered, and men are positioned as distinct from women 

physically, mentally, and also in terms of community investment. In the post by Writer 

A (and supported by Writer Q, male bonding is imagined as an ideal space I'Or the 

discussion of communal discourses between men on subjects relating to their 

embodied expenences in everyday life. Furthennore, according to Wnter A, the 

participation of women undermines male bonding and turns dialogue into'a verbal 

orgy of flirting and innucndo'. 'flie post from Writer A is not exprcssed explicitly in 

political tcnns as CR, however references to a'brotherhood' that'appears to be 

growing in strciigtli can implicitly be read as political in defining inale-only spaces. 

There is importance placed upon mcnshcafth. co-uk as an intcractive homosocial 
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speech community in the lives of male-identified personae, and in Writer A's dialogue 

we can see how it is notiust homosocial bonding which is important, but online 

homosocial space, with the online envirom-nent being seen as conduciVe to founs of 

dialogue that cannot be approached 'in a pub with their mates'. The interactive context 

of collectively reading/writing a message board tfiread allows access to private emotions 

that are difficult to approach with gendered commumties m the physical world, and 

while there is no guarantee of support in the online enviromnent, it is a space where 

readers can reflect upon the process of identity both as an individual, but also as a part 

of a wider cormnunity of men. In this respect, menshcaM. cauk can be viewed as a 

site of resistance against dominating or stereotypical male identities. 

The Positioning of 'Others' in menshealth. co. uk 

Women 

It is not always possible to define ffie biological, social or cultural identifies of readers in 

the online environment of menshealth. co. uk unless it is marked in speech, shown 

through photographs or given away through inconsistency of dialogue. As I suggested 

in Chapter 4, deception is a concern in online research that lacks face-to-face contact. 

However, gender is a normative defining characteristic in mensheafth. co. uk, and 

participants frequently identify themselves as men or women. Women are positioned 

as 'Othcrs'who hclp defme mcn's rclationship with cach othcr and with a nofional 

sense of community. On menshcalth. cauk there are users that express resentment for 

women 9s participation in the online community, as well as those who actively seek 
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womenýs opinions in message board threads such as 'Bisexuality - Women's Views', 

'Need women's opinion about University' or 'Women's views on non-drinkersP? ' 

There are also male personae that claim gender is msignificant to the expression of 

opinions. There are many differing, complex views on the positioning of women in the 

wider community, however women remain a constant undercurrent and a point of 

tension *in defining male communifies as male spaces. The omniscience of gender III 

the constmction of community in menshealth. co. uk positions women as an implicit (if 

not explicit) source of difference from which (hegemonic) masculinities are defined. 

For example, in Chapter 61 outlined how women's bodies have been used figuratively 

by male personae who felt that their own bodies did not five up to idealiZed standards 

of masculinity, with notions of fen-iiiiiiiity being used to descnbe male bodies as weak 

or soft. 

In the thread 'I have posted on handbag' quoted earher, we saw how the initial 

participant described his resentment at women participating on the message boards of 

menshcafth. co. uk in ways that introduced sexual flirting. Women's bodies are 

visualized dirough dialogue to construct sexual fantasies on the message boards of 

menshcafth. co. uk, and I wiH now quote from a thread caUed Tisualizing' in order to 

show flow women's bodies are constructed as sexual objects by participants, and also to 

comment upon how such narratives construct the heterosexual environment of 

menshcaldi. co. uk. ' 

The name of the thread has been edited to exclude usernames and to respect online anonyinity. 
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Writer A 
"I could be as fat as a barrel with a wart on my face"... 
I thought it might be fun to indulge in a bit of cyber-visualisation. No need to 
confirm or deny anything - it mightjust make [Writer BI laugh H 
Ok, I've got Long Legs as about 5'10" tall. Wiflowy figure, long legs obv, 36B. Age 
43, long blonde hair. Style - smart- always manicured and made up. Very Chic -n 
not mutton dressed as... Very Vivacious, laughs a lot, touchy feely. Instant sex appeal 
to any passing bloke - it Will be in her eyes when she laughs.. Will flirt outrageouslv, 
but make it clear there only room for her DH in her life. An absolute sex bomb. 
Wears only classy lingerie - always stockings, never tights... I'll stop there, before I 
move into my fantasy! 
Incidentally - my DW is all of the above, except brunette with shorter hair and I love 

every inch of her. 

Writer B 
Hi [Writer A], 
I've just gone and replied in full to this on the 'Who are we' thread! 
I'm not really sure why you've started this one, sweetheart, as I'm not that exciting a 
person to look at -just your average tall, blue-eyed brunette. I'm neither beautiful, nor 
ugly, for which I thank my parents wholeheartedly! 
[Writer 131 xx 

Writer B 
Hey folks, I'm certainly not 43 - not for some time in the future, anyway! I'm also 
neither blonde nor long haired - I've got die legs, though. I don't think I'll be'willowy' 
for a while, but I can but hope!! 

Has anyone come across [Writer A] since the new boards came out - I'm missing 
him! 
[Writer BI xx 

Writer C 
works for a porn chat line. 

Writer B 
Oh yeah, you reckon, [Writer Cl? 
So why was he here in the recent past?! 

Writer B 
For all you guys, would you like to add to this thread P Mypic' doesn't give much 
away, afterafl. " 
Uust fishing for compliments/fantasies here, btw!!! ) 
JWriter BI xxx 

Writer D 
You're always fishing, darling... 
Besides, I have a very clear picture of you 
;D 

(mensheaAh. co. uk, 'Visualizing', accessed 02.06.05). 
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In the above fluead we can see some examples of how flirtafious behaviour expresses 

itscIf through visualizing womcn 9s bodics. Writcr A constructs a vivid fantxsy that 

fragments the female body and uses it as a site to guide the dialogue, and similar 

techniques can be found in FHM. com where fantasy nan-ativcs are constructed dirough 

the prOjecfion of desire onto women's bodies (as will be discussed below). 'niere is a 

complicit response from Writer B (the subject of Wnter A's nan-ativc), and her 

presence encourages the continuation of the fantasy constructed around her onhne 

personae. The investment that women hold in male dominated spaces such as 

menshealtb-cauk and FIIM. com is intriguing, and would prove mi interesting project 

to expand upon in later research. However, iii the context of constructimis of 

heterosexual masculinity, sexual fantasy (termed 'a bit of cyber-visualisation' by Writer 

A) is constructed here as a heterosexual fantasy, and the above thread therefore 

explicitly contributes to creating the lieterosexual environment of menshealdi. co. uk. 

Gay writers can express sexuality in specifically dedicated threads on the subject under 

the topic of 'Sexuality', however they are not expected to signal such desire in general 

threads that might disrupt heterosexual stability. As we will see later in this chapter, 

when a gay user signals his desire for another male user, this is subsequently met With 

conflict froin the (dis)conncctions of other i-nessage-board participants. 

In Cliapter, l., I discussed the poten6al of the onlme environment to allow crea6vc 

idenfifies in shared interacfive spaces. However, wlifle computer networks provide the 

space for sophisticated reflccfion on the construcfion of idenfity, dicrc is no cvidencc 
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on the message boards of men's online lifestyle magazines of personae trying to break 

the inould on subjects such as masculinity and feniiiiinity. While the niale bodv and 

conceptions of masculinity are cenb-al to websites sucli as mensheafth. co. uk, the 

distinctions made between men and women maintain very traditional gender 

boundaries. WMe male personae question the positioning of men in Brifish society, 

the status of mascuhnity is not challenged. Men's magazines such as Afen'S Health and 

THMhavc a huge investment in maintaining gender distinctions, and gender is centr-A 

to how identities are constructed by readers online. Therefore, as writers such as Ann 

Balsamo and Jodi O'Brien suggest, gender organises our social reality and in the 

context of menshealth. co. uk (and, as we will see below, in FHM. com) it is impossible 

to escape hegemonic concepts of gendered identity (Balsamo: 1996, O'Bnen: 1999). 

Gay Men 

Despite an acceptance of gay men in the wider cominunity there arc simultaneously 

some tensions expressed between heterosexual and homosexual nien In the 

homosocial community of mensheahh. co. uk. Although the message boards are 

structured so that discussion of gay sexuality most frequently remains in the 

parameters of the message board 'Sexuality', there are mstances where homosexual 

identities and desires enter conversation on boards outside of this context. There is 

rarely explicit hoinopliobia in the culture of menshealdi. co. uk, yet implicit tension 

exists, and bciiig'gay' is used as a tenn of misult by soine heterosexual pai-ticipants. In 

a message board thread called 'New Men's Health' we can see how representations of 
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idealized male bodics and gay sexual desire sit uncomfortably With heterosexual 

readers of the magazine. 

Writer A 
My GF reads the cover (over and over again) I read the articles. Fair deal 1 "nk: ) 

Writer B 
When mine popped through the door yesterday, my flatmate shouted upstairs 
"B, your gay mag's here" 
arrgh! I'm not homophobic (and, because it clearly proves it: P one of my flatmates is 
gay) but is there any need for shirtlifters on the front of the mag? I keep getting funny 
looks!! 

Writer C 
I for one don't give a damn about the cover models. No offense to whatever 
braindead muscle guy tlieyýve got on the front cover this month (come on. I read the 
inside cover and then the article on the cover model. "Model and club promoter". ' 
Please. Spare us. ), but I'd rather read more about the results of actual readers rather 
than some pretty boy with the perfect sixpack who graces the cover every now and 
then. I can't even take this magazine into work without some sn1de comment made 
about the fact that I'm reading a fitness magazine with a cover that looks more like the 
cover of the latest edition of Gay Times or Attitude rather than one of the UK's 
better-known men's magazines. Would it kill Men's Health to put a female on the 
cover? Or how about a cover to do with one of the topics? If theres an article on, say, 
bodysurfing, why not a cover reflecting that? I know that putting such images of guys 
blessed with superior genetics that make them a, more facially attractive and b, more 
likely to develop a nicer physique than the 99% of human males can probably induce 
envy levels to increase all our desires to work harder at the gyrn - but I think its a bit 
dull. Lose the cover models and get a decent cover done for god's sake. 

And whilst we're at it - can you *please* tell me just why it is that I need to be 

confronted with umpteen membership application forms for differing prices when I 

open the magazine up for the first time after securing it from the shelves in WH 
Smith? Hmm?, 

Thank you. Whinge over. 

(menshcalib. co. ul., - 'New Men's Health', accessed 21.12.04). 

In the posts quoted above we can see the tension generated by representations of 

muscular inale bodies on the cover of Men's Hcahh and anxieties created by 
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perceptions from other men that readers, of Men's Healdi might be ýricwcd as gay. 'flie 

muscular male bodies of models on the front cover of Men'S Health are recognized as 

attractive to women and to gay men, and in "s thread it can be seen that there is no 

space for the projection of desire in terms of identification or admiration. Writer A 

acknowledges that his girlffiend finds the cover models attractive but declares that he 

only reads the articles, and Wiiter C feels the need to explicitly state his lack of interest 

regarding the cover model Csome pretty boy with the perfect sixpack'). Widiin tlus 

homosocial male space there are recurring tensions regarding desire and containment 

of desire towards other men. This is not to say that male readers of Mcn's HealLb do 

not identify witli ffie bodies of cover models, and in menshealth. cauk there are men 

who identify With such ideals, as well as those who express aspiration, disinterest or 

failure at living up to the projected cultural ideals of embodying muscular masculinity. 

In the above thread, Writer C also expresses a desire for a change in the marketing of' 

Men's HealLb to standards that are more explicitly heterosexual, and in this respect gay 

men are positioned as outsiders to the wider culture. Writer C is defensive about the 

fact that he receives 'snide' comments about reading magazines for gay men when it is 

actually 'one of the UK's better-known men's magazines'. In contrast to Writer C's 

repudiation of desire for other men, Writer B approaches the subject of the male body 

and sexuality With a more light hearted tone. Yet at the same time he is aware of how 

his post could be deemed homophobic, hence the disclaimer that refers to the vmter's 

gay flatinate. The use of quotation marks to position the writer's flatinate as the one 

who questions Iiis sexuality demonstrates the use of double voiced discourse. 'Mrough 

double voiced discourse a writer can use distant speech to approach a subject that lie 
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recognises as potentially controversial, deflecting conflict whIlst voicing thoughts. Tbc 

phra-se 'sliirtlifters' is also significant in the above message, as on one hand it lite"IN, 

describes the posture and action that the cover models of Men's Health adopt when 

they are photographed lifting up their sl-iii-ts to reveal their torso. On the other hand, 

the phrase 'shirtliffer' is also a derogatory slang term for a gay man, maintaining an 

implicit hierarchy where gay sexuality is subject to disparagement. While explicitly 

declaring that lie is not homophobic, Writer B's use of derogatory terms and open 

questioning of whether there is 'any need' for male bodies on the cover of the 

magazine again reveals the tensions verbaliZed towards homoerotic male bodies on the 

message-boards of mensheahh. co. uk. 

Readers of mcnshcalth. co. uk are often aware of the ambiguous sexual codes that male 

cover models represent, and feel uncomfortable at the thought that they should be 

perceived as gay. VVhile writers such as Susan Bordo highlighted how fashion houses 

such as Calvin Klein utilised the invisibility of macho gay male codes in mainstream 

culture to market the male body to heterosexual consumers, the shift to online 

readership has shown participants of menshcalth. co. uk revealing increased awareness 

of the clash between macho gay codes and heterosexual masculinities (Bordo: 1999). 

As one possible response to the ambiguous coding of the inale body In advertising and 

men 9s magazines, users of menshealth. cauk frequently and self-consciously justify their 

right to be concerned with physical appearance as heterosexual men, and often use 
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heavily masculine language such as being'bulked', 'built' or'npped' to descnbe die 

male body as powerful m ways that deflect sexual desire. 

Homosocial. bonding is often difficult to maintain when the subject of'discussion turns 

to gay sexual desire since many men are self-conscious and protecdve over their 

heterosexual status. We can see a similar pattem in die f6flowing diread on 'THE Six 

Pack Challenge' where the expression of gay sexual desire towards a photograph posted 

by another participant disrupts the flow of (implicitly heterosexual) niale dialogue on a 

subject that treads the boundaries of homosocial desire and identification: the idealized 

muscular male body. 

Writer A 
The abs are perfect. I don't think you should be asking any of us for advice! 
Keep on doing what you do, mate. : -) 

Writer A 
Unless you're bragging, then I'd say that you havc every right to brag. 
(Sorry, couldn't sleep tonight and it's three in the morn'... I'm a wee bit slow right 
now... : -P ) 

Writer B 
'Fop of the abs are very good - the bottom could do With some work on them 
I would work on your pecs/shoulders and arms as these are a little skinny, but you 
are only 16, so you have time yet. 

Writer C 
Need to bulk; -) 

Seriously though... bulk! You have PLENTY of testosterone avaliable at your age and 
for the next few years, so take advantage of it. 

Writer D 
I'd give you a right good seeing too 

Nice bodi man, very ruce... 
you have what we all aspire to 
keep it up ... (oor err)... 
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Writer E 
Bearing in mind he's SIXTEEN, [Reader 

Writer D 
A legal these days... 
I know, I was teasing 
son-y if I offended anyone 

Writer E 
Legal or not [Reader DI, be careful about what you say to impressionabIc minds! Try 
and stay on-topic please.: -) 

Writer D 
and who died and made you moderator ... ? 
if you look at EVERY post you will notice this happens all the time 

now welcome to the boards 

and please don't try and Police the messages, you'll be shot down in flames 

And if you notice i did apologies 

(menshealth. co. uk, 'THE Six Pack Chaflenge... ', accessed 24.06.05). 

'THE Six Pack Challenge' reveals how desire for the male body is a sensitive sub ject of 

conversation when such desire is expressed in sexual terms. The words 'I'd give you a 

right good seeing to' position the man who posted the photograph as a passive object of 

desire, and it is the objectification of the male body alongside the foregrounding of 

homosexuality that disrupts the flow of conversation. Homosexuality is located as 

deviant and 'off topic' by Writer E, although the fact that Writer D is able to argue Ns 

own case shows how menshealth. cauk is not closed to confficting perspectives. Manv 

gay and bi-sexual men post on mcnshealth. cauk, and wHe the subjects of gay sexuality 

and desire arc not excluded in the construc6on ofheterosexual masculinity and 
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homosocial communities, they arc contained both flhrough the structunng of message 

boards and through articulations of tension by heterosexual men. Writer E retaliates to 

protect the boundwies of what is not necessarily a heterosexual space, but a 

homosocial space for men who want to talk about and display their bodies without 

direatening articulations of sexual desire for male bodies. 'Me expression of sexual 

desire towards male bodies is a point of tension in defining male communities as male 

spaces, and positions gay men, like women, as an implicit source of difference from 

which (hegemonic) masculinities are defmed. The above posts ag-mn reveal that the 

boundaries of homosociality involve complex tensions around desire and the 

containment (sometimes repudiation) of desire for other men. Gay men are given a 

voice, (potentially a cntical voice: 'don't try and Police the messages'), on 

mensheakh. co. A and the positioning of gay men as 'Other' is IHMplicit rather than 

explicit, existing as a constant undercurrent in ffie construction of online homosocial 

communities. 

White Masculinity and Political Correctness in 

menshealth. co. uk 

VVMle gay participants are positioned as 'Other' to the heterosexual norin With respect 

to sexuality and the expression of sexual desire, the subjects of health, fitness and the 

male body are seen as relevant to men regardless of racial or sexual onentation (unless 

the boundanes of desirc are a-ansgresscd as we have seen above). The concept of 

universality sidelines the issue of 'race', casting it as an irrelevant subject and therefore 
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conffibuting to its invisibility in online discussion. WHe openlý, hostile dialogues can 

be targeted towards women, open expressions of liomophobia or racism are vieNved as 

being particularly controversial, and can serve to split men and liomosocial spaces for 

bonding. The racial or ethnic identifies of menshealLb. co. uk participants are rarely 

indicated in speech unless the subject of conversation requires knowledge of such 

identities through issues of racism or xenophobia. The invisibility of race in online 

discussion is in itself illustrative of the sensitivity of participants of the site to racial 

issues, however, some white men have started to express their concern at being 

rcndered invisible. The topic of polifical correctness can be see to provide a plaffonn 

for questions of discru-nination that move beyond black identities. I now turn to a 

discussion of whiteness through the subject of polifical corTectness, and examine how 

white masculinities are posi6oncd as a racial identity. In a message board dircad called 

'PC gone niad... ' the folloWing dialogue took place, 

Writer A 
i am a part dme youth worker for essex county council. 

i recently attended a equal ops workshop. 

at the start we had to list groups that may be discriminated against. i like being a bit 

controversial so i said that white heterosexual males were discriminated against, didn't 

get much notice though. 

however, someone else's idea of a minority group was f terronsts'which was met With a 
lot of agreement. 

is this pcness gone madP 

Writer B 
I'd say its PC gone mad, but then there is nothing ne", there. This country (amongst 

others) is PC obsessive. 
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Writer C 
Why is it always white males who moan about this? 

Writer D 
Because white males are among the most discriminated against groups in societv. 
Sadly because we are positively discriminated against, there is nothing we can do 
about it. Naturally therefore we come on here and moan 

Writer A 
VvUte lietero males are the bench mark that everyone other group is compared to. 

sometimes i think life would have been easier if i had been born a mixed-race 
disabled lesbian, then i could use discrimination as ail excuse for my failings instead 
of taking responsibility for my own life. 

because i am a white heterosexual male that clearly can't be descriminated against i 
will take responsibility for myself and will have no one else to blame when i pick my 
new M3 BMW next month. 

Writer E 
I think calling terrorists a minority group is PC gone mad (TM Daily Mail) but I do 
think that'PC gone mad' is often used as a lazy cop out when any 
progressiVe/controversial policies get mooted. Being honest with ourselves, white 
males have it bloody easy compared to pretty much any other section of society you'd 
care to mention. 

And FWIW I think if more people, of any origin, showed your attitude in self' 
determination and responsibility rather than whinging about what others are given, 
then society as a whole would be in a lot stronger position. 

(menshcahh. co. uk, 'PC gonc mad... ', accesscd 09.03.04). 8 

Posts that raise the subject of political correctness represent an interesting area for the 

expression of white identities, and the ways in which white men might view their status 

in a broader social context. In the above quoted thread, Writer A uses some rafficr 

draniatic examples to outline the contemporary positioning of white lietcroscxual 

niascuhnitics with respect to discrimination and politicA correctness. The invocation 

4 FWIW' is a common abbreviation to indicate 'For What It's Worth'. 
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oPterronsts' and 'black disabled lesbians' positions white heterosexual masculinity as a 

point of contrast, and despite claims for discrimination, there is also the underlying 

acknowledgement that white heterosexual masculinity is a position of'pnvilege (Writer 

C complains of 'white males who moan', Writer D says white males are 'positive ly 

disci-iminated against', Wnter A comments on his 'new M3 BMW' and Wnter E states 

that 'white males have it bloody easy'). Through usMg the context of political 

correctness as the sub . ect. of debate, the (white) coflective readersNp articulate their I 

perceived invisibility. NNThite men are aware of their position as raced, but the power of 

white masculinity remains implicit and there remains an apparent contradiction in the 

idea that white heterosexual men, as the 'benchmark' for society, are discriminated 

agamst. 

In 'PC gone mad... ' paraflels are drawn between white men, 'terronsts' and mixed- 

raced disabled lesbians. While the popular media identifies terrorists as predonmandy 

Asian men in the current political climate, the fact that the label terrorist is used not 

only creates dramatic effect, but also distances the issue of racial discrimination. The 

use of such extreme examples is one way to avoid direct controversy from groups who 

have access to the menshealth. co. uk community, particularly in an environment where 

discussions of racisin are often met with heated controversy. Mixed-race disabled 

lesbians have no space for representation in the culture of Men's Health, and represent 

an easy target for companson with no reciprocal voice. In his analysis of white 

masculinity, Brent Malin claimed that, '-dominant, notions of identity are rehabilitated 
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dirough the abjection of some minority identity, reiterating the power of %0-ýteness at 

the same time that they nught, seem to chtiquc it (Malin: 2003: 25 2). In the above 

dialogue, mixed-race disabled lesbians represent an abject space, so that wMe white 

masculinity cxists as the sulýject of debatc, it is not an identity that is fully coml'Ortablc 

with being 'Othered'. 

Male users of menshealth. co. uk often reveal emotional vulnerability, articulate the 

value of anonymous homosocial communities, call for male spaces and invoke notions 

of a brotherhood. They engage in complex relationships with 'Others' that help to 

define white heterosexual male identities individually and collectively. 'Me shift to 

coflectivc onlinc rcaderslup has allowed the users of mensheahh. co. uk to participate in 

ffie construction of (vaiying sized) communities that are based upon the needs and 

desires of inen in heavily gendered ways. Gay mid/or black nialc readers I'Omi part of 

the wider homosocial community, although there are tensions that are expressed 

bctwccn groups of men when boundarics are crosscd with rcspcct to racism or 

homosexual desire. Men on websites such as menshcalth. co. uk reveal increased 

awareness of the clash of homoerotic and heterosexual codes in magazine cultures. 

For social researchers the online environment presents itself as a rich and dense place 

to understand some of the ways that men express mascuhnity both individually as and 

-is part of a wider community. I tum now to a discussion of the website FHM. com, a 

website that oilers very different ideas on heterosexual mascuhnities and homosocial 

communities. My discussion of FHAI com uses niatenal that represcnts the 
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production ofinteractive space for readers. The grotesque is foregrounded in the 

visual structuring of the website FHM. com, and iny work follows on from dcbates 

raised in Chapter 7 in exanuning how grotesque bodies are perfonned interactively in 

the shifting context of lads' magazines to the internet. 

The Grotesque and Billingsgate Speech Genres in 

FHM. com 

In FHM, the lad is set as a point of contrast to ob . ectified 'Others', most notably, I 

women and the grotesque. Yet as discussed in Chapter 7, the lad is also attached to 

conceptions of the grotesque through images of wounds that connote bravery and the 

ability to endure pain without expressive emotion. It is therefore necessary to 

distinguish between the grotesque lad and the grotesque 'freak', with freaks most often 

ically disabled or overweight incii whose bodics arc sub ected to bemg images of physi IIIj 

scrutiny and who are denied critical voices. As we have seen in Chapter 7, in 

FHM. com, the grotesque is pulled into the foreground to a greater extent than in the 

printed magazine. This is achieved in part through interactive Visual software that 

enhances the size of images on the screen, and also as a result of the relatively smaHcr 

advertising space that demonstrates reluctance to place the idealised male body in the 

interacfive frame. 
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Features in FHM. com such as'Dr. Freak's Casebook'an(I'MMS Gaflery: florror' 

distinguish between the grotesque bodies of frcaks and lads, With the latter capWring 

injuries that readers have suffered in comparable ways to those in 'Problems: 

Emergency Ward' discussed in Chapter 7. In these two features there is a structuring 

of the grotesque that renders lads as active (encountering injury through activity) and 

'freaks' as passive (having innate or inconiniensurate physical differences). In 'MMS 

Gallery: Horror' readers are able to submit brief comments in response to photographs 

of 'horror', most of which use cursing, criticism, irony and exclamations of disgust. 

Through such comments we can see how masculiruties are positioned as being able to 

endure abuse, with billingsgate employed by readers to negate any display of cmofions. 

For example, one participant submitted a photogmpli to 'MMS Gallery' that showed 

hun lying on a hospital bed, with blood on his face (he had been in a fight that resulted 

in a glass bottle being smashed over Ins head), and with his arm flexed to display his 

muscular bicep (see Figure 8.1 on the next page). 
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Figgre 8.1 ' 

-so; 

The contributor who submitted the above provided the caption, 'mc tciising while on 

the opcrating tablc waiting for stitches al'tcr bclng boulcd', and the following coinniciits 

wcrc made to this rciiiark by other onlinc participants: 

Writer A 
Tensin wat. Oli wait.... i diink i see it now. Ha lia ya got ýu-nis like pipe cleaners lia! 

Writer B 
lic got bottled cus he'd not plucked his cycl)i-oA-s!! dici-c like I'LlUin catci-pillm-s man. 

Writer C 
bct you wei-ciit so lim-d looking when you got your ass kicked. Fag 

Writer D 

sorrv losers 

Writer E 
Hey dumb asses lie's tensing, not flexing his muscles!!! You bunch of loosers 

Writer F 
wondcr why lic got botdc(E) Hninim 

FHM. com, 'MMS Gallery: Horror', accessed 01.06.05. 
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Writcr G 
yeah lol lets show how strong we are after getting our ass kicked lol 

Writer H 
nothing to be proud of ... 

loser 

(FHM. com, 'MMS Gallery: Horror', accessed 01.06.05). 

Despite the photograph and original accompanying message intending to connote 

strength, the reader is criticized for having been beaten up (and for reveling in Ins 

violent encounter). 'Fag' is also used as an insult to undcnnine the reader's status as a 

'hard' heterosexual man, while at the same time being an example of the way in which 

hornophobia, exists as an aspect oflad culture. Unlike in mensheakb. co. uk the rcadcrs 

of FHM. com do not allow critical voices that threaten heterosexual stability, and gay 

men are firm outsiders to the culture, with women being complicit in dcfining FHM as 

heterosexual. The language, style and grammar used in the responses are akin to text 

speech with words such as 'wat' and 'cus' (instead of what and because), and this 

conveys a colloquial, and what could be read as a less well-educated tone of voice. The 

huniour is comparable to the schoolyard, with siimlcs such as 'amis like pipe cleaners' 

inspiring laughter (indicated through the use of 'ha' as a verbally signified extra-vcrbal 

gesture). While readers are able to subinit posts to the wcbsite in features such as 

'MMS Gallery: Horror' there is a set word hynit of 150 words. Ilere is no space for 

friendships to forni between niale readers, and the lack of interactive chat space 

precludes extended dialogues between men. Furthennorc, the nature of photographs 

on 'MMS Gallery: Horror' (most often used to incite huniour and/or repulsion) arc not 
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conducive to extended forms of homosocial dialogues that are based around notions of 

identity (as we have seen in menshcaM. co. uk). Male bonding takes placc as a site of' 

familiarized conflict on FHM-com, and heterosexual masculinity is a space where men 

communicate through billingsgate speech genres and deprecation. 

In FHM. com, homosocial bonding is constructed by and through the brand of HIM 

raffier than through interaction with a community of online inale readers. Despite 

being collectively articulated as 'lads', users of the website are highly aton-HZed, and 

dicreforc the idea of a conununity that is based upon reader interaction becomes an 

illusion that is supported by the interactive relationsNp between reader and text. There 

is not the same affinity and connection between men on FHM. com in compa-nson with 

mcnsheahh. co. uk, and "s is primarily a result of the lack of space to articulate 

masculinity as an intersubjective, online community. The cultural 1'raMework of FHM 

also demonstrates a refusal to directly confront masculinity in tenns of emotional 

space, affective dialogues and relationships between men. Instead, grotesque bodies 

and per-forinance are appropriated to construct notions of excess in a website that is 

actually IiigWy regulated. Despite its self-fashioning as excessive and extreme, 

FHM. com is an implicitly rule-governed space, and in their'FAQ' (Frequently Asked 

Questions) the producers state, 
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Why don't you have a messageboard? 

There is a place to discuss the 100 Sexiest women poll right here, but we're still 
mulling over the wisdom of allowing all you readers the chance to shut us down with 
your libelous links and comments. Once the lawyers stop sweating, we'll launch a 
messageboard 

(FHM. com, 'FAQ', Accessed 07.12.04. The use of bold text indicates a webfink). 

In the above dialogue, the journalists use doublc-voiced discourse to distance 

themselves from the implementation of rules, using images of 'lawyers' and 'libelous 

links' as forms of official speech that are external to the projected excesses of FHM 

culture. 

In. FHM and FHM. com, joumalists are positioned as the reader's mate, and the 

infon-nality of the relationship between magazinc and reader constructs rather syndictic 

notions of interactive community. As Bethan Benwell has stated with regard to printed 

versions of lads' magazines such as FHM, 

The magazines do, however, promote both a sense of interactiveness (written prose is 
constructed to loosely suggest spoken interaction and the presence of the reader is 
strongly foregrounded), and also explicitly encourage real interaction in the forin of 
letters and joke pages, as well as promotions involving real readers, even if this 
"interaction" is clearly a mediated and synthetic one (Benwell: 2001: 20). 

Joumalists defme the tenyis of community as it appears M FHM. com, and wIffle 

readers can be seen to visit the website in large numbers, and do participate online, 

reader participation exists as minimal forms of commentary that do not generate bonds 

between readers as a collective community. In FHM. com, participants are unable to 

discuss masculinity and embodied experiences as men dirough dialogic interaction With 

other men. Nevertheless a homosocial space is constructed by HIM, and the 
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community is constructed around shared desires (pnmanly relating to women) and 

masculinities that are positioned as a site of difference from Visual representations of 

the 'Other'. 

Interactivity and Women's Bodies in FHM. com 

FHM. com frames photographs of women's bodies as objects of sexual desire and 

consumption. Women's bodies are central to the construction of online masculinity in 

FHM. com, and the framing of women's bodies in games ffinctions to enhance both the 

objectification of women and the control that readers have over images ofwomen. 

While the games in THM. com do not exclusively use images of women, the games in 

wfýich women appear objectify and exert control over the body in stereotypical ways 

that fragment and fetisl-iize women's sexuality. Many games in FHM feature women as 

(hyper) sexual objects, constructing notions of the 'lad' as playful in ways that agwn 

relate to schoolboy humour. 'Games'is a section of FHM. com on which weblinks are 

posted to games such as 'Butt Bongo Babes', 'Strip Poker' or 'Tetris with Tits', that all 

focus upon fragmented and fetishized breasts and buttocks of women models (even in 

ffieir titles). Using the example of'Butt Bongo Babes'one reader posted a weblink to 

"s game and stated: 

And here's a cracking little game 

I'm sure you'll like! 
Remember die game where you collected the falling beer bottles in the crate to make 
die women undress? Well, here's the latest version! 
Enjoy! 

(FHM. com, 'Games Message Board', accessed 09.01.05). 
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The web-link proVided by the reader takes us to a site where w0incii's bodies are used 

in a game of memory that starts with sequential slapping of women's buttocks, and 

progresses onto more difficult sequences that demand increased concentration. 

Figgre 8.2 " 

- ---- - -- ---lWllllFAVW-ý 

I 

In 'Butt Bongo Babes', a virtual liand is given to readers so that they can slap women's 

buttocks in sequence and 'drum thosc buins' in order to mn 1)nzcs. The wonicii's 

buttocks shake when slapped, and if the player successfully mcniormes a number of 

scquciiccs dicy arc of[cred a pnze 'ii-ioncy-shot' that consists of stirip teascs pcri-onned 

for the player by young slim women. If the player is able to complete at least 25 slap 

sequences in order then a special 'nioncy-sliot' is awarded where f6urwonicii provide a 

striptease and blow kisses. The fact that the special, niteractive 'nioney-sliot' features 

nuincrous wonicn is important in the contcxt of THM. com, wlicrc dic ul6matc 

'0 FHM. com, 'Games: FHM. com's 100 Greatest Games: Butts Bongo Babes', accessed 21.12.04. This 
is an FHM. com weblink to an external website <hitp: //www. bonpobabes. co. uk/>. 
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heterosexual male fantasy is constructed as being the observer (and implied participant) 

of 'girl on girl' action. " New visual software is used to position hcterosexual male 

readers as the recipient of a (Virtual) ultimate fantasy. The constructed fantasy is 'girl- 

girl' action rather than lesbian, as there is a voyetinstic male presence, and women are 

seen to perform for the (implicit) male viewer's attention. Wbile lesbian women could 

be deemed a threat to heterosexual masculinity, the fantasy sequences created by FHM 

and the games on FHM. com depolificise lesbian lifestyles, and portray women who are 

not only ultra femmine, but also whose insatiable sexual appetites come under control 

through ffie camera lens. Any potential direat is controlled dirough the aggressively 

heterosexual environment of FHM, and male spectators are positioned as controllers 

of the gaze. 

The way that technology is designed to objectify women's bodies in the games 

displayed on FHM. com reflects the voyeunsfic consumption and disembodied 

positioning of heterosexual masculinity. It can also be said to define a space for male 

control and ownersfýp over, and competition regarding, women. On the subject of 

computer games, Donna Haraway has stated, 

The culture of video games is heavily orientated towards individual competition and 
extraterrestrial warfare. High-tech, gendered imaginations are produced here I 

... 
I 

The technologies of Visualization recall the important cultural practice of liunting with 
the camera and the deeply predatory nature of photographic consciousness 
(Haraway: 1991: 168-9). 

" Myra MacDonald has used the phrase 'girl-girl' action in her analysis of how lesbian images are 
constructed by men to fit into normative paradigms of femininity (Macdonald: 1995: 187). 
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While Haraway's work involves the discussion of war games, the analysis is deeply 

relevant to how women are positioned in games and in front of the camera lens, 

objectified by a male gaze that is enhanced through active participafion with the image 

displayed. Women are positioned as sexualised and/or fctishizcd, and add to the 

construction of homosocial malc space, where users can indulge in cormnon fantasy. 

Games attest to the cultural positioning of masculinity, and in FHM. com, women's 

bodies become sites for heterosexual male bonding In ways that cast men as infantile 

and also as symbolicafly degraded, since the website strucftirally positions men as 

collective, yet highly atornised, users who gather around a connnunal site of 

masturbatory fantasy that is reminiscent of 'jerk circles'. 

In Chapter 71 outlined how grotesque 'freaks' were displayed as objects of scrutiny, 

and above I have detailed some of the ways that women are marked as 'Other' in the 

visual framework of FHM. com. Heterosexual masculinity is constructed through 

sources of entertainment, and in the rare instances where the male body is shown 

online (as with the grotesque lad and images of wounds), homosocial. bonding acts as a 

site of conflict. StructuraRy, the absence of heteroglossla in FHM. com resuicts the 

potential for male-male bonding, and prevents d-ie transgression of the produced 

cultural environment with dialogues of conflict and dissent (as was apparent in 

menshcafth. co. uk). In outlining notions of heteroglossia and monoglossia Bakhtin 

stated that with nionoglossia'diere is only one subject liere - cognizing (contemplating) 

and speaking (expounding). In opposition to the subject is a voj'(-clcss thing (Emerson 
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and Holquist: 1986: 161). The relationship between FHM. com users and visual 

technology is constnicted as monoglossia, although the analogy does stretch a little 

when we take into consideration the small level interactive commentaries that can now 

be exchanged between participants and the wcbsite. Nevertheless, rather than 

representing an ideal space for dialogism (heteroglossla), FHM. com displays collective 

monologues that are centred upon fixed objects, providing a one way dkdogue With the 

text rather than between a community of readers. 

Women, Soft-Core Pornography, and Fantasy in FHM. com 

Photo shoots of models and 'honeys' on FHM. com have become increasingly explicit, 

using pornographic repertoires to display women's bodies as pay-per-Vlcw 'uncut' 

objects of consumption through both static and moviiig images. The popularity of 

pornography on the intemet has been widely reported, and the online environment 

offers extensive, immediate and private access to a wide range of pornography. The 

positioning of male readers in looking at naked women's bodies, and in reading 

women's fantasy narratives, places male readers of FHM-com as voyeurs in 

communities Organised around scrutiny and desire. The theme becomes repetifivc, yet 

die lad refuses to observe the self and instead displaces sexual desire onto bodies of 

women. In. FHM. coni, women often act out male fantasies and indulge men in 

scopophillic voycunsm, nowlicrc morc so than through MMS photographs and fantasy 

narratives. 
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In 'MMS Gallery: Girls', readers post mobile-phone photographs of women in sexually 

explicit poses ffiat are submitted to ffie website for public comment. Those who 

subrnit such photographs often claim to be the women themselves, and die ways that 

some of the same women repeatedly submit photographs of themselves in sexually 

explicit poses allows us to believe that these women hold investments in the FHM. com 

community. One investment women hold in a site such as THM. com is the fanusy of 

appearing as a sexual object, of being perceived as sexually attractive in a Iiiglily 

competitive environment. 'lliere is also the faint possibility that these women might be 

'discovered' by the magazine and given modeffing contracts (as happens With the 

'highstreet honeys' competition in THM. Yet women are not always viewed as 

attractive, and harsh, personal comments can be made about the bodies of women 

readers who have submitted sexuaRy expficit photographs. The photographs submitted 

to die 'MMS Gallery' are akin to the readers' WiVes photographs published In 

pornographic magazines, being low budget., uncdited photographs of women who 

portray themselves (or are portrayed) as sexually available. However, the difference in 

the context of the internet is the ability for readers to conunent and join in on the 

collectively constructed fantasy by communicating desire. Male readers often submit 

photographs of their girlfriends, wives or 'bits on the side' to be judged by other 

readers. Heterosexual masculinity is performed dirough women's bodies, and readers 

make comments such as 'Do you like my girl? ', 'Xhat do you think of my fiancee's 

bottom' or'These beauties were waiting for me when I got home! Resuld' (FHM. com, 

'MMS Gallery: Girls, accessed 03.07.05). Men perform sex fantasies dirough women's 

bodies and bond with other readers over projected sites of desire. It is notable how 
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comments are normally made about the photograph submitted, with audiences 

positioning themselves as consumers of the 'action'. The way that male readers boast 

about their sexual partners also attests to definitions of heterosexual masculinity, and 

the power and status attached to consuming beauffil women. 

To demonstrate the sexually explicit nature of the interaction between men and 

women, and the styles of speech used in the posts, I oudine one typical example from 

"s feature. " Under the caption 'Ready 4 spankin now and anyfing else u'd lik 2 do 2 

me!!!! ', there is a woman positioned on a bed wearing just tier underwear and boots 

with her buttocks raised for the camera. Tbe woman's face is obscured, yet the content 

of the photograph connotes sexual availability. The following comments were made 

readers on the website, 

Writer A 
Hold dght baby 1 am comin in, great hips to hold on 2vI am rockin u back and fordi 
! III! 

Writer B 
Take it in the stink??????? 

Writer C 
Hi ya ... well 2b fair I can't put down what I want to say ... drop me a mial at 
*********@hotmail. co. uk 

Writer D 
Hi babble ; -) Just wanna say ura top quality woman - keep the pics conung an die 

Juices flowing; -) 

Writer E 
I could think of a few things I could do to thad! Email me at 

******* *@hotmail. co. uk to chat about them!! IXI ; OP 

12 For further examples visit FHM. COM, 'MMS Gallery: Girls'. 
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Writer F 
i'd like to do a lot of things show us more you minx 

(FHM. com, 'MMS Gallery: Girls', accessed 01.06.05) 

The style of speech used by respondents continues in the pomogi-aplilc tradifion, and 

we can see how ffie first reader fantasises about ffis own position in the action of sexual 

intercourse. The readers do not talk to one another, yet their fantasy plays off one 

another, and once again we can see how the lad is positioned as part of a 'jerk circle' 

with the woman's body being used as a masturbatory tool. Homosocial bonding is 

directly d-irough the wornanýs body, and the collective articulation of desire becomes 

associated with action, vinhty and power. However, simultaneously, in providing email 

addresses, Writer C and Writer E go beyond a conununal articulation of desire to a 

request for more personal communication witli the woman. In dils instance FTIM. com 

can be said to function less as a site for homosocial bonding and more as a contact page 

for male/female (cyber) sexual relations. 

In fiis work on masculinity and pomography, David Buchbinder claimed that 

pornography offered space for homosocial bondi-ng, providing an imaginary 

community for men based upon similar sexual tastes (Buchbinder: 1998: 110). As 

Buchbinder neatly summansed, 'woman becomes a site on wfých men may meet and 

confront one another, and thereby bond with one another' (Buchbinder: 1998: 112). 

'Mis is evident in my study of FHM. coin, where ffie refusal to deconstruct ffic self is 

displaced onto women as the focal point for desire mid communication. The display 

and judgcmcnt ofwomcn combine in lad culturc to fomi notions of lictcroscxual 
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masculinity ffiat are based upon sex, desire, and implied virility. Women also 

represent a point of (lifference to masculinity In FHM. com, a position of the 'Other' in 

male communities that is not offered a critical voice. As I discuss below, women do 

communicate in the wider culture, but dialogues are complicit wiffi lad culture and the 

sexual objectification of women. The display of women's bodies reveals how 

masculinity is defmed ma cultural space where the lad evades fixed identity. " As 

Richard Dyer states, 'but the most insistent and relentless representation of male 

sexuality is not how men are represented at all, but rather in the way that women are 

looked at by the camera eye' (Dyer: 1993: 117). 

In THM. com, women's voices are used to construct fantasy narratives in ffic features 

'Ladies Confessions' and 'Girls on the Sofa'. In 'Ladies Confessions' short stories are 

submitted to the website so that readers can rate them as 'saints' or 'suiners'. In their 

promotion of this feature, FHM. com state, 

Ladies Confessions 

If you ladies are going to, say, use root vegetables, get wet and willing in the bathroom 

or just bonk the milkman, dien why not make it all worthwhile by owning up to your 
smutty antics on the pages of FHM. com! Your naughty missives will be read, 
moderated, and slapped up here in total anonymity for all the world's menfolk to see, 
and vote on. Are you a saint or a sinnerP Let them decide... Click here to confess. 

(FHM. com, 'Ladies Confessions', accessed 0 1.06.05). 

Ilie narratives from women in FHM. com are used to construct the boundanes of 

heterosexual male desire iii an environment where men are resistant to confront their 

13 Bethan Benwell has also used the term 'evasive masculinity' in her discussion of how men evade 
fixed identity through the use of ironic discourses in lads' magazines (Benwell: 2004). 
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own bodies and talk about sexuality in relation to the male body. In her essay 'A Very 

British Carnival: women sex and transgression in Fiesta magazine', Feona Attwood 

analysed the ways that dirty talking was used by women in the context of pornography, 

seeing narrative as 'ajourney towards climax' (Attwood: 2002: 101). Attwood stated that, 

The notion of narrative as a goal is dependent to some extent on the visual depiction 
of women's bodies as the landscape for the journey taken by the male subject, yet the 
use of female narrators and the presentation of women as active subjects in pursulit of 
their own pleasure work to undercut any clear association of masculinity, subjectivitv 
and dominance (Atwood: 2002: 10 1). 

A siMilar pattern emerges In FHM, where the female body is displayed as a landscape 

on which to project the desire of the male subject. 11-woughout the site of FHM. com 

the grotesque is foregrounded, and the grotesque lad is positioned as active. The 

restrictive word limit hinders extended dialogue, and the interactive element functions 

as a site of familiar conflict communicated dirough billingsgate speech genres and 

deprecation. In a restrictive, rulc-govemed site, readersl-iip is atornized, the cultural 

framework refuses to confront masculinity as an emotional space, and bonding is 

largely constructed through the brand of HIM. FHM. com is a synthetic inter-active 

community, largely defined by journalists, but functions as a lioniosocial space around 

shared desires. Games are used on the site both to enhance the objectification of 

women and to further (male) readers' control over unages of women, With women's 

bodies functioning as sites for heterosexual male bonding. 
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Online Magazines, Community and Conditions for 

Heteroglossia 

Bakhfin's work on dialogism, speech genres and the condifions for heteroglossia has 

aided my understanding of how communication functions dialogically in the 

construction of masculinity, and how the form in which speech is cast (speech genres) 

reflect the positioning of the author in relation to 'Others'. In d-iis chapter, I have 

argued that gender identity work must be analysed dialogicafly online and in relation to 

notions of communality. Online men's magazines such as mensheakh. co. uk construct 

communities that are clearly gendered, and in w1iich men communicate the desire for 

forms of communion and male homosocial bonding. In Ins work on dialogisin, 

Bakhtin highlighted how meaning was constructed interactively and inter-personally, 

and as Lucia Santaella-Braga neatly surnniansed'ineaning is hence language in 

movemený or dialogue' (Santaella-Braga: 2004: 130). According to Bakhtin, as humans 

we are constructed through dialogue, however dialogue is conceived as necessarily 

interdependent, and is an inherently social act that actively positions the self in relation 

to 'Others'. As Michael Holquist claims, in Bakhtin's work, 'the self, then, may be 

conceived as a multiple phenomenon of essentially three elements (it is - at least -a 

triad, not a duality): a center, a not-ccnter, and the relation between them' 

(Holquist: 1990: 18). 

'I'lic idea of the 'Other' has fonncd a crucial aspect of my analysis, mid women mid g-ay 

inen have been mialysed as specific sites of (fifference that are positioned as 'Officr' in 
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defining the boundaries of heterosexual male communities in tenns of difference and 

conflict. In Bakhtin's work the 'Offier' is socially positioned, but relates contcxtualiv to 

speech and speech genres. However, In gendered communIfies that are organised 

around perceptions of heterosexual masculinity, women and gay men are I'Oregrounded 

as a point of contr-ast, and become implicit in speech genres that serve to reinforce 

heterosexual masculine identification. The notion of the 'Other' as a site of difference 

has been discussed by many academics. While the 'Other' as a site of difference is not 

a new concept, the shift to online forri-is of readerslip ar6culates difference in new ways 

as groups are brought together to negotiate their claim to a voice in new communities. 

Gay readers of menshealdi. co. uk express just that, an(I while there is evidence of 

tensions between heterosexuality, homosexuality and homosocial desire, gay readers 

have carved out spaces for representaýon m the wider community of 

menshcalLb. co. uk. Wiile tensions are expressed around the ambiguity of the male 

body as desirable and the discussion of sexual attraction, heterosexual and gay readers 

alike hold investment in the wider discourses of health, fitness and fasliion, and as one 

gay reader of mensheahh. co. uk stated on a thread callcd 'Here's a surprise', 

liello 

Ive been reading mens health about 2 or 3 times a yearl'OF the last two or three veaFs. 
One of the reasons for me not reading it more often is that i have felt that the 
magazine seems to completely ignore gay and bisexual men and act as if no such 
creature exists. I am quite surprised and pleased to have found this section of the 
magazine on the web. Who knows one day i might even read something of a similar 
standard in the print version of the magazine! 

(menshealth. co. uk, 'Here's a surprise', accessed 17.08.02). 

In the above post we can see how the shift to the intemet has opencd up space for gay 

readers on the menshcalth. co. uk message boards. Heteroglossia in nienshealtli. co. uk 
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allows multiple voices to express opinions in terms of conflict as well as consent. 

While gay men do not participate on equal terms (smce both the website and magazine 

are constructed around a heterosexual norm), gay men can, and do, participate on 

menshealdi. co. uk as legitimate voices under the concept of universality that covers the 

male body. 

As I have discussed above in relation to mensheakh. co. uk, racial and ethnic identities 

are more complex and difficult to idenW, since they are not often verballsed as a 

necessary aspect of (dis) identification with the wider heterosexual male community. In 

FHM. com the lad is positioned as implicitly w1iite, and while the subject of race is not 

discussed, the majority of visual images relate to white bodies. In menshcalth. co. uk, 

gender and heterosexuality are foregrounded, and race is a particularly controversial 

subject. Explicit forms of racism are not tolerated online by either website. In contrast, 

sexism and homophobia are more readily articulated, particularly in FHM. com where 

heterosexual masculinity is defined as a position of contrast and conflict. In this thesis I 

have taken white men as the culturally defined non-n of menshcalth. co. uk, and the 

cultural environments of the two websites under study have been defined primarily 

through the use of white bodies. 

In Metbodology for the Humxi Sciences, Bakhtin outlined dic notion of nionoglossia 

as the inverse of lieteroglossia, using the model of the 'exact' sciences to explain how 
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monologic forms of knowledge render subjects voiceless, and arc dialogic only in 

cognition (Emerson and Holquist: 1986: 161). As I discussed above, FMI. com bcars 

some resemblance to monologic forms of discourse, since heteroglossia is underm-Ined 

through the lack of space for dialogic interactivity between readers, and also through 

die ways that 'Others' are objectified and rendered voiceless. While women are not 

strictly voiceless in the culture of FHM, and clearly have acccss to technology, wonicil's 

online narratives conform to cultural standards of heterosexual fantasy and are 

positioned as complicit, with the patriarchal cultural framework. In the construction of 

n HM. com appropriates marketplace speech genres (a style a 'interactive' community, F 

that was seen to typify the transgression offered by dic carnivalesque and its space for 

multiple voices), and use prurient forins of liumour to undermine the transgressive 

potenfial of the camivalesque, with the website restricting claims to excess dirough a 

rule governed space. Nevertheless, the personification of the magazine as a'mate' 

(facilitated by journalists) and the introduction of e-mails to readers (such as the 

THM. com Friday E-mail') creates an illusion of community and heteroglossia. 

There have been two distinctive types of homosocial community analysed in this 

chapter. Menshealth. co. uk and FHM. com differ considerably in terms of website 

structure, the condidons for heteroglossia, mid the speech genres employed by 

readcrs/journalists in carving out male domains. Menshealth. co. uk incorporates 

lieteroglossia into the structunng of the dialogic space, widi social diversity, communion 
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and dissent being integral aspects of the online community. "' Heteroglossia In 

menshealdi. muk allows the articulation of a queered sensibilitv that exists in tension 

with traditional heterosexisms. There are tensions generated by the desirable malc 

body in terins of the male gaze (as we saw in Chapter 6), and the boundarics bctN%, ccii 

desire and identification when looking at ffic bodies of offier men are often blurred in 

the search for the idealized body. Readers articulate such tensions in 

menshealth. co. uk, and while I have used the example of how heterosexual men 

rccognisc and distance ffiemselves from gay connotations in "s chapter, there is space 

for gay male dialogues on mcnshca1th. co. uk (as I have discussed above). Gay men do 

have a voice, and are given space to voice their cnticisnis as we saw earlier in the tlircad 

'THE Six Pack Challenge... '. However, I have focused upon the tensions created by 

hoinosocial spaces, the representation of the ncar-naked male body and expressions of 

sexual desire in order to understand how heterosexual men position themselves in 

tenns ot'gender and sexuality amongst the wider community. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have oudined how menshcalLb. co. uk and FHM. com construct spaces 

for the production of homosocial communities through idiomatic conventions that 

constitute male readers as 'coniiiiumties'. 'n-irough ffic discussion of affcc6ve 

dialogues and brotherhood in mcnshcalth. cauk, I found evidence of male investments 

14 As wc have seen above in the threads 'Dealing with Unattractiveness' and ', Nim hing Else: Cliattu ig', 
where there were mixed responses to both original posts, and where meaning was intersubjectivelv 

negotiated. 
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in liomosocial commimities as spaces to communicate problems, as well as to bond 

over the subject of the male body and fitness. 'I'lie online environment of message 

boards allowed for a simultaneous anonymity for men to express feelings that are 

largely hidden or private in wider society, and also to feel as though they were part of 

something much bigger than themselves in ways reminiscent of feminist CR. While the 

online community of menshcaa. co. uk is not a political movement, there are definite 

needs that are expressed by men in homosocial spaces. Communion is often 

articulated in heavily gendered terms, with homosociality representing an ideal space 

for men (although women can also play a part M the community in very specific ways 

such as advice on relationships and sites on which to construct sexual fantasies). 

The community of FHM. com is ambiguously constructed, and while thcrc is evidence 

of a homosocial cormnunity, such notions are built around production, with httle space 

to intersubjectively negotiate notions of gender and identity dialogically with other 

readers. In Chapter 71 outlined how FHMwas a grotesque text, using grotesque 

bodies to construct aspects of lad culture. The excessive behaviours of lad culture 

involves pcirfonnances of the grotesque, with grotesque 'Others' being positioned as 

objectified and scrutinized in ways that enhance the male gaze. Ilic Visual 

representation of 'Offiers' places ffie lad ma position of control and mastcry, Widi 

technology being designed to heighten (hetero)sexual pleasure from a male perspective. 

The lad is indulged in (hyper)sexual ii-nages of wonicn's bodies mid fantasy narrativcs 

that temporarily suspend his subordinated masculinity and 'reality'. Technology 
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renders the lad powerful in the context of the website, with grotesque performances 

heightening bravado, both dirough visual display and also dirough the insults and 

curses that are posted by readers. 

As we have seen in previous chapters, the excess and transgression that charactenses 

Bakhtin's carnivalesque are not apparent In FHM. com. As I have already suggested, 

the regulation of the structural framework and the objectification of grotesque bodies 

appropriates notions of excess in ways that hinit the potential for resistance towards 

conceptions of hegernonic masculinity. 'Me bonding of homosocial communitics in 

THM. com occurs through the bodies of 'Others' as maps to trace desire, repulsion and 

difference. This is no different to the printed version of FHM, however there has been 

a shift in reading relations with respect to increased forms of Visual interactiVity Wiffi the 

body on mternet websites. Through participation in games, readers of FHM. com 

shape their (inter)active reading experience with focus and concentrafion upon 

fragmented women's body parts. While games are produced environments and 

limited by their design, they extend magazine cultures as perceived interactive spaces. 

They also extend FHM. com as a heterosexual male space, defining masculinity 

dirough competition and consumption of'Others'. The interactiVity of FHM. com is 

very distinctive from mensheahh. co. uk, and when I talk about interactivity in the 

former site, it is with recogmtion that FHM-com is also a IngWy regulated space with 

notions of community that are shaped by producers. Nevertheless, there are features 

such as 'MMS Gallery' where readers post in their own unedited photographs and 
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frame representation on their own terms through small-scale commentaný on what thev 

see bef'Ore them. By allowing relatively small message board spaces, MM. coin 

recuperates the freedom of expression wfule at the same time promoting the magazine 

as a conununal expenence. 

In her research on women's magazines and everyday reading experiences, jokc 

Hennes commented that'as a genre, women's magazines are multi-piece uivitatioi-is to 

invest in temporary and imaginary identifies I (Hemics: 1995: 64). Men's magazines 

such as FHM similarly engage with imaginary identifies with respect to sexual fantasy, 

and earlier we saw how readers of FHM. com engaged with sexual fantasy through 

comments n-lade in the feature 'MMS Gallery: Women'. As I outlined in Chapter 4, 

the internet and computer networks lend themselves to the extension of imaginary 

identities through the construction of personae. 'Mcrc is no guai-antec of authenticity 

online, yet the shift towards online collective forins of readership holds the potential to 

enhance temporary imaginary identities, performing thein as disembodied acts amongst 

other readers rather than maintaining them in the realm of fantasy and smgular 

thought. Online men's magazines can open up the interactive reading experience 

dirough the construcfion of large-scale interacfive communifies that perform as 

gcndcrcd spaces. Mensheidth. co. uk prescnt a good example of how men's lifestyle 

magazines are expressed interactively as homosocial commuruties. Although 

FHM. coin does not cngagc with the sanic lcvel of reader interactivity, the wcbsitc 

constructs a strong homosocial community, and allows readcrs to cný-, age with rcstrictcd 
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I'Orms of dialogue that shapes the online reading experience as distinctive from the 

printed magazMe fonnat. 
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Conclusion 

The men's lifestyle magazMes FHM and Men's Healib (and their respective websites) 

present distinctive and diffenng constructions of masculinity. In this thesis I havc 

drawn a three-way analysis on representations of idealized male bodies, grotesque male 

bodies and the construction of homosocial corm-nunities to understand how notions of 

heterosexual masculinity are positioned within men's lifestyle magazines. The 

originality of my thesis lies in its specific focus upon the dichotomies presented by 

idealized and grotesque inale bodies, and through using new tools of analysis to proVide 

original insights such as the focus placed upon the production of whiteness, abjection, 

and muscular inale bodies. Furthenuore, the shift to online magames has opened a 

new site of analysis for magazine readersfiip, web-based products and the shift in men's 

magazine culture onto the internet as an arena of homosocial bonding. Tfýs ffiesis 

extends debates on male bodies, desire and representation, and presents an original 

contribution to knowledge on the subjects of the male grotesque and the sl4ts into 

online fonns of magazine readership. 

TMs prqject offers an original analysis of ffie relationship between men's lifestyle 

magazines and contemporary, white, British masculinities in a number of specific 

respects. For exaniple, by con-iplicating theories of the gaze through the analysis of 

representations ofthe Adorflan male body as the focal point of die gaze in men's 
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magazines, in revealing how male participants of mensheakh. co. uk possess increased 

recognition of the ambiguous positioning of the male body (developing Bordo's 

theories on marketing the male body to heterosexual men), and then in articulating and 

negotiating a range of responses to these tenslons. Uýs project also notes that 

magazines such as Men's Heakh present a vision of masculinity that is bound within 

concepts of whiteness and hegemony, yet which uses Visual imagery that has 

traditionally been viewed as the domain of black men, and in doing so challenges 

traditional InInd/body binaries and reclaims the whitc physical body as an embodiment 

of power. This thesis also possesses originality in the claim that there is evidence of a 

specifically male grotesque in the culture of men's magazines, and through my analysis 

of the potential for celebrity women cover models in FHMto be read as 

(hyper)sexually grotesque. In diis conclusion I will continue to summanse my 

arguments regarding idealized male bodies, grotesque male bodies, and online 

masculinities, before suggesting ftirther areas for debate and research raised by this 

thesis. 

Idealized Male Bodies 

In my work on the idealized male body I analysed how consumensm and discipline 

were the primary discourses that framed the male body as desirable. Advertise me nts 

have increasingly depicted the male body as sexualiscd, and although there are 

mcchanisms iiihcrcnt in advertiscmcnts that prcvcnt the scxual ob . jcc6ficadon oftlic 

niale body (such as postures, positioning, muscularity and imphed action/activity), there 
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are an increasing number of images that portray naked male bodies, and wfiich are 

targeted towards heterosexual male consumers. The male body In the Da-6dofl" Cool 

Water' fragrance advertisement analysed in Chapter 6 is feminized, positioned as an 

object of beauty and connotes 'to-be-looked-at-ness'. The ambiguity witlun iinages 

such as the Davidoff or the Yves Saint Laurent advertisements (Figures 6.3 and 6.4 in 

Chapter 6), and the narcissism present in some Men's HealLb cover shots, complicates 

the dualisms outlined in Mulvey's theory of the gaze in wl-iich male bodies were denied 

the status of sexual object (Mulvey: 1999). While consumer culture has been influential 

in targeting men as images of desire and in challenging the boundaries of the eroficiZed 

white male body, advertisements M men's lifestyle magazines utilise techniques such as 

muscular bodies and classical references to privilege a consuming, although increasingly 

ambiguous, hctcroscxuality. 

VVMle the project of sculpting and styling the male body has led to a cultural and 

representational shift where it is now acceptable for men to be centred as objects of the 

gaze, there is still some resistance to the objectification of the male body by readers. 

The lad in FHM is constructed as a style conscious consumer, yet his relationship to 

die grotesque and his refusal to confront the male body outside of fasliion, advertising 

and die abject (of wounds and injunes) position hini as resistant to the inale gaze. In 

die defensively heterosexual FHM, women's bodies construct the boundaries of desire 

as the focus of the male gaze. However, in a culture that otlicn%, Ise holds a fear of the 

gay 'Other', the strong heterosexual overtones of FHAI (visuaHy constructed througli 
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(hyper)sexual women's bodies) also functions to create space for more ambiguous 

representations of the male body in advertising and fashion features. In Chapter 81 

noted the tensions that arose in the context of mensheafth. co. uk between heterosexual 

male identification with the muscular male body, and the honiocrotic sexual desire for 

the same body expressed by a gay persona. Therefore, while writers such as Susan 

Bordo claim that advertisers have incorporated a dual marketing approach that renders 

heterosexual readers largely unaware of the homoerofic iMplicafions of advertisements, 

my own research into the online community of menshealdi. co. uk demonstrated that 

readers were often Iiigfdy aware of ffie ambiguity surrounding die display ofthc partially 

naked muscular male body. 

In the context of Men's Health, discipline was a central defining feature of the cultural 

franiework that regulated both the inner and the outer body. With respect to the 

disciplined gaze, Men's Heakh encourages the fragmentation and measurement oftlie 

male body in their efforts to motivate men to sculpt muscularly toned bodies. 'flie 

internalisation of self-surveillance techniques places the male body under intense 

scrutiny, and through research on the message boards of menshealth. co. uk, this project 

develops Peter Jackson, Nick Stevenson and Kate Brooks' argument that magazines 

such as Men'S Health are sites of security for men by revealing that they can also 

produce teelings of anxiety and inadequacy among die many men who I'ail to embody 

the Hcrculean or ad-fletic muscular idcal Uackson, Stevenson and Brooks: 2001: 96). 
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Black men, like women, have been consistently 'bodied', and as a consequence the 

project of perfecting a strong physique is always racially coded. In conipe6tive (male) 

sports from boxing to athletics, black men have excelled, possibly dominated, in a 

manner that is highly visible in top events such as the Olympic Games. Yet my analysis 

of Men's Health revealed significantly little visibility of black bodies. Instead, classical 

figures such as Hercules and Adonis were represented through white bodies. 

Furthennore, wfýite men were subjected to scrutiny In ways that women and black men 

have traditionally been objectified and scrutinised. 'Me use of w1iite muscular bodies 

in Men's HealLb defines white men through their physical stature, with hegemonic 

masculinity constructed around the body (although there is no strict mind/body 

dualism, since the reader of Men'S Heafth is also positioned as an informed and 

educated reader). Narcissistic representations of white male bodies present a challenge 

to taken-for-granted assumptions that the gaze docs not objectify them, and the project 

of building the white body is one that must be re-theonsed for the ways in which men's 

magazInes such as Men's Health reconfigure the male gaze and representations of the 

muscular male body. 

Grotesque Male Bodies 

'nie grotesque inale body is an essential aspect of the production of inasculinities in the 

culture of FHM and Men's Health, and this thesis has engaged with the grotesque In 

order to extend readings of masculinity that have previously overlooked this area of 
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representation. While the grotesque has traditionafly been viewed as fenunine and 

symbolically linked to the maternal body (for example, through images of emasculated 

penises), there is evidence of a specifically (hypeOmasculme grotesque in the culture of 

meWs magazines (for example, through the bodybuilder). In the context of men's 

lifestyle magazines, visions of hypermasculinity (such as physical power, hardness, beer 

drinking culture or sexual virility) are present as a clear site of reference in 

representations of the grotesque, and the overall complemty and range of grotesque 

male bodies complicates and challenges Barbara Creed's argument that male bodies 

take on ferrunme characteristics when they become grotesque (Creed: 1993: 19). 

Similarly, and as I discussed in Chapter 3, in The Female Grotesque Mary Russo 

stated ffiat male grotesques were '-produced through an association With the feminine, 

as the body marked by difference' (Russo: 1994: 13). While many representations of 

the male grotesque body that I analysed in FHMsignified difference dirough 

fernminity, there were also mstances where the grotesque male body was associated 

with conceptions of an exaggerated, or hyper, masculinity. In Chapter 71 used the 

examples of wounds, beer bellies and bodybuilding, as well as codes of behaviour 

associated with lad culture (sick pranks and billingsgatc speech forms) to outline the 

possibilities of the male grotesque. VVMle men's bodies can be read as vulnerable (in 

the display of wounds) or pregnant (as with images of beer bellies), there are wider 

discourses at work that are associated with notions of hypermasculinity, and which 

frame the male subject as fascinated wiffi gore or position him as visually excessive in 

relation to (stereotypically) male cultural practices. 
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The grotesque is a particularly a promment feature of FHM, however in my research 

there was a split between the regenerative opportunities offered hy the grotesque and 

the ways that it was utilised as a space to objectify the bodies of 'Others'. 

Representation of the grotesque frequently depicted the bodies of 'Others' (primarily 

images of disability or fat bodies) as 'freaks', positioning ffiem as spectacle in ways that 

reinforced a hierarchy where the lad stood as the omrupotent spectator. Nevertheless, 

as I discussed in Chapter 7, there were instances where the lad was implicated in the 

grotesque through reader photographs of in*unes and wounds, as well as througli i 

degrading pranks conducted by joumalists (who identified with the positioning of 

readers). There is space to read the male body as grotesque through cultural practices 

that are strongly related to exaggerated and stereotypically masculine behaviours, 

(heroism, bravery) and practices (such as beer drinking and pub culture). Although the 

Bakhtinlan potential of the grotesque is lost in FHM, ffic use of gTotesque images, 

practices and speech demonstrates a contextual rebellion against closed, disciplined 

bodies. 'Me grotesque is utilised as a form of masculine identification in HIM, with 

the lad appropriating modes of behaviour and speech that position him as reckless and 

rebellious. The potential for the male grotesque is an under researched area, and the 

evidence of the grotesque at work in lads' magazines such as FHM is an attempt to 

initiate debate regarding the implications of such repertoires. 

In contrast to FHM, the grotesque is a latent force in Men's Health, and the pleasures 

wid trmsgrcssion of the grotcsquc arc rcprcsscd dirough medical, bio-scientific and 
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consumer discourses that regulate and discipline idealized male bodies. 'Mrough 

rendering the grotesque as an invisible force, its influence became apparent by the 

culture of fear and prevention that exists in the relationship between men, health and 

the inner body. The potenfial of the grotesque is also realiscd through bodybuilding, 

and the image of the professional bodybuilder as Visually grotesque through regulation, 

discipline, control and the over-working of the body to bulge beyond the surface of the 

skin in the protrusion of muscle, sinew and veins. Many traditional distinctions and 

dualisms become blurred in the discussion of the bodybuilder as grotesque through 

over conformity and hyper-masculinity (such as the classical and the grotesque, 

discipline and subversion, or feculence and sanitisadon). I have used bodybuilding in 

this thesis as an example of ways in which the monstrous and the grotesque might be 

re-dicorised to account for hypermasculinity. 

Online Masculinities 

The repositioning of men's lifestyle magazines onto the intemet has not yet been fully 

exan-iined, and I moved towards the study of onhne communities in men's hfestyle 

inagazines both in order to tracc the shift In focus from prmted magazines to the 

intemet, and to analyse the possibilifies for men's magazine websites to allow reader 

participation. In the observation of menshealth. co. uk and FHM. coin, I studied die 

idiomatic conventions that positioned male readcrs as commun-Ities and noted that the 

disdiicfive differences in the structuring of menshealdi. cauk and FHM. com reflects the 

subsequent space for homosocial bonding and the expression of lioniosocial desires. 
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NVI-ii1e online relations of reading allows readers to be complicit in the constrtiction of 

homosocial spaces, the potential for homosocial communifics is reliant upon die 

conditions for heteroglossia. in men's magazine websites. Users of FHM. com are 

1-figlily atomized, and the idea of a community based on extended reader interaction is 

an illusion supported by the interactive relationsfýp between reader and text. 

Despite the earlier analyses of Mcn'S Hcakh as a controlled and regulated magazine 

environment that foregrounded idealized images of the muscular male body and 

repressed the grotesque, the website menshealth. m. uk offers readers the space to 

present anxieties and desires about the body, alongside everyday experiences, to a 

communIty of readers. Gender was often articulated in communal temis, and readers 

expressed desire for homosocial spaces that were comparable to the early second wave 

feminist production of consciousness raising groups. In the expression of affccfivc 

dialogues, readers of menshealLb. co. uk demonstrated ffie emotional vulnerability of 

hegemonic masculinity. Through seeking advice on message boards, male users 

demonstrated the importance of the anonymous spaces of mensheahh. co. uk in 

facilitating modes of talking that generally are not pail of die idiom of homosociality. 

'17hrough calls for 'brotherhood', male personae highlightcd the investments that 

participants had in the homosocial community of menshcaldi. co. uk, and den-ionstratcd 

that online space is conducive to forms of dialogue that cannot be easily approached 

outside of a cyber community. Yet while inale lioinosociality is of clear importance to 

participants on menshealth. cauk, there is evidence of women who participate on 
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message boards and who contribute to the website in consolidating the boundaries of 

heterosexuality. The roles of 'Offiers' (women and gay men) are sigrifficant as implicit 

sources of difference from which (hegenionic) masculimfies are defmed, and they mark 

the boundaries of desire in online message boards that lack visual content. Despite 

their status as 'Other', female and gay personae are not denied a voice, and the 

heteroglossia of menshcalth. co. uk encourages interaction that is presented in tcrnis of 

both conffict and agreement. Race was not easily identifiable online since it was less 

frequently marked in speech by readers. However there was evidence of black mid 

Asian men participating in ffie menshcalth. co. uk community, and despite the 

donlinance of white bodies inside the printed magazine, online participants often 

referred to notions of the 'universal' male subject in the refusal to acknowledge race as 

a dividing factor between men. 

In contrast Wiffi the affective dialogues present in mensheakh. co. uk, male bonding 

takes place as a site of familialUed conflict on FHM. coin. Men communicate through 

billingsgate speech genres and deprecation, and in a rule-govcmed site the cultural 

framework refuses to confront masculinity as an emotional space. The grotesque is 

foregrounded as a central element of the visual framework of FHM. com, and the 

bodies of 'Offiers' are displayed visually as sites of scrutiny mid differcncc. 'nic 

oppressive relationsl-iip between readers (lads) and grotesque bodies (Treaks') Is 

reinforced by features such as 'Dr. Freak's Casebook'. 'Flie lad in FHAI and grotesque 

'Odiers' stand as clear opposites in ways that reinforce power relationships. In 
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grotesque representation, lads are photographed and published (either inside the 

magazine or online), by choice and are given space for critical voices that reinforce 

their status as masculine subjects. Women's bodies are also implicated in the 

construction of online heterosexual masculmifies in FHM. com, and through the use of' 

interactive games and pornography, women's bodies are enhanced as sexual ob' , jccts 

while male participants control and receive virtual fantasies. Women represent a site 

for men to project collective desire and sexual fantasy, and the complicit photographs 

and fantasy narratives from women add to the culftu-al framework of'FHM. The 

choice made by readers to submit photographs to features such as THM's 'Problems: 

Emergency Ward' or 'MMS Gallery' would be an intere sting area of inve stigation, and 

I will now turn to a discussion of the potential areas for future research that have 

emerged from the work conducted in flus proicct. 

Further Areas for Debate 

This thesis has presented original material for the study of ldcallzcd muscular male 

bodies, grotesque male bodies and online gendered communities. I have drawn upon 

a number of interdisciplinary fields in the study of FHM and Men's Heakh as sites for 

the (re)production and negotiation of white heterosexual masculinity, and this research 

is intended to produce a contributions to knowledge in fciiiinism, incii's studies, inedia 

studies, cultural studies and sociology. In analysing die idealizcd male bodies produccd 

in Men's Heakh and the construction of a vanety of 'gazes', I have observed the 

ambiguities that arc produced in relation to homocrotic desire and flic lictcroscxual 
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male subject. Beauty and the muscular male body have traditionally been associated 

with images of women and black men, and I have examined how white men have 

started to reclaim beauty and physical strength in ways that simultaneously support their 

status as hegenionic subjects. The study of nien, heterosexual mLsculinities and die 

gaze in visual culture is not new. However with supporting websitc material I have 

examined how hegemonic masculinities accommodatc both idealiZed reprcsentafions 

of the muscular male body as powerful, and also Ndden and underlying tcnsions in the 

failure to embody such ideals. Rather than facing a crisis in masculinity, complex 

tensions are a part of hegemonic identities, particularly as men increasingly embrace 

and negotiate terms of masculinity as they are constructed through conceptions of 

beauty and muscular bulk. Men have traditionally lacked spaces for the discussion of 

affective dialogues amongst oflier men, and online readership opens new avenues for 

social research into men and emotional discourses. The shift to online fonns of 

readership is a new area of analysis in magazine research, and I have not seen any 

wider academic studies on the online environment of men's online magazines. Men's 

online magazines are a source of untapped potential for die study of inasculinities, and 

for the study of women in male doininated (and male defined) web-spaces. 

On menshcalLb. cauk, men are positioned as both powerful and vulnerable in online 

dialogues, and in future research it would be interesting to analyse whether the 

questions iwscd by readers of mensheafth. cauk arc specific to, or transcend, die 

magazine environment. Wulc onfine participants reveal tensions, anxicties and 
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vulnerabilities in the online environment of menshcalth. co. uk, this isjuxtaposed with 

the lack of emotion expressed by readers of FHM. cOM. I would like to qucstloii dils 

split on a more equal footing, in spaces where readers of FHM. com are given space to 

communicate issues an opinions. Observing the message boards of mcnshcalth. co. uk 

lias opened up new questions for male identities, particularly on the subject of male 

support (or 'brotherhood), and it would be interesting to know whether sucli needs are 

contextual to Men'S HcaM, or whether they signal issues for wider w1iite, heterosexual 

male identities. It is necessary to understand how white men are positioned as both 

powerful and subjected, and also to listen to men who articulate the need for emotional 

male spaces. 

A further area for future debate for both pnnted magazine and online research would 

be to study the investments that women have in men's magazine cultures. During my 

research I found evidence of participation from women in both FHM and Mcn's 

Health. In FHM, women frequently posted in photographs and entered competitions 

such as the 'Highstreet Honeys' or 'Student of the Year', and online women were seen 

to submit sexually explicit photographs and fantasy narratives. In the culture of Men's 

Health, women's participation was restricted to the online environment where they 

engaged in general chat as well as in dialogues on sex and relationships. 'nic 

investments that women have in the cultures of men's lifestyle magazines is an area of 

research that is undeveloped, and wIlIch holds ffie potential for understm(fing how and 

why women arc complicit m their own sexual objccfification. 
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In "s fliesis I have also examined ffie possibility for a reading of the inale bodýý as 

grotesque through notions of hypen-nasculinity. The idea of the male grotcsque opens 

vast questions that relate to the positioning of men in social, cultural and media 

analysis. While I have been unable to expand upon wider popular cultural fornis, in 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 71 highlighted how notions of the male grotesque might also be 

read in wider media culture and the rise in cruel realism (with prograninies such as 

jackass orjohnny Vegas 18,5tone ofI&66, and it would be mteresting to read how the 

grotesque male body performs in these wider contexts in future research. In this thesis 

I have presented new areas for research into mascuhi-fities and men's lifestyle 

magazines, and through my work I hope to trigger subsequent debates that embrace 

both the potential of the male grotesque and the production of male online magazine 

communities. 

Word count - 82,901. 
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